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Abstract

Background: Mobile technology to promote exercise is effective; however, most evidence is from studies of younger groups in high-income countries. Investigating if short message service (SMS) texting can affect exercise participation in older adults from an upper-middle-income country is important considering the proliferation of mobile phones in developing regions and the increased interest of older adults in using mobile phones.

Objective: The main objective was to examine the short- and long-term effects of SMS text messaging on exercise frequency in older adults. Secondary objectives were to investigate how SMS text messages impact study participants’ exercise frequency and the effects of the intervention on secondary outcomes.

Methods: The Malaysian Physical Activity for Health Study (myPAtHS) was a 24-week, 2-arm, parallel randomized controlled trial conducted in urban Malaysia. Participants were recruited via health talks in resident associations and religious facilities. Older Malaysians (aged 55-70 years) who used mobile phones and did not exercise regularly were eligible to participate in the study. Participants randomly allocated to the SMS texting arm received an exercise booklet and 5 weekly SMS text messages over 12 weeks. The content of the SMS text messages was derived from effective behavior change techniques. The non-SMS texting arm participants received only the exercise booklet. Home visits were conducted to collect outcome data: (1) exercise frequency at 12 and 24 weeks, (2) secondary outcome data (exercise self-efficacy, physical activity–related energy expenditure, sitting time, body mass index, grip and leg strength) at baseline and at 12 and 24 weeks. Intention-to-treat procedures were applied for data analysis. Semistructured interviews focusing primarily on the SMS text messages and their impact on exercise frequency were conducted at weeks 12 and 24.

Results: In total, 43 participants were randomized into the SMS texting arm (n=22) and the non-SMS texting arm (n=21). Study-unrelated injuries forced 4 participants to discontinue after a few weeks (they were not included in any analyses). Overall retention was 86% (37/43). After 12 weeks, SMS texting arm participants exercised significantly more than non-SMS texting arm participants (mean difference 1.21 times, bias-corrected and accelerated bootstrap [BCa] 95% CI 0.18-2.24). Interview analysis revealed that the SMS text messages positively influenced SMS texting arm participants who experienced exercise barriers. They described the SMS text messages as being encouraging, a push, and a reminder. After 24 weeks, there was no significant difference between the research arms (mean difference 0.74, BCa 95% CI –0.30 to 1.76). There were no significant effects for secondary outcomes.

Conclusions: This study provides evidence that SMS text messaging is effective in promoting exercise in older adults from an upper-middle-income country. Although the effects were not maintained when SMS text messaging ceased, the results are promising and warrant more research on behavioral mobile health interventions in other regions.
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Introduction
Population aging is a global phenomenon that is projected to continue [1,2]. In 2013, there were approximately 841 million people globally who were age 60 years or older (11.7%). This figure is expected to grow to more than 2 billion (21.1%) by 2050 [3]. Accelerated population aging takes place in places other than high-income countries (HICs) where more than 80% of the global older adult population will reside by 2050 [3]. Malaysia is an upper-middle-income country that shows rapid population aging [4,5]. The proportion of older adults in the total population is projected to almost double from 2015 (5.8%) to 2040 (11.4%) [6].

The global rise in the older adult population is linked to an increase in the prevalence of noncommunicable diseases (NCDs), disability, and other health problems which, in turn, increase the burden on public and private health care systems [1,2,7,8]. This is especially so in non-HICs where the increase of NCDs is far greater than in HICs [2]. Lifestyle factors, especially physical activity (PA) and particularly structured exercise, are commonly put forward as essential determinants of good physiological and psychological health in older age [2,9-11]. For example, exercising older adults enjoy increased brain plasticity and cognitive function [12], reduced risk of cardiovascular diseases [13], and reduced metabolic risks [14]. Additionally, older adults who start following a regular strength-training regimen are likely to reduce body fat and greatly increase muscular strength [13,15]. Despite these benefits, many older adults are not exercising enough [11,16]. A recent review of PA levels in older adults reported that between 0% and 17.2% of older adults are active for 150 minutes per week when measured objectively [16].

Because exercise is a subcategory of PA, exercise levels are even lower. Studies reporting on PA and exercise levels of older adults in non-HICs are rare [17]. However, it seems that older adults in non-HICs, such as Malaysia, are increasingly inactive [18-20]. This was confirmed in a recent study reporting that 88% of older Malaysians are not sufficiently active [20]. The unprecedented increase in the older adult population, especially in non-HICs, imposes a great burden on health care systems. Because PA and specifically exercise are essential for good health in older age, there is a need for innovative and cost-effective interventions to increase exercise levels.

Behavioral health interventions focusing on PA and/or exercise are increasingly delivered via mHealth approaches [21], particularly mobile phones [22,23]. However, most interventions are conducted with younger age groups in HICs [21,24,25]. This is surprising because mobile phone penetration is increasing rapidly in non-HICs primarily because of device affordability [26]. This is evident in the Asia-Pacific region where approximately 3.6 billion people own a mobile phone. This figure is likely to increase in coming years [27]. Mobile phone subscriptions are also increasing in older adults. A study of older adults in the United States showed that 75.9% of adults aged 65 and older own a mobile phone [28]. Research also indicated the willingness of older adults to use mobile phone features that provide beneficial information to them, especially for health [29,30]. Short message service (SMS) text messaging is particularly popular among older adults and is the most frequently used mobile phone feature because little technological expertise is required for sending and receiving SMS text messages [28,31]. Therefore, examining SMS text messaging to promote exercise in older adults residing in an upper-middle-income country (Malaysia) would be informative.

Prior Research
Text messaging has been shown to be successful in promoting PA and/or exercise in young adults [32], postnatal women [33,34], working women [35], and sedentary women [36] from HICs. Text messaging was either a stand-alone intervention or it constituted a major part within a multicomponent intervention. In contrast, in non-HICs, SMS text-messaging interventions were primarily implemented to address maternal, child, and sexual health as well as disease management [26,37-40]. To our knowledge, only one study addressed exercise using SMS text messages in a non-HIC (India). A lifestyle intervention primarily delivered via SMS text messages to prevent the onset of type 2 diabetes in men was not successful in increasing overall activity levels [41].

Only one study reported on the effects of SMS text messaging in older adults [42]. The authors recruited a small sample of older African-Americans in a 6-week SMS text-messaging trial and found that step counts and leisure-time PA increased significantly. The aim of our study is to examine if SMS text messaging can successfully impact exercise behavior in older adults residing in a non-HIC (Malaysia). Further, we aim to determine if the effects of SMS text messaging on exercise behavior are maintained when the SMS text messages are removed.

Current Intervention
The Malaysian Physical Activity for Health Study (MPAtHS) is a randomized controlled trial (RCT) for older Malaysians who do not follow a regular exercise routine. We chose this age group because population aging is a great challenge for Malaysia [5] and the majority of older Malaysians do not exercise enough [20]. The tropical, hot, and humid climate and safety concerns prevent many older Malaysians from exercising outside (eg, brisk walking). Additionally, a lack of appropriate exercise facilities for older adults and insufficient knowledge on how to exercise contribute to low exercise levels in this age group. Consequently, we introduced specific exercises to our research participants and provided a printed home-based exercise booklet. Text messages served as an encouragement and reminder to follow the exercises. The majority of older Malaysians use a
mobile phone (analog or smartphone) and are familiar with the SMS text-messaging feature [43].

Our study aimed to (1) determine if older Malaysians receiving an exercise booklet and weekly SMS text messages exercise more than participants who only receive an exercise booklet, (2) examine if the effects of the SMS text messages are maintained when the SMS text messages are removed, (3), investigate how the SMS text messages support participants to exercise, and (4) investigate the effects of the SMS text messages on secondary outcomes (eg, exercise self-efficacy, weekly PA-related energy expenditure, daily sitting time, body mass index [BMI], grip strength, and lower body strength).

**Methods**

**Study Design: Overview**
The mPATHS is a RCT that uses a parallel study design. All participants were introduced to a set of exercises and received an exercise booklet. Participants randomized into the SMS text-messaging arm (SMS texting arm) received an additional 60 text messages over 12 weeks. Participants randomized into the other arm did not receive SMS text messages (non-SMS texting arm). After enrollment, the primary study outcome was assessed at weeks 12 and 24. The study design and protocol were approved by the Faculty of Medicine Ethics Committee, University of Malaya, and was registered (Clinicaltrials.gov NCT02123342). This trial is reported according to the CONSORT statement [44] and the CONSORT-EHEALTH extension [45] (Multimedia Appendix 1).

**Settings**
The study took place in urban Malaysia (Kuala Lumpur and Petaling Jaya) from June 2014 to January 2015. In Malaysia, 73% of the population lives in urban areas and Kuala Lumpur and Petaling Jaya are the most densely populated cities [46].

**Eligibility Criteria for Participants**
Eligible participants were English-speaking community-dwelling Malaysians aged between 55 and 70 years, who were not exercising regularly (no structured exercise more than once weekly), had no health conditions that would restrict moderate exercise, used a mobile phone with SMS text-messaging function, and were interested in health-promoting exercise.

**Recruitment and Enrollment**
Participants were recruited from local resident associations and religious facilities in April and May 2014. With the support of representatives from the respective organizations, one study team member conducted health talks for older adults within the recruitment area. The study was briefly introduced as an exercise for health program and eligibility criteria were described (SMS text messaging was not mentioned). Those who were interested in taking part were given an information sheet and asked to provide contact details so that a study team member could call them later. Approximately one week after the health talks, potential participants were called. During this call, eligibility criteria were checked, initial oral consent was obtained, and a baseline home visit was scheduled. Home visits were conducted because some participants did not have personal transportation and the public transportation system is not easily accessible.

During the home visits, final eligibility checks were conducted, study procedures were explained (eg, time lines, potential risks), informed consent was obtained, and enrollment finalized.

**Randomization and Allocation Concealment**
The overall sample was stratified into participants enrolling with their spouse and participants enrolling without a spouse. There is evidence that older adults enrolling in an exercise intervention with a spouse exercise significantly more than those who do not [47]. Participants in the with-spouse and without-spouse strata were randomized separately on the day of enrollment after baseline measurements were taken and informed consent was obtained. Within strata, restricted randomization into the SMS texting and the non-SMS texting arm was applied to achieve balanced sample sizes. Sealed opaque envelopes with chits indicating the study arm were prepared by a study team member. A different set of envelopes was prepared for individual participants and participants enrolling with their spouse (stratification procedure). The envelopes were shuffled and participants were asked to randomly select one of the envelopes (as a means of allocation concealment). Participants and investigators were not blinded to arms assignment; however, participants were not aware that there were 2 research arms.

**Intervention**
During the baseline home visit, all participants were introduced to a set of exercises and received an exercise booklet (mPATHS booklet) developed by one of the study team members, an exercise physiologist with experience in training older adults. This booklet contained information on the benefits of exercise, some safety instructions, and descriptions of 12 age-appropriate strengthening exercises that could be executed without any specific equipment. Brief warm-up and cool-down sections were included as well. The exercises targeted major muscle groups of the arms/shoulders, upper trunk/neck, and legs. They were described using pictures, explanations of key movements, and hints where the exercises should be felt. One practical exercise session was conducted during the initial home visit to ensure correct execution. Participants were advised to exercise as often as possible each week to increase health benefits, but no other formal recommendations were provided. To ensure that participants’ mobile phones were operational and participants were competent using the SMS text message function, they were asked to confirm receipt of a text message sent before the baseline home visit.

During the 12 weeks following the baseline home visit, 60 SMS text messages were sent to SMS texting arm participants (during weekdays). Text messages were sent automatically via an online tool specifically developed for this study. This tool allowed the research team to schedule the SMS text messages for every participant and it was also used to confirm delivery of the SMS text messages (Multimedia Appendix 2). Text messages were scheduled for morning hours between 8 am and 11 am according to participant preference. Text messages were developed from previous research that identified behavior change techniques (BCTs) most successful for increasing exercise self-efficacy and exercise behavior [48,49]. These BCTs were providing...
instructions to exercise and providing rewards/praise for efforts toward exercise behavior [49]. Text messages contained an instruction to exercise using the mPAtHS exercise booklet and a statement that praised the participants’ engagement (Textbox 1). Several unique messages were developed and participants received a different message every day. Participants were not required to reply to SMS text messages because this has been shown to not significantly increase effectiveness [50]. Text messages ceased after 12 weeks. For the non-SMS texting arm participants, all procedures were the same, except they did not receive SMS text messages during the 12-week period.

Textbox 1. Example of a SMS text message sent to SMS texting arm participants.

| Tailoring: Hello Mr. Wong, I hope you are well. |
| Instruction: Please do the mPAtHS exercises regularly. |
| Praise/Reward: All your efforts will impact your health. |
| Closing: Have fun! |

**Outcome Measures**

In this study, a mixed methods approach was applied to collect outcome data. Quantitative data was supplemented by qualitative data from semistructured interviews.

**Quantitative Data**

The primary study outcome was weekly exercise frequency (exercise sessions using the exercise booklet). It was assessed immediately after the 12-week SMS texting intervention period and after 24 weeks. This outcome was measured with an exercise log appended to the exercise booklet. Participants were asked to record dates, times, and duration of exercise sessions. During the baseline home visit, participants were shown how to record their exercise routine and one trial was conducted to ensure correct data entry. Additionally, one example of a correct entry was provided (in the booklet). Completed logs were exchanged for new ones on subsequent follow-up home visits.

A number of secondary outcomes were assessed at baseline and at weeks 12 and 24. Exercise self-efficacy is strongly associated with exercise participation in older adults [51] and was a covariate controlled for in this study. Participants were assessed using the Exercise Self-Efficacy Scale (EXSE) [52]. Validity and reliability of the EXSE were established in studies with older adults [53,54]. Participants were asked to rate the level of confidence they had for exercising with the exercise program over the coming weeks (from week 1 to week 8). Response options ranged from 0% (not at all confident) to 100% (highly confident) with 10% increments. The mean was used for analysis.

Physical activity-related energy expenditure, in weekly Metabolic Equivalent of Task (MET) minutes (MET-minutes), and daily time spent sitting (in hours) were measured using the short form of the International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ). The validity and reliability of this instrument are well established and it is widely used [55]. The IPAQ short form consists of 7 items and was interviewer-administered in this study. Respondents were required to indicate frequency (days per week) and duration (hours and minutes per day) of vigorous PA, moderate PA, and walking during the previous week. Another item asked about the time spent sitting on a normal weekday.

In addition, BMI (in kg/m²) was calculated from body height and weight using the Seca Clara 803 Digital Personal Scale (Seca GmbH & Co KG, Hamburg, Germany). We assessed maximum grip strength (in kg force) of the dominant hand using the North Coast Hydraulic Hand Dynamometer (North Coast Medical Inc, Morgan Hill, CA, USA). This device has been used in previous studies with different groups of older adults and provided valid and reliable data [56-58]. On a verbal cue (“ready, go”), participants were instructed to squeeze the device as strongly as possible. The test was performed in the standing position and the mean of 3 trials was used for analysis. Lower body strength was assessed with the 30-second chair-stand test. This valid and reliable test was specifically developed for studies with older adults and has been widely used [59-61]. The number of stands from a chair that can be completed in 30 seconds is the test score.

**Qualitative Data**

During the follow-up home visits, we also conducted semistructured interviews with all research participants to complement the quantitative data. The interviews lasted approximately 20 minutes. We were primarily interested in how the participants in the SMS texting arm perceived the SMS text messages. Questions about the impact of the SMS text messages, their content, and what was done with them were discussed (Multimedia Appendix 3).

**Sample Size Calculation**

A total of 36 participants (18 per arm) was estimated to provide 80% power at α=.05 to detect a difference of one weekly exercise session between the arms at week 12, assuming a standard deviation of 1.1 session. We anticipated a dropout rate of 15%; hence, we aimed to include 42 participants (21 per arm) [34,42].

**Statistical Analysis**

Statistical analysis using SPSS version 21.0 included descriptive statistics of age, sex, education, employment status, health status, and marital status. The intention-to-treat principle framed the analyses. However, intervention-unrelated injuries resulted in dropouts at week 12 and no primary outcome data was collected from these participants (n=4), consequently invalidating the use of imputation procedures. None of these participants were included in any of the analyses. For all other analyses, we used the last observation carried forward procedure for missing data.
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We also conducted a per protocol analysis for those participants with complete outcome data using the same procedures as in the intention-to-treat analysis (Multimedia Appendix 4).

Weekly exercise frequency at week 12 (SMS texting period) was compared between study arms using an independent $t$ test. Additionally, an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was conducted to adjust for the effect of exercise self-efficacy at baseline (covariate) as a key predictor of exercise participation in older adults [54]. For the analysis of weekly exercise frequency at week 24 (analysis of outcome after removal of SMS text messages), mixed between-within subjects $2 \times 2$ (time x group) ANOVAs were conducted. Interaction effects were followed up with simple effects analysis. In addition, an independent $t$ test was conducted to compare weekly exercise frequency at week 24.

For the secondary outcomes, data were converted into 2 change variables: one between baseline and week 12 and one between baseline and week 24. For each variable, an ANCOVA comparing the change scores between the arms at each time point was conducted with the baseline scores entered as a covariate. For each arm, we estimated model-adjusted means, 95% confidence intervals, and $P$ values.

**Interview Analysis**

The first author transcribed (not verbatim) the interviews and categorized responses into broad predefined themes (eg, exercise program, SMS text message content, effects of the SMS text messages). Themes were further divided into subthemes that were partly derived from the responses of the participants (eg, exercise benefits, perception of how the SMS text messages affected exercise). Direct quotations from participants were extracted to exemplify the results derived from the interviews. Finally, a coauthor checked the interview analysis results for accuracy and discrepancies were resolved via discussion.

**Results**

**Overview**

Participants were recruited in April and May 2014, and follow-up data were collected until January 2015. Figure 1 depicts the flow of the participants through the study. Of the 89 individuals screened, 43 eligible participants were randomized into the SMS texting arm ($n=22$) and the non-SMS texting arm ($n=21$). Table 1 displays the baseline demographic data. Participants had a mean age of 63.3 years (SD 4.5, range 55-70 years). The majority of the participants were female (74%, 32/43), obtained a college or university degree (67%, 29/43), were married (81%, 35/43), not working (77%, 33/43), and reported good health (67%, 29/43). There were no significant differences between the research arms on categorical and continuous variables ($P$>.05). Follow-up assessments at weeks 12 and 24 were completed for 18 (82%, 18/22) SMS texting arm and 21 (100%, 21/21) non-SMS texting arm participants. The overall retention rate was 86% (37/43) from baseline.

**Table 1. Demographic characteristics of the research participants.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>SMS texting ($n=22$)</th>
<th>Non-SMS texting ($n=21$)</th>
<th>Total ($N=43$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>63.64 (4.58)</td>
<td>62.90 (4.48)</td>
<td>63.28 (4.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>6 (27)</td>
<td>5 (24)</td>
<td>11 (26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>16 (73)</td>
<td>16 (76)</td>
<td>32 (74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest education, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>6 (27)</td>
<td>4 (19)</td>
<td>10 (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postsecondary</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
<td>3 (14)</td>
<td>4 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College/university</td>
<td>15 (68)</td>
<td>14 (67)</td>
<td>29 (68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment status, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working</td>
<td>6 (27)</td>
<td>4 (19)</td>
<td>10 (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not working</td>
<td>16 (73)</td>
<td>17 (81)</td>
<td>33 (77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health status, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>4 (18)</td>
<td>3 (14)</td>
<td>7 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>16 (73)</td>
<td>13 (62)</td>
<td>29 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very good or Excellent</td>
<td>2 (9)</td>
<td>5 (24)</td>
<td>7 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single/Separated/Widowed</td>
<td>4 (18)</td>
<td>4 (19)</td>
<td>8 (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>18 (82)</td>
<td>17 (81)</td>
<td>35 (81)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Outcome Assessments

Weekly Exercise Frequency

Over the 12-week intervention period, participants in the SMS texting arm exercised more frequently per week (mean 3.74, SD 1.34) compared to participants in the non-SMS texting arm (mean 2.52, SD 1.85). This difference (mean difference 1.21, bias-corrected and accelerated [BCa] 95% CI 0.18-2.24) was significant ($t_{37}=2.30$, $P=.03$, $d=0.76$). The effect of the SMS text messages on weekly exercise frequency was stronger after adjusting for baseline exercise self-efficacy with ANCOVA ($F_{1,36}=6.81$, $P=.01$).

Weekly exercise frequency decreased by 0.43 sessions (95% CI 0.12-0.74) from week 12 to week 24 in the overall sample ($F_{1,37}=7.94$, $P=.008$). There was no significant research arm by time interaction on weekly exercise frequency ($F_{1,37}=2.46$, $P=.13$). However, simple effects analysis revealed a significant decrease of 0.68 sessions within the SMS texting arm ($F_{1,37}=8.93$, $P=.005$), whereas no significant decrease was observed in the non-SMS texting arm ($F_{1,37}=0.85$, $P=.36$). Further, an independent t-test revealed that the SMS texting arm participants did not exercise more frequently (mean 3.07, SD 1.32) than the non-SMS texting arm participants (mean 2.33, SD 1.92) at week 24. The difference between the 2 arms (mean difference 0.74, BCa 95% CI –0.30 to 1.76) was not significant at week 24 ($t_{37}=1.37$, $P=.18$, $d=0.45$).
Secondary Outcomes

Table 2 lists the effects of the SMS text messages on exercise self-efficacy, PA-related energy expenditure, daily sitting hours, BMI, grip strength, and lower body strength adjusted for the baseline values. There were no significant main or interaction effects (P>0.05).

Table 2. Treatment effects on secondary outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>SMS texting, mean (SD)</th>
<th>Non-SMS texting, mean (SD)</th>
<th>Week 12</th>
<th>Week 24</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(n=18)</td>
<td>(n=21)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise self-efficacy score</td>
<td>81.94 (18.74)</td>
<td>81.55 (17.53)</td>
<td>-3.39 (16.21, 9.43)</td>
<td>-11.31 (–27.95, 5.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-6.47 (19.67)</td>
<td>-14.32 (25.51)</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-3.02 (25.52)</td>
<td>-3.39 (16.21, 9.43)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA-related energy expenditure (weekly MET-minutes)</td>
<td>662.29 (497.29)</td>
<td>968.71 (1479.10)</td>
<td>-5.99 (–558.14, 546.15)</td>
<td>-262.72 (–739.77, 214.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>383.43 (843.42)</td>
<td>377.43 (842.56)</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>434.69 (728.69)</td>
<td>171.97 (728.22)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>968.71 (1479.10)</td>
<td>-0.81 (–2.19, 0.58)</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>81.94 (18.74)</td>
<td>-8.52 (2.20)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily sitting time (hours)</td>
<td>7.28 (3.39)</td>
<td>8.52 (2.20)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.36 (2.09)</td>
<td>-1.17 (2.09)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.10 (1.90)</td>
<td>-0.77 (1.89)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22.39 (2.81)</td>
<td>-0.81 (–2.19, 0.58)</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²)</td>
<td>23.50 (3.47)</td>
<td>22.39 (2.81)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.23 (0.51)</td>
<td>0.32 (0.51)</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.15 (0.68)</td>
<td>0.28 (0.68)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22.39 (2.81)</td>
<td>0.99 (–0.25, 0.42)</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grip strength (kg)</td>
<td>25.93 (8.70)</td>
<td>25.51 (6.34)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.32 (2.01)</td>
<td>0.31 (2.01)</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.44 (2.55)</td>
<td>1.09 (2.55)</td>
<td>-0.34 (–2.01, 1.32)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25.51 (6.34)</td>
<td>0.02 (–1.32, 1.29)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.31 (2.01)</td>
<td>0.29 (1.29)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14.90 (3.81)</td>
<td>2.77 (3.39)</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower body strength (repetitions in 30-sec chair-stand test)</td>
<td>13.44 (3.42)</td>
<td>3.43 (2.79)</td>
<td>-0.12 (–1.96, 1.72)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.21 (3.40)</td>
<td>0.56 (–1.67, 2.80)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.55 (2.80)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14.90 (3.81)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Adjusted for baseline.

Over the 24-week study period, a total of 4 adverse events occurred, all in the SMS texting arm (slipped disk: n=2; shoulder injury: n=1; hospitalization: n=1), none of which resulted directly from the study.

Qualitative Data

Week 12

The semistructured interviews at week 12 revealed that the participants from both arms were satisfied with the exercise program and faced few or no problems performing the exercises. They also reported that they improved their fitness, their health, and experienced elevated mood.

In the SMS texting arm, 9 participants reported few or no barriers to exercising (50%, 9/18). These participants indicated that the SMS text messages had limited impact and that they would have performed similarly without them. In contrast, 9 SMS texting arm participants (50%, 9/18), experienced a number of personal barriers (eg, laziness/tiredness, lack of motivation) to exercising. Despite these barriers, none of these participants discontinued exercise. They affirmed the value of the SMS text messages, which they described as very important and encouraging. They used words such as “cheering,” “hopeful,” and “inspiring” to express how they perceived the SMS text messages. For example, one participant said, “The text messages gave hope that I can do it.” Four participants perceived the messages as an important push for them to exercise when they felt lazy. Interestingly, 4 participants reported feeling guilty when they received the SMS text messages on those days when they had no intention to exercise. They explained that the SMS text messages made them aware of their commitment and then they scheduled their exercise. Finally, 2 participants also reported that the SMS text messages served as a reminder on busy days.

In the non-SMS texting arm, there were also participants who experienced barriers to exercising (52%, 11/21). Six of these participants did not discontinue exercise, but suggested that an encouraging prompt would have been helpful. The remaining 5 participants exercised very infrequently before they discontinued (after 3 to 8 weeks). Three of them thought that reminders or prompts would have been important to help them continue exercising.

Week 24

The SMS texting arm participants who experienced few or no barriers to exercising during weeks 1 to 12 reported that they continued to exercise regularly, although some reported less exercise due to various reasons including traveling and busy schedules. Because the SMS text messages were not important to them from the beginning, they did not miss them.

Participants who experienced barriers to exercising during weeks 1 to 12 noted a decrease in barriers and 3 participants reported that the SMS text messages were no longer necessary. However, 2 participants said that it was very difficult for them to continue exercising without the SMS text messages. They reduced their exercise frequency: “I slowed down a little bit without it [text messages] because I did not get reminders.” One participant reported that, without the SMS text messages, she exercised very infrequently before they discontinued exercise. They reduced their fitness, their health, and experienced elevated mood.
reported few or no changes during weeks 13 to 24 versus weeks 1 to 12.

Text Messages Exposure, Content, and Frequency
All SMS text messages were delivered to the SMS texting arm participants as scheduled, without technical problems. Participants who experienced barriers to exercising in the SMS texting arm (50%, 9/18) read all 60 SMS text messages and one participant saved them as well. In comparison, most participants who experienced few or no barriers to exercising ignored the SMS text messages after some time (78%, 7/9). The content of the SMS text messages was perceived as positive. Participants liked the encouragement the SMS text messages provided. One participant said that he “felt that his efforts were appreciated.” Thirteen participants thought that the SMS text messaging frequency was too high (5 text messages per week), whereas 5 participants were in favor of the frequency. Some participants suggested sending more SMS text messages during the initial weeks and reducing the SMS text message frequency over time.

Discussion
Principal Results
This is the first RCT investigating a mHealth approach to promote exercise in older adults from a non-HIC. From the results, participants who received 60 encouraging SMS text messages over 12 weeks exercised significantly more than participants who did not receive such SMS text messages (mean difference 1.2 times per week). The SMS text messages were perceived as positive encouragement, especially for participants who experienced a number of barriers to exercising. Exercise frequency decreased significantly in the SMS texting arm when SMS text messages ceased. These findings suggest that SMS text messages have a strong impact on exercise participation in older adults, but the effect does not seem to be sustainable once they are removed.

Short-Term Effect of the Text Messages
In accordance with previous studies, we found that our SMS text messages had a marked short-term effect on exercise [32-36,42]. A number of reasons why SMS text messaging is effective in behavioral health interventions, particularly among older adults can be suggested. First, SMS text messaging is an easy-to-use mobile phone feature and older adults face fewer barriers to using this technology. This is a great advantage compared with more intricate features and technologies that tend to overwhelm them [28,31]. Our interview results reinforced this explanation because none of the participants experienced difficulties retrieving the SMS text messages. Second, SMS text messaging is generally perceived as a personal way to communicate [33]. This social component might be especially important to older adults, who might perceive a lack of personal interaction when using modern communication technology [28,29,62]. As a result, the attention paid to the intervention content is likely to be high and, in turn, affects intervention effectiveness. Third, some participants mentioned that they benefited from the SMS text messages because it reminded them to exercise.

Additionally, the call for designing behavioral mHealth interventions around effective BCTs has recently increased [63,64]. These BCTs are intended to actively and directly affect behavior [48]. The content of the SMS text messages in the current study was informed by the findings of a meta-analysis that identified the most effective BCTs for promoting exercise self-efficacy and exercise behavior [49]. The BCTs providing instructions to exercise and reinforcing effort of participants to exercise were perceived by a number of participants as influencing their behavior; thus, confirming the relevance of these BCTs.

Finally, our interview analysis revealed that the SMS text messages had a particularly strong impact on participants who experienced a number of barriers to exercise. This is an interesting finding that might explain why the SMS texting arm participants, on average, exercised more compared to the non-SMS texting arm participants. In each research arm, an equal proportion of participants experienced exercise barriers. However, participants who received SMS text messages continued to exercise, whereas a number of participants who did not receive SMS text messages discontinued exercise after some time. Researchers should examine the impact of SMS text messages in older adults who face exercise barriers.

Long-Term Effect of the Text Messages
Examining the long-term effects of a behavioral health intervention beyond its conclusion is important for research translation [65]. The results of our study indicate that the effect of the SMS text messages was not maintained when the SMS text messages ceased: after 24 weeks there was no difference between the SMS texting and non-SMS texting arms in exercise frequency. Similar findings were reported by Fjeldsoe et al [34], who implemented a 12-week SMS text-messaging intervention. It is possible that the SMS text messages were not sent long enough to stabilize the acquired exercise routine [65]. Longer interventions might be especially important for older adults who have behavioral patterns that are well established and difficult to change [66]. However, instead of intervening longer with the same intensity, some researchers have also suggested sending prompts in the form of booster text messages to provide occasional support [34,67]. Our interview results do not provide a conclusive picture of the most appropriate behavioral maintenance method. Most participants suggested that the SMS text messages were unnecessary after the 12 weeks and only a few participants indicated reducing their exercise frequency in the absence of the SMS text messages. More research is needed to discern if booster SMS text messages can be an effective means to behavioral maintenance.

Finally, Fjeldsoe et al [65] in their systematic review found interventions with increased face-to-face contact led to more sustainable behavior change. This might be particularly relevant when working with older adults who value personal contact more than other age groups [29]. However, increased personal contact will also lead to increased costs and reduced outreach, decreasing some of the inherent advantages of SMS text messaging, especially when scaled up [67].
Secondary Outcomes
We did not observe any significant changes on secondary outcomes throughout the course of the study. That exercise self-efficacy did not change in the SMS texting arm compared to the non-SMS texting arm was particularly surprising considering that the BCTs incorporated in the SMS text message content were supposed to promote exercise self-efficacy [49]. One explanation for this is that exercise self-efficacy levels were already high at baseline (82/100) and increments were less likely to occur. McAuley et al [53] suggested measuring exercise self-efficacy approximately 3 weeks after the start of an exercise intervention because participants tend to be too optimistic at baseline and cannot accurately estimate how much effort it might take them to exercise. Measuring exercise self-efficacy after intervention exposure likely leads to a more accurate representation of baseline exercise self-efficacy levels that can serve as a reference for future assessments.

Limitations and Strengths
This study was limited by a lack of statistical power and the small sample size. Although our sample size calculation was based on the available literature [34,42], we did not expect that the standard deviations of the primary outcome would be as great as we observed. With this, the statistical power was less than the desired 80%. Dropout occurred only in the SMS texting arm. Four participants experienced a study-unrelated injury after a few weeks in the trial and could not continue exercising. We had conducted a rigorous randomization procedure leading to balanced research arms and this pattern of dropouts was unexpected. In this study, we obtained our primary outcome data with an exercise log. The bias of self-reporting is well documented in the literature [68], but using a log for data collection was most appropriate in our study. To ensure data accuracy and validity, participants practiced the data entry at baseline; during the interviews, they did not report any problems filling in the log.

A major strength of the current study was the investigation of behavioral change maintenance in older adults after the SMS text messages were removed; thereby, we filled an important gap in the evidence [42]. We also contribute to the growing body of literature on mHealth interventions in older adults who are less likely to be recruited into such interventions [69]. Further, the current study provides urgently needed evidence that shows that SMS text messaging is potentially effective in promoting health behavior in less developed regions where mobile phone proliferation is highest [37,38,70].

Conclusions
One of the great potentials of mHealth is that it can reach those most in need of health interventions, including people in non-HICs [38]. However, most knowledge about such interventions is generated in HICs and evidence from other regions is scarce [25,70]. In this study, older Malaysians exposed to SMS text messaging exercised more than those who did not receive SMS text messages, thus demonstrating the effectiveness of such an approach in a non-HIC. The effect of the SMS text messages was not maintained when they were removed, thus indicating a need for research on measures to increase sustainability.
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Abstract

Background: Digital interventions have been effective in improving numerous health outcomes and health behaviors; furthermore, they are increasingly being used in different health care areas, including self-management of long-term conditions, mental health, and health promotion. The full potential of digital interventions is hindered by a lack of user engagement. There is an urgent need to develop effective strategies that can promote users’ engagement with digital interventions. One potential method is the use of technology-based reminders or prompts.

Objective: To evaluate the effectiveness of technology-based strategies for promoting engagement with digital interventions.

Methods: Cochrane Collaboration guidelines on systematic review methodology were followed. The search strategy was executed across 7 electronic databases: the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL), MEDLINE, Embase, Web of Science, the Education Resources Information Center (ERIC), PsycINFO, and the Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL). Databases were searched from inception to September 13, 2013, with no language or publication type restrictions, using three concepts: randomized controlled trials, digital interventions, and engagement. Gray literature and reference lists of included studies were also searched. Titles and abstracts were independently screened by 2 authors, then the full texts of potentially eligible papers were obtained and double-screened. Data from eligible papers were extracted by one author and checked for accuracy by another author. Bias was assessed using the Cochrane risk of bias assessment tool. Narrative synthesis was performed on all included studies and, where appropriate, data were pooled using meta-analysis. All findings were reported according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines.

Results: A total of 14 studies were included in the review with 8774 participants. Of the 14 studies, 9 had sufficient data to be included in the meta-analyses. The meta-analyses suggested that technology-based strategies can potentially promote engagement compared to no strategy for dichotomous outcomes (relative risk [RR] 1.27, 95\% CI 1.01-1.60, I\textsuperscript{2}=71\%), but due to considerable heterogeneity and the small sample sizes in most studies, this result should be treated with caution. No studies reported adverse or economic outcomes. Only one study with a small sample size compared different characteristics; the study found that strategies promoting new digital intervention content and those sent to users shortly after they started using the digital intervention were more likely to engage users.

Conclusions: Overall, studies reported borderline positive effects of technology-based strategies on engagement compared to no strategy. However, the results have to be interpreted with caution. More research is needed to replicate findings and understand which characteristics of the strategies are effective in promoting engagement and how cost-effective they are.
systematic review; adherence; engagement; prompts; digital interventions

Introduction

Digital interventions (DIs) are programs that provide information and support—emotional, decisional, and/or behavioral—for physical and/or mental health problems via a digital platform (eg, website or computer) [1]. There has been substantial investment in DIs in developed countries, and they have been used in different health domains, including self-management of long-term conditions [2-4], promotion of healthy behaviors [1,5-7], and mental health [8]. The literature suggests that they can improve health behaviors and health outcomes [1-10]; however, systematic reviews of the effectiveness of DIs tend to report small effect sizes with a substantial level of heterogeneity [2,4,6,7,9]. One potential cause for the relatively small effect sizes is nonuse, or insufficient use, of the digital interventions [7]. Research has shown that there is a lack of engagement with DIs, and some studies have suggested a dose-response relationship between DIs’ effectiveness and a user’s level of engagement [11-16]. A review of DIs targeting physical activity showed that better engagement was associated with larger effects of the intervention [14]. Similar findings were seen in studies of DIs targeting fruit and vegetable consumption [11], weight loss [12], and smoking cessation [13,15]. Although it could be argued that the association between greater engagement and bigger positive effect is due to reverse causality (ie, the user experiences better outcomes so becomes more engaged), it is also plausible that better engagement leads to greater effectiveness [11-16]. Indeed, one systematic review of reviews looking at DIs aimed at health prevention reported, “One of the most substantial problems in online prevention is the low use of the interventions, a phenomenon seen across all behavior domains” [7]. Hence, one potential way of improving their effectiveness may be by promoting users’ engagement.

In a three-round systematic Delphi experiment done by Brouwer et al [17], engagement was conceptualized into three phases. In the first phase, the user decides to first visit a DI to determine what it offers and whether he/she can benefit from it. In the second phase—prolonging the first visit—a user extends this visit and is exposed to part of the DI. In the third phase—revisiting the DI—the user returns to the DI after the first visit. The Brouwer et al study suggested that different factors impact on each phase. During the first phase, factors influencing the decision whether or not to visit the DI for the first time include user characteristics (eg, motivation and interest and perceived relevance of the DI). In the second phase, the duration of the first visit is mostly determined by the characteristics of the DI (ie, whether it is tailored and easy to use). In the third phase, the decision whether to revisit is influenced by both user characteristics, such as motivation, and the presence or absence of reminders or prompts to revisit [17]. This systematic review targets the third phase by exploring the use of prompts as a method to promote revisiting DIs after the first visit [7,18-20]. Some systematic reviews have been published about technology-based prompts; however, these reviews have focused on the effect of prompts on the behavior addressed by the DI, rather than on the proximal effect on engagement [21-23]. There is some emerging evidence on design features, including use of prompts, that influence engagement [19,24]; one systematic review that performed qualitative analysis of the results of the included studies found that DIs that used email and phone contact with users were more likely to have better engagement [25]. To our knowledge, none of those reviews has focused specifically on the relationship between engagement, prompts, and the characteristics of prompts. Characteristics likely to influence effectiveness include timing (ie, when should a prompt be used), duration (ie, for how long should it be used) [18,25-27], frequency [22], mode of delivery (eg, email, text message, or telephone call [23]), sender [28,29], content [30], and theoretical underpinning [23]. It has been shown that an intervention based on theory is more effective than one that is not [23,31].

A review of digital interventions found that those that used more behavior change techniques (BCTs) were more effective than those that used fewer BCTs [23]. Therefore, this review attempted to code the content of the prompts using a BCT taxonomy [32], the same one used by the previously mentioned review [23]. The BCT taxonomy, comprised of 93 BCTs, has been rated, grouped, and agreed on by international behavior experts in a Delphi-type study; these BCTs are defined as “observable, replicable, and irreducible components of an intervention designed to alter or redirect causal processes that regulate behavior” [32]. This taxonomy can help identify the active ingredients that the intervention contains and, thus, the mechanism of action, which allows for a theory-based explanation of how to develop prompts that are effective in promoting engagement. The BCT taxonomy includes the prompt/cue techniques that “introduce or define environmental or social stimuli with the purpose of prompting or cueing the behavior.” Thus, the term strategy was used in this review as it is more comprehensive and adaptable, and a strategy’s content can include the BCT prompt/cue or more components.

The aim of this systematic review was to evaluate the effectiveness of technology-based strategies, defined in this review as digital and analog technology methods used to promote the user’s regular interaction with all or part of the DI. These include, but are not limited to, emails, text messages, multimedia messages, telephone calls, automated voice calls, or faxes. Specific objectives of the review were to (1) describe technology-based strategies to promote engagement with DIs, (2) assess the effectiveness of technology-based strategies in promoting engagement with DIs, (3) explore whether different characteristics such as timing, duration, frequency, mode of delivery, sender, content, or use of theory are associated with differential effectiveness, and (4) to describe the cost of technology-based strategies to promote engagement with DIs.
Methods

This review followed Cochrane methodological guidance for systematic reviews [33] and the protocol with the full details about the methodology has been published [34].

Data Sources and Search Methods

The search was performed in 7 electronic databases: the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL), MEDLINE, Embase, Web of Science, the Education Resources Information Center (ERIC), PsycINFO (including studies and dissertation abstracts), and the Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL). Databases were searched from inception to September 13, 2013, with no language or publication type restrictions, using three concepts: randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and digital interventions and engagement (see Multimedia Appendix 1 for the MEDLINE search strategy). The search also included screening grey literature (Conference Proceedings Citation Index, formerly ISI Proceedings), references of the included studies, issues of key journals such as the Journal of Medical Internet Research (JMIR), and using Google Scholar to screen any papers citing included or other key papers [18,20,22,23].

Article Screening and Selection

All citations identified by the search strategy were deduplicated and downloaded into Endnote X5 (Thomson Reuters). Titles and abstracts were screened by one author (GA) and were double-screened by one of 3 other coauthors (EM, FH, or RW). Full texts of potentially eligible articles were screened by 2 authors (EM and GA). Any disagreement was resolved through discussion, referencing the eligibility criteria. If consensus could not be achieved, a third author (FH) was consulted. Justifications for exclusion were recorded and tabulated. All reviewers had training in systematic review methodology.

Inclusion Criteria

Participants

Participants were adults aged 18 years old or over. There were no limitations on gender, socioeconomic status, ethnicity, or health status. All settings were included for digital intervention; for technology-based strategies, the setting was online.

Interventions

The interventions of interest were technology-based strategies to promote engagement with digital interventions. To be included, the interventions had to meet the following definitions:

1. Digital interventions were defined as programs that provide information and support—emotional, decisional, and/or behavioral—for physical and/or mental health problems via a digital platform (eg, a website or a computer) [1].

2. Technology-based engagement-promoting strategies were defined as digital and analog technology methods used to promote the user’s regular interaction with all or part of the DI, including, but not limited to, telephones calls, text messages, multimedia messages, emails, automated voice calls, or faxes. Examples of interventions that were included were a computerized treatment program with mobile phone text messages that reminded the user to visit the program, and a blood pressure self-monitoring website that sent email prompts to users to enter their pressure readings on the website.

Comparisons

Three groups of comparators were defined: (1) minimal or inactive comparators, such as no strategy, (2) nontechnological strategies, such as printed materials or face-to-face contact, and (3) alternative technology-based strategies, for example, where the effects of email prompts are compared to the effects of text message prompts. Some studies tested the cumulative effect of multiple strategies; for example, both arms received prompts by email with one arm also receiving additional prompts by telephone call.

Outcomes

Primary Outcomes

The primary outcome was engagement with the DI, which was recorded as the number of log-ins/visits, number of pages visited, number of sessions completed, time spent on the DI, and number of DI components/features used. These measures were determined in advance before screening included studies [34].

Secondary Outcomes

Two types of secondary outcomes were selected:

1. Adverse outcomes, such as users feeling frustrated or irritated by email prompts, or experiencing a loss of self-esteem due to not being able to engage with the DI.

2. Economic outcomes, which were costs associated with strategies promoting engagement to inform future cost-effectiveness analysis.

Study Designs

RCTs were included; these were either trials of DIs that used strategies promoting engagement or trials evaluating strategies specifically. Economic evaluations were to be included if they were conducted alongside the main trial.

Exclusion Criteria

The following were the exclusion criteria:

1. Interventions targeted exclusively at health professionals (eg, computer-based decision aids to assist health professionals in making decisions with regard to treatments).

2. Trials where attrition from the trial and disengagement from the DI are nondistinguishable.

3. Trials where the effect of the DI components cannot be separated from the effect of the engagement-promoting strategy (eg, trials where the DI is not compared to another DI, such as a website to lose weight with email prompts compared with dietician face-to-face sessions with emails from the dietician; or when the difference between the 2 arms included different DIs as well as differential engagement strategies).

In the protocol, it was stated that quasi-RCTs would be included; however, upon further reflection, and due to the reasonable
number of eligible RCTs and the high risk of bias associated with quasi-RCTs, they were excluded.

**Data Extraction**

Data were extracted from included papers using an adapted version of the Cochrane Consumers and Communication Review Group data extraction template. One author (GA) extracted all the included papers and another coauthor (FH) verified the accuracy of the extraction; any disagreement was resolved through discussion. If no agreement was reached, a third author (EM) was consulted. Authors were contacted for more information about the characteristics of the strategy and any missing outcome data. The taxonomy for the BCTs [32] was used; strategy contents were coded by one author (GA) during data extraction and verified by another author (RW), who is an experienced user of the taxonomy.

**Critical Appraisal Techniques**

An assessment of risk of bias was done based on the Cochrane risk of bias assessment tool [33]. The following criteria were used:

1. Was the allocation sequence adequately generated?
2. Was allocation adequately concealed?
3. Was knowledge of the allocated interventions adequately prevented during the study (ie, blinding)?
4. Were incomplete outcome data adequately addressed?
5. Were study reports free of suggestion of selective outcome reporting?
6. Was the study free of other problems that could put it at risk of bias? These problems included, but were not limited to, baseline characteristic differences between groups, validity and reliability of outcome measures, sample size, and power.

The papers [11,35-47] were categorized as having low, high, or unclear risk of bias (ie, when the study did not provide enough information to judge the different aspects of trial quality). A risk of bias summary (see Multimedia Appendix 2A) and a risk of bias graph (see Multimedia Appendix 2B) were generated. The bias assessment was done by one author (GA) and was checked by another author (FH). Any discrepancies were resolved by a third author (EM).

**Data Synthesis**

**Selection of Outcomes**

Outcomes were categorized as dichotomous or continuous engagement outcomes:

1. Dichotomous engagement outcome: any dichotomous measure of how participants engaged with the DI, such as proportion of participants who visited the DI, or proportion of participants who completed a prespecified number of modules.

2. Continuous engagement outcome: any continuous measure of how participants engaged with the DI, such as number of visits or page views.

Even within the categories of dichotomous and continuous outcomes, authors often reported more than one outcome. After discussion with coauthors and for the purpose of analysis, one outcome was selected based on the following prespecified criteria:

1. The number of participants who visited the DI (ie, logged in to the website) or the number of visits/log-ins was selected, as these are the most appropriate indicators for engagement strategies [25,48].
2. The primary outcome defined or stated by the author.
3. The outcome reported separately for the control and intervention group, rather than lumped together.
4. The highest standard for engagement (ie, the authors report the number of participants who completed all the sessions rather than the number of participants who completed no sessions or a specific number of sessions).
5. Data from the longest measured follow-up period were chosen, as it is important to demonstrate sustained change.

**Data Analysis**

Results were reported according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines [49] and analyzed according to Cochrane guidelines [33]. Data from included studies were tabulated to allow for a narrative description of the results. Data on characteristics of engagement strategies were tabulated and all authors of included studies were contacted for clarification about their strategies, of whom 4 replied [35-38].

A meta-analysis was performed and continuous and dichotomous data from RCTs were pooled separately using a random effects model. The appropriate effect measures were determined depending on the type of data. For dichotomous outcomes, relative risks (RRs) and their 95% confidence intervals were used. For continuous outcomes, standardized mean differences (SMDs) with 95% confidence intervals were used. Due to the variable nature of the interventions, heterogeneity was expected and it was assessed using the I² statistic.

A sensitivity analysis was intended to be undertaken, as recommended by the Cochrane handbook, by excluding trials of poor quality to determine their effects on the study results, as well as a funnel plot to assess publication bias. However, there were insufficient studies to allow for a meaningful assessment. To investigate heterogeneity, a post hoc sensitivity analysis was conducted by removing one study [46] on the basis of visual inspection of the forest plots (see Multimedia Appendix 3).

**Results**

**Summary of Search Results**

Searching the electronic databases yielded a total of 18,881 records. After removing all duplicates (manually and using Endnote X5), 10,133 records remained for title and abstract screening. Of these, 93 went forward for full-text assessment, supplemented by 3 studies identified from reference tracking. A total of 77 papers were excluded at full-text screening for various reasons, the most common being that the engagement
strategy or DI did not meet the definition in this review, or that engagement was not measured in the study. There were 4 ongoing studies with only protocols available, and one study was a conference abstract. Figure 1 shows the results of the initial searches, screening, and selection processes.

**Figure 1.** PRISMA flow diagram.

---

**Included Studies**

A total of 14 studies with 8774 participants were included in the systematic review; their characteristics are described in Table 1, with full details shown in Multimedia Appendix 4. The sample sizes ranged from 43 to 3448. One study was published in 2005 and the rest were published between 2009 and 2013; all studies were published in English. More than half of the studies [11,35,36,39-43] had more than 2 arms, but, with the exception of one study [39], only 2 arms met the inclusion criteria (see Table 1). One study was a factorial RCT where half of the participants received an engagement strategy while the other half did not [37]. One study had 7 arms assessing the effect of different timing and content of strategies [44]. The remaining 4 studies were RCTs with 2 arms [38,45-47].

All of the studies were conducted online and some studies specifically mentioned the location of the participants: the Netherlands [44,46], Australia [36,43,47], the United States [11,35,37,38,41], and Switzerland and Germany [40]. Six of the studies aimed to evaluate the effect of adding the strategy on the effectiveness of the DIs [35,39-42,47], 3 of the studies aimed to evaluate the effect of the technology-based strategies on promoting engagement with the DI [37,45,46], and 2 studies aimed to evaluate the effect of the strategy on digital intervention outcomes and engagement [36,43]. One study evaluated the effect of different timing and content of strategies on engagement [44], one study evaluated the effect of adding online peer coaching on increasing participation with a DI [38], and the final study explored the qualities of engagement with a DI [11].
The digital interventions targeted different health behaviors and conditions. Eight DIs were designed to target different mental health conditions, including social phobia [39,47], depression [35,36,40,45], anxiety [45], and bipolar disorder [38,43]. The rest of the DIs promoted a variety of health behaviors, including smoking cessation (n=4), decreasing alcohol consumption (n=2), self-monitoring of healthy behaviors (n=1), physical activity (n=2), and healthy diet (n=3) [11,37,41,42,44,46]. Most of the studies included detailed descriptions of the DIs. Two DIs were described as self-help guides with modules presented in a sequential order and participants could complete the whole program at once or over time [39,40]. Six DIs were composed of sessions that were presented in a sequential and phased order [11,36,43-46]. There were 2 studies that updated their DIs with new information [44,46], and 2 described their DIs as interactive [35,38].

### Technology-Based Engagement-Promoting Strategies and Their Characteristics

**Timing**

Four studies used their strategies at different time points. One engagement strategy was used at weeks 2 and 3 from baseline [41], one was used for the first 2 months postenrollment [37], one was used once on the third month from baseline and measured engagement at month 4 from baseline [46], and the
last study tested the use of the strategy at multiple time points (ie, second, fourth, or sixth week from baseline) [44].

**Duration**

Strategies were used either for the duration of the DI [11,36,38-40,42,43,45,47] or at specific times [35,37,41,44,46].

**Frequency**

Most of the studies reported using engagement strategies on a regular basis. Six studies used the strategy at least once per week [36,37,39,40,42,45,47], one used it for 2 weeks [41], one used it three times [35], and one used it to encourage users to complete sessions with up to 4 email prompts for each session [11]. Three studies reported variable frequencies [38,42,43] and 2 studies used a strategy once only [44,46].

**Mode of Delivery**

Email was the most commonly used mode of delivery among the different studies [11,37,38,40,42-46]. Telephone calls were used in 2 studies [35,36] and 3 studies used different modes of delivery: either telephone calls in addition to emails [39,41] or telephone calls, emails, and text messages [47].

**Sender**

Other characteristics that were identified were the type of sender or provider and whether the strategies were automated [38,42] or human supported. For the latter, therapists or counsellors [11,36,39,40], nonclinical staff [35], research staff [45,47], trained coaches [41], and trained peers [43] were usually the senders or providers.

**Content**

The content of the strategies was classified into 5 types: offering assistance with the DI [35,36,39-41], advertising or describing DI content [35,44,46], linking users to specific DI pages or sections [38,42,43], reminding or inviting users to complete their DI sessions [37,44-47], and providing support and feedback on the health behavior/health problem or engagement with the DI [11,39,40,43]. Some studies described the content of their strategies in a way that enabled coding them as BCTs. The BCTs used were social support (unspecified) [37,39,40,43,47], prompts/cues where strategies explicitly prompted the users to revisit the DI [37,42,45,46], providing feedback on behavior (ie, engagement) [39-41], using social reward in the form of written encouragement and praise on participants’ progress in the DI [39,40], providing feedback on the outcome of behavior (ie, engagement) in terms of the improvement in their health [39,40], and providing instructions on how to perform the behavior (ie, engage with a DI, such as how to log in) [35].

**Use of Theory**

No paper provided information about any underlying theoretical framework for the use, delivery, or content of strategies.

**Tailoring**

Tailoring was reported in 3 studies. In one study, participants received reports about the frequency of their usage of the DI via emails [41], and in 2 studies, participants were sent emails with personalized greetings [44,46]. Four studies described strategies that can potentially be labeled as tailored: 2 studies sent personalized feedback about progress in DI sessions to their participants [39,40], one reported using peer coaches to provide personalized advice via email to participants on how to use the materials provided through the DI [43], and one sent emails to users key to their smoking quit dates [42].

**Quality of Studies**

The studies differed in the way they were conducted and some did not provide sufficient information to judge their quality. All studies reported randomization but only 9 reported adequate sequence generation process [35,37,39,40,42-44,46,47]. Ten studies had adequate allocation concealment [35-37,39,40,42-44,46,47]. One study reported that participants and researchers were blinded [43]. Engagement measures were prespecified in 11 studies [11,36-38,40,46], however, 3 studies out of these did not report some engagement outcomes for the intervention and control group separately [11,37,42]. Engagement measures were measured objectively, so no bias was identified for any of the studies in terms of incomplete outcome data except for one study where engagement measures were not reported for 6 participants who dropped out [39]. Protocols were only reported in 3 studies [36,37,46].

**Evaluating the Effectiveness of Technology-Based Engagement-Promoting Strategies**

**Technology-Based Engagement Strategies Compared to Minimal or Inactive Comparators**

Data suitable for meta-analysis were only available for the comparison of a technology-based engagement strategy with no strategy. Two meta-analyses were performed, using dichotomous and continuous outcomes. The outcome measures of the studies included in the meta-analyses were number of DI modules/lessons completed, number of participants who completed DI modules/lessons, and number of participants who logged in/visited the DI; the outcome measures for the rest of the studies can be found in Multimedia Appendix 5.

Eight studies with 6120 participants reported sufficient data to be included in the meta-analyses, comparing a technology-based engagement strategy to no strategy using dichotomous outcomes (Analysis 1.1) (see Figure 2). This analysis showed that participants using DIs who received technology-based strategies were found to be significantly more likely to engage with the DI compared to those who did not receive any strategy (RR 1.27, 95% CI 1.01-1.60). However, the analysis demonstrated substantial heterogeneity between the findings of the included trials (I²=71%), implying that the results from the included studies differed more than would be expected by chance. Visual inspection of the forest plot suggested that the Schneider el al study [46] was an outlier. This trial had a single email prompt at 3 months, which was much later than strategies used in other studies [46]. Sensitivity analysis, excluding the Schneider et al study [46] from the forest plot, reduced the heterogeneity (I²=39%) and the effect of the technology-based strategy (RR 1.16, 95% CI 1.01-1.33) as shown in Multimedia Appendix 3.

Figure 3 shows the results of the meta-analysis for a technology-based engagement strategy compared to no strategy.
using continuous outcomes (Analysis 1.2). Four studies with 226 participants were included, 3 of which were included in the previous meta-analysis, and no statistically significant difference was found in engagement with a DI between participants who received technology-based strategies compared to those who did not receive any strategy (SMD 0.19, 95% CI -0.11 to 0.48). Heterogeneity was low ($I^2=20\%$). There is an overlap in these meta-analyses, as 3 out of the 4 studies in Analysis 1.2 were also included in Analysis 1.1; however, the direction of effect in both meta-analyses was similar.

**Figure 2.** Analysis 1.1. Technology-based engagement strategy compared to no strategy: dichotomous outcomes.

**Figure 3.** Analysis 1.2. Technology-based engagement strategy compared to no strategy: continuous outcomes.

**Technology-Based Engagement Strategies Compared to Nontechnological Strategies and Multiple Strategies**

For the other comparator types, for which a meta-analysis was not performed, one study compared technology-based engagement strategies to nontechnological means of engagement (ie, comparing telephone calls to postal mail). The postal mail group had an average of 5.9 visits and the telephone call group had an average of 5.6 visits (mean difference = 0.3 visits, $P=0.65$), suggesting no statistically significant difference in outcome between the groups [35].

As for the multiple strategies group, 3 studies had 2 arms with the same technology-based engagement strategy and one of the arms received an extra strategy delivered through telephone calls. None of the studies reported a significant difference in the effect of using multiple strategies on engagement [39,41,47]. However, no conclusions can be drawn for either comparator types, as meta-analysis was not possible due to the low number of studies.

**Characteristics of Technology-Based Engagement Strategies**

No conclusions can be drawn about the effect of the different characteristics, as only one study compared the effects of timing and content of strategies on engagement with a DI. The study found that strategies sent early and those that showed DIs' updated content were more likely to engage users [44].

**Adverse and Economic Outcomes**

Data on adverse and economic outcomes were intended to be extracted; however, none of the included studies reported these outcomes.

**Unpublished Data**

All authors were contacted to provide and confirm information about missing or unclear engagement outcome information or characteristics of strategies, and 4 authors replied. Farrer et al provided the mean and standard deviation of BluePage visits and time spent, and more information about the strategy, including the fact that it was not tailored [36]. McClure et al provided the exact number of people allocated to the strategy and the fact that the strategy was used for 12 months [37]. Clarke et al [35] and Simon et al [38] both confirmed the accuracy in categorizing their strategies’ characteristics.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

Technology-based strategies to promote engagement are an emerging field of research as shown by the number of included studies and their dates of publication. Generally, studies report borderline small-to-moderate positive effects of technology-based strategies on engagement compared to using no strategy, which support the use of technological strategies to improve engagement. However, this result should be treated...
with caution due to the high heterogeneity, small sample sizes, and the lack of statistical significance in the analysis of continuous outcomes. There were insufficient studies to effectively explore reasons for heterogeneity. No firm conclusions were drawn about which characteristics of strategies were associated with effectiveness, and due to the absence of data, no conclusions could be drawn about costs or cost-effectiveness. Although the review aimed to investigate the cost-effectiveness of engagement strategies, none of the included papers reported cost data.

To our knowledge, this is the first systematic review that evaluated technology-based engagement-promoting strategies, using website metrics as outcome measures. Other systematic reviews [21-23] investigated the effect of technological engagement strategies of DIs on behavior change and some looked at engagement-promoting features of DIs, including the use of emails and telephone calls on the change in website metrics [25]. All of these systematic reviews reported a potentially positive effect of engagement strategies on changing health behavior and engagement. However, Brouwer et al, who used similar outcome measures, did not do a meta-analysis due to the heterogeneity of the outcome measures [25].

The findings in this review agree with previous reviews that technology-based strategies may potentially promote engagement, but that there is substantial heterogeneity, potentially due to the different outcome measures used [16,25,50,51], characteristics of the DI, and engagement strategies. In this systematic review, the measures were categorized into continuous and dichotomous outcomes, and outcomes were selected for meta-analysis using prespecified criteria. This allowed for performing two meta-analyses that shared similar studies but different measures. The two meta-analyses showed a similar direction of effect.

Authors often report multiple measures of engagement, and these often vary between studies. As measures of engagement are likely to vary depending on the research question, characteristics of the engagement strategy, and the DI, clear guidance for the optimal reporting of engagement is urgently needed. Researchers need to describe and detail clearly how a DI is intended to achieve its outcomes, the level of engagement intended or desired, and the rationale for that. For example, consider a structured and session-based DI targeting a mental disorder with an email prompting users to complete all the sessions to benefit from the DI, and the research question measuring how many participants completed all the sessions—an appropriate engagement measure would be the number of participants completing all the sessions rather than number of visits or time spent on the DI.

Authors should also clearly define their concept of optimal engagement in future studies, specifying a primary outcome for engagement and the rationale for choosing it. This is supported by the fact that the other systematic reviews of engagement reported that one of the most common reasons for excluding studies is a lack of reported engagement outcomes [19,25]. Another issue related to engagement measures is the extent/duration or level of engagement that defines whether a user is successfully engaging with a DI or not. One attempt to quantify engagement was done by Kelders et al in a systematic review, which stated that a typical DI will have 50% of users engaged in it, using it at least once a week and up to 10 weeks. More research is needed to identify whether an outcome such as duration/level of engagement is enough to produce a positive effect size that justifies the cost of developing and implementing DIs [19].

This review identified themes in terms of characteristics of strategies to enable future research to selectively evaluate the different characteristics. Future primary studies that aim to determine the effectiveness of technological strategies on engagement with DIs should include a detailed description of the characteristics of engagement strategies, specifically the content of these strategies, and whether using different BCTs influence effectiveness. For this description, researchers could use the categories in this review, or expand on them. Researchers should also report the context (eg, characteristics of the DI) and outcome measures that contribute to heterogeneous results. This can help when conducting meta-analyses of future systematic reviews [32]. In addition, researchers should report multiple measures of outcome over the duration of the DI and not only report the engagement measure postintervention.

Researchers should also differentiate between attrition from the trial (ie, dropout attrition or loss to follow-up) and disengagement from the DI (ie, nonusage attrition), because studies have shown that the relation between these different types of attrition are complex and they do not share the same associated factors [18,20]. Disengagement is likely to impact on the effectiveness of the DI. It may be related to characteristics of the intervention (eg, design, usability, and perceived effectiveness) or to characteristics of the user (eg, motivation, self-efficacy, and resources). Loss to follow-up affects the ability of the study to answer the research question posed, with poor follow-up rates negatively impacting both the precision and the robustness of any estimate of effect.

**Methodological Issues**

The main strengths of this review are the rigorous and systematic methodology, which followed Cochrane methodological guidance, and the comprehensive and extensive search strategy. Furthermore, screening, extraction, and risk of bias assessment were independently conducted or reviewed by at least two authors. The review also includes meta-analyses to measure the effect of using the strategies compared to no strategies. In addition, the published, peer-reviewed protocol provides transparency.

The systematic review included RCTs as the most rigorous method for evaluating strategies, however, it is increasingly being recognized that the inclusion of other types of research is important. Policy makers and researchers are facing complex questions that the rigid and quantitative types of studies might not answer most appropriately. Rather, qualitative studies might be more equipped to fill in the gaps that RCTs cannot provide an answer for, such as the experiences of participants, the possible contradiction in some outcomes, and theory development [53]. In the case of engagement, certain issues can only be answered through conducting qualitative studies rather than quantitative ones [54]. These issues may include
understanding what outcomes mean for the user (eg, DI visits, page views, and time spent on the DI), what the experience of the engaged user is compared to the disengaged user, and the preference of users.

The limited search of the grey literature might be considered a limitation; however, in the case of this emerging field of research, the risk of significant publication bias is probably low because both negative and positive findings are of interest. A funnel plot could have been used to estimate the degree of publication bias; however, this was not possible because of the low number of studies, and the possibility of funnel plot asymmetry due to the different methodological qualities of the studies regardless of the existence of publication bias [33]. Another possible limitation might be that the use of the current Cochrane bias assessment guidelines might be more suitable for generic drug trials as opposed to DIs. For example, sequence generation is not an issue as judged in this review, as it is made easier with the use of online randomization programs. Blinding of staff and participants might not be possible as the control and intervention groups may be aware of receiving strategies sent by the staff. Criteria for traditional outcome assessment might not be suitable for reviewing studies of engagement, as it has to be tailored to how engagement is measured (eg, by automatic website metrics). For most of the studies, the description provided was not sufficient to judge the different aspects of trial quality. Authors and developers of DIs can benefit from using the enhanced CONSORT-EHEALTH reporting guide, published by JMIR. It can help clarify what authors need to report and describe in their studies to enable readers and reviewers to judge a study’s quality [55].

Conclusions
Technology-based strategies may promote engagement compared to using no strategy; however, this finding should be interpreted with caution as only a small number of eligible studies were identified for the meta-analysis and the results were heterogeneous. The field of engagement strategies is an emerging field, as indicated by the number and dates of the studies; more research is needed to understand what strategy characteristics are effective and how cost-effective they are.
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Abstract

Background: Numerous digital health interventions have been developed for mental health promotion and intervention, including eating disorders. Efficacy of many interventions has been evaluated, yet knowledge about reasons for dropout and poor adherence is scarce. Most digital health intervention studies lack appropriate research design and methods to investigate individual engagement issues. User engagement and program usability are inextricably linked, making usability studies vital in understanding and improving engagement.

Objective: The aim of this study was to explore engagement and corresponding usability issues of the Healthy Body Image Program—a guided online intervention for individuals with body image concerns or eating disorders. The secondary aim was to demonstrate the value of usability research in order to investigate engagement.

Methods: We conducted an iterative usability study based on a mixed-methods approach, combining cognitive and semistructured interviews as well as questionnaires, prior to program launch. Two separate rounds of usability studies were completed, testing a total of 9 potential users. Thematic analysis and descriptive statistics were used to analyze the think-aloud tasks, interviews, and questionnaires.

Results: Participants were satisfied with the overall usability of the program. The average usability score was 77.5/100 for the first test round and improved to 83.1/100 after applying modifications for the second iteration. The analysis of the qualitative data revealed five central themes: layout, navigation, content, support, and engagement conditions. The first three themes highlight usability aspects of the program, while the latter two highlight engagement issues. An easy-to-use format, clear wording, the nature of guidance, and opportunity for interactivity were important issues related to usability. The coach support, time investment, and severity of users’ symptoms, the program’s features and effectiveness, trust, anonymity, and affordability were relevant to engagement.

Conclusions: This study identified salient usability and engagement features associated with participant motivation to use the Healthy Body Image Program and ultimately helped improve the program prior to its implementation. This research demonstrates that improvements in usability and engagement can be achieved by testing and adjusting intervention design and content prior to program launch. The results are consistent with related research and reinforce the need for further research to identify usage patterns and barriers to engagement in online and mobile health interventions.
patterns and effective means for reducing dropout. Digital health research should include usability studies prior to efficacy trials to help create more user-friendly programs that have a higher likelihood of “real-world” adoption.
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Introduction

Digital health technologies are increasingly common and are used in the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of mental health problems. In the eating disorders field, several online programs have been developed and demonstrate promising results [1-3]. Available evidence for these programs suggest significant improvements in preventing and treating eating disorders [2,4,5], yet poor adherence and high dropout rates remain common and challenging problems in most studies [4,6,7]. Inconsistent measures of program usage and dropout across studies contribute to high variability in interpretation of adherence and findings [2,7-10].

To date, there is scant research examining the specific reasons for dropout and poor user engagement in online programs. The multidimensional nature of user engagement complicates research design because engagement includes individual users’ thoughts and feelings, degree of activity, and attitudes towards technical aspects of the program including aspects of usability and appeal [11]. User engagement is also intrinsically linked to the usability of a program [11], which refers to aspects of effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction [12]. Fortunately, established methods to examine program usability exist, which can also be harnessed to evaluate user engagement issues of digital health interventions.

This study aimed to explore and reveal different usability and engagement issues in the course of the redesign of the Healthy Body Image Program (HBI) [13-17], which is an evidence-based, guided online intervention for individuals with body image concerns or disordered eating symptoms, prior to its implementation. We conducted a usability study including qualitative interview elements focusing specifically on engagement. We applied a mixed-methods approach to investigate the first phase of interaction because research on this early stage of engagement is rare [18] and critical to outcome. This interaction time-point is important for determining future usage patterns and possible dropout reasons. The results of an iterative usability study exploring potential users’ initial phase of interaction with a prototype of a guided online self-help program are presented. This study also seeks to describe the method and demonstrate the value of investigating engagement issues within a usability study prior to program launch.

Methods

Participants and Recruitment

Participants were recruited through Web-based and print advertisements (eg, flyers, email listserve announcements) in the San Francisco Bay Area and on the campus of a large private university. Participants were offered free access to the online program and gift cards of US $10-30 depending on how much time they spent in the usability testing. The HBI program was originally designed for college-aged females, so this study also included women aged 18-25 years with an interest in improving body image and reducing disordered eating behaviors. Interested individuals were first contacted via phone in order to explain the study procedure and to conduct a short telephone screening, for which we used the SCOFF questionnaire [19]. SCOFF (Sick, Control, One stone, Fat, Food; the acronym comprises the questionnaire’s 5 items) is a widely used and well-validated eating disorder symptom screen. Consistent with prior research using the SCOFF as a screening tool, the indication of a possible eating disorder diagnosis, as measured by a positive response to 2 or more of 5 questions, was an additional inclusion criterion for this study. Thus, we ensured that the participants were representative of the individuals who are usually directed to use this particular HBI track (described below). As this study was part of a larger intervention study, the following exclusion criteria applied: lack of English language fluency, hearing impairments, and participation in any depression or anxiety intervention research study.

The complete sample of this study consisted of 9 participants. Based on an iterative usability study design approach [6,20], we aimed to conduct tests in two rounds with no more than 5 participants per round, since usability testing with 5 users reveals 85% of usability problems and more than 5 users would produce repetitive information [21]. In the first round, 4 participants tested the prototype on the computer, after which major issues were addressed. In the second round, another 5 participants tested the revised and improved program, based on the results of the first round, as a mobile app on a smartphone. The transition from the prototype on the computer to mobile app was planned as a further step in the development cycle of the program and was thus directly factored into the research design. The intervention was ultimately intended to be used on mobile and Web. Of note, the intervention was designed mobile first, even though the intervention was first accessible on the Web.

Each participant used a prototype of the program in a usability testing session, which lasted from 45-110 minutes. The time it takes users to engage with the program and to answer questions naturally varies due to the nature of usability evaluation. Thus, we followed the timing and pace of each participant to better understand individual differences. Each test had participants use the program while performing the think-aloud technique, followed by a semistructured interview and a short questionnaire. The testing sessions were conducted from August through October 2014 and took place at Stanford University.
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School of Medicine, except three tests, which were held in other public places (e.g., separate room in a library, backyard of a cafe) chosen by the participants. The privacy of the participants and a possible impact regarding their answers was taken into consideration by making sure that there were no people in close vicinity. We obtained human subjects approval from the Institutional Review Board at Stanford University.

The Intervention

HBI begins with a Web-based assessment to determine the severity of disordered eating symptoms and risk for developing an eating disorder. Based on assessment results, participants are directed to one of several tracks of a tailored online evidence-based intervention, referred to by variations of “Student Bodies,” which is for individuals across the eating disorder risk and diagnostic spectrum [22]. Tailoring is done at the level of program assignment. This involves using the initial assessment to determine whether the intervention is suitable for the individual participant. The personalization occurs in several additional ways. First, participants select preferences, set goals, and receive dynamic feedback and recommendations based on interaction sequences. Second, each participant interacts with a personal coach and receives unique messages and feedback to support engagement and personal relevance.

In the current study, which is related to the redesign of the program, we used an offline-prototype of the guided self-help program Student Bodies–Eating Disorders (SB-ED), which is specifically designed for individuals who screen positive for a clinical or subclinical eating disorder as defined in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th Edition (DSM-5), excluding full-syndrome anorexia nervosa. As part of a dissemination partnership and technology transfer, the Healthy Body Image Program and variations of “Student Bodies” were licensed to a private company, Lantern, which now provides the programs under its name. SB-ED aims to reduce disordered eating behaviors (e.g., restrictive eating, binge eating, compensatory behaviors), improve body image, and support the development of effective coping skills. It includes daily sessions based on motivational principles of Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT), Motivational Interviewing, and the Fogg Behavior Model for Persuasive Design (FBM) [23]. Additionally, we used the Supportive Accountability Model of guidance in Internet interventions [24] for coach-related motivational design.

SB-ED includes personal one-on-one in-app and phone-based coaching and is accessible via a mobile app (see Figure 1) and Web-based program. The user can connect with a personal coach through an introductory phone call and unlimited in-app messaging (see Figure 2). The platform includes clinical management, risk management, and quality assurance tools to support effective coaching. SB-ED includes 40 sessions lasting approximately 10 minutes each which, in the context of research, are accessible for 8 weeks. The sessions consist of a daily check-in to track eating habits and compensatory behaviors over the last 24 hours, other self-monitoring tools, psychoeducational learnings, interactive multimedia tools (e.g., audioguided exercises, interactive tools), and CBT techniques.

Figure 1. Mobile app of the Student Bodies–Eating Disorders program.
Data Collection and Analysis

**Think-Aloud Task and Semistructured Interview**

In each individual usability testing session, following informed consent, participants were first asked to think aloud while using the program. The think-aloud procedure involved two tasks: (1) completion of the online assessment and (2) completion of the first session of the SB-ED program. The procedure was pretested on an individual, who is not included in the 9 potential users. Participants were given an opportunity to practice the think-aloud technique by completing an Internet-based task, which was unrelated to the SB-ED program, before the usability testing started. The moderator guided the participant through the testing session by presenting the tasks and interrupted the process only if the interviewee appeared to be having difficulties thinking aloud, such as by prompting, “Tell me what you’re thinking.” “What are you looking at?,” or “What’s on your mind?” An observer recorded all comments and problems that the participants encountered. Additionally, video-analytic software (ScreenFlow) was used to capture the computer and mobile phone screen display as well as the verbal and non-verbal reactions of participants.

Next, a semistructured interview was conducted and audiotaped in order to explore important issues regarding usability and engagement. The research team developed a semistructured interview guide that included questions about the participants’ experience with the transition from the assessment to the program, general navigation issues, interaction with the coach, motivation for completing the program, and whether the user would recommend the program to others.

The think-aloud tasks and interviews were transcribed verbatim including the non-verbal reactions of the participants according to the video recordings and the notes of the observers. We coded and organized the transcripts using Atlas.ti and Excel software. Since our main aim was to identify all emerging issues and the relations between the themes, we applied thematic analysis [25]. Two researchers coded the transcripts independently by identifying themes and their relevant characteristics (categories). The themes and categories were discussed and a coding framework was created, reviewed, and interpreted by the research team. In this research context, thematic analysis seemed to be the most suitable method to combine and analyze both the think-aloud tasks and the semistructured interview.

**Questionnaire**

Finally, participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire, which included the System Usability Scale (SUS) [26], which is a standardized 10-item Likert scale questionnaire to assess a system’s usability with 5 response options ranging from “5=strongly agree” to “1=strongly disagree” (see Multimedia Appendix 1). The participant’s scores for each item need to be converted to a new number (for items 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9, the score contribution is the scale position minus 1, and for items 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10, the contribution is 5 minus the scale position), summed, and then multiplied by 2.5 to convert the scores to 0-100 [26]. A SUS score of above 68 points would be considered as above average [27]. Additionally, participants were asked questions on sociodemographic and Internet use characteristics as well as psychological treatment questions.
Following a mixed-methods approach, the SUS questionnaire data were used to validate and complement the qualitative results. Questionnaire data were analyzed in Microsoft Excel using descriptive statistics. Due to missing values, the questionnaire data of one participant had to be excluded from the analysis.

**Results**

**Participants**
According to our inclusion criteria, all 9 participants were women aged 18-25 years. Due to the prescreening phase, all participants gave a positive response to 2 or more of 5 questions from the SCOFF questionnaire [19], thus indicating a possible eating disorder diagnosis. One participant stated she had been given an eating disorder diagnosis and currently received psychological treatment. The sample consisted of 3 high school students, 3 participants with a Bachelor’s degree, one participant with a Master’s degree, one with a college degree, and one participant did not fill out this particular section of the questionnaire.

**Questionnaire**
On average, participants were satisfied with the overall usability of the program, which resulted in an average SUS score of 77.5 for the first test round and improved to 83.1 out of 100 points for the second test round. Both mean values are above the general average SUS score of 68 points [27]. The SUS is not designed to interpret individual items [26], thus, only the aggregate scores presented in Multimedia Appendix 1 were considered in the analysis.

**Think-Aloud Task and Semistructured Interview**
Despite the fact that not all improvements were implemented between the test runs, the rating of the interview question about recommending the program to others improved, from 6.5 for the first round to 7.9 out of 10 points for the second round (means based on verbal rating: 0=not at all likely, 10=extremely likely).

The following analysis of the think-aloud task and the semistructured interview revealed more nuanced results. We identified five central themes consisting of several categories, which are relevant in terms of engagement and usability, across all tested program stages (assessment, transition, Session 1) and participants. Whereas the themes layout, navigation, and content point to the usability aspect of the program (see Table 1), the themes support and engagement conditions mainly focus on user engagement issues.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Major usability issues and resulting changes.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Central theme</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layout</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Layout**
The majority of participants liked the layout of the program and described it as “friendly,” “youthful,” and “pretty,” similarly emphasizing the “nice colors and graphics” as well as the “easy format.” A few users mentioned that the interface seemed familiar to them and that it looked like a start-up, which was interpreted positively by some, and negatively by others, as it seemed to “be just another algorithm.” Additionally, a few skeptical comments were made, most of which concerned the questions included in the assessment, which did not suit the needs of some participants. For example, one participant suggested providing an open-ended answering format instead of a closed one.

**Navigation**
The navigation of the program was described positively for its simplicity, intuitivism, interactivity, and guidance. A few
negative comments were made concerning select technical issues, for example, symptom self-report scales with values that were not clear enough or selection buttons that did not function. There was also some confusion about certain functions, such as how to revisit content, check past entries, or contact the coach in the first round of testing. The critical issue about how to contact the coach was improved before the second round by introducing the coach and the possibility of contact before the program start, after which the remaining participants had no problems finding and contacting the coach.

Comments concerning the transition from the assessment tool to the actual program were mixed. Some participants found the transition easy and clear, while others thought that the difference between the program and the assessment tool was not clear enough. This issue was improved before the second round by adding an explanation regarding the process and the provider in the recruiting email and in the introduction of the assessment tool.

In contrast to the first test round with the computer, some specific problems regarding typing longer text passages emerged during the second test round with the mobile app. Some participants mentioned that typing on the mobile phone is not as convenient and would take longer. One participant even “felt like the language was stifled on the phone,” which might influence users’ motivation for the program. As a consequence, an exercise that included typing longer texts was removed and replaced with an interactive motivational enhancement exercise.

Content

Participants had a general positive impression of the program and liked the repetitive encouragement provided, the “holistic” approach referring to the CBT approach, and the focus on “positive psychology” and “self-awareness.” In terms of specific content, participants had concerns about the questions on the assessment. Some participants criticized them for being too long or for being unclear regarding reference points or definitions. In spite of this, participants seemed to recognize the questions as important.

Participants’ views were especially mixed about information on the topic of “body image.” Some participants described it as “educating” and “promising” and identified with the program content related to body image. Others mentioned that it “reads like any other eating disorder website” and that they would not read it since they felt they knew everything about body image already. The journal feature to track daily eating behavior was mainly seen positively, since “there is no calorie counting” and it “teaches [users] to track in a healthy way.” Additionally, the use of a CBT approach was seen as positive and participants described it as “fancy” and “fascinating.”

Two major issues resulted from the first test round and were changed before the second test round. Some participants raised doubts regarding the text passage showing the results of the assessment tool. They felt “shocked,” “concerned,” or “scared,” and they expressed “moments of unease.” They suggested avoiding strong or serious language and instead giving the user more personal and tentative feedback. As a consequence, we used more sensitive language for the assessment results. After the wording had been changed and information had been added that the survey was not meant as a diagnostic tool, most participants in the second round agreed with their results and stated that they found it “useful” and “helpful to hear that you need help.” However, some participants noted that there was “too much” text on the assessment results. Second, unfavorable wording seemed to be the issue with the exercise “Dear Thighs,” which prompted participants to write a letter to a particular body part. Some participants were turned off by the exercise, saying that it felt “weird,” “awkward,” “crazy,” and “cheesy,” “like they were in middle school” and that they just wanted it to be over. However, when the exercise was renamed to “Dear Body,” there seemed to be a dramatic change in participant reaction and most participants found the exercise “extremely helpful,” “powerful,” and “clever.” Other minor wording issues occurred throughout the test: participants mentioned that some information was missing or that some words would benefit from an additional definition (eg, diet, meal restriction, peer).

Support

During the test, support in general, and more specifically, the support of the coach turned out to be major issues. All participants liked the idea of having a coach and perceived that the coach would be there to advise, help, and motivate them. This impression was made without participants’ engaging in an active conversation with the coach (as this was not possible in the prototype they tested). There was confusion about the method of user-coach communication. With this knowledge, after the first test round, the concept and role of the coach was further clarified (see the details on navigation below).

Although participants liked the idea of the coach in general, they expressed mixed feelings about having the support of an online coach. One person mentioned that “some people prefer interaction with the computer” because they might feel embarrassed when talking to a real person about their problems. Other participants mentioned that it is more “convenient,” “accessible for everyone because technology is omnipresent,” and also “important, because other resources on campus are scarce.” On the other hand, the majority of the participants mentioned that they would prefer to work with a coach in person rather than online or on the phone and that “online coaching can just be a support for personal counseling” indicating a belief that online coaching would not be sufficient on its own.

Besides the importance of the coach, some participants also highlighted the value of community support. Some participants mentioned interaction with other users who had already finished the program as being a great motivator, which may be integrated in the future.

Engagement Conditions

For engagement, intrinsic motivation and external motivators (eg, program features) were highly relevant. In terms of intrinsic motivators, the severity of disease seemed important. Some participants raised doubts that the “program is not for people with serious eating disorder issues,” the “matter needs to be treated more seriously,” and that the program would need “to be more interactive to tackle the complex issue of eating disorders.” On the other hand, the program was seen “as a good
start for people without an official diagnosis.” Other intrinsic motivators were curiosity, fun, or doing it for their family.

Time was identified as another major factor influencing likelihood of use. Generally, most participants were skeptical about the time they had to invest, stating that a daily commitment of 10 minutes was too long. They felt that it would be “too intensive for students” because they perceived that students really just “want a quick fix for their problem.” Moreover, some participants mentioned that they felt like stopping during the assessment or the exercise “Dear Thighs” since it felt too long or it made them feel uncomfortable. One person who was undergoing therapy for an eating disorder stated that 10 minutes would not be enough to tackle her problem. Conversely, some participants found the procedure and the exercises engaging and the overall time commitment was fine.

Another important factor in terms of finishing the program was the question of trust, which was challenging in an online format where there was initial confusion about the nature and role of the remote coach. However, credibility in terms of having already heard about the program or its developers had a positive impact. Additionally, information about the program developers was added in the recruiting email before the second test round.

Effectiveness or success was seen as a central motivator because participants mentioned that they would finish the program if they were to see “improvements,” “results,” or a “gain in health.” For instance, it was expected that the program or the coach would provide external motivation by integrating daily reminders, motivational pop-ups, affirmations, tips and advice, and detailed and customized feedback. Some participants also seemed to be impressed by the number of students enrolled in the program, the rate of symptom reduction (50%) in disordered eating behavior after completing the program, and the research background, which was outlined on the registration page. Anonymity and privacy were other factors that were highlighted positively and mentioned as relevant for program completion. Hence, no issues were raised regarding the confidentiality of the data. In addition to the program’s affordability, additional incentives were discussed, such as “a gift card together with personal commitment would seal the deal” and suggestions that program use should be compensated with class credits.

In some cases, it was also misread as a fitness or weight management tool. More information was needed about how the assessment questions relate to the program personalization and other program abilities, such as customization of questions or if the program “learns” from the users’ answers and “how the program gets to know the people.” Some participants also indicated that they had not read or paid attention to the introduction text.

Participants reported mixed feelings about using the program on their mobile phone or via the computer, yet the majority of the participants said that they would rather use it on their mobile phone as a mobile app or a widget. However, participants also mentioned some possible pitfalls to this, such as “it is tiring to read long texts on the phone,” that “texts are rather skimmed than read,” and that “less scrolling would be better.” Whereas the majority of participants described the mobile app as convenient, some participants also said that they would probably forget to use the app and others mentioned that they would prefer to use it on both the computer and mobile phone.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

This study aimed to assess and improve usability and engagement aspects of a guided online self-help program for improving body image and reducing disordered eating symptoms. The difference between the first and the second round of testing shown in the SUS as well as in the think-aloud and interview section clearly highlights the value and reliability of performing an iterative usability study using a mixed-methods approach. This study’s findings also further support the importance of incorporating usability and feasibility studies as part of the digital health intervention design process [28-30].

Usability testing is a valuable and effective method for executing a user-centered design process, illuminating end-user needs and perceptions, and facilitating intervention adaptation prior to a broad implementation.

This study found a need for intervention improvement in five major areas: layout, navigation, content, and support and engagement conditions. Regarding content, wording and language used was an important issue as it was found to trigger negative emotions in the first iteration (eg, when reading the results of the assessment and the title of the “Dear Thighs” technique). Choosing the right design, wording, and developing language in a user-centered and participatory design process is critical and may have a significant impact on engagement [31].

In terms of assessment, a number of participants had concerns about the assessment logic and assessment items. Because the items were derived from standardized instruments, it was not possible to change question text. However, other simple changes in design resulted in immediate improvement. Assessment results were presented to highlight “strengths” and “challenges” (and not diagnoses) and were intended to help participants gain perspective about their need for help and the apparent urgency and severity of their needs. The feedback provided to participants aimed to help them make an informed and empowered decision about whether the online intervention was appropriate or if they would be better served by seeking in-person evaluation and therapy (information with referral information was provided). The participant feedback on the standardized questions reveals a difficult challenge of using evidence-based and psychometric sound instruments for online assessments. Few research assessments are constructed on the basis of being user friendly, and many are developed using highly educated populations (eg, college students). In the future, assessments should be developed with consideration of how they might be used with digital programs, and text should be written at an average reading level to improve accessibility.

Concerning navigation, a major issue was that it was not obvious to participants how to contact the coach. This finding was important due to the central role of the coach and prompted addition of information and design change to help participants understand the coach’s role and how to contact their coach.
For engagement, the identified main themes center on motivation, ability (simplicity), and triggers as outlined in the FBM [23]. The anticipation that the coach provides external motivation by setting reminders or affirmations refers to the Supportive Accountability Model [24]. The coach also played an important role in promoting engagement as indicated by participants, who mentioned that the support of the coach would be a primary motivator to finish the program. This is consistent with research confirming that the inclusion of professional therapist or “technician” support improves program adherence [5,8]. In this context, the participant’s assumption that the coach would be a virtual coach was crucial for the research team, especially since the majority of the participants mentioned that they would prefer to work with a coach in person.

In terms of motivators, the users’ symptom severity or specific diagnosis seemed important, as it refers to the core motivator “pleasure/pain” in the FBM [23], indicating that the need for seeking help rises according to the personal pain or severity level of the disease. In this study, some participants doubted the program’s effectiveness in relation to their specific needs and expressed a desire for professional face-to-face therapist support. The preference for specialist treatment is in line with other recent research findings suggesting that individuals treated for anorexia nervosa prefer health professionals with high professional communication skills and an adequate knowledge of eating disorders [32]. Interestingly, Dölemeyer et al [2] found that studies exclusively enrolling participants with binge eating behaviors showed relatively low dropout rates, assuming that the motivation of this patient group is relatively high due to high psychological impairment and other related health problems. Consistent with Dölemeyer et al [2], previous studies using previous versions of the Healthy Body Image Program have also shown low dropout among participants with subclinical eating disorder symptoms and strong effects for participants with binge eating [13-17].

Some participants also seemed to be impressed by the success of other users, for example, the number of students enrolled in previous versions of the program so far and the rate of symptom reduction (50%), which was outlined on the registration page. “Seeing results” such as a reduction of disordered eating symptoms in their own lives was seen as another core motivator, which relates to the dimensions “hope/fear” in the FBM [23], which is characterized by the anticipation of an outcome. The Motivational Interviewing and Cognitive Behavioral theories also posit that expectancies influence engagement and outcome. In CBT, this originates from Bandura’s Social Learning Theory [33], which, applied to this study, could explain why testimonials improve positive expectancies. Belief in the program effectiveness and success is important for enhancing engagement and preventing dropout [10]. In the future, information from the assessment data should be customized better to the user by noting how the program has worked with individuals with similar scores.

Time, which is described as an important element of simplicity in the FBM [23], also emerged as a potential factor in engagement, since some participants viewed 10 minutes of daily use as too much time. However, the possibility of using the mobile app was seen as more convenient, and previous research has highlighted convenience as an important criterion for the use of digital health interventions [34].

Overall, the results of this study are consistent with general characteristics of digital health interventions for behavior change and self-management suggested by Murray [35]. These interventions need a strong theoretical foundation, perceived personal relevance to the user, perceived effectiveness, tailoring, persuasive technologies, credibility, social networking, and regular “push factors” (including human support or periodic prompts) in order to increase adherence.

Strengths and Limitations

Although the concepts of usability and engagement are inextricably linked, adequate and standardized methods to investigate issues of engagement are scarce. Thus, the strength of this study is that it demonstrates that engagement issues can be investigated within the scope of a usability study. This research design proved to be effective in identifying a range of issues for improvement and facilitating measurable program improvement prior to implementation. Ultimately, the conduction of usability studies fits with the general demand for alternative methods to evaluate behavioral intervention technologies. Traditional evaluation methodologies such as randomized controlled trials are not compatible with fast-changing customer expectations and rapid technology advancement, which demand less time-intensive methods [36].

One major limitation of this study is the possibility that participants were influenced by the study situation itself, since the task of thinking aloud and simultaneously being observed might have provoked unintended reactions or statements. However, we tried to reduce this possible bias by practicing the think-aloud method with each participant prior to beginning the actual study. In three cases, the study situation might have been influenced because the tests were held in public places chosen by the participants. We tried to reduce possible influences by ensuring that there were no people in close vicinity, so that participants felt comfortable speaking openly. Another limitation was that the participants did not get individualized results based on their answers to the assessment questions since this was not possible at this stage of the development process of the program but instead a standardized results page according to their initial SCOFF results. This might have caused discrepancies regarding their expected results and thus led to negative statements about the wording of the results page. Another limitation is that participants tested a prototype rather than the actual program, so they could not use or test many of the program functionalities.

Conclusions

Despite the limitations, this usability study allowed us to improve and refine our guided online SB-ED program prior to its launch by making changes based on our target group’s concerns and preferences. Our main findings regarding usability and engagement issues of online health programs are fairly consistent with prior research findings of similar studies, suggesting that this was a reliable and effective research method. The true advantage of conducting small-scale usability studies is evident in their ability to reveal specific program issues from the perspective of the target population in the implementation.
phase and at the same time contribute to larger research-based insights. Usability studies of programs incorporating online assessments or questionnaires need to pay attention to standardized question items, which cannot easily be adapted to user needs and thus can highly interfere with usability and engagement aspects. Accordingly, future usability and engagement research for different stages of digital health program use is needed in order to identify general usage and adherence patterns, which can ultimately help improve program adherence and reduce dropout.
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Abstract

Background: Greater time spent sedentary is linked with increased risk of breast, colorectal, ovarian, endometrial, and prostate cancers. Given steadily increasing rates of mobile phone ownership, mobile phone interventions may have the potential to broadly influence sedentary behavior across settings.

Objective: The purpose of this study was to examine the short-term impact of a mobile phone intervention that targeted sedentary time in a diverse community sample.

Methods: Adults participated in a quasi-experimental evaluation of a mobile phone intervention designed to reduce sedentary time through prompts to interrupt periods of sitting. Participants carried mobile phones and wore accelerometers for 7 consecutive days. Intervention participants additionally received mobile phone prompts during self-reported sitting and information about the negative health impact of prolonged sedentariness. The study was conducted from December 2012 to November 2013 in Dallas, Texas. Linear mixed model regression analyses were conducted to evaluate the influence of the intervention on daily accelerometer-determined estimates of sedentary and active time.

Results: Participants (N=215) were predominantly female (67.9%, 146/215) and nonwhite (black: 50.7%, 109/215; Latino: 12.1%, 26/215; other: 5.6%, 12/215). Analyses revealed that participants who received the mobile phone intervention had significantly fewer daily minutes of sedentary time (B=-22.09, P=.045) and more daily active minutes (B=23.01, P=.04) than control participants.
Conclusions: A simple mobile phone intervention was associated with engaging in less sedentary time and more physical activity. Findings underscore the potential impact of mobile phone interventions to positively influence sedentary behavior and physical activity.

Methods

Participants

A total of 248 adults were recruited from the Dallas metropolitan area through flyers posted on the University of Texas Southwestern campus (Dallas, TX), local advertising circulars, and word of mouth. Individuals were eligible to participate in the study if they were at least 18 years of age, possessed a valid home address and a functioning telephone number, and demonstrated greater than 6th grade English literacy level on the Rapid Estimate of Adult Literacy in Medicine (REALM) [31,32]. Of those screened, 10 were excluded because they were not able to demonstrate the minimum reading level, leaving a total study sample of 238 participants. Data collection began in December 2012 and concluded in November 2013.

Measures

Socioeconomic Status/Demographic Variables

Race/ethnicity, sex, age (in years), and educational attainment were assessed.

Body Mass Index

Participant’s BMI was calculated based on objective measurements of height and weight using the standard formula (kg/m²).

Smoking

Expired carbon monoxide (CO) levels were measured with a portable VITALograph ecoalyzer, which provided an objective indicator of current smoking status and level of smoking. CO levels of ≥8-10 parts per million (ppm) suggest recent cigarette smoking with a sensitivity and specificity of approximately 90% [33].

Sedentary Behavior and Physical Activity

Sedentary time at baseline was based on responses to 2 items from the International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ). The IPAQ assessed usual time spent sitting on a weekday and on a weekend day during the past week [34]. Weekday estimates from the International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ). Sedentary time at baseline was based on responses to 2 items from the International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ). The IPAQ assessed usual time spent sitting on a weekday and on a weekend day during the past week [34]. Weekday estimates were multiplied by 5, weekend day estimates were multiplied by 2, and the total was divided by 7 to get a single value representing the average time spent sedentary during waking hours (henceforth “sedentary breaks”) are linked with lower waist circumference, BMI, triglycerides, 2-hour glucose levels, and blood pressure [23-25]. Thus, interventions designed to reduce total sedentary behavior by interrupting prolonged sedentary bouts may have a substantial impact on health.

Despite the accumulating evidence supporting the deleterious health effects of prolonged sedentariness, few interventions have specifically focused on decreasing and interrupting sedentary time. Because engaging in habitual physical activity often requires significant effort and planning, it seems likely that modifying sedentary behavior through periodic interruptions during waking hours may be more achievable and sustainable over time. It is possible that modifying sedentary behavior represents a less complex behavior change, especially for inactive individuals [26,27]. Notably, Bond et al [28] recently reported promising initial findings demonstrating that a mobile phone intervention was associated with reductions in sedentary time among overweight/obese adults. The findings of a recent meta-analysis provide initial evidence that sedentary behavior interventions significantly reduce sedentary time [29], although most intervention studies have focused specifically on reducing occupational sitting time or screen time rather than total daily sitting time.

Recent research indicates that 64% of US adults owned mobile phones in 2015 [30], suggesting that mobile phone interventions have the potential to broadly influence sedentary behavior among adults across diverse settings. Thus, the purpose of the current study was to characterize the impact of a mobile phone-based sedentary behavior intervention that incorporated education, self-monitoring, and prompting in a community sample of adults. It was hypothesized that participants who received mobile phone prompts to decrease sedentary time would have significantly less sedentary time, more active time, and more sedentary breaks than those who did not receive mobile phone prompts over a 7-day period. In addition, it was anticipated that participants who received prompts to increase activity would be more acutely active following self-reported sitting than those who did not receive prompts.

Methods

Participants

A total of 248 adults were recruited from the Dallas metropolitan area through flyers posted on the University of Texas Southwestern campus (Dallas, TX), local advertising circulars, and word of mouth. Individuals were eligible to participate in the study if they were at least 18 years of age, possessed a valid home address and a functioning telephone number, and demonstrated greater than 6th grade English literacy level on the Rapid Estimate of Adult Literacy in Medicine (REALM) [31,32]. Of those screened, 10 were excluded because they were not able to demonstrate the minimum reading level, leaving a total study sample of 238 participants. Data collection began in December 2012 and concluded in November 2013.

Measures

Socioeconomic Status/Demographic Variables

Race/ethnicity, sex, age (in years), and educational attainment were assessed.

Body Mass Index

Participant’s BMI was calculated based on objective measurements of height and weight using the standard formula (kg/m²).

Smoking

Expired carbon monoxide (CO) levels were measured with a portable VITALograph ecoalyzer, which provided an objective indicator of current smoking status and level of smoking. CO levels of ≥8-10 parts per million (ppm) suggest recent cigarette smoking with a sensitivity and specificity of approximately 90% [33].

Sedentary Behavior and Physical Activity

Sedentary time at baseline was based on responses to 2 items from the International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ). The IPAQ assessed usual time spent sitting on a weekday and on a weekend day during the past week [34]. Weekday estimates were multiplied by 5, weekend day estimates were multiplied by 2, and the total was divided by 7 to get a single value representing the average time spent sedentary during waking hours (henceforth “sedentary breaks”) are linked with lower waist circumference, BMI, triglycerides, 2-hour glucose levels, and blood pressure [23-25]. Thus, interventions designed to reduce total sedentary behavior by interrupting prolonged sedentary bouts may have a substantial impact on health.
by 2, and the resulting values were summed and divided by 7 to calculate the mean daily time spent sitting during the past week.

Physical activity and sedentary time were directly assessed using Actigraph GT3X (Pensacola, FL) triaxial accelerometers. Accelerometers were initialized via ActiLife6 software to begin data collection at midnight on the day of the baseline visit. Participants were instructed to wear the accelerometer on the waist and in line with their right hip, secured using an elastic belt during all waking hours for 7 consecutive days. Participants were asked to remove the accelerometer when sleeping, bathing or showering, and during all water activities. After the 7-day data collection period was completed, the monitors were returned at a second in-person visit and data were downloaded via ActiLife6 software. Before data reduction and processing, the downloaded data files were reintegrated and expressed as 60-second epochs. A 60-second epoch was used for consistency with previous research in nationally representative samples [22]. Research has shown that associations of activity estimates with key outcomes are not markedly different when shorter or longer epochs are used [35]. During the data reduction and processing stage, data were screened for periods of nonwear using established methods [36,37]. Nonwear periods were removed from further analysis. Total activity counts per day were calculated using summed daily counts detected over wear periods. Minutes spent in sedentary activity, as well as light and moderate lifestyle intensity activity were estimated using Matthews cut-points for all days with 10 hours or more per wear time [38]. Specifically, activity count ranges were 0 to 99 counts per minute for sedentary activity, 100 to 759 counts per minute for light-intensity activity, and 760 to 1951 counts per minute for moderate lifestyle intensity activity. An estimate reflecting total time spent active was also created using accumulated time ≥100 counts per minute. Sedentary breaks were defined as any period of sedentary time (ie, <100 counts/minute) that was immediately followed by a minute or more of active time (≥100 counts) [24] and sedentary breaks were summed across all waking hours.

**Mobile Phone Assessments**

All participants were provided with an Android mobile phone on which they were prompted to complete daily diary assessments and random assessments of health behavior and psychosocial variables (as part of a parent study; see Procedure section) over a 7-day observation period. Participants completed daily diary assessments once daily, 30 minutes after their self-reported usual wake time. In addition, participants were randomly prompted to complete assessments 4 times per day during self-reported waking hours. Participants were required to complete mobile phone assessments within 15 minutes, although they were allowed to postpone assessments by 5 minutes for a total of 3 times. Of relevance to the current analyses, participants responded to the following daily diary and random assessment items, respectively: (1) “How many hours did you spend sitting yesterday?” and (2) “What were you doing right before your phone rang/vibrated?” Response options included sitting, talking, standing, walking/exercising, sleeping/resting, or other.

**Procedure**

The current study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards of the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center and the University of Texas Houston Health Science Center. The sedentary behavior intervention described here was a post hoc addition to an observational prospective 7-day study. The parent study was designed to characterize proximal predictors of health behavior using mobile phone–based ecological momentary assessment. Thus, the current study had a quasi-experimental (nonrandomized) design whereby the first 131 consecutive participants who did not receive the intervention served as the control group. Control participants completed mobile phone assessments and wore an accelerometer to measure sedentary and active time over 7 consecutive days. The subsequent 107 participants who enrolled in the study additionally received the sedentary behavior intervention on the mobile phone. Participant recruitment and group allocation are depicted in **Figure 1**.

Potential participants were provided with the details of the study over the telephone and their interest in participating was assessed. Interested individuals were briefly screened by phone for eligibility and those eligible were scheduled to attend the initial study visit. The details of the study were reviewed at the first visit and informed consent was obtained from all participants. Reading level was assessed and participants who were unable to demonstrate greater than 6th grade reading level on the REALM were excluded from the study and compensated for their time with a US $20 gift card and a parking token. Eligible participants completed study questionnaires on laptop computers. Height, weight, and CO were measured by trained staff. Participants were provided with a mobile phone and an accelerometer, instructed in their use, and asked to wear/carry the devices for 7 days. Participants received a US $50 gift card and a parking token for the completion of the baseline visit. Participants returned for a final visit and received up to US $80 in gift card compensation depending on the percentage of mobile phone assessments completed. A mobile phone assessment completion rate of 80% and the return of study mobile phones and accelerometers were required to earn the maximum compensation.
Intervention

Intervention information and prompts used in the current study were based on previously developed messages and materials [39,40]. The intervention group received a 1-page printed handout at the first visit describing the health-related importance of limiting sedentary time and increasing activity. The handout included suggestions about ways to reduce sedentary time and increase light-intensity activity throughout the day (eg, by moving around in the office). In addition, a daily message used in previous research [39] appeared on each participant’s mobile phone at the end of daily diary assessment for 7 days: “Remember to STAND UP, SIT LESS, and MOVE MORE today!”

During the 7-day intervention period, participants who reported more than 2 hours of sitting during the previous day via the morning daily diary assessment received the following message: “Medical research has shown that long periods of uninterrupted sitting increase the likelihood of several health problems, including obesity and Type 2 diabetes. Make an effort to Stand Up more, Sit Less, and Move About more. This can be achieved by taking frequent standing and walking breaks (at least one break for every half hour of sitting), standing up when talking on the phone (at work or home), checking emails, etc, and replacing blocks of sitting time with standing time, such as doing household chores while watching TV.” This message was adapted from previous research [39].

Figure 1. Participant flow for nonrandomized intervention trial.
Participants who reported that they were sitting during any random mobile phone assessment received the following message: “Medical research has shown that long periods of uninterrupted sitting increase the likelihood of several health problems, including obesity and Type 2 diabetes. Please consider standing up now and moving about for 5 minutes. Make an effort to improve your health by standing up and moving around your home or office every half hour during periods of sitting.” Note that both intervention and control participants completed mobile phone, questionnaire, anthropometric, and accelerometer assessments. However, only intervention participants received the education and mobile phone messages prompts.

**Statistical Analyses**

A series of linear mixed model (LMM) regression analyses were conducted to evaluate the influence of the sedentary behavior intervention (relative to the control group) on accelerometer-measured daily active minutes as well as daily minutes of sedentary, light, and moderate lifestyle activity over 7 days. Model 1 adjusted for daily minutes of wear time and study day. Model 2 adjusted for race (white vs nonwhite), education (≤ high school vs > high school), CO level (ppm), age (in years), daily minutes of wear time, and study day (day 1–7). Total number of daily sedentary breaks was also examined as an outcome, with daily minutes of sedentary time additionally included in the models. Participants who did not have at least 2 days of accelerometer wear time of at least 10 hours per day were excluded from these analyses (n=23), leaving an analytic sample of 215 participants.

Additional analyses were conducted to compare active minutes and accelerometer counts between the groups during the 10 minutes following random mobile phone assessments where sitting was reported. A total of 5 participants did not endorse sitting during any random assessments and, therefore, the sample size was reduced to 210 participants in these analyses only. Model 1 adjusted for total random assessments completed, daily minutes of wear time, time of random assessments when sitting was endorsed, and study day. Model 2 adjusted for race, education, CO level (smoking), age, daily minutes of wear time, time of random assessments when sitting was endorsed, and study day.

**Results**

**Participant Characteristics**

Participants (N=215) were predominantly female (67.9%, 146/215) and nonwhite (black: 50.7%, 109/215; Latino: 12.1%, 26/215; other: 5.6%, 12/215). See Table 1 for participant characteristics overall and by intervention group. Participants in the intervention group (n=95) were older, had higher CO levels, were more likely to be nonwhite, and were less likely to have completed greater than a high school education than those in the control group (n=120). Participants did not differ significantly by intervention group on self-reported mean daily sitting at baseline (mean 6.90 hours per day, SD 3.71), mean daily accelerometer wear time during the study (mean 843.63 minutes per day, SD 99.38), or days of accelerometer wear (mean 5.87 days, SD 1.45). Overall, participants completed 87.2% (mean 24.42, SD 4.15) of 28 possible random assessments via mobile phone over the 7-day study period, although control group participants had a slightly higher completion rate than those in the intervention group (mean 24.93, SD 3.35 vs mean 23.80, SD 4.90 completed assessments, P=.049).

Descriptive analyses of accelerometer estimates overall and by intervention group are presented in Table 2. Note that unadjusted comparisons indicate that intervention participants had significantly fewer daily accelerometer-measured sedentary minutes, spent less of their total accelerometer wear time in sedentary activity, and spent more of their daily accelerometer wear time active and engaged in light-intensity activity. Active minutes and total accelerometer counts in the 10-minute postprompt period were also greater in the intervention group.

**Table 1. Baseline participant characteristics (N=215).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant characteristics (N=215)</th>
<th>Total sample (N=215)</th>
<th>Intervention group (n=95)</th>
<th>Control group (n=120)</th>
<th>p (^a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Race (nonwhite), n (%)</td>
<td>147 (68.4)</td>
<td>77 (81)</td>
<td>70 (58.3)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (female), n (%)</td>
<td>146 (67.9)</td>
<td>66 (70)</td>
<td>80 (66.7)</td>
<td>.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>43.90 (12.85)</td>
<td>46.75 (11)</td>
<td>41.65 (13.62)</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (&gt;high school), n (%)</td>
<td>160 (74.4)</td>
<td>55 (58)</td>
<td>105 (87.5)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m(^2)), mean (SD)</td>
<td>30.72 (7.81)</td>
<td>31.61 (8)</td>
<td>30.02 (7.90)</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO level (ppm), mean (SD)</td>
<td>6.49 (10.18)</td>
<td>9.2 (11)</td>
<td>4.35 (8.46)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Variables that were found to differ significantly between the intervention and control groups were included as covariates in adjusted analyses.

**Intervention**

The LMM regression analyses indicated that participants who received the sedentary behavior intervention had significantly fewer accelerometer-measured daily minutes of sedentary time and more daily active minutes over the 7-day study period than participants who did not receive the intervention in adjusted models 1 and 2 (see Table 3). Analyses indicated that those included in the mobile phone intervention group engaged in significantly more minutes of light-intensity activity than control group participants in model 1 only. Daily minutes of moderate lifestyle intensity activity and total daily sedentary breaks did not differ significantly between groups in either model. Additional analyses indicated that intervention participants had significantly more active minutes (B=0.33, P=.01) and accelerometer counts (B=350.67, P=.01) than control.
participants in the 10 minutes following random assessments where sitting was endorsed after adjustment for total random assessments completed, study day, time of random assessment when sitting, and daily minutes of accelerometer wear time. However, when race, smoking (CO level), age, and education were added to the model, results were no longer significant for active minutes (B=.18, \( P=.21 \)) or accelerometer counts (B=283.31, \( P=.06 \)).

### Table 2. Daily accelerometer estimates across valid wear days overall and by intervention group (N=215).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accelerometer variables(^a)</th>
<th>Total sample (N=215)</th>
<th>Intervention group (n=95)</th>
<th>Control group (n=120)</th>
<th>( P )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean daily wear time (minutes/day), mean (SD)</td>
<td>843.63 (99.38)</td>
<td>829.96 (96.28)</td>
<td>854.46 (100.86)</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total days of observation (out of 7 possible), mean (SD)</td>
<td>5.87 (1.45)</td>
<td>5.74 (1.52)</td>
<td>5.98 (1.39)</td>
<td>.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sedentary, daily minutes, mean (SD)</td>
<td>531.64 (100.96)</td>
<td>507.20 (101.01)</td>
<td>550.99 (97.04)</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sedentary, % of daily wear time, mean (SD)</td>
<td>62.92 (8.89)</td>
<td>61.08 (9.72)</td>
<td>64.38 (7.91)</td>
<td>.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active, daily minutes, mean (SD)</td>
<td>310.94 (80.59)</td>
<td>322.37 (88.01)</td>
<td>301.88 (73.30)</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active, % of daily wear time, mean (SD)</td>
<td>36.96 (8.88)</td>
<td>38.87 (9.71)</td>
<td>35.44 (7.88)</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light intensity, daily minutes, mean (SD)</td>
<td>215.12 (55.52)</td>
<td>222.83 (56.50)</td>
<td>209.01 (54.19)</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light intensity, % of daily wear time, mean (SD)</td>
<td>25.54 (5.95)</td>
<td>26.87 (5.93)</td>
<td>24.49 (5.78)</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate lifestyle intensity, daily minutes, mean (SD)</td>
<td>71.54 (31.07)</td>
<td>74.80 (35.90)</td>
<td>68.96 (26.51)</td>
<td>.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate lifestyle intensity, % of daily wear time, mean (SD)</td>
<td>8.53 (3.70)</td>
<td>9.03 (4.27)</td>
<td>8.14 (3.13)</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inactive-to-active transitions, daily total, mean (SD)(^b)</td>
<td>94.17 (17.03)</td>
<td>94.53 (16.25)</td>
<td>93.88 (17.70)</td>
<td>.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total active minutes (10 minutes postprompt), mean (SD)(^c)</td>
<td>2.44 (1.02)</td>
<td>2.59 (1.15)</td>
<td>2.32 (0.88)</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total accelerometer counts (10 minutes postprompt), mean (SD)(^b)</td>
<td>1782.07 (1096.64)</td>
<td>1970.61 (1322.76)</td>
<td>1629.29 (847.40)</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( a \) Accelerometer estimates were defined as follows: sedentary activity was defined as less than 100 counts per minute, active time was defined as \( \geq 100 \) or more counts per minute, light-intensity activity was defined as 100-759 counts per minute, and moderate lifestyle intensity activity was defined as 760-1951 counts per minute. An inactive-active transition (ie, sedentary break) was defined as a transition from less than 100 counts to \( \geq 100 \) counts/minute.

\( b \) Sample size slightly reduced (N=210) because 5 participants had no reports of sitting during random mobile phone assessments.

### Table 3. Effects of a mobile phone intervention on accelerometer-measured activity over 7 days (N=215).\(^a\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accelerometer variables(^b)</th>
<th>Model 1(^c)</th>
<th>Model 2(^d)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unstandardized coefficient</td>
<td>( P )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sedentary, daily minutes</td>
<td>-27.33</td>
<td>.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active, daily minutes</td>
<td>28.52</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light intensity, daily minutes</td>
<td>18.94</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate lifestyle intensity, daily minutes</td>
<td>7.85</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inactive-to-active transitions, daily total(^e)</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( a \) In the analyses, no intervention=0 and intervention=1.

\( b \) Accelerometer estimates were defined as follows: sedentary activity was defined as <100 counts per minute, active time was defined as \( \geq 100 \) counts per minute, light-intensity activity was defined as 100-759 counts per minute, and moderate lifestyle intensity activity was defined as 760-1951 counts per minute. An inactive-active transition (ie, sedentary break) was defined as a transition from <100 counts to \( \geq 100 \) counts/minute.

\( c \) Adjusted for daily minutes of accelerometer wear time and time/day.

\( d \) Adjusted for race, education, CO level, age, daily minutes of accelerometer wear time, and time/day.

\( e \) Daily minutes of sedentary time was additionally included in the models.

### Discussion

The current study was among the first to evaluate a mobile phone intervention aimed at reducing sedentary behavior among adults of diverse racial/ethnic backgrounds. Findings indicated that intervention participants had significantly fewer minutes of daily sedentary time and more daily minutes of active time than controls over the 7-day study period. Daily minutes of light-intensity activity was significantly higher among
intervention participants than those assigned to the control group in the partially adjusted model, although differences did not reach statistical significance in the fully adjusted model. Additionally, supplementary analyses indicated that activity was greater in the 10 minutes following self-reported sitting among intervention participants who received activity prompts than among control participants who did not receive prompts, although differences did not reach significance in the fully adjusted models. Overall, simple mobile phone prompts appear to be a promising strategy for reducing sedentary behavior and increasing activity, although adequately powered and well-designed studies will be needed to confirm these preliminary findings.

Intervention participants evidenced 3% less objectively measured sedentary time (of total accelerometer wear time) than control participants. To illustrate, 3% of 14 hours of mean wear time equals 25 minutes of time spent engaged in activity rather than in sedentary behavior. Differences in sedentary time noted in the current study are similar to the reductions reported with other types of sedentary intervention strategies [41,42]. Bond et al [28] specifically evaluated a mobile phone-based intervention using a within-subjects design and showed 3.3% to 5.9% decreases in sedentary time and 1.9% to 3.9% increases in light physical activity across 3 variations of the intervention. Although it is not certain whether these reductions in sedentary time (and increases in activity) have a significant impact on health, it is notable that differences in the current study were found using a very simple intervention which entailed (1) a printed handout, (2) a mobile phone reminder to “stand up, sit less, and move more” each morning, and (3) mobile phone prompts triggered by self-reported sitting several times daily.

It is unclear why the intervention did not seem to impact sedentary breaks, although one possible explanation may be that the intervention was not intensive enough. Mobile phone interventions that are more intensive and those that use prompts based on real-time activity monitoring may have a greater impact on behavior.

Utilizing mobile phones to modify sedentary behavior is advantageous because phones can be used in most settings where individuals are sedentary, such as in the home or workplace [43]. In addition, rates of mobile phone ownership are steadily increasing, with the majority of US adults reporting that they owned a mobile phone in 2015 [30]. Although mobile phone interventions have the potential to broadly influence lifestyle behaviors, they have not been widely employed to modify sedentary behavior among adults. To date, most sedentary behavior interventions have focused primarily on reducing occupational sitting [39,44,45], have the potential to modify sedentary behavior across settings. Additionally, accelerometers were used to provide an objective measure of sedentary and active time; however, the accelerometers used in the study are not able to differentiate between sitting and standing. Because the mobile phone intervention messages encouraged both standing and moving around, it is noteworthy that the accelerometers used in this study did not have the capability of capturing increased time spent standing unless individuals were also moving around. Thus, it is possible that the impact of the mobile phone intervention on sedentary behavior was underestimated. It is also notable that mobile phone prompts to interrupt sedentary behavior were triggered based on self-reported sitting during random assessments throughout the day rather than objective activity monitoring.

A major limitation of the study was the quasi-experimental design (ie, nonrandom assignment). Sequential assignment of participants to the groups resulted in differences in participant characteristics including race, age, education, and smoking level. Although we attempted to control for differences in participant characteristics, randomization will be required to confirm study findings. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that intervention participants seemed to be more vulnerable in many ways than the control group (eg, less education, more nonwhite, more smoking) and it seems promising that the intervention appeared to have a positive impact. Another limitation was that the intervention started during the first study visit (because it was embedded in the larger parent study) and, as a result, there was no baseline accelerometer measurement period. As such, we are unable to determine whether there were differences in objectively measured sedentary time between groups before the initiation of the intervention, although preintervention self-reports of daily sitting did not differ between groups. Finally, the study is limited by the short duration of the intervention (7 days). Randomized controlled trials will be needed to confirm these pilot study findings and determine the longer-term effectiveness of using mobile phone interventions to modify sedentary time.

In summary, although evidence indicates the importance of reducing and breaking up sedentary time throughout the day, it
remains unclear how to most effectively reduce sedentary behavior. This study evaluated the impact of an intervention that used mobile phone technology to prompt adults to reduce and break up their sedentary time and thereby increase activity. Intervention participants had less sedentary and more active time than control participants did during the 7-day study period. Findings also suggest that simple mobile phone messages may acutely increase activity in the 10 minutes following the prompt. These findings, although preliminary, underscore the potential impact of mobile phone interventions to modify sedentary behavior and positively influence health. Effective mobile phone interventions for sedentary behavior could be a practical and wide-reaching tool for cancer and disease prevention.
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Abstract

Background: Work-related stress is highly prevalent among employees and is associated with adverse mental health consequences. Web-based interventions offer the opportunity to deliver effective solutions on a large scale; however, the evidence is limited and the results conflicting.

Objective: This randomized controlled trial evaluated the efficacy of guided Web- and mobile-based stress management training for employees.

Methods: A total of 264 employees with elevated symptoms of stress (Perceived Stress Scale-10, PSS-10≥22) were recruited from the general working population and randomly assigned to an Internet-based stress management intervention (iSMI) or waitlist control group. The intervention (GET.ON Stress) was based on Lazarus’s transactional model of stress, consisted of seven sessions, and applied both well-established problem solving and more recently developed emotion regulation strategies. Participants also had the opportunity to request automatic text messages on their mobile phone along with the iSMI. Participants received written feedback on every completed session from an e-coach. The primary outcome was perceived stress (PSS-10). Web-based self-report assessments for both groups were scheduled at baseline, 7 weeks, and 6 months. At 12 months, an extended follow-up was carried out for the iSMI group only.

Results: An intention-to-treat analysis of covariance revealed significantly large effect differences between iSMI and waitlist control groups for perceived stress at posttest (F₁,261=58.08, P<.001; Cohen’s d=0.83) and at the 6-month follow-up (F₁,261=80.17, P<.001; Cohen’s d=1.02). The effects in the iSMI group were maintained at 12-month follow-up.

Conclusions: This Web- and mobile-based intervention has proven effective in reducing stress in employees in the long term. Internet-based stress management interventions should be further pursued as a valuable alternative to face-to-face interventions.

Trial Registration: German Clinical Trials Register (DRKS): 00004749; http://drks-neu.uniklinik-freiburg.de/drks_web/setLocale_EN.do (Archived by WebCite at http://www.webcitation.org/6e8rl98nl)
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**Introduction**

Stress and related adverse outcomes for physical and mental health are highly prevalent and pose a major threat to public health. Individuals with high stress levels face various negative consequences of stress including sleeping problems [1], burnout [2], an increased risk of depression, anxiety [3], and coronary heart disease [4,5]. According to a recent survey [6], 31% of US employees feel tense or stressed on a daily basis. Meanwhile, 64% report receiving insufficient stress management resources from their employers.

In recent years, Web-based and mobile-based interventions for coping with work-related stress have emerged. The advantages attributed to Web-based interventions include the potential for large-scale delivery, 24/7 availability, low costs and a low-access threshold [7]. Moreover, a recent meta-analysis reveals an equivalence between face-to-face and Internet-based guided cognitive behavioral therapy [8]. For populations experiencing high levels of work-related stress, Web-based interventions can be an appealing method for flexibly integrating stress management exercises into daily life. In particular, mobile behavioral intervention technologies for mental health offer the potential to deliver training components in real time and the real world [9]. Internet-based interventions may also reach those who are unwilling to participate in traditional face-to-face interventions [10].

Face-to-face training on stress management has been proven to be effective [11-13]. However, the evidence base for Internet-based stress management interventions (iSMIs) remains inconclusive, as only a limited number of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) have been conducted. Some of these studies showed a significant moderate reduction of stress for Web-based interventions compared with a waitlist group [14-17], a no-treatment group [18], and an attention control group [19]. Other studies did not find beneficial between-group effects for stress at posttest [20-22]. For instance, Wolever et al [18] found an effect size of $d=0.74$ for reduced stress for a guided mindfulness at work intervention, whereas Wiegeand et al [21] did not find significant between-group effects for an unguided comprehensive Web program that included offactory care products for women. This lack of conclusiveness of iSMIs also applies to other mental health indicators, such as depression. The differences in effectiveness may result from variations in the type and length of interventions studied, the usage of guidance, the outcomes, the measurements, or the setting. Likewise, little is known about the long-term efficacy of iSMIs. Two RCTs have investigated the efficacy of iSMIs at the 6-month follow-up relative to a control group finding a non-significant effect for stress reduction in students [23] and a small to moderate effect for the general population [14]. An extended follow-up conducted by Ruwaard et al [16] over a 3-year period yielded beneficial results for reducing stress. However, no RCTs investigating an intervention combining Web-based and mobile components with a focus on stress reduction have addressed employees as a target group relative to a control group in long-term follow-ups (eg, 6 months). With regard to the content of such interventions, currently available iSMIs do not base their theoretical foundation on a specific stress model such as the effort-reward imbalance model [24] or the job control model [25]. Likewise, more generic, established models of stress, such as Lazarus’s transactional model of stress [26] are not applied. Lazarus’s transactional model of stress specifies two coping strategies. Problem-focused coping is used to actively influence a stress situation in a positive way through the use of cognitive or behavioral efforts. Emotion-focused coping primarily serves the function of managing difficult emotions such as anger, disappointment, and sadness in relation to the specific situation. On the one hand, employees are often faced with problems that theoretically can be solved. Problem solving [27] is an established therapeutic method in dealing with such problems and has been proven to be successful in reducing mental and physical health problems [28]. This method has also been effectively used in Web-based interventions to manage depression, anxiety, and stress [29], although mixed results have been observed in studies targeting employees with depressive symptoms [30,31]. On the other hand, the working context also frequently requires dealing with problems that are unsolvable; such situations are commonly accompanied by strong negative emotions and require effective strategies on how to regulate these emotions. Emotion regulation skills have been shown to be relevant and successful in a broad range of mental disorders including depression and anxiety [32]; nevertheless, they remain largely untargeted in research on stress management interventions. From a theoretical perspective, promoting problem- and emotion-focused coping skills according to Lazarus’s model as two major intervention components within the same intervention appears promising; however, this approach has not yet been introduced. This study aimed to fill this gap in the research by investigating an iSMI based on the combination of problem solving and emotion regulation.

This paper presents the results of a waitlist-controlled randomized trial to investigate the efficacy of a newly developed iSMI that includes mobile components for reducing stress in employees with elevated stress levels. We assessed whether the participants in the intervention group (iSMI) reported a significant reduction of stress on the Perceived Stress Scale-10 (PSS-10) at posttest and at 6-month follow-up as compared to those in a waitlist control (WLC) group. Among the secondary outcomes, selected mental- and work-related health indicators often perceived to arise due to chronic stress, such as depression, anxiety, and emotional exhaustion, were also considered.

**Methods**

**Trial Design**

Using a 2-arm randomized controlled design, 264 participants were randomly allocated (at a ratio of 1:1 and a block size of 2) to the iSMI or to a WLC group. Both groups had full access to treatment as usual.

**Participants**

Participants 18 years and older were included if they were currently employed and scored 22 or above on the PSS-10. Due to the fact that the PSS is not a diagnostic measurement and there is no official cut-off available, we decided to use one...
standard deviation (SD 6.2) above the mean (PSS-10=15.3) in a large working population [33] as a cut-off value to choose participants with an elevated level of stress. We excluded any applicants who were at risk of suicide (Beck Suicide Item >1; [34]) or self-reported to have been previously diagnosed with dissociative or psychotic symptoms. Participants were recruited in Germany from January to October 2013 in the general working population through newspaper articles and announcements by the ministry of education. Primarily, they were recruited through a large German health insurance company. The intervention addressed employees who were frequently stressed or exhausted, who felt that problems were increasingly difficult to handle, and who struggled to cope with difficult emotions. The intervention was advertised in the print membership magazine of a large German health insurance company. It was stated that, in cooperation with a university, the health insurance company offered this online training to employees, provided they were suitable for study inclusion. Moreover, the advantages of the intervention such as 24/7 availability, personal e-coaching, and participation free of charge were delineated. Those interested in participating had to provide an email address and a first and last name that could be pseudonyms if desired. Individuals received a link to the online screening questionnaire via email. Provided they were eligible, applicants had to submit their signed informed consent via regular post or scanned via email. Upon receipt of the informed consent, participants had to complete all baseline questionnaires. Subsequently, they were randomized into either the intervention or the waitlist control group.

Intervention
The iSMI GET.ON Stress is based on Lazarus’s transactional model of stress [26]. This intervention applied both well-established problem solving and more recently developed emotion regulation strategies. Important principles for health behavior change such as goal setting, action planning, and coping planning were followed. The iSMI consisted of seven sessions and a booster session provided 4 weeks after training completion. Following psycho-education (Session 1), the participants learned a 6-step procedure to systematically solve problems (Sessions 2-3). In Sessions 4-6, the participants were introduced to emotion regulation techniques (muscle- and breathing relaxation, acceptance of negative emotions, and self-support in difficult situations). Session 7 included a plan for the future. The iSMI was specifically tailored to employees; this was reflected in the wording of the intervention, the example characters provided throughout the training, as well as in optional short informational material related to typical stress-related topics (eg, psychological detachment from work, time management, sleep hygiene, worrying, and organization of breaks during work) provided alongside the intervention. The application of exercises was strongly recommended. The participants were advised to complete 1-2 sessions per week. The program included interactive exercises, audio/video files, and downloadable material and was presented on a secured Web-based platform. Upon activation of the account through the research team, participants used their email address and a self-chosen password to log on. Within 48 hours after session completion, an e-coach provided approximately three quarters of a page of written, non-therapeutic feedback intended to increase adherence and motivation. The e-coaches reported that the average time spent per feedback was 30 minutes. In the event of non-completion of a session, they also sent reminders. Each e-coach had a degree in psychology and followed a standardized manual on feedback writing. Fidelity and adherence to the feedback manual was ensured by providing extensive coaching on feedback writing and by employing a psychotherapist who provided supervision for the e-coaches. The participants could receive automatic text messages on their mobile phone along with the iSMI (eg, short relaxation exercises: “Relax your muscles in your hands and arms for 3 seconds now. Follow your breathing and each time you breathe out, relax a little more.”) and were given the choice of either light (1 text message every other day) or intensive support (2-3 text messages per day) according to personal preferences. The text message coach was part of the intervention, aimed at reminding participants to practice and increasing the adherence to the intervention [9]. A more detailed description of the iSMI can be found in the protocol of the trial [35]. Screenshots of the intervention are available in the Multimedia Appendix 1.

Measurements
All questionnaires were self-assessed online at baseline (T1), 7 weeks (T2, post-treatment), 6 months (T3), and 12 months (T4, iSMI group only) after randomization. The WLC group received access to the intervention following T3.

Primary Outcome Measure
The primary outcome was the level of perceived stress as measured by the PSS-10 [36]. As this scale is based on Lazarus’s transactional model of stress, it fits well with the theoretical basis of the intervention. We further decided to employ a general stress scale as previous research in a similar intervention for employees showed that work-related and non-work-related problems are equally often indicated and addressed [30]. The items were answered using a 5-point Likert scale (0=never; 1=almost never; 2=sometimes; 3=fairly often; 4=very often; range 0-40) referring to the past week. Cronbach alphas for this scale have been reported to range from .78 to .91 [37] and was .70 at T1, .90 at T2, .90 at T3, and .91 at T4 in this study.

Secondary Outcome Measures

Mental Health
Among the secondary outcomes concerning mental health, the following outcomes were measured using the specified scales: depression, using the Center for Epidemiological Studies’ Depression Scale (CES-D) [38] (20 items; range 0-60; α=.91); insomnia severity, using the Insomnia Severity Index (ISI) [39] (7 items; range 0-28; α=.90); anxiety, using the subscale of the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scales (HADS-A) [40] (7 items; range 0-21; α=.83); worrying, using the Penn State Worry Questionnaire, Ultra Brief Version-post week (PSWQ-PW) [41] (3 items; range 0-18; α=.87); and quality of life, using the Short Form 12 (SF-12) PH (physical health) and MH (mental health) [42].
**Work-Related Health**

Within the area of work-related health, we assessed emotional exhaustion, using the subscale of the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI-EE) [43] (5 items; range 1-6; α=.89); work engagement, using the Utrecht Work Engagement Scale (UWES) [44] (9 items; range 0-6; α=.94); and psychological detachment, using the subscale of the Recovery Experience Questionnaire (REQ-PD) [45] (4 items; range 1-5; α=.93). Moreover, mean days of absenteeism and presenteeism within the previous 3 months were assessed using the respective items of the German Version of the Trimbos and Institute of Medical Technology Assessment Cost Questionnaire for Psychiatry (TiC-P-G) [46].

**Skills/Competencies**

Emotion regulation in terms of comprehension (-C), acceptance (-A), and self-support (-SS) of the Emotion Regulation Skills Questionnaire (ERSQ), using the ERSQ-27 [47] (9 items; range 0-4; α=.87, .86, .85), and general distress, using the Emotion Specific Version, ERSQ-ES-GD [48] (12 items; range 0-4; α=.88) were assessed as measures of skills/competencies.

**Other Measures**

Client satisfaction, using the Client Satisfaction Questionnaire (CSQ-8) [49], demographic variables, and reasons for dropout will also be reported.

**Sample Size**

As the current evidence base for Web-based stress-management is limited and the effect sizes vary considerably between trials (from non-significant to moderate-large), we decided to use a conservative approach in order to also detect small effect sizes. We relied on a meta-analysis on traditional stress management interventions [13] and expected an effect size of $d=0.35$. Therefore, based on an alpha of .05 (two-tailed test), and a power of 80%, a sample size of 132 participants per group was necessary.

**Randomization**

The applied random integer list was created by an independent researcher using a Web-based randomization program (Randlist). The participants were informed about the randomization outcome via email.

**Statistical Analyses**

All analyses are reported according to the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) statement regarding eHealth [50] using intention-to-treat (ITT) procedures (see Multimedia Appendix 2). Additionally, per-protocol and study completers-only analyses are reported. A significance level of .05 (two-sided) was used for all analyses. Analyses were performed using IBM SPSS version 22.

**Missing Data**

Multiple imputation was used to handle missing data [51]. Ten single imputations of the missing values were calculated based on the valid data for all outcome measures at all assessment points (T1, T2, T3, and T4) as well as age and gender and were aggregated into a single overall estimate of the effects of the intervention.

**Intervention Effect**

The iSMI and WLC groups were compared at 7 weeks (T2) and 6 months (T3) using analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) with baseline levels as covariates. Cohen’s $d$ with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) was calculated based on the imputed dataset by comparing the means and SDs of the iSMI and WLC groups at the respective time points (eg, post-means and post-SDs). According to Cohen [52], $d=0.2$ can be considered a small effect, $d=0.5$ a medium effect, and $d=0.8$ a large effect.

**Reliable Change**

The clinical significance in terms of reliable change was calculated according to the method of Jacobson and Truax [53] using the following formula: $1.96 \times SD1 \times \sqrt{2(1-\text{rel})}$. Thereby, we used the standard deviation of the norm population (SD 6.2) and the reliability of the PSS-10 scale (α=.91) according to Cohen’s and Janicki-Deverts’ samples in 2006 and 2009 [37]. The participants were defined as having reliably changed if their PSS-10 score differed more than (+/-) 5.16 points from T1-T2 and T1-T3.

**Symptom-Free Status**

According to Jacobson and Truax [53], a cut-off point indicating symptom-free status was calculated and defined as scoring more than 2 SDs below the mean (T1) of the stressed population.

**Number Needed to Treat**

The number needed to treat (NNT) indicates the number of participants who must be treated to generate one additional clinically significant change. NNTs and their 95% confidence intervals [54,55] were calculated for reliable change and symptom-free status.

All procedures involved in the study were consistent with the generally accepted standards of ethical practice and were approved by the ethical committee of the University of Marburg (reference number AZ 2012-43K).

**Results**

**Participants**

A total of 450 individuals were screened for eligibility, and 186 were excluded primarily because they scored below the cut-off (136/450), because of a lack of informed consent/baseline (30/450), or other reasons (20/450). The study flow is illustrated in Figure 1.
Baseline Characteristics

The demographic variables for all study participants are displayed in Table 1.

The average age of the participants was 43.3 years (SD 10.2). The sample was primarily female (193/264, 73.1%), married or in a relationship (160/264, 60.6%), and highly educated (203/264, 76.9%). Most participants were employed full-time (204/264, 77.3%); their average working experience was 18.1 (SD 11.1) years; and they were working in various sectors, most frequently in the social sector (97/264, 36.7%). Only a small percentage of participants had previously taken part in any health training (34/264, 12.9%). Having received psychotherapy was indicated by 95 (36.0%) of the 264 participants and currently being in psychotherapy by 16/264 (6.1%). Table 2 summarizes all means and SDs for the iSMI and WLC groups.
Table 1. Baseline characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>All participants (n=264)</th>
<th>iSMI (n=132)</th>
<th>WLC (n=132)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sociodemographic characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, mean (SD)</td>
<td>43.3 (10.2)</td>
<td>42.4 (10.7)</td>
<td>44.2 (9.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender, female, n (%)</td>
<td>193 (73.1)</td>
<td>97 (73.5)</td>
<td>96 (72.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married or in a relationship, n (%)</td>
<td>160 (60.6)</td>
<td>80 (60.6)</td>
<td>80 (60.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian/white</td>
<td>220 (83.3)</td>
<td>110 (83.3)</td>
<td>110 (83.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer not to say</td>
<td>44 (16.7)</td>
<td>22 (16.7)</td>
<td>22 (16.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational level, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>5 (1.9)</td>
<td>3 (2.3)</td>
<td>2 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>56 (21.2)</td>
<td>25 (18.9)</td>
<td>31 (23.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>203 (76.9)</td>
<td>104 (78.8)</td>
<td>99 (75.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-time employed, n (%)</td>
<td>204 (77.3)</td>
<td>105 (79.5)</td>
<td>99 (75.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part-time employed, n (%)</td>
<td>57 (21.6)</td>
<td>25 (18.9)</td>
<td>32 (24.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On sick leave, n (%)</td>
<td>3 (1.1)</td>
<td>2 (1.5)</td>
<td>1 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work experience in years, mean (SD)</td>
<td>18.1 (11.1)</td>
<td>17.2 (10.8)</td>
<td>18.9 (11.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work sectors, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>97 (36.7)</td>
<td>48 (36.4)</td>
<td>49 (37.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>43 (16.3)</td>
<td>21 (15.9)</td>
<td>22 (16.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>36 (13.6)</td>
<td>22 (16.7)</td>
<td>14 (10.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy</td>
<td>31 (11.7)</td>
<td>14 (10.6)</td>
<td>17 (12.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>15 (5.7)</td>
<td>8 (6.1)</td>
<td>7 (5.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>42 (16.0)</td>
<td>19 (14.3)</td>
<td>23 (17.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income in Euro, per year, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;10,000</td>
<td>10 (3.8)</td>
<td>7 (5.3)</td>
<td>3 (2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000-30,000</td>
<td>48 (18.2)</td>
<td>28 (21.2)</td>
<td>20 (15.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30,000-40,000</td>
<td>63 (23.9)</td>
<td>26 (19.7)</td>
<td>37 (28.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40,000-50,000</td>
<td>47 (17.8)</td>
<td>26 (19.7)</td>
<td>21 (15.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000-60,000</td>
<td>29 (11.0)</td>
<td>15 (11.4)</td>
<td>14 (10.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60,000-100,000</td>
<td>32 (12.1)</td>
<td>17 (12.9)</td>
<td>15 (11.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;100,000</td>
<td>4 (1.5)</td>
<td>1 (0.8)</td>
<td>3 (2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer not to say</td>
<td>31 (11.7)</td>
<td>12 (9.1)</td>
<td>19 (14.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous health training</td>
<td>34 (12.9)</td>
<td>17 (12.9)</td>
<td>17 (12.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous psychotherapy</td>
<td>95 (36.0)</td>
<td>52 (39.4)</td>
<td>43 (32.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current psychotherapy</td>
<td>16 (6.1)</td>
<td>5 (3.8)</td>
<td>11 (8.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Means and standard deviations for the iSMI group and the WLC group (ITT sample).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>T2a</th>
<th>T3b</th>
<th>T4b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iSMI</td>
<td>WLC</td>
<td>iSMI</td>
<td>WLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary outcome</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSS-10</td>
<td>25.89</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>25.15</td>
<td>3.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CES-D</td>
<td>23.34</td>
<td>8.47</td>
<td>23.77</td>
<td>7.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISI</td>
<td>15.53</td>
<td>6.62</td>
<td>14.82</td>
<td>6.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADS-A</td>
<td>11.23</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>10.67</td>
<td>3.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSWQ-PW</td>
<td>10.17</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>10.23</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-12 MHc</td>
<td>32.29</td>
<td>8.44</td>
<td>32.55</td>
<td>8.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-12 PHc</td>
<td>48.24</td>
<td>10.05</td>
<td>48.44</td>
<td>9.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work-related health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBI-EE</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UWES</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQ-PDd</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absenteeism</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>8.70</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>9.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenteeismd</td>
<td>15.98</td>
<td>14.27</td>
<td>17.29</td>
<td>16.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills/Competencies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERSQ-Cc</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERSQ-Ac</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERSQ-SCc</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERSQ-ES-GDc</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aData imputed by multiple imputation.

bExtended follow-up for intervention group only.

cHigher scores indicate better outcomes.

dIn relation to the previous 3 months.

Dropout Attrition and Handling of Missing Data

Overall, 8.0% (21/264) of participants at T2, 10.6% (28/264) of participants at T3, and 30.3% (40/132; iSMI only) of participants at T4 did not provide follow-up data for the primary outcome. A somewhat higher dropout rate was observed for the iSMI group (T2: 16/132, T3: 17/132) compared with the WLC (T2: 5/132, T3: 11/132). Thereby, groups significantly differed at T2 ($\chi^2 = 6.26; P < .05$), but not at T3. Participants who did not provide follow-up data did not differ in a meaningful way from those who provided data, neither on baseline stress scores or any other baseline outcomes, with the exception of worrying ($P < .05$). Little’s overall test of randomness indicated that data were missing completely at random. Thus, multiple imputations to estimate missing values could be performed [56].

Non-Usage Attrition

Intervention

Of the 132 individuals participating in the iSMI, Session 1 was completed by 122 of the participants (92.4%), Session 2 by 117 (88.6%), Session 3 by 112 (84.8%), Session 4 by 108 (81.8%), Session 5 by 103 (78.0%), Session 6 by 97 (73.5%), Session 7 by 93 (70.5%), and the booster session by 72 (54.5%) of the participants. Because of a lack of time and changes in personal circumstances, 10 participants (7.6%) did not start the iSMI. Nine participants (6.8%) reported reasons for discontinuing the iSMI; these included lack of time (4/9), lack of motivation (3/9), technical problems (1/9), and dissatisfaction with the intervention (1/9). On average, the participants in the iSMI group completed 5.70 (SD 2.32) of the 7 sessions (81.4% of the intervention) and used the iSMI for 8.27 weeks (SD 8.54, range 0.56).
Text Message Support
Among the iSMI group, three-quarters (101/132, 76.5%) requested text message support via mobile phone. Of those, 43.6% (44/101) preferred light coaching and 56.4% (57/101) preferred intensive coaching at the start of the intervention.

Other Treatment During the Trial
In the WLC condition, 37 participants (28.0%) indicated at T2 that they had received other help within the previous 7 weeks (e.g., psychotherapy, health training other than the iSMI) as opposed to 24 participants (18.2%) in the iSMI condition. No significant differences were found in stress levels between those participants who had received help and those who had not.

Primary Outcome Analyses

Intervention Effect
As shown in Table 3, a significant group effect in the ANCOVA indicated that lower scores on the PSS-10 (relative to the WLC) were present for the iSMI group at T2 (\( F_{1,261}=58.08, P<.001 \)) and T3 (\( F_{1,261}=80.17, P<.001 \)). Large between-group effect sizes were observed at T2 (Cohen’s d=0.83; 95% CI 0.58-1.08) and T3 (d=1.02; 95% CI 0.76-1.27). In the intervention group, the within-group effect sizes were \( d=1.54 \) (95% CI 1.22-1.86) from pretest to post-test, \( d=1.92 \) (95% CI 1.55-2.29) from pretest to 6-month follow-up, and \( d=1.83 \) (95% CI 1.45-2.21) from pretest to 12-month follow-up. In the control group, within-group effect sizes of \( d=0.41 \) (95% CI 0.23-0.60) were observed from pretest to post-test and \( d=0.60 \) (95% CI 0.39-0.81) from pre-test to 6-month follow-up. Figure 2 shows the PSS-10 scores for both groups at all assessment points.

Figure 2. Levels of perceived stress (means and SDs) according to the PSS-10 for the iSMI and WLC groups at all assessment points for the ITT sample at pre-test (T1), post-test (T2), 6 months (T3), and 12 months (T4, iSMI only) (asterisks indicate \( P<.001 \)).

Reliable Change
At T2, more participants in the iSMI group (81/132, 61.4%) showed reliable improvement on the PSS-10 compared with the WLC (33/132, 25.0%). A reliable deterioration was present in 1.5% (2/132) of the iSMI and 8.3% (11/132) of the WLC, whereas 37.1% (49/132; iSMI) and 66.7% (88/132; WLC) were reliably unchanged. At T3, those showing reliable improvement numbered over three-quarters (102/132, 77.3%) in the iSMI and nearly half (44/132, 33.3%) in the WLC group. Those showing reliable deterioration numbered 0.8% (1/132) in the iSMI and 6.1% (8/132) in the WLC group. No reliable change was present in 22.0% (29/132; iSMI) and 60.6% (80/132; WLC). The NNTs for reliable improvement were 2.75 (95% CI 2.11-3.96) at T2 and 2.28 (95% CI 1.83-3.01) at T3. The groups significantly differed from T1-T2 (\( \chi^2_{1}=37.54, P<.001 \)) and from T1-T3 (Fisher’s exact=53.53, \( P<.001 \)).
Table 3. Results of the ANCOVAs and Cohen’s $d$ for the primary and secondary outcome measures (ITT sample) at posttest (T2) and at 6-month follow-up (T3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>T2 Between-groups effect</th>
<th>T3 Between-groups effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$d$ (95% CI)</td>
<td>$d$ (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ANCOVA $^{b}$</td>
<td>ANCOVA $^{b}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$F_{1,261}$</td>
<td>$F_{1,261}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>$P$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary outcome</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSS-10</td>
<td>0.83 (0.58-1.08)</td>
<td>58.08 &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.02 (0.76-1.27)</td>
<td>80.17 &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CES-D</td>
<td>0.64 (0.39-0.89)</td>
<td>34.92 &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.95 (0.69-1.20)</td>
<td>68.29 &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISI</td>
<td>0.40 (0.16-0.65)</td>
<td>20.43 &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.52 (0.27-0.76)</td>
<td>28.82 &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADS-A</td>
<td>0.68 (0.43-0.93)</td>
<td>49.57 &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.84 (0.59-1.09)</td>
<td>78.94 &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSWQ-PW</td>
<td>0.51 (0.26-0.75)</td>
<td>19.74 &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.63 (0.38-0.88)</td>
<td>31.00 &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-12 MH</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.68 (0.43-0.93)</td>
<td>34.28 &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-12 PH</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.20 (-0.05 to 0.44)</td>
<td>4.27 .04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work-related health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBI-EE</td>
<td>0.75 (0.50-1.00)</td>
<td>48.55 &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.86 (0.60-1.11)</td>
<td>63.84 &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UWES</td>
<td>0.23 (-0.01 to 0.47)</td>
<td>13.28 &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.26 (0.02-0.50)</td>
<td>10.09 .002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQ-PD</td>
<td>0.54 (0.29-0.78)</td>
<td>27.45 &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.75 (0.50-1.00)</td>
<td>52.82 &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absenteeism</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.16 (-0.08 to 0.40)</td>
<td>2.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenteeism</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.01 (-0.23 to 0.25)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills/Competencies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERSQ-27-C</td>
<td>0.55 (0.30-0.79)</td>
<td>31.56 &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.51 (0.27-0.76)</td>
<td>22.03 &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERSQ-27-A</td>
<td>0.60 (0.35-0.84)</td>
<td>30.94 &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.64 (0.39-0.88)</td>
<td>34.96 &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERSQ-27-SS</td>
<td>0.47 (0.23-0.71)</td>
<td>29.32 &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.49 (0.24-0.73)</td>
<td>24.56 &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERSQ-ES-GD</td>
<td>0.68 (0.43-0.93)</td>
<td>36.39 &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.87 (0.61-1.12)</td>
<td>54.71 &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^{a}$Missing data imputed by multiple imputation.

$^{b}$Controlling for pre-treatment scores (T1).

Symptom-Free Status

In this study, the cut-off score was 17.70 and below indicating a value of 2 SDs below the mean of the stressed population at T1 (mean 25.52, SD 3.91). More participants in the iSMI group met the criterion for full remission of stress symptoms compared with the WLC group at T2 (iSMI: 68/132, 51.5%; WLC: 26/132, 19.7%; $\chi^2_{1}=29.14, P<.001; NNT=3.14, 95% CI 2.34-4.78$) and T3 (iSMI: 79/132, 59.8%; WLC: 31/132, 23.5%; $\chi^2_{1}=35.91, P<.001; NNT=2.75, 95% CI 2.11-3.95$).

Completers-Only Analysis

Completers-only analyses on participants who completed all questionnaires revealed similar large effect sizes for the primary outcome at T2 (243/264, 92.0%, $d=0.85$; CI 0.59-1.11) and T3 (236/264, 89.4%, $d=1.01$; 95% CI 0.74-1.28).

Secondary Outcome Analyses

Table 3 also shows the results of the ITT analyses for secondary outcomes for mental health, work-related health, and skills/competencies. The ANCOVAs showed highly significant between-group effects for almost all outcomes at both assessment points; all significance levels were $P<.001$ apart from work engagement at T3 ($P=.002$) and the physical health component of quality of life at T3 ($P=.04$). Between-group effects were not significant for absenteeism and presenteeism. At T2, the majority of effect sizes were in the range of moderate (eg, $d=0.40$ for insomnia) to large (eg, $d=0.75$ for emotional exhaustion) apart from work engagement for which a small effect size was obtained ($d=0.23$). At T3, almost all effect sizes became more pronounced apart from the comprehension subscale of the ERSQ-27, which only slightly decreased (from $d=0.55$ at T2 to $d=0.51$ at T3). Thereby, large effect sizes were found at T3 for depression ($d=0.95$), anxiety ($d=0.84$), emotional exhaustion ($d=0.86$), and emotion regulation skills regarding general distress ($d=0.87$). The additional measurements taken at T3 yielded effect sizes of $d=0.68$ for the mental health component and $d=0.20$ for the physical health component of quality of life, as well as $d=0.16$ for absenteeism and $d=0.01$ for presenteeism.

Extended Follow-Up at 12 Months

The within-group effect size (from T1-T4) for the primary outcome PSS-10 was $d=1.83$ (95% CI 1.45-2.21).
12-month-follow-up, improvements in all other outcome measures were also maintained at the 6-month level in the iSMI group apart from absenteeism ($P<.05$). On a descriptive level, the gains in mean days for absenteeism in the iSMI group from T1 (mean 4.93, SD 8.70) to T3 (mean 3.64, SD 6.70) could not be maintained at T4 (mean 5.88, SD 10.57). In contrast, the mean days for presenteeism in the iSMI group were almost reduced by half from T1 (mean 15.98, SD 14.27) to T4 (mean 8.22, SD 9.59).

**Client Satisfaction**

Client satisfaction with the training was high, with 92.2% (107/116) being “satisfied in an overall, general sense” (“very satisfied” or “mostly satisfied”). The majority of the participants indicated that they have received the kind of training they wanted (92.2%, 107/116; “yes, definitely” or “yes, generally”), that the training met their needs (88.8%, 103/116; “almost all […]” or “most […]”), that they are satisfied with the amount of training they received (87.9%, 102/116; “very satisfied” or “mostly satisfied”), that the training has helped them to deal more effectively with their problems (92.2%, 107/116; “yes it helped a great deal” or “yes, it helped”), and that they would use the training again if they needed to (92.2%, 107/116; “yes, definitely” or “yes, I think so”). Moreover, 90.5% (105/116) stated that they would recommend the iSMI to a friend (“yes, definitely” or “yes, I think so”).

**Explorative Analyses**

**Intervention Completion**

A separate per-protocol analysis was conducted for participants who completed the intervention (≥6 sessions), which was defined as working through all of the theoretical intervention content presented up to Session 6. The ANCOVA showed significant differences between the subsample of intervention completers (97/132) and the WLC (132) with regard to perceived stress in favor of the experimental condition at T2 ($F_{1,226}=66.85$, $P<.001$) and T3 ($F_{1,226}=74.70$, $P<.001$) with slightly higher effect sizes at T2 ($d=0.95$; 95% CI 0.69-1.20) and T3 ($d=1.05$; 95% CI 0.79-1.31) as compared to the total iSMI sample. Within the iSMI group, we further compared intervention completers to non-completers. The ANCOVA showed a significant difference for reduction of perceived stress at T2 ($F_{1,129}=7.76$, $P=.006$), but not at T3 or T4.

**Text Message Support**

There were no significant differences in the primary outcome between participants who received text messages and those who did not, nor was there any significant difference depending on the level of intensity of the individually chosen text message support.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

The primary aim of this study was to evaluate the efficacy of a guided iSMI for employees. For this purpose, a two-arm, waitlist-controlled randomized trial was conducted. The results indicate that the training is highly effective in reducing employee stress levels in the short term ($d=0.83$) and long term ($d=1.02$) compared with the levels observed in a waitlist control group. Reduced stress levels in the iSMI group could be maintained up to 12 months. Significant medium to large between-group effects were also found for relevant secondary outcomes concerning mental health (eg, depression), work-related health (eg, emotional exhaustion), and stress-related skills (eg, emotion regulation competencies). High levels of client satisfaction and adherence were observed, and the study dropout rate was low.

The posttest effect size in stress reduction found in this study is larger than what has been found in other iSMI trials. Available RCTs on iSMI with employees show mixed between-group effects for stress at posttest, ranging from non-significant [22] to moderate effect sizes (eg, $d=0.74$; [18]). Several reasons could explain the large effect sizes found in this study. First, the intervention used a guided format. Guided iSMIs [16-18] appear to be more effective than unguided interventions [21,22,57,58], a result that is known from Web-based interventions for other mental health problems [59]. Second, the theoretical basis of the intervention was confined to two evidence-based components. Research on face-to-face interventions suggests that interventions with fewer treatment components are superior to those using more components [12]. Problem-solving training that has already been successfully introduced in other Web-based interventions to manage depressive symptoms [30] was combined here with evidence-based emotion regulation techniques including the acceptance of emotions and compassionate self-support based on the Affect Regulation Training (ART) [32]. Third, the use of mobile components to flexibly introduce training components into daily life in real time may have reinforced a regular application of the intervention exercises and therefore the efficacy of the training. The text messages were particularly popular among the participants, and given the choice of receiving the text messages, the vast majority requested this mobile component. However, we did not assess the actual engagement and future studies should compare the efficacy of the intervention with and without the mobile phone component. Fourth, the level of intervention adherence, which is regarded as leading to better treatment outcomes [60], was relatively high. Unfortunately, comparisons with adherence levels of other iSMIs are difficult as few studies have reported this information so far. Compared with the available intervention completion rates (eg, 38.5%, [14]; 44.0%, [61]; 88.2% [19]), the percentage of participants completing the intervention in this study was higher range (70.5%). Considerable efforts were undertaken to increase adherence through methods that are generally considered to be effective, including human support [62], interactive exercises [63], tailoring of the intervention [64], and reminders [65] via mobile phone. Finally, the effects may have further stabilized at T3 through the booster session, as booster sessions can be successful in maintaining treatment outcomes [66].

With regard to long-term follow-up, this work is the first study of an intervention combining Web-based and mobile components that focuses on stress reduction in employees to assess the effects compared to a control group over a longer time period (ie, 6 months). The results show that this type of
intervention can have large long-term effects. Moreover, the results of this study also compare favorably to the limited existing evidence on the long-term effectiveness of iSMIs in populations other than employees, including studies finding non-significant [23] and small to moderate effect sizes (d=0.37 [14]) at the 6-month follow-up point. In addition, the results found for stress show similar effect sizes to those found for face-to-face interventions (d=0.73 [12]). Thus, iSMIs may be a useful alternative to traditional interventions.

With regard to the relationship of treatment intensity and outcome, no clear conclusions can be drawn from this study. Although intervention completers showed significantly lower stress levels at posttest, this effect was not maintained at the later follow-up points. Participants receiving text message support were also not doing significantly better as compared to those who did not receive any messages. Future research may benefit from further information on the amount of time spent on the intervention exercises in between sessions and the actual engagement with the text messages.

**Limitations**

The following limitations of this trial must be acknowledged. First, for feasibility reasons, only self-report measures were assessed. Although the replacement of self-report measures with physiological measures is not recommended in occupational stress research [67], a combination of both could produce further valuable insights. Second, because this study was in the setting of indicated prevention, these results only account for participants showing relatively high baseline scores. The current sample was severely distressed and showed high baseline scores on all measures. Thus, no conclusions can be drawn regarding participants with lower stress levels (eg, in a universal prevention setting). Third, with regard to the generalizability of results, the fact that participants self-selected into the trial, the majority were female, and individuals working in the social sector were slightly overrepresented needs to be taken into consideration. Fourth, to determine the added value of the mobile component providing real-time support and encouragement, direct comparison studies would be needed comparing the intervention with and without mobile support. Fifth, the fact that the effects on physical health and work engagement were smaller than the effects on the other outcome measures demands an explanation. It is possible that Web-based interventions do not produce meaningful differences on these outcomes. Alternative explanations for the small effect sizes include that, for physical health, a rather global measure (SF-12) was applied and it may be more promising to use more specific, stress-related health measures. For work engagement, the original response categories were not adapted to the study period and the outcome measure may therefore not have been as sensitive to change. Finally, it is important to acknowledge that some improvements were also observed in the WLC group over time; in fact, this pattern has previously been found in other trials [17,31].

**Future Directions**

Future research should replicate the results of this trial and investigate the moderators of outcome and adherence. It is also of interest whether the coaching time spent on each individual (up to 4 hours) could be reduced without losses in treatment effects, thereby resulting in more economical versions of iSMI. Moreover, future research should test iSMIs against the gold standard in the field (ie, face-to-face interventions) and assess which training format works best for which type of participant and under what circumstances. Although both formats may be equally effective, they may work differently on participants varying personal characteristics and Web-based interventions may be more advantageous in terms of efficiency and costs.

**Conclusion**

This trial contributes to the limited evidence base on the feasibility and efficacy of Web-based and mobile-supported stress management interventions and is among the first studies to include a longer follow-up period. The iSMI presented herein proved feasible and highly effective in improving perceived stress and other mental and work-related health indices in employees in the long term. These results indicate that this iSMI could be a valuable alternative to face-to-face trainings. Web-based interventions for coping with stress should be further evaluated as such interventions have the potential to improve the mental health of individuals on a large scale.
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Abstract

Background: The aging of the population is an inexorable change that challenges governments and societies in every developed country. Based on clinical and empirical data, social isolation is found to be prevalent among elderly people, and it has negative consequences on the elderly’s psychological and physical health. Targeting social isolation has become a focus area for policy and practice. Evidence indicates that contemporary information and communication technologies (ICT) have the potential to prevent or reduce the social isolation of elderly people via various mechanisms.

Objective: This systematic review explored the effects of ICT interventions on reducing social isolation of the elderly.

Methods: Relevant electronic databases (PsycINFO, PubMed, MEDLINE, EBSCO, SSCI, Communication Studies: a SAGE Full-Text Collection, Communication & Mass Media Complete, Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) Digital Library, and IEEE Xplore) were systematically searched using a unified strategy to identify quantitative and qualitative studies on the effectiveness of ICT-mediated social isolation interventions for elderly people published in English between 2002 and 2015. Narrative synthesis was performed to interpret the results of the identified studies, and their quality was also appraised.

Results: Twenty-five publications were included in the review. Four of them were evaluated as rigorous research. Most studies measured the effectiveness of ICT by measuring specific dimensions rather than social isolation in general. ICT use was consistently found to affect social support, social connectedness, and social isolation in general positively. The results for loneliness were inconclusive. Even though most were positive, some studies found a nonsignificant or negative impact. More importantly, the positive effect of ICT use on social connectedness and social support seemed to be short-term and did not last for more than six months after the intervention. The results for self-esteem and control over one’s life were consistent but generally nonsignificant. ICT was found to alleviate the elderly’s social isolation through four mechanisms: connecting to the outside world, gaining social support, engaging in activities of interests, and boosting self-confidence.

Conclusions: More well-designed studies that contain a minimum risk of research bias are needed to draw conclusions on the effectiveness of ICT interventions for elderly people in reducing their perceived social isolation as a multidimensional concept. The results of this review suggest that ICT could be an effective tool to tackle social isolation among the elderly. However, it is not suitable for every senior alike. Future research should identify who among elderly people can most benefit from ICT use in reducing social isolation. Research on other types of ICT (eg, mobile phone–based instant messaging apps) should be conducted to promote understanding and practice of ICT-based social-isolation interventions for elderly people.
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**Introduction**

It is estimated that the proportion of the world population aged 60 years and older will reach 22% by 2050 [1]. Social isolation among the elderly is therefore a growing concern. Depending on the definition and measure, the prevalence of social isolation among people aged 60 years and older is 7% to 24% [2-7] compared to 7% in the general population [6]. In addition, perceived social isolation is more severe among the older old people (aged 75-85 years) than the younger old (aged 57-65 years) [8]. Most importantly, social isolation is a real threat to the mental and physical health of the elderly population [7-11], leading to depression [3,12], self-harming (eg, drug abuse, alcoholism, suicide) [13-15] or self-neglecting behavior [16], a higher level of cognitive and/or physical disability [17], and increased mortality [8,18]. Consequently, preventing or ameliorating social isolation in that age group is becoming a top social topic and a priority in policy-making in many countries [19-20].

Social isolation is a multidimensional concept that lacks a clear and consistent definition in the literature [21-22]. Some scholars see it as directly equivalent to loneliness and use the terms interchangeably [20]; others perceive the two concepts as related yet distinct. For example, social isolation has been defined as the absence of contact with people who provide social support [23]. Others have defined it as a 2-dimensional concept that contains an objective absence of contacts or interactions with the contacts and a subjective feeling of limited or lost companionship or social support (ie, loneliness) resulting from having limited contacts or interactions [8,21]. No matter which definition one adopts, social isolation is considered a result of the elderly population’s reduced social interactions—particularly with family, friends, and community networks—caused by their retirement, physical changes (cognitive and physical disabilities), inevitable loss of spouse or friends (shrinking network size), and/or living alone or in institutions [8]. Information and communication technology (ICT) may overcome the social and spatial barriers of social interaction by enabling easy, affordable communication and activities of multiple forms (ie, textual, audio, and/or visual) between the elderly (often with limited mobilization) and others anytime and anywhere. Many researchers who have therefore been investigating its potential for alleviating social isolation in the elderly.

A search of the literature identified 4 systematic reviews [20-21,24-25] that synthesized the effects of social isolation interventions. These reviews examined studies of various designs, including randomized controlled trials (RCTs), experiments, quasi-experimental studies, and before-and-after (cohort) studies, published in the periods 1970 to 2002 [21,24], 1976 to 2009 [20], and 2000 to 2013 [25]. While 3 reviews examined all forms of interventions for social isolation [20-21,24], Morris and colleagues [25] focused only on the interventions using smart technologies to synthesize the effect of interventions on social connectedness of the elderly living at home and found conflicting results.

The objective of our systematic review is to gain a synthesis of the evident effects of ICT interventions on social isolation in the elderly. Our review is timely and valuable for the following reasons: (1) it reviews the effect of ICT interventions on the elderly with various characteristics (eg, demographics, health status, and living arrangements); (2) it covers the most recent research, published between 2002 and 2015; and (3) in addition to quantitative research, it includes studies that used qualitative methods (ie, observations, in-depth interviews, and focus group interviews) to offer insights into the mechanisms underpinning the observed variations in ICT effectiveness.

**Methods**

**Searching Strategy, Inclusion Criteria, and Study Selection**

Electronic searches for this systematic review were conducted in July 2015 using PsycINFO, PubMed, MEDLINE, EBSCO, SSCI, Communication Studies: a SAGE Full-Text Collection, Communication & Mass Media Complete, Association for Computing Machinery Digital Library, and IEEE Xplore. These databases were used because they include research on subjects such as health, aging, social science, digital technologies, computer-mediated communication, and communication science. A unified search term using Boolean operators was applied for all databases: ((social isolation OR loneliness) AND elderly AND (Internet OR social media OR information and communication technology)). Next, to ensure a broad inclusion of published studies relevant to our review topic, we adopted the following criteria to select studies for the review: (1) publications must be in English; (2) studies must empirically investigate the effects of ICTs on one or more attributes of social isolation among the elderly; and (3) study participants must be aged 55 years or older.

The search yielded 424 publications, of which 51 duplicates were removed. The first author then checked the remaining titles and abstracts to determine their relevance. If the information provided by a title or abstract was insufficient for determination, the full paper was screened by 2 researchers who documented the reasons leading to the exclusion of full texts. An additional 2 studies were found in the systematic review of studies on the elderly population’s social connectedness and smart technologies by Morris et al [25]. A total of 30 articles met the inclusion criteria outlined in Figure 1 and were retained for this systematic review. After carefully reading the full texts of the articles, researchers excluded 5 more studies because of a lack of a complete text (1 article), no examination of social isolation as the outcome of ICT use (3 articles), and the participants being aged younger than 55 years (1 article).
Data Analysis and Synthesis

Data on study design, sample size and characteristics, types of ICT applications, targets of elderly interaction via ICT applications, comparison groups, and outcomes were extracted from the selected studies and analyzed using a coding scheme. For research quality assessment of quantitative research, the Effective Public Health Practice Project (EPHPP) tool [26] was used because of its suitability for assessing such research with various study designs. The EPHPP tool evaluates 6 components of a quantitative study: selection bias, study design, confounders, blinding, data collection method, and withdrawals and dropouts. Based on performance in each component, an overall rating (ie, strong, moderate, or weak) of each study can be determined. The criteria proposed by Salmon [27] were used to evaluate the qualitative research: theoretical framework, value of study, data collection, participant description, data analysis, and data interpretations. For publications reporting more than one study, each study was independently analyzed. Data coding and quality appraisal were conducted by the first author and a research assistant, reaching an intercoder reliability of .91. Any inconsistencies between the reviewers were discussed between the 2 authors to achieve agreement.

The included studies differed in their research designs, research locations, participant characteristics, types and usage of interventions, and outcome measures. In view of the studies’ heterogeneity, a narrative synthesis (instead of a meta-analysis) was performed [28].

Results

Characteristics of Examined Studies

All projects were published between 2002 and 2015, with 11 dated before 2010 [29-39] and 14 dated in or after that year [40-53]. They were conducted in 12 countries (Austria, Canada, Finland, Israel, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Slovenia, Sweden, Taiwan, United Kingdom, and United States) with the highest number coming from the United States (n=9). In the 25 projects, 30 studies were reported (5 projects reported 2 studies: 1 quantitative and 1 qualitative). RCTs comprised 6 studies [36,39,43,47,51-52]; another 6 were cohort studies (2 with a control group [30,35] and 4 without [31,38,41,44]). Of the remaining studies, 4 were cross-sectional studies (surveys) [32,37,40,46] and 14 were qualitative studies: 9 employing in-depth interviews [29-31,34-35,42,45,48-49], 3 conducting focus group interviews [33,38,53], and 2 applying participant observations [39,50]. See Multimedia Appendix 1 for a complete description of the characteristics of the 25 reviewed publications.

Most research used some form of Internet or Web-based apps (eg, search, email, online chat rooms, videoconferencing, social
networking apps, and Web-based telehealth systems) on computers. Among those that did not, 1 study employed a telephone befriending intervention, 1 used mobile phones (smartphones), 1 focused on iPad use, 1 applied Nintendo Wii (a video game system), and 1 used a visual pet companion app that allowed the senior users to interact with a pet avatar in real time through an Android tablet. The ICT intervention in all but 2 studies was implemented in the regular living environments of the participants, including private housing (n=13), assisted and independent living communities (n=2), congregate housing sites (n=1), retirement villages (n=2), nursing homes (n=4), day care centers (n=1), and no specifics on where they resided (n=2). The intervention was implemented in both settings for 3 projects [35,39,41] that worked with participants from 2 selected residential settings. The visual pet intervention [50] was mobile, and the participants used it in their familiar surroundings not bound by their living environment. The Finland study by Blažun et al [41] had the intervention set up at a community college. The ICT intervention in all but 2 studies aimed to facilitate interaction with other people in general (the participants most frequently contacted their family members, friends, significant others, doctors, and acquaintances made through online chat rooms). The other 2 studies [51-52] designed the intervention for the older person’s interaction with family members only.

Characteristics of Participants

Sample size of the studies varied from 8 to 5203. The number of participants in the RCT studies ranged from 22 to 205. The sampling strategy of most studies (n=25) was convenience sampling; 3 [36,40,46] used random sampling and 2 [43,48] did not specify the sampling strategy.

Participants’ average age ranged from 66 years (SD not given) to 83 years (SD 1.4) with heterogeneity across demographics, including age, gender, education, income, health status, mental status, living arrangements, and nationalities. Of the chosen studies, 1 [45] had equal numbers of male and female participants and 1 [38] had more males (n=17) than females (n=15). For the remaining studies, female participants often far outnumbered males even though ICT use among the elderly is highly associated with males [54]. There are two possible explanations for this phenomenon: (1) women have longer life expectancy across nations than men and (2) women are more likely to feel lonely and communicate with others and are therefore more likely to participate in such studies. Of the 25 projects, 2 [30,42] recruited living-alone elders only. In terms of participant health characteristics, 4 projects [29,36,41,47] targeted elderly people in generally good health and 5 [30-31,34,38,42,50] looked at those at high risk (lonely, frail, or chronically ill or physically handicapped seniors, those having dementia, and carers of spouses with dementia or after stroke). The other studies did not use health status as a filtering criterion for sampling. For other participant characteristics, 1 study [49] examined elderly former Soviet Union immigrants in Israel with financial difficulties and 1 [33] targeted elderly people interested in computer use. See Multimedia Appendix 2 for details on participant characteristics.

According to the EPHP quality assessment tool, an attrition rate of 40% or above indicates weak data collection for a study [26]. Based on this standard, 3 studies [30-31,52] were assessed to have a large number of dropouts. Fokkema and Kinpscheer [30] targeted solitary, lonely seniors with chronic illness or physical disability. The participants’ physical and psychological conditions might account for the high attrition rate (43%) even considering the addition of 6 participants from the waiting list to replace the first 8 dropouts. The other 2 studies [31,52] were longitudinal projects lasting 12 months. The study duration contributed to the high rate of participant attrition, especially in a study targeted at the elderly in nursing homes [52]. Of the participants in Mellor’s study [31], 60% were lost in the follow-up. In the study by Tsai et al [52], 44% of the participants in the control group did not complete the study. Of particular concern was a study by Machesney et al [50] in which the number of dropouts was unfortunately not specified but referred to as “several.”

Dependent Variables and Outcome Measures

The outcome of ICT use was examined in 4 studies [42,43,48,49] by exploring its effect on social isolation in general, while the remaining studies assessed specific aspects of social isolation only. Social isolation as an outcome indicator was only quantitatively measured by Cotton et al [43] using a self-developed scale that contained 3 items, asking how frequently the participant was bothered by (1) not having a close companion, (2) not having enough friends, and (3) not seeing enough of people they feel close to. The other 3 qualitative studies did not clearly define the term. Cotton and colleagues [42] seemed to regard social isolation as being forgotten and not belonging. Kahlbaugh et al [47] and Karimi and Neustaedter [48] linked the concept to “not being connected with family, friends, and existing contacts.” It should be noted that researchers in the 3 qualitative studies perceived social isolation and loneliness as highly interrelated, if not interchangeable, while Cotton et al [43] analyzed social isolation and loneliness as two separate outcomes of ICT use.

Studies that examined ICT impact on social isolation did so by looking at its effect on 1 or more of the 7 single attributes of social isolation: loneliness, social support, social contact, number of confidants, social connectedness/social connectivity, social networks, and social well-being. Among these, loneliness was the most tested dependent variable (n=18). It was measured by the University of California Los Angeles Loneliness Scale in 20 of the 25 projects. Fokkema and Kinpscheer [30] used de Jong-Gierveld and Kamphuis’ loneliness scale [55] whereas Aarts et al [40] used the scale’s short version of 6 items [56]. Heo et al [46] employed the social support scale by Schuster et al [57] to assess loneliness while Sum et al [37] adopted the Social and Emotional Loneliness Scale. Rather than using a standardized scale, Blažun et al [41] used self-reported items of loneliness by the elderly participants in their pre-intervention survey to evaluate outcomes.

Social support was assessed by Tsai and colleagues [51-52] using Hsiung’s Social Support Behaviors Scale, which includes subscales regarding (1) number of social networks, (2) quantity of social support behavior (emotional, informational, instrumental, and appraisal support), and (3) satisfaction with social support. The social support instrument used by Torp et...
al [38] was adopted from the scale developed by Russel and colleagues [58]. Torp et al also examined social contact as another outcome indicator, applying Andersson’s [59] Family and Friendship Contacts Scale. Social well-being was conceptualized as a multidimensional variable by Slegers et al [36] and was measured using de Jong-Gierveld and Kamphuis’ loneliness scale and the number of social networks. Social connectedness/social connectivity and social networks examined in the reviewed qualitative studies were not clearly defined but were related to the number of connections with others and/or with society at large. Mellor et al [31], however, measured social connectedness using Lee and Robin’s Social Connectedness Scale [60] in their cohort study.

It is worth noting that even though depression is not a dimension of social isolation, it is a related concept that attracts much academic attention. Of the reviewed studies, 6 also examined depression as an outcome variable [35,39,42,50-52]. This research tendency reflects the previous findings that social isolation leads to depression (a negative indicator of psychological well-being) among the elderly. Self-esteem, self-control, and quality of life were the other related outcomes of ICT intervention tested in the studies.

Effects of ICT Interventions on Alleviating Social Isolation

Of the studies addressing the relationship between ICT usage and social isolation in general, 4 demonstrated a positive result: the use of telephone befriending programs [42], computer and Internet [43,49], and ICT in general [48] lessened social isolation. The reported effect of ICT use on the individual dimensions of social isolation was consistent across studies, except for that on loneliness. ICT interventions significantly fostered social support, social contacts, social connectedness/social connectivity, and social networks among the participants, but no effect was found on number of confidants [39] or social well-being [36].

Of the studies examining loneliness, 15 of 18 revealed a significant reduction of loneliness among the elderly using ICT. Studies using communication programs (using landline phones, smartphones, iPads, emailing, and online chat rooms or forums) and high-technology apps (Wii, the TV gaming system, and Gerijoy, a virtual pet companion) consistently reported a positive effect on alleviating loneliness. The general use of computer and Internet in an RCT design was assessed in 2 nonsignificant-result studies [36,39], with 1 [36] targeting healthy elderly people living at home and the other [39] targeting elderly people living in subsidized housing or nursing facilities. The remaining non-significant study [40] examined the use of social networking sites in particular. Considering that other studies reporting a significant effect of such interventions also used the RCT and survey design targeting the elderly with different levels of health status and in various living situations, it is evident that the effect of the computer and Internet and of social networking sites on improving loneliness among the elderly was inconclusive. Another inconclusive finding concerns the effect of videoconferencing on loneliness reduction among the elderly. Blažun and colleagues [41] found that Slovene participants at nursing homes reported no change of loneliness level after their use of Skype, while loneliness of Taiwanese nursing home participants was significantly lessened after their videoconferencing via Skype or Windows Live Messenger [51-52].

Furthermore, Sum et al [37] found that computer and Internet use functioned differently for various types of loneliness: social loneliness, family loneliness, and romantic loneliness. Using computers and the Internet to communicate with acquaintances alleviated elderly people’s social loneliness, but heavy usage (of long duration) was positively associated with social loneliness. In addition, using the computer and Internet to make new contacts resulted in family loneliness. The impact of computer and Internet use on romantic loneliness was not determined.

Internet use increased social support among the elderly in general [46] and among those who were the main carers of their spouses with dementia or after a stroke in particular [38]. In a similar vein, Nahm’s [32] survey data revealed a positive function of the elderly population’s Internet use in building computer-mediated social networks, which led to social support. Interview data from the study by Dhillon et al [45] suggested that ICT (such as Facebook or networking games) fostered social interaction and social support that further alleviated loneliness among the elderly. Tsai et al [51] found that videoconferencing chats between elderly people at nursing homes and family members significantly increased emotional (ie, caring, empathy, love, and trust) and appraisal (ie, communicating information relevant to self-evaluation) support but not informational (ie, communicating information for problem-solving assistance) or instrumental (ie, tangible goods, services, and aid) support. However, this positive effect on social support was not found at the 6-month or 12-month stages of the intervention [52]. In addition, videoconferencing chats gave lower perceived instrumental support at the 6-month or 12-month stages while the frequency of in-person visits was not changed. The instrumental support finding may, as claimed by the researchers, imply that video chats assisted the elderly in better adapting to the living environment in the nursing home. Thus, their need for tangible goods, services, or aid dropped as their length of residence increased.

The relationship between ICT use and social connectivity/social connectedness or social networks was tested in 6 projects, which reported a generally consistent pattern. ICT in general (Internet, mobile/smartphones, iPads, social networking sites, and audio/video chat apps) served as an effective means for the elderly to remain connected with others [31,35,44,48] and expand their social networks [32,53]. It is important to note that Mellor and colleagues [31] reported that elderly people’s use of computer and Internet at home increased their social connectedness at the 3-month stage of intervention but not at the 6-month or 9-month stage.

In addition to the social-isolation dimensions, a few studies explored the impact of ICT on related constructs, including depression, anxiety, negative affect, cognition, physical functioning (or daily activities), self-control (or perceived control), self-esteem, and quality of life (or life satisfaction). The results pertaining to the effect of ICT use on depression
were consistent and generally positive with only 1 study [50] reporting no clear information in the results section. While 2 of the 3 studies concluded that ICT led to positive effects, 1 [31] reported inconclusive results in this outcome. A favorable influence of ICT on life satisfaction was revealed in 4 studies [35,42,47,50], while 2 studies [31,39] found non-significant change in life satisfaction after using ICT. Neither self-esteem [31,39] nor control over life [36,39] was identified as a significant outcome of ICT use. Perception of self-control was, however, significantly increased after accessing ICT [35]. ICT use was found to improve physical health in the elderly [42]. Its effect on increasing the physical activities was inconclusive [36,47].

Lastly, a few studies assessed the effect of ICT use on the quantity and quality of communication of the elderly with others, and 3 studies [39,43,53] found a positive outcome. More elderly participants from Clark’s study [29] stated that the Internet chat environment did not confine their messages for communication than said it did.

Quality Assessment of Examined Studies

While 4 quantitative studies were rated as moderate [35,43,46,52] and 4 as strong [36,39,47,51], 8 were rated as weak [30-32,37-38,40-41,44]. Among the 4 strong studies, Slegers et al [36] stood out with its rigorously controlled, randomized design. After randomizing twice, it compared the long-term effect of computer and Internet use on loneliness among the elderly in 4 conditions: training-intervention, training-no intervention, no training-intervention (people in this condition had an interest in computer and Internet use), and control group (people here were not at all interested in ICT use).

The majority of the studies used a convenience sample that resulted in a high risk of selection bias. Consistent with the evaluation results of Morris et al [25], all but 6 of the chosen quantitative studies [36,40,44,49,51-52] failed to specify the proportion of the source population participating or the proportion of those who agreed to participate in the assigned group. The lack of such information makes it hard to determine the samples’ representativeness. Of the 6 studies, 2 [40,44] had a participation proportion of less than 60%. None of the studies report any attempt to blind the participants from the intervention outcomes being examined. Information about whether the assessor (or caregiver) was aware of the intervention was very limited. There were 2 studies [30,43] that did not examine the possible differences between the experiment and control groups prior to the intervention. Furthermore, 3 studies [36,43,50] did not specify the duration of ICT intervention, and in 2 studies [35,43] the format of ICT training (ie, individual or group training) was not reported. Information about the training format is necessary because the literature suggests a relationship between the format and effectiveness of training for the elderly, who are likely to be slow learners of ICTs [31,39].

Of the 16 quantitative studies, 7 controlled for confounding factors in the analyses of effects of ICT interventions. Such factors included number of friends and family [43], physical/emotional/social limitations [43], number of children [35], positive life events [35], personal motivations (ie, learning physical/emotional/social limitations [35], number of children [36], personality, perceived psychological health [34], length of residency in nursing homes [51-52], educational level [40], sex [40], and age [40,51-52]. Of particular concern was the high percentage of participants who dropped out over the course of the trial in a few studies and the lack of power analysis conducted in all but 1 [36] of the RCT studies.

Among the qualitative studies, 4 [30-31,35,38] were conducted as a secondary analysis to provide further insights into the results of a (randomized) quantitative study. The quality of most qualitative studies was low because the authors failed to address several key areas, as proposed by Salmon [27]. First, most such studies (whether stand-alone or secondary) were descriptive or exploratory without examining specified propositions derived from the literature, while 3 studies [33,49,53] discussed the findings based on theories. Second, the interviewee recruitment processes were not clearly specified. Most studies reported the sampling frame and characteristics of the interviewees but some failed to provide information about the recruitment method (eg, randomly, purposively, or conveniently recruited) and others did not explain how a certain location, nursing home, or community was selected and why. Additionally, even though most studies reported the number of interviewees, none of them mentioned whether the number was a result of theoretical saturation. Without such information, readers are unable to determine the appropriateness and richness of the data. Furthermore, most studies [30-31,34-35,39,48,50] did not clearly report how the data were collected and analyzed. They often failed to report the interview protocol or the coding procedure even though some did state how they identified the emerging themes. This information is crucial because the researchers’ approach to the data directly determines what the findings are. Lastly, a serious concern was that many authors reported the data superficially without interpretation or implications.

Discussion

This systematic review is, to our knowledge, the first to address the potential of ICT for preventing or reducing social isolation, a state that implies the risk of deteriorating physical and psychological well-being for the elderly. The results of this systematic review provide emerging quantitative and qualitative evidence to support the function of ICT in alleviating social isolation (in general or in particular dimensions) among elderly people. This review advances the mechanism of how ICT assists the elderly in combating social isolation and provides insights for policies and practices.

Social Isolation as an Untested Concept

Most studies of the review evaluated the effect of ICT use on single social-isolation dimensions, including loneliness, social support, and social connectedness. This pattern is consistent with that revealed in the review of studies by Dickens and colleagues [20] on social isolation interventions for the elderly, where only 2 of the 32 studies used social isolation as an outcome variable while the remaining studies mostly assessed loneliness, social network size, and social support. These findings suggest that social isolation of the elderly as a multidimensional concept is largely understudied [20,22]. Even though evidence shows that the use of ICT affects specific
aspects of social isolation, its effect on the overall perception of social isolation remains largely unknown. Therefore, more research is needed to unlock the relationship between ICT interventions and social isolation reduction.

The limited examination of the general concept of social isolation as a multidimensional construct might be a result of the lack of an appropriate scale. Sansoni et al. [61] found the following 4 instruments of social isolation to be the leading ones in the literature: the Lubben Social Network Scale [62-64], the de Jong-Gierveld Loneliness Scale [55-56], the Medical Outcomes Study Social Support Survey [65], and the Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support [66]. These instruments are clearly designed for measuring particular aspects rather than the overall concept of social isolation. Future research is required to develop a reliable scale of social isolation as a multidimensional variable by first discovering the concept’s underpinnings from the perspective of the elderly. For instance, the comprehensive review of social isolation literature conducted by Nicholson [22] identified 5 key attributes of social isolation: (1) belonging, (2) social contacts, (3) quality of relationships, (4) fulfilling relationships, and/or (5) engagement. When investigating the complex relations between social isolation and health, Cornwell and Waite [8] operationalized social isolation as a variable of multiple components (ie, social contact frequency, social network size, social activity, loneliness, and social support) integrated into 2 forms: social disconnectedness and isolation. Further evaluation should be performed to validate the applicability of the instruments for measuring single aspects of social isolation versus that of the instruments tapping social isolation as a multidimensional construct. Even though some dimensions of social isolation were addressed by the studies included in this review, there are still some such as quality of relationships and engagement that remain untested in relation to the effect of ICT intervention. Researchers should explore these dimensions in future studies to advance our understanding of social isolation.

The Mechanism of ICT in Alleviating Social Isolation

ICT use consistently affected social isolation in general, social support, and social connectedness positively, but the positive ICT effect on social connectedness and social support rarely lasted for more than 6 months after the intervention. The results for loneliness were inconclusive. The results for self-esteem and control over life were consistently nonsignificant.

After triangulating the quantitative and qualitative data of the included studies in this review, it is suggested that the elderly’s employment of ICT reduces their social isolation through the following mechanisms: connecting to the outside world, gaining social support, engaging in activities of interest, and boosting self-confidence. ICT helps the elderly stay connected with their family members (especially grandchildren), friends, former colleagues, acquaintances, and new contacts of shared interests or needs across temporal and geographical boundaries via digital interactions. Connections lead to social inclusion and foster social support. ICT also allows elderly people to renew their hobbies or competence and participate in enjoyable activities without the time constraint. Most importantly, ICT use boosts self-confidence among the elderly by making them “connected to information,” “feel young,” “become one of the modern generation,” “overcome challenges,” “equip themselves with new skills,” “stay socially active,” and “help others online.” It is worth noting that providing advice to the younger generation (acquainted or unknown) has a significant positive impact on the elderly population’s self-confidence. The self-confidence gained leads to self-efficacy that goes beyond the use of ICT and participating in social activities. ICT use also empowers the elderly by engaging them in critical thinking and decision-making and providing access to information and resources. Self-confidence and empowerment further trigger their positive feelings toward themselves and their control over life and/or life satisfaction. Thus, a further examination of self-efficacy, mastery, and empowerment as outcomes should be promising for theory building in the field of social isolation.

ICT Use Among the Elderly

The findings of this review suggest that the elderly can benefit from ICT interventions and will use them (sometimes frequently) after proper training. At the same time, the high attrition rate of participants in the trials and the inconclusive results of ICT impact on loneliness reduction imply that ICT is not suitable for every senior. Spatial (eg, home-bound or institutionalized) and social (eg, immigrants or spousal carers) barriers to socialization, interest in ICT, motivations for ICT use, cognitive capability, sufficient eyesight, and basic physical ability to use the equipment (eg, figure or hand movement, skills of using the touch pad) are possible predictors of the suitability of ICT for the elderly. Furthermore, tailor-made training for the elderly (in terms of its setting, procedure, materials, timing, and instructor’s style and attitude) is necessary for a maximum positive effect of the ICT on alleviating social isolation.

There are different mechanisms by which ICTs influence different kinds of loneliness and social support among the elderly [37,51-52]. The results reveal the interplay between the ICT-mediated activity and the effect of such behavior on particular types of loneliness and social support. Considering that there were only 2 studies addressing the types of loneliness and 2 examining types of social support, future research on these topics should advance the understanding of ICT’s role in alleviating social isolation. Results of such research can provide insights into which individuals among the elderly can most benefit from ICT to reduce their loneliness or increase their social support in particular cases.

Future Development

The majority of the reviewed studies tested the ICT intervention as a one-time trial among a small number of participants. Thus, the generalizability of the results is limited. Further examination is needed to test their applicability.

Most ICT interventions examined in this systematic review involved the use of the computer and Internet. With the rapid development of ICT, other types of interventions should be explored. As stated by some interviewed participants of the reviewed studies, the use of ICT allowed them to adjust to their younger family members:#8217 communication style and preferences. As a result, it enhanced the quantity and quality of their intergenerational communication. Similarly, Clark [27]
observed that use of a particular platform, if one has a sufficient number of friends, lessens social isolation. ICT that is currently prevalent—instant messaging (eg, WhatsApp, Line, Snapchat), YouTube videos, and social networking sites (eg, Facebook, Instagram)—should be further investigated for the potential in reducing social isolation among the elderly. For example, Harley and Fitzpatrick [67] found that YouTube allowed a senior user to engage in communication beyond the family context with younger YouTubers who shared his interests using self-made videos (ie, videoblogging). Such behavior further fulfilled the senior’s social and emotional needs and increased his self-confidence. Also of interest for further research are mobile phone apps, because elderly people demonstrate a fast-growing rate of mobile phone-based ICT adoption across their age groups in wealthy countries [68].

Additionally, the results of this review suggest that ICT use does not guarantee quality of communication. For example, when the ICT-mediated communication is not reciprocal, the ICT use could increase social isolation among the elderly [48]. Consequently, examining how to use ICT for generating quality communication between the elderly and others (eg, using videoconferencing for the elderly to virtually join family activities) can be a promising subject for future research on social isolation and/or intergenerational communication.

**Strengths and Weaknesses of the Review**

This systematic review tackled an emerging trend of social isolation research: ICT interventions for reducing social isolation in the elderly. The comprehensive search strategy and the inclusion of studies of all designs increased the likelihood of including all relevant studies in the field. Presenting the results of both randomized and nonrandomized research might be a limitation of this study. However, this review decision broadened our exploration of the available social-isolation interventions and their effectiveness and helped to better achieve the objective of this study.

The heterogeneity of studies included in this review limits the comparability and generalizability of our results. Although restricting the scope to studies published in English might introduce bias, the reviewed studies were conducted in America, Europe, and the Asia-Pacific region.

**Conclusion**

This systematic review has suggested a need for more well-designed studies on the effect of ICT interventions on the social isolation of elderly people. ICT in general is a promising tool for tackling social isolation of the elderly, but it is not for every senior. Research identifying who among the elderly can most benefit from ICT use and how the training and implementation of such intervention should be tailored to maximize its effect offers great value for clinical practice. In addition, with the rapid development of ICT, the effectiveness of other types of interventions (eg, mobile phone-based instant messaging apps and YouTube videos) in reducing social isolation should be empirically examined. Results of such research can facilitate innovative and effective practice of ICT-based social isolation interventions for elderly people.
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Abstract

Patients are increasingly using online social networks (ie, social media) to connect with other patients and health care professionals—a trend called peer-to-peer health care. Because online social networks provide a means for health care professionals to communicate with patients, and for patients to communicate with each other, an opportunity exists to use social media as a modality to deliver behavioral interventions. Social media-delivered behavioral interventions have the potential to reduce the expense of behavioral interventions by eliminating visits, as well as increase our access to patients by becoming embedded in their social media feeds. Trials of online social network-delivered behavioral interventions have shown promise, but much is unknown about intervention development and methodology. In this paper, we discuss the process by which investigators can translate behavioral interventions for social media delivery. We present a model that describes the steps and decision points in this process, including the necessary training and reporting requirements. We also discuss issues pertinent to social media-delivered interventions, including cost, scalability, and privacy. Finally, we identify areas of research that are needed to optimize this emerging behavioral intervention modality.
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Introduction

The term Web 2.0, coined in 1999, refers to Web technology that allows users to interact and create content in virtual communities, which represents a divergence from static websites that only allow users a passive role as consumers of information. Social media is a broad example of Web 2.0 and refers to online social networking sites such as Facebook, Twitter, Reddit, Pinterest, and Instagram, as well as blogs and message boards, all of which are tools that allow users to engage with one another and generate their own content. Social media usage has exploded in recent years such that it is nearly ubiquitous, with 89% of US adults now using the Internet and the majority of those (74%) having at least one social network account [1,2]. Prevalence of social media use is highest among younger adults. The Pew Internet Project reported in January 2014 that 89% of 18-29-year-olds use online social networking sites compared to 82% of 30-49-year-olds, 65% of 50-64-year-olds, and 49% of adults aged 65 years or older [2]. Similar rates of use of social media have been reported for men (74%) and women (76%), and among blacks (75%), Hispanics (80%), and whites (70%) [3]. The vast majority of users log into their preferred networks daily [4]. In fact, Facebook recently reported that US adult users spend, on average, 40 minutes a day on Facebook [5].
Online social network use is no longer limited to keeping in touch with friends and family; many users now seek and exchange information about health [6], parenting [7], and a wide variety of other topics. The 2011 Pew Internet Survey found that 34% of Internet users have read a commentary or experience about health or medical issues on a website or blog [8]. People are not just in search of health information on the Internet, but are also in search of other patients [9]. The US Department of Health and Human Services Chief Technology Officer, Susannah Fox, labeled this emerging trend as “peer-to-peer health care” and explains, “Patients know things—about themselves, about treatments—and they want to share what they know to help other people.” Fox refers to “peer-to-peer health care” as “the most exciting innovation in health care today” [10]. That social media provides a means for health care professionals to communicate with patients and for patients to communicate with each other presents an opportunity to use this modality to deliver behavior change programs.

Figure 1. The process of adapting a behavioral intervention for social media delivery.

Scheduling constraints, family obligations, and lack of transportation negatively impact attendance in traditional in-person behavior change interventions [11]. The burden of the traditional intervention modality centers around the clinic visits (eg, high frequency and long duration) [12]. Delivering behavioral interventions via an online social network circumvents many of these barriers by reducing or eliminating visits. Using online social networks as a behavioral intervention modality allows us to take advantage of how embedded online social networking is in people’s lives. People can participate as part of their usual social media routine rather than carve out large chunks of time from their usual activities to participate. The absence of scheduled meetings allows people to engage flexibly each day, when the time is best for them. Advice, support, and cues can be provided in the moment, when participants need it the most. The ability to be “in the
Understanding the content disseminated via the network is essential. In this paper, we discuss the process by which investigators can translate behavioral interventions for social media delivery. We present a model (see Figure 1) that describes the steps and decision points in this process, including the necessary training and reporting requirements. We also discuss issues pertinent to social media-delivered interventions, including cost, scalability, and privacy. Finally, we identify areas of research that are needed to optimize this new behavioral intervention modality.

**Defining the Parameters of the Social Media-Delivered Intervention**

**Online Social Network as Primary Delivery Modality Versus Supportive Adjunct**

In the context of behavioral interventions, an online social network may be (1) the primary modality of intervention, (2) one modality in a multimodal intervention, or (3) a supportive adjunct to an intervention that is primarily utilizing another modality (eg, visits, telephone, mobile app, and text messaging). When an online social network is the primary intervention modality, all intervention content is delivered via the online social network. This means all intervention content must be in a format that is consistent with formats typically used in that online social network. For example, on Twitter, posts are limited to 140 characters and often include links to webpages with more information. On Facebook, no character limit is in place and use of links, videos, and pictures is common. On Instagram, all content is in the form of photos or videos, and on YouTube, all content is video.

When an online social network is one modality in a multimodal intervention, some, but not necessarily all, key active ingredients of the behavioral intervention are delivered via the online social network. In this type of intervention, the content meant for social media delivery would need to be converted into a format that is consistent with content typically circulated in the target online social network.

When the online social network is an adjunct to an intervention that is delivered primarily via another modality, it might provide resources and information to users but not active ingredients of the intervention. Still, in this scenario, all resources (eg, links and tips) and information need to be converted into an appropriate format for the target online social network. For successful translation, the research team must be familiar with not only the features and capabilities of the online social network, but also with the norms of their target audience on that social network. Clearly reporting the role of the online social network in the intervention and the origin and purpose of the content disseminated via the network is essential.

**Purpose of the Online Social Network**

The purpose of the online social network may be to provide a means to deliver behavioral counseling; to provide supplemental information about behavioral strategies originally delivered via a different intervention modality (eg, clinic visits); to maximize attendance and retention in the intervention (eg, post reminders for meetings and follow-ups); to provide resources (eg, a list of local gyms for a physical activity study); to provide a place for participants to communicate, connect, and support each other; or any combination of the above. A major decision in intervention planning is whether the purpose involves facilitating participant engagement, information dissemination, or both [13].

When engagement is a purpose of the online social network, an engagement plan is needed. When information dissemination is the sole purpose of the online social network, efforts to elicit engagement are less important. In this case, a static website or email distribution list might also serve this purpose. The critical difference between a website and an online social network is the ability to facilitate user engagement. An advantage of an online social network over a static website is the ability to insert an intervention into participants' pre-existing social media feeds. This will only be the case, though, if the participants are regular users of the target social media platform. The combination of engagement and information dissemination may be the most effective approach, given studies showing that engagement in an online social network is associated with better outcomes on clinical end points [14-16].

**Host- Versus User-Generated Content**

In designing a social media-delivered intervention, matching the type of intervention to the purpose (eg, behavioral counseling platform, public health campaign, or information only) is a necessary consideration. Content in social media-delivered interventions may be host generated [17], such that the host generates all content and pushes it to users; user generated [18], such that users generate all content; or host and user generated [19,20], such that content is created by both the host and users. Host-generated feeds are unidirectional, such as in the case of public health campaigns, which involve a feed of information relating to a specific topic. Examples include the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Twitter feeds (eg, @CDC_cancer) and the Skin Cancer Foundation Facebook page [21]. Users can comment on host posts and reply to each other’s comments. Communities characterized primarily by user-generated content are typically started by a host who builds a forum for users to interact with one another, but does not provide content and does not typically interact with users (eg, PatientsLikeMe.com). Alternatively, a community may be initiated by a user for similar users to exchange information (eg, Fitbloggin Facebook page by a weight-loss podcast for weight-loss bloggers). Communities that include content that is both host and user generated are bidirectional such that both hosts and users generate content and interact with one another. Bidirectional communication is important when the purpose of the intervention is to be able to generate conversations, answer participant questions, help them solve problems, and/or provide behavioral counseling. Participants should be clear on the type
of community to which they have been invited (i.e., host and/or user generated) and the expectations for engagement.

**Social Network Platform Selection**

**Overview**

Investigators can choose a commercial social networking platform, a commercial app that has a social networking function, or they may create their own social network platform. In terms of commercial platforms, many are freely available and have large user bases, for example, Facebook and Twitter. These two platforms have been in existence for 11 and 9 years, respectively, and consequently have had the benefit of long periods of refinement, user buy-in, and proven usability. Selecting the commercial platform that is most used by the target population will result in more openness to use and more experienced users, which may reduce engagement barriers. Investigators are referred to the Pew Survey of Internet and American Life report on the demographics of users of the most popular social media sites [22]. Alternatively, investigators may elect to utilize the social network capabilities of commercial mHealth apps. Many mobile apps (e.g., Endomondo and MyFitnessPal) have social networking features that can be used to engage with participants individually and see data they have recorded using the mobile app. Finally, investigator-designed social network platforms, as in Brindal et al [23], can also be used when commercial platforms do not have the functionality to meet the intervention specifications.

Several considerations go into choosing the best platform. An investigator-designed social network requires technical expertise and overhead costs for development and maintenance. Developing an engaging user interface requires a high level of technical expertise, cost, and development time. In a recent systematic review of weight-loss studies using online social networks, the authors explained that discussion boards and chat rooms used in investigator-designed websites lack the “sophisticated, user-friendly, vibrant platforms that incorporate a rich, pleasing, graphical environment” that are characteristic of mainstream online social network platforms [24]. Such an approach might be best matched for interventions that cannot be feasibly implemented using commercially developed platforms. An advantage of commercial platforms is that they are free and the technical skills required for use are becoming ubiquitous among many populations. A commercial platform that is heavily used by the target population (e.g., targeted according to age, sex, and ethnicity) may not require extensive participant training. Software for managing, collecting, and analyzing social media data on many commercial platforms is also widely available and often free. However, researchers need to be aware of the limitations and challenges of using existing commercial online social networks, including privacy concerns, changing use policies, and changing data access policies. For example, Facebook at any time can change their application programming interface (API), which is the protocol that describes how different software programs can interact with Facebook. This may affect how data is extracted from Facebook and software compatibility. Data that was once accessible via certain means can become instantly inaccessible via those means. Consideration of the advantages and disadvantages of different platform options is an important step early in intervention development. The best platform for a particular behavioral target, intervention content, and target population may be inappropriate for other purposes. Table 1 describes the top nine commercial social media platforms [25-37].
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An advantage of Facebook for behavioral intervention delivery is that it is the most popular social networking site, with 74% of US adults currently having an account. Participants may already be logging in regularly, which will bring them in regular contact with the intervention. Facebook also has settings in which communities can be created that allow users to participate privately even if their main account is public. Users can participate without their online friends being aware they are a member of the group. This might result in fewer privacy concerns and greater intervention receipt and participation. A drawback of Facebook is that it is not currently possible to change the organization of content. All exchanges appear on the "wall," or main feed of the group page, including exchanges between two users. This can result in a busier program feed or deter one-on-one interactions when participants do not feel comfortable having a side conversation appearing on the group wall. Another drawback is that the feed in a private group is organized in order of posts that have received the most recent interactions, as opposed to the chronological order of posts. This setting is not modifiable and, as a result, important content may fall to the bottom of the feed on days with heavy posting, making it difficult for participants to locate intervention content. Facebook allows the moderator to "pin" a single post to the top of the wall to circumvent this issue. Another disadvantage is that laypersons may not trust or understand Facebook’s privacy settings, which can affect their interest in participating in the study [38].

A challenge specific to using fan pages on Facebook is that of intervention receipt. Facebook adjusts the number of posts from a fan page occurring in a user’s feed to the level of interaction on that page by the user using a proprietary formula. This means that a participant with low initial engagement on the page will receive fewer updates from the page in their newsfeed and this may continue to decline as their engagement declines. Investigators can still boost receipt and engagement by analyzing audience engagement frequently and tailoring the social media strategy according to what the audience engages with most, as discussed elsewhere [39]. This does not occur in a secret group. Facebook settings are subject to change, thus investigators are encouraged to review current settings at the beginning of the study, test the setting before engaging study participants, and keep track of any setting changes during the study. We refer investigators to Facebook Help Center, which provides a wealth of information about settings and privacy.

An advantage of Facebook is that it is a way to leverage participants’ close social ties given that Facebook is used to connect to existing friend networks. This may be useful when doing family-based interventions or interventions targeting groups of people who are connected socially. While secret

### Table 1. Characteristics of existing online social media platforms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Year founded</th>
<th>Number of users</th>
<th>Medium of posts</th>
<th>Character limit</th>
<th>Private messages (yes/no)</th>
<th>Privacy functions allow creation of private groups (yes/no)</th>
<th>Chat function (yes/no)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>1.44 billion</td>
<td>Text, video, images</td>
<td>63,206 [26]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>302 million</td>
<td>Text, video, images</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinterest</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>72.8 million</td>
<td>Text, video, images</td>
<td>500 [29]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes (private pin boards)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snapchat</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>100 million</td>
<td>Video, images</td>
<td>31 for captions</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LinkedIn</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>364 million</td>
<td>Text, images</td>
<td>600 [32]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>300 million</td>
<td>Video (&lt;15 sec), images with captions</td>
<td>2200 for captions</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No, but can send content to specific recipients</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google+</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>300 million</td>
<td>Text, video, images</td>
<td>100,000 [35]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumblr</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>420 million users, 246 million blogs [36]</td>
<td>Text, video, images</td>
<td>No limit in blog posts; 250 in replies; 500 in “ask messages”</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes (private group blog)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vine</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>40 million</td>
<td>Video</td>
<td>N/Aa (clips limited to &lt;6 sec)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aN/A: not applicable.

**Facebook**

Facebook has two formats—fan pages and groups—that can be used for behavioral intervention delivery. Fan pages are public, where feeds can be followed when a user hits the “like” button of the fan page. These are ideal for public health campaign approaches. Groups, on the other hand, can be public, private (ie, only invited members can see content), or secret (ie, only invited members can see content, and existence of page is hidden) and can be used to generate conversations among a smaller group of people. A secret group is ideal when the investigators wish to keep all aspects of the intervention completely private.

An advantage of Facebook for behavioral intervention delivery is the wide user base of 74% of US adults currently having an account. Users may already be logging in regularly, which will bring them in regular contact with the intervention. Facebook also has settings in which communities can be created that allow users to participate privately even if their main account is public. Users can participate without their online friends being aware they are a member of the group. This might result in fewer privacy concerns and greater intervention receipt and participation. A drawback of Facebook is that it is not currently possible to change the organization of content. All exchanges appear on the “wall,” or main feed of the group page, including exchanges between two users. This can result in a busier program feed or deter one-on-one interactions when participants do not feel comfortable having a side conversation appearing on the group wall. Another drawback is that the feed in a private group is organized in order of posts that have received the most recent interactions, as opposed to the chronological order of posts. This setting is not modifiable and, as a result, important content may fall to the bottom of the feed on days with heavy posting, making it difficult for participants to locate intervention content. Facebook allows the moderator to “pin” a single post to the top of the wall to circumvent this issue. Another disadvantage is that laypersons may not trust or understand Facebook’s privacy settings, which can affect their interest in participating in the study [38].

A challenge specific to using fan pages on Facebook is that of intervention receipt. Facebook adjusts the number of posts from a fan page occurring in a user’s feed to the level of interaction on that page by the user using a proprietary formula. This means that a participant with low initial engagement on the page will receive fewer updates from the page in their newsfeed and this may continue to decline as their engagement declines. Investigators can still boost receipt and engagement by analyzing audience engagement frequently and tailoring the social media strategy according to what the audience engages with most, as discussed elsewhere [39]. This does not occur in a secret group. Facebook settings are subject to change, thus investigators are encouraged to review current settings at the beginning of the study, test the setting before engaging study participants, and keep track of any setting changes during the study. We refer investigators to Facebook Help Center, which provides a wealth of information about settings and privacy.

An advantage of Facebook is that it is a way to leverage participants’ close social ties given that Facebook is used to connect to existing friend networks. This may be useful when doing family-based interventions or interventions targeting groups of people who are connected socially. While secret
groups on Facebook do not leverage social support from participants’ Facebook friends, engaging close social ties may not always be helpful. Our previous work showed that for weight loss, social media users felt their Facebook friends were less of a source of weight-loss social support and more of a source of negativity relative to their weight-loss community on Twitter [40]. Thus, the ability to separate a health-focused online community from users’ personal communities may be an advantage when it comes to certain health behaviors. An alternative approach is to allow participants to invite their trusted Facebook friends into the intervention. As long as such individuals have consented, this approach could take advantage of social support from both close and loose social ties [41].

Twitter
Twitter, an online social network that allows users to communicate via 140-character-or-less posts, is used by 23% of Americans [2]. Twitter has been used to deliver behavioral interventions in several studies [42,43]. The vast majority of Twitter users (88%) communicate publicly [44], meaning their tweets are viewable by anyone on the Internet. However, Twitter has a protected account setting that allows users to communicate privately. When an account is protected, the only users who can view the content are those who have been approved by the user. Private groups can be created on Twitter by having users set their accounts to protected, and by only following each other. This feature makes it highly conducive to facilitating confidential discussions in behavioral intervention groups. Avatars and pseudonyms can also be used to anonymize participants’ bios to fully protect participants’ privacy. Unlike Facebook, creating a private group on Twitter requires the user to use protected privacy settings on their accounts, and in most cases, the user may prefer not to use their main account to participate in the intervention. The latter approach may be ideal because the intervention feed will then not get lost in the highly populated newsfeeds of experienced users. The Twitter app makes switching between accounts possible with a single click, as opposed to requiring logging out of one account and then into the other, as is the case with Facebook.

Users’ newsfeeds on Twitter are organized chronologically, as opposed to by most recently engaged posts as in Facebook. Twitter allows users to send private direct messages (DMs) to other users, including group facilitators. This allows users to connect on a one-on-one basis and is an advantage over Facebook interventions, where private messages can only be passed between users who are “friends”; however, being a member of a secret Facebook group does not require a user to be “friends” with the other members. Group facilitators should be cautious, though, that too much private messaging with participants could end up moving instructive conversations out of the group, which can increase the time needed to manage the group.

Other Social Media Platforms
Other popular social media platforms include Instagram, Pinterest, YouTube, Vine, and Snapchat. Instagram involves sharing of images and videos, while YouTube and Vine involve sharing of videos. Pinterest involves sharing of links that are organized on “boards” that are decorated by images extracted from links. Clicking on the image takes the user to the link. Snapchat is a platform in which users can take photos and videos, add text and drawings, and send to selected users who can then view it for a time limit between 1 and 10 seconds. Multiple platforms can also be used in the same intervention. For example, videos in a Vine or YouTube feed can be shared on Facebook and/or Twitter. An alternative to commercial platforms is an investigator-designed platform that meets the specific needs of the intervention. In this case, content can be pushed to participants’ main social media feeds via share buttons to take advantage of participants’ social media presence on commercial platforms.

The Target Population
In designing an online social network-delivered intervention, it is important to consider the social media experience of the target population. If the online social network is providing active intervention ingredients, ensuring that all participants have access to the online social network is necessary to maximize intervention receipt. Different subgroups, as defined by age, sex, cultural group, or other characteristics, may contain more frequent users of certain commercial media platforms. Recruiting individuals who are not active users or who have no experience engaging in a social media platform may result in their not receiving the full dose of the intervention. Some studies recruit both current users of the target platform and also individuals who are willing to open an account to participate in the study [45,46]. Even though participants might agree to sign up for an account on the target platform to participate in the study, the opportunity to embed the intervention into a pre-existing habit is lost with this target population. Instead, the intervention requires the development of a social media habit, which may or may not occur. Their log-ins may be solely for research participation and so this may mean fewer opportunities for them to be exposed to intervention content relative to regular users who will see it during their usual social media activities, even when their interest in the intervention is waning.

Other studies take a more conservative approach and limit study entry criteria to current users of the target social media platform [17,18,47-53]. Given that 61% of Facebook users surveyed reported they take breaks from using Facebook up to several weeks at a time [54], some studies have even more stringent entry criteria regarding use patterns [20,55]. For example, in one study, participants were required to be daily users of Facebook [20], and in another, participants were required to use Facebook for at least 30 minutes per day [55]. When using novel platforms, restricting participants to those with social media experience may reduce usability issues. Our previous work revealed that participants who were recruited as nonusers engaged minimally, even when staff provided instruction on how to use the online social network platform [43]. To ensure that users are familiar with the social networking site, they may be recruited directly from the site. For example, Facebook ads can be used for study recruitment for a fee. On Twitter, recruitment ads can be disseminated via tweets for free. Advertisements can target specific subgroups by using keywords or hashtags frequently used by that community.

http://www.jmir.org/2016/1/e24/
“Influencers”—people that represent a specific community and have a large following among that community—can also be engaged and/or incentivized to disseminate study advertisements [56].

**Content Conversion**

Delivery of intervention content via an online social network requires transforming communication into a format that is consistent with how people communicate in online social networks. For example, in traditional intervention delivery modalities, content is delivered via printed handouts and/or a manual that provides the foundation for counselor-led discussions. However, content in online social networks is typically in the form of brief posts that sometimes include graphics, videos, or links to articles. One study found that information about contraceptives shared over Facebook—in video, graphic, and game format—led to higher knowledge scores than when information was distributed via pamphlet [57]. This shows that information shared via social media has the potential to be even more effective than print formats.

Posts with a graphic, video, or link to an article typically include a brief headline describing the content to attract viewers to read and/or click on it. Individuals and/or concepts in graphics, videos, and other media should reflect the target population. For example, an intervention targeting Latino moms should utilize images and videos that feature Latino moms in the preferred language of the population. Most online discussions are not scheduled, but rather happen spontaneously in the form of comments/replies or hitting a “like” or “favorite” button to indicate agreement. Online discussions are asynchronous, meaning a question may be posted by a user at one time and then answers by other users may appear throughout the day and sometimes into the next day, but not typically longer. Prior to the intervention, behavioral content should be converted into a content library that aligns with how users interact on the target social media platform. To this end, we recommend that a study team member is a regular and active user who can educate the team about the norms of the target platform.

**Content Library**

**Overview**

A content library is organized in a similar fashion as a treatment manual, but the content itself is in a different format. Content can include articles written by investigators that are posted on a website, links to other online resources (eg, recipes), brief posts that introduce links or videos (eg, “Check out these 5 ways to squeeze exercise into your day! Which will you try this week?”), infographics, images, gifs (ie, images with animation), videos, status updates, conversation starters, polls, event invitations, and chat topics.

**Documents-to-Webpage Conversion**

Word processing documents (eg, .doc, .rtf, and .pdf) are rarely shared in online social networks and few networks even allow this capability. Instead, content can be broken down into a series of brief posts or into online articles. Online articles can be shared via links, a commonly shared format of information on social media. Using blogging software (eg, WordPress), lessons in a treatment manual can be converted into online articles with photos and videos embedded. Online articles are typically brief (ie, 800 words) and include images. Essentially, the treatment manual can be converted into a study blog/website that may or may not allow comments and can be publicly available or completely private (ie, accessible only via links, not search engines). Images used can be developed by the team, purchased from stock image websites, or copied from free stock image websites. Investigators should be aware that using images found via search engines may violate copyright laws, which has consequences especially if the treatment manual is published or sold.

**Creation of Posts**

Once the treatment manual is converted into an online format, the next step is to create posts that introduce links in each post in a way that draws the users’ attention to the link. The goal is to achieve a high engagement rate, which includes all activities that a user can do with a post (eg, click on a link, “like” or “favorite” it, share it, or comment on it). The content in the link can only be effective if clicked on and read. Some social media platforms have character limits for posts (eg, Twitter) and others will limit how many characters can be viewed without necessitating an extra click. Although Facebook does not have character limits, a study of 11,000 Facebook pages found the optimal length of a post was about 120 characters, with longer posts getting lower click-through rates [58].

Intervention posts should also accurately convey what is to be found in the link, being careful not to bait users with sensationalism (eg, “Emotional eating no more! How to get over it for GOOD!”). The term “click bait” is used colloquially on social networking sites to refer to posts that exaggerate or sensationalize content in the link for the purpose of “baiting” people to click. Images can also be used to accompany posts as a way to graphically illustrate a concept or generate emotion. One social media marketing study found that 87% of posts with Facebook engagement had a photo [59]. A study by the social media marketing company, HubSpot, found that posts with photos get 53% more likes, 104% more comments, and 84% higher click-through rates than text-only posts [60]. A study of a smoking cessation campaign found that the most common type of engagement was comments on photos, but while participants found many posts motivating, some triggered the desire to smoke, which suggests that certain images might cue unhealthy behavior [61]. Finally, a study of the National Cancer Institute Facebook page found that posts with images received the most engagement relative to videos, links, and status updates [62].

Infographics are increasingly being used as an alternative way to depict research findings or other information via social media. Free software can be used to make infographics or companies can be hired to design professional-quality infographics. Infographics are available online as well. For example, the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has a gallery of infographics available to include in websites and online publications [63]. Videos may be another way to deliver content, and are commonly shared on social media platforms [64].
majority of Internet users (78%) report watching videos online and 25% have uploaded videos [65]. Some platforms allow videos to be embedded into a post while in other platforms videos can be posted via links to their original source. However, investigators should avoid posting lengthy videos, as social media research reveals that the average length of time a user will watch a video is 2.7 minutes [66,67].

Curating Evidence-Based Resources
Other resources that can be linked to in a social networking feed include links to reputable online resources. For example, in a weight-loss intervention, links to healthy recipes can be curated and distributed to participants. In a smoking cessation intervention, links to information and resources posted on the American Cancer Society website might be leveraged. In general, nonprofit scientific organizations typically have a great deal of curated content on their websites and social media feeds, which could be rich sources of evidence-based information and tools to support an intervention. Leveraging existing evidence-based content is an excellent use of available resources and a way to connect and acquaint users with legitimate sources of health information on the Internet, given the tremendous amount of false information available online. Investigators are encouraged to confirm that the link is active before posting, given occasional changes to URLs or removal of content on external websites.

Engagement Plan
Overview
The engagement plan should describe group size, frequency of posting, whether posts are automated, and a guide for how and how often interventionists should engage with participants. Group size is a consideration given that it is likely to influence engagement. Very small groups may have low engagement due to size, but then very large groups might have so much engagement that intervention content gets buried in the newsfeed. In 19 studies we found using Facebook to deliver behavioral interventions, group size ranged from 3 to 7282 participants [17-19,45,46,48-50,52,53,55,61,68-74]. No data exists on the ideal size of an online social network group for a behavioral intervention.

In terms of post frequency, each social media platform has norms, and it would seem imperative to match the norms of the target platform. According to one social media marketing study, the ideal frequency is 1-2 times per day on Facebook and 3 times per day on Twitter [75]. Studies using social media for behavioral interventions report a posting frequency ranging from 1-2 posts per week [17,48-50], to daily [20,68,72,76], to 2 or more posts per day [19,42,46,73,77]. The frequency of posts is likely one factor in engagement; however, given the variability in engagement across studies, the nature of posts is likely an even more important factor. The ideal post frequency may also depend on the target population for the intervention. Investigators are encouraged to solicit feedback from participants during the design phase and/or during the pilot of their intervention. Frequency of posts should be reported in manuscripts so that its association with engagement can be examined across studies.

If using commercial social networking platforms like Facebook or Twitter, intervention content can be scheduled to post in advance at a predetermined timing and frequency using social media scheduling software (eg, Hootsuite and Buffer). Scheduling software also includes features that allow you to learn the hours when users are most likely to be logged in, which can increase the likelihood of posts being viewed. A social media marketing study found that engagement rates for Facebook are 18% higher on Thursdays and Fridays, while Twitter’s highest click-through rates are on Saturday and Sunday [78]. Further, a study using Pinterest showed that articles on the topics of food and fitness are mainly posted on Sundays and Mondays [79]. These data represent average users, so ideal timing of posts may be highly dependent on the study population. Automating original posts is also helpful to keep the feed consistent and predictable, especially if new posts always appear at the same time of day. Even though posts are automated, interventionists can and should still engage with participants’ comments on those posts and attempt to draw attention to those posts via their own comments. Automation can reduce the burden of posting on the interventionist, but one downside of automation is that it may lead to interventionists forgetting to log into the community regularly. Having a log-in schedule with reminders can help to keep interventionist log-ins regular. In addition to post frequency, interventionist reaction time to participant-initiated posts matters for user engagement. According to one study, 53% who tweet to a company expect a response within the hour. If the tweet is a complaint [80], 72% expect a response within the hour. Email notifications can be set up for interventionists to make them aware of participant posts and cue them to respond.

Group Chats
Group chats can be scheduled to conduct discussions in the same way that in-person group meetings are scheduled. Facebook has a function for conducting group chats. On Twitter, hashtags are often used to host group chats as a way to separate chat tweets from other tweets in the newsfeed and to allow people to easily follow the conversation. Chat tweets stay in the newsfeed, which allows the conversation to continue after the scheduled time of the chat. Moreover, people who missed the chat can view the chat later. Google Hangout can also be used to conduct video chats. While synchronous group chats may be more convenient than in-person meetings since they do not require transportation or childcare, they still require finding a time where everyone can attend, which may limit participation. On many platforms (eg, Twitter), group chat content can be 'viewed after the fact since it exists in the newsfeed. This allows participants who missed it to read the chat and comment on it later, and even allows them to reopen the discussion on a different day.

Microcounseling
An alternative to group chats is a form of interaction we refer to as microcounseling, which involves frequent, brief, asynchronous, yet timely exchanges between an interventionist and participants [43]. In microcounseling, the interventionist logs in at least once daily to initiate and engage in discussions. Although the goal is for informational posts to elicit
engagement, if they do not, the interventionist can stimulate engagement with a post that draws attention to the content by commenting on the post (eg, “I’m curious which of these strategies everyone wants to try this week?”). The interventionist can even specifically mention users in their comments to pull them into a discussion (eg, “@puppymama, you mentioned you were having trouble finding time to exercise, are any of these ideas helpful?”), similar to calling on someone in a traditional in-person group setting. Typical group dynamics emerge in online groups, such that some individuals are very talkative, while others are less so; some are advice givers, while others are advice seekers. Users of online social networks are used to fairly rapid (ie, same day) responses to their posts, thus, daily interventionist presence would seem essential to match such norms. A social media marketing study revealed that a Facebook fan page post will typically receive the majority of engagement within 3 hours [59]. Interventionists can take advantage of social media features that convey positive reinforcement (eg, “like” and “favorite” buttons) when users post and reply to increase the likelihood of such behavior occurring in the future. Another reason to address participants’ comments and questions on a timely basis is the fast pace of a social media environment where posts can quickly get buried at the bottom of a newsfeed.

Peer Influence

The engagement plan can also involve strategies to facilitate peer influence on health behavior change, potentially impacting social norms. The influence of strong ties (ie, personal connections) may be particularly important given research showing that the social norms one perceives in their friend circle may influence outcomes in behavioral interventions [81]. Other research has shown that even weak ties can be influential [82,83]. Online social networks provide a unique opportunity to engage both strong and weak ties. Peer influence can be facilitated using team-based approaches involving strong and/or weak ties [84], allowing participants to engage their friend networks (ie, strong ties) into the intervention [70], recruiting groups of friends or family members into the intervention [85], or providing corrective feedback regarding perceived social norms that may be perpetuating unhealthy behavior [71].

Peer influence can also be leveraged to spread health messages throughout large online social networks. “Viral marketing” is a marketing technique in which messages are created by an entity, but then spread within online social networks by users [86]. A recent example is the Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) Association ice bucket challenge, which went viral on Facebook in the summer of 2014 and resulted in unprecedented donations for the Association [87]. This technique could be leveraged by public health interventionists to spread health messages across large networks. While it is difficult to predict which messages have the capacity to spread virally, research studying viral messages may shed light on the characteristics of messages that are shared at high rates across online social networks.

**Interventionist Training**

Interventionists should ideally be experienced users of the target social media platform so that they are already acquainted with the norms of the platform. An interventionist with little or no experience with the platform would be equivalent to using an interventionist for telephone counseling who has never used or seen a phone. Training would need to be far more extensive (by an experienced user) and include review of how the device works, how people use it, and plenty of time to practice using it. Supervision should be provided throughout the intervention to flag issues. Regardless of the interventionist’s experience level, the investigator should develop a written guide for how often interventionists should log in and expectations for engagement. Although exchanges are brief on social media, conversations are continuous and dynamic 7 days a week, including holidays, weekends, and evenings. The “off hours” (ie, evenings and weekends) are also times that people changing behavior are at high risk of encountering barriers. For example, people trying to lose weight [88] or quit smoking often encounter cues in the home and social environments. Having interventionists who respond daily takes advantage of the ability to insert intervention at these times when participants need it the most. Temporary absences from the interventionist could break the flow of the conversations and result in missed opportunities to intervene. Given the need for frequent, brief attention to the group, having multiple interventionists can be helpful to cover absences/vacations as well as to model interactive engagement in a group. Participants may also prefer one interventionist’s engagement style over the other, thus, multiple interventionists reduces the possibility of disengagement from the study due to a nonpreferred interventionist.

To engage participants in discussion with interventionists and each other, informational posts alone might be insufficient, as this does not mimic typical group discussions where questions are posed and opinions are queried. Posts can be designed to engage participants into an interactive discussion by using open-ended questions, icebreakers, or conversation starters; otherwise inviting participants to respond can be used to generate discussion. In a Facebook intervention for weight loss in young adults, status updates, photos, and polls received the highest levels of engagement, with 75-97% receiving at least one interaction, while videos and links received much lower levels of engagement: 52-57% received at least one interaction [72]. Another study found that 64% of participant engagement on a study Facebook page occurred in response to the single post made by the interventionist [55]. The single post was an icebreaker, which asked participants to share experiences. In that study, the Facebook page was meant for participants to use to engage with each other, but the success of such an approach may be highly dependent on whether participants happen to feel comfortable engaging with strangers on a Facebook page. Ultimately, measuring engagement analytics throughout the course of a study will show which posts are most engaging, and this data can be used to refine the current intervention strategy in real time or in a future iteration.

**Participant Training**

Even the most experienced social media users may not be accustomed to using social media to engage in a behavioral intervention. In our study of an online social network-delivered intervention, the strategies for engaging participants included integrating social media posts into the interventionist’s engagement plan. Posts can be designed to engage both strong and weak ties: informational posts alone might be insufficient, as this does not mimic typical group discussions where questions are posed and opinions are queried. Posts can be designed to engage participants into an interactive discussion by using open-ended questions, icebreakers, or conversation starters; otherwise inviting participants to respond can be used to generate discussion. In a Facebook intervention for weight loss in young adults, status updates, photos, and polls received the highest levels of engagement, with 75-97% receiving at least one interaction, while videos and links received much lower levels of engagement: 52-57% received at least one interaction [72]. Another study found that 64% of participant engagement on a study Facebook page occurred in response to the single post made by the interventionist [55]. The single post was an icebreaker, which asked participants to share experiences. In that study, the Facebook page was meant for participants to use to engage with each other, but the success of such an approach may be highly dependent on whether participants happen to feel comfortable engaging with strangers on a Facebook page. Ultimately, measuring engagement analytics throughout the course of a study will show which posts are most engaging, and this data can be used to refine the current intervention strategy in real time or in a future iteration.
weight-loss intervention, one of the biggest barriers to engagement reported by participants was their not being sure what to post [43]. For this reason, some guidance at the outset of the intervention to inform participants on how to maximize their experience can be helpful. An orientation meeting can be held in person, by phone (eg, conference call), or online (eg, Google Hangout) to discuss the intervention and what is expected of participants. Participants can be encouraged to share their experiences, comment on posts, click the “like” button on posts they liked, and ask questions. Encouraging participants to post in the moment when they are struggling or have a question allows them to get help precisely when they need it. In addition to guidance on what to post, the orientation can give guidance on what not to post. For example, participants might be asked to refrain from posting anything for marketing purposes. On the other hand, having too many guidelines may cause participants to be inhibited from posting due to concerns about breaking rules.

When recruiting participants who are inexperienced with the social network platform, extensive training on the platform will be necessary. This would include help setting up an account, guidance regarding how to use the features and settings, familiarity with both the app and Web versions, and how to set up email notifications to cue the participant when something new has been posted or when they have been mentioned in a post. In our previous work, some participants felt that the group orientation meeting of 90 minutes was insufficient [52]. Individual meetings tailored to the participant’s level of experience might be more suitable. A run-in period during which the participant gets used to engaging regularly on the platform before the intervention begins might be useful.

Cost and Scalability

To the extent that data prove online social network-delivered interventions efficacious, a major potential advantage could be cost-effectiveness given the elimination of clinic visits. However, implementation still requires time and effort. Potential costs to deliver the intervention include time spent setting up the community, scheduling social media posts, confirming the functionality of external links, setting up software tracking programs, interventionist/participant training, interventionist time to deliver the intervention, and other participant contact time by interventionists (eg, emails to participants who have low engagement). Studies that involve the development of a novel platform or translation of an existing behavioral program to online social network-delivered intervention might be one way to preserve personalization. Cost-effectiveness studies are needed to truly estimate the scalability of such interventions. Researchers are encouraged to consider how their social media-delivered behavioral intervention might be scaled up for widespread dissemination and impact.

Privacy and Human Subjects Issues

Privacy concerns can arise when using online social media platforms to deliver behavioral interventions. Privacy can be difficult to protect when using open or public settings and some people may not be comfortable engaging publicly or having others outside of the study know they are in a study [38,73]. Given that behavioral interventions are traditionally conducted in private and confidential environments, the use of private online social network communities is the best way to mimic this setting.

Investigators should make their local human studies committees and participants aware of the privacy policies of the social media platform. Because commercial platforms have access to data shared in their platform, it is not recommended that protected health information is collected over the platform, but instead via other more secure means, such as through Research Electronic Data Capture (REDCap) [89]) [90]. Pretesting the group or page prior to the start of the intervention to review the privacy settings, functionality, and appearance of the content is a helpful way to identify and remedy problems before using it with study participants.

Privacy should be explained to participants at the outset of a social media-delivered intervention to ensure they understand who does and does not have access to their data. Given recent highly publicized online security breaches (eg, Target [91]), it is not only important for participants to understand the privacy settings and receive guidance on posting personal information, but it is also important for them to understand that the researchers cannot completely guarantee against a security breach.

Engagement Data

Although engagement data—in the form of views, likes, shares, comments, favorites, replies, retweets, posts, and tweets—can be obtained by manual abstraction from the newsfeed, this can be a tedious and time-consuming task, especially for interventions with a large number of participants or long duration. A more efficient approach is to work with a programmer to extract the desired data or to use social media analytics programs to analyze the metrics. Data extraction capabilities may differ by social media platform, thus, identifying what data can be extracted and in what format in advance is recommended. Whether extracting data manually,
via software, or by a programmer, proper budgeting will be important, as all require resources. Some investigators will want to analyze the content of posts made by participants, which will require capturing the text of posts so it can be analyzed. Content analyses can be conducted manually via coders or in an automated fashion using machine learning or natural language processing. Given the volume and nature of social network data, a team science approach that includes behavioral scientists, social media analysts, computer scientists, and biostatisticians is highly recommended.

**Intervention Reporting**

Because the literature on online social network-delivered interventions is sparse, no reporting standards exist. Without consistent reporting about the intervention, it is difficult to compare studies and elucidate which approaches are associated with the highest engagement and success rates. Consistent reporting is also essential for replication. Table 2 outlines reporting guidelines for the intervention and for participant engagement.

Table 2. Reporting guidelines for social media-delivered interventions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervention and participant characteristics</th>
<th>Reporting guidelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intervention general</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type (ie, host, user, or host and user generated)</td>
<td>Is the social network content intended to be host generated, user generated, or host and user generated?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary modality</td>
<td>Is the social network the primary intervention modality or adjunctive?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose of SNSa</td>
<td>What is the purpose of the social network?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience with social media</td>
<td>What is the social media experience level of participants? Current users? Nonusers? Expert users?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention content</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post frequency</td>
<td>How often will posts be made by the interventionists?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>What is the content of the posts?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microcounseling</td>
<td>Will interventionists be providing counseling?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automation</td>
<td>Will posts be automated? If so, how many? When?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chats</td>
<td>Will moderated chats be held? If so, how often?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant engagement metrics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likes/favorites</td>
<td>How many likes did each post get? On average, what percentage of posts did each participant like?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replies/comments</td>
<td>How many replies did each post get? On average, what percentage of posts did each participant reply to?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original posts</td>
<td>How many original posts did participants make? On average, how many original posts did each participant make?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention fidelity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page membership</td>
<td>What percentage of participants actually joined the group/page/community?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posts</td>
<td>What percentage of planned posts were actually posted?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Views</td>
<td>How many views did each post get? On average, what percentage of posts did each participant view?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventionist log-in frequency</td>
<td>How often did the interventionist log in?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventionist likes</td>
<td>What percentage of participant posts/comments did the interventionist like?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventionist replies/comments</td>
<td>What percentage of participant posts/comments did the interventionist reply or comment on?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retention</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group membership termination</td>
<td>How many participants exited the group before the intervention ended?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View termination</td>
<td>How many participants stopped viewing posts before the end of the intervention? At what point in the intervention?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dropout</td>
<td>How many participants did not attend follow-up visits?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aSNS: social networking site.
Future Research

Delivering behavioral interventions via online social networks is a relatively new endeavor; thus, many questions about best practices remain unanswered. We pose several questions to be explored in future research.

1. What is the optimal size for an online social network group for a behavioral intervention? The ideal size of a social network group for each purpose (eg, microcounseling, peer support, and information delivery) is unknown. In our previous work, we found that people who tweet about their weight-loss journey reported that their organically grown social network on Twitter was, on average, 494 followers (SD 635) [40]. However, it is unclear what percentage of their network a user interacts with in organically grown social networks. Studies should explore the impact of differently sized networks on both engagement and the behavioral outcome.

2. What is the ideal structure of a group intervention? Some studies use public groups and other private groups, and each approach has its merits. Public groups allow for growth and wider dissemination of content, while private groups allow for discussions that are more intimate. The ideal structure of the group likely depends on the goal of the intervention, but this has never been explored.

3. What is meaningful engagement? Engagement comes in many forms, including hitting a “like” button, voting in a poll, or posting original content. Not all engagement may be meaningful, in other words, it may not actually result in change in knowledge, behavior, or other key outcomes. Research is needed to discern which types of engagement are associated with better outcomes.

4. How can engagement be increased in an online social network? Studies have demonstrated links between engagement and outcomes in social network-delivered interventions, but what remains unclear is how to increase meaningful engagement. Research is needed to explore the effect of group size, interventionist engagement, post type, and participant characteristics on participant engagement. The identification of modifiable factors would be particularly helpful to inform future interventions.

5. For whom are social network-delivered interventions best suited? While it may be assumed that social network-delivered interventions are best suited for regular users, the ideal way to engage nonusers is unknown. The characteristics of users most likely to benefit are unknown. People who use social media heavily to socialize may not feel comfortable, or have interest in, using social media for the purposes of learning about a health condition or changing behavior. Evaluating the target population’s interest in a social media-delivered intervention prior to attempting an intervention will likely be useful. For example, Waring and colleagues surveyed 63 overweight or obese women of childbearing age who were Twitter users to find out if they had an interest in participating in a weight-loss intervention delivered via Twitter. The majority (81%), but not all, were at least somewhat interested in such a program [92]. Further research is needed to explore which populations are most interested in this type of intervention. Replicating interventions in populations with different social media skill levels and personal characteristics, as well as using different online social network platforms, may shed light on which approaches work for whom and under what circumstances.

Conclusions

Social media has revolutionized interpersonal communication, which presents unique opportunities for communicating with patients and delivering behavioral interventions. The design of social network-delivered interventions requires an understanding of the target platform, its users, and the norms for communication on the platform. Such an understanding will inform how the platform can be used and what role it can play in the intervention. Content from traditional interventions will require translation into a format that is consistent with how content is exchanged on the target platform. The dawn of social network-delivered interventions has also introduced a science of engagement, which requires measurement of metrics unique to each platform. Although social media presents a new means of intervening on patient behavior, many challenges and unknowns exist in the process of translating traditional intervention models for social media delivery, including the translation of intervention content, privacy, requirements and cost, and identifying the target populations most likely to be responsive. Social media research requires a team science approach that includes experts in social media analysis, behavioral science, computer science, and big data analyses. Consistent reporting of intervention details and engagement data will be crucial to advancing this science.
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Abstract

Background: Those who go online regarding their sexual health are potential users of new Internet-based sexual health interventions. Understanding the size and characteristics of this population is important in informing intervention design and delivery.

Objective: We aimed to estimate the prevalence in Britain of recent use of the Internet for key sexual health reasons (for chlamydia testing, human immunodeficiency virus [HIV] testing, sexually transmitted infection [STI] treatment, condoms/contraceptives, and help/advice with one’s sex life) and to identify associated sociodemographic and behavioral factors.

Methods: Complex survey analysis of data from 8926 sexually experienced persons aged 16-44 years in a 2010-2012 probability survey of Britain’s resident population. Prevalence of recent (past year) use of Internet sources for key sexual health reasons was estimated. Factors associated with use of information/support websites were identified using logistic regression to calculate age-adjusted odds ratios (AORs).

Results: Recent Internet use for chlamydia/HIV testing or STI treatment (combined) was very low (men: 0.31%; women: 0.16%), whereas 2.35% of men and 0.51% of women reported obtaining condoms/contraceptives online. Additionally, 4.49% of men and 4.57% of women reported recent use of information/support websites for advice/help with their sex lives. Prevalence declined with age (men 16-24 years: 7.7%; 35-44 years: 7.8%; 35-44 years: 1.84%; 35-44 years: 1.84%; P<.001). Use of information/support websites was strongly associated with men’s higher socioeconomic status (managerial/professional vs semi-routine/routine: AOR 1.93, 95% CI 1.27-2.93, P<.001). Despite no overall association with area-level deprivation, those in densely populated urban areas were more likely to report use of information/support websites than those living in rural areas (men: AOR 3.38, 95% CI 1.68-6.77, P<.001; women: AOR 2.51, 95% CI 1.34-4.70, P<.001). No statistically significant association was observed with number of sex partners reported after age adjustment, but use was more common among men reporting same-sex partners (last 5 years: AOR 2.44, 95% CI 1.27-4.70), women reporting sex with multiple partners without condoms (last year: AOR 1.90, 95% CI 1.11-3.26), and, among both sexes, reporting seeking sex online (last year, men: AOR 1.80, 95% CI 1.16-2.79;
Introduction

Sexual health is increasingly recognized as encompassing physical, mental, and emotional well-being in relation to sexuality and sexual relationships, and freedom from coercion [1]. In Britain, and globally, there has been an expansion in online sexual health services [2-5]. As well as providing information, these services take advantage of the interactive potential of the Internet, such as for sexual health promotion [6], to aid contraceptive choices [7], or for individual counseling via Web chat [8,9]. Condoms and contraceptives are purchasable online from Internet vendors and pharmacies. Regarding sexually transmitted infections (STIs), England’s National Chlamydia Screening Programme (NCSP) provides free, Internet-ordered home-sampling kits to those aged 16-24 years in many localities [5]. Privately provided Internet-ordered STI and human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) testing and STI treatment services are increasingly available, although they have been poorly regulated and of variable quality [3,5]. Recently, the British government legalized HIV home tests, which have been available for purchase online since 2015 [10].

Internet access is now nearly universal among people of reproductive age in the United Kingdom (98% aged 16-34 years, 93% aged 35-44 years in 2013) and more than one-third regularly uses the Internet to find information on health-related issues [11]. Although new Internet-based sexual health services continue to be developed [12-15], the number and characteristics of people who use currently available online sexual health services in Britain are unknown. To inform the design and delivery of new online sexual health interventions and services, we need to understand the demographic and behavioral characteristics of existing users. This will help inform whether Internet-based services could reach populations that underutilize conventional sexual health services relative to their need for sexual health care. This may include people at elevated risk of STI, such as young people (aged 16-24 years), people of black ethnic origins, men who have sex with men (MSM) [16], those who report multiple sexual partners, those living in deprived areas [17], and sexually active people who report no recent sexual health care use. This evidence is necessary for estimating the likely impact of online services which are currently being developed, and for informing the targeting of these services to maximize public health benefit. This study aims to fill this evidence gap by providing evidence of the British population’s use of existing Internet-based sexual health services and the population who report using them. We conjectured that those reporting use of the Internet for these reasons might represent a population likely to take up online sexual health services that are currently being developed. Our study’s focus was on the year before the survey interview to provide a contemporary picture in a rapidly changing field.

Specific objectives were (1) to estimate the prevalence of reporting recent (in the previous year) use of the Internet as a source of chlamydia testing, HIV testing, STI treatment, condoms/contraceptive supplies, and help/advice with one’s sex life from information/support websites among sexually experienced men and women; (2) to describe the population reporting this; and (3) to estimate the proportions reporting a preference for online sexual health care.

Methods

Natsal-3 Survey Design and Administration

Britain’s third National Survey of Sexual Attitudes and Lifestyles (Natsal-3 [18,19]) is a probability sample survey conducted between 2010 and 2012 among the British resident population aged 16 to 74 years (N=15,162). Natsal-3 asked detailed demographic and behavioral questions and a number of questions about sources used for various types of sexual health care and advice/help with one’s sex life (including the Internet). Detailed methods have been reported elsewhere; briefly, Natsal-3 used a multistage, clustered, and stratified probability sample design with a boost sample of those aged 16 to 34 years [18,19]. An interviewer visited each selected household and randomly selected one person in the eligible age range to participate, with oral informed consent. Participants completed the survey using a mixture of computer-assisted personal interview (CAPI) conducted face-to-face and computer-assisted self-interview (CASI) for the more sensitive questions [18,19]. Natsal-3 achieved an overall response rate of 57.7% and a cooperation rate (of eligible addresses contacted) of 65.8% [18,19].

The full survey is available online [20]. Variables used in this study were based on self-reported responses to closed-ended survey questions, except Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) quintile [21] and Output Area Classification (OAC) 2011 supergroup (OAC 2011 categorizes census output areas into 8 supergroups based on population characteristics) [22,23]. These
were added to the dataset according to participants’ postcodes. National Statistics Socio-Economic Classification (NS-SEC) was derived from responses to standard questions [24].

**Population of Interest: Sexually Experienced Persons Aged 16 to 44 Years**

Several survey questions relevant to these analyses were not asked to participants aged 45 years and older. Therefore, the denominator for this study was limited to those aged 16 to 44 years, the age group in which most STI diagnoses occur [16], and which approximates women’s reproductive age. We further limited the denominator to sexually experienced people, defined as those who reported ever having had any opposite- or same-sex sexual partners, because they are most likely to require sexual health services.

**Outcome Variables**

Outcome variables for this study included reported use of Internet services for key sexual health reasons (Table 1) and reporting the Internet as a preferred source of contraception, or for STI treatment/diagnosis if an STI was suspected (Table 2). The wording of these survey questions is described in Tables 1 and 2. Of specific relevance to the question about help/advice with one’s sex life (first question in Table 1), shortly before this question, participants were presented with the following broad definition of sex life: “An individual’s sex life includes their sexual thoughts, sexual feelings, sexual activity and sexual relationships.”

For timeframe, the question on sources of contraceptive supplies referred to the past year. Questions on HIV testing, chlamydia testing, and STI treatment referred to the last occurrence. For comparability, only participants who indicated that this last occurrence was in the previous year (determined from responses to other survey questions) were included as reporting these behaviors.

**Explanatory Variables**

We had the following categories of explanatory variables: participants’ sociodemographics, Internet access, area-level measures, sexual behavior (in the past year and past 5 years), sexual health care use, and STI diagnosis. Variables for sexual behavior and service use were selected to match the timeframe of the primary outcome variable (the year before the survey interview). Some variables corresponding to the 5 years before the interview were included (having had same-sex partners, number of sexual partners, sexual health clinic attendance, and STI diagnosis) to reflect greater variability in certain behaviors in the population over this longer period [25].

**Statistical Methods**

Data were analyzed using the complex survey functions of Stata 12 to take account of clustering, stratification, and weighting of the Natsal-3 sample. Weights were applied to adjust for unequal probabilities of selection for participation in the survey. All analyses were conducted separately by sex. Participants with missing data for a given variable were excluded from analyses using this variable because item nonresponse in Natsal-3 was low (typically less than 0.5% in the CAPI and 1%-3% in the CASI) [18].

Logistic regression was used to obtain crude odds ratios to compare estimates of the odds of reporting use of information/support websites for advice/help with one’s sex life, by each explanatory variable. Multivariable logistic regression was used, adjusting only for age, as a potential confounder of associations with NS-SEC code, which contained a “full-time student” category; OAC 2011, which was based on population characteristics including age; recent STI diagnosis; and sexual behavior variables because young people report greater numbers of recent and new sexual partners than older adults [25].

The observed low prevalences of other outcome variables meant that it was not possible to explore their associated factors. Statistical significance was considered as \( P < 0.05 \) for all analyses.

**Ethical Approval**

The Natsal-3 study was approved by the Oxfordshire Research Ethics Committee A (Ref: 10/H0604/27).

**Results**

**Prevalence of Reported Recent Use of the Internet for Selected Sexual Health Reasons**

Among sexually experienced persons aged 16 to 44 years, Internet use for chlamydia testing, HIV testing, or STI treatment (combined) in the previous year was reported by 0.31% (12/3702) men and 0.16% (6/3716) women (Figure 1). (Note: numerators and denominators are weighted and rounded to the nearest integer so may be subject to rounding errors.) Mostly this was chlamydia testing. No one in the sample reported Internet treatment for STIs other than chlamydia. Also, no one aged 35 to 44 years reported using the Internet for chlamydia testing, HIV testing, or STI treatment. Use of Internet sources of contraception/condoms in the past year was a little more common, especially among men (men: 2.35%, 87/3702; women: 0.51%, 19/3716). (Participants were not asked which method they obtained online, but it is likely that this was mostly condoms: 114 of 122 men and women reporting obtaining contraceptive supplies online in the past year reported use of male \([n=113]\) and/or female \([n=2]\) condoms in this period.) Use of information and support websites for advice/help with one’s sex life in the past year was more common still, reported by 4.49% (166/3702) men and 4.57% (170/3716) women. Overall, use of the Internet for any of these sexual health reasons in the past year was reported by 6.85% men (95% CI 6.02-7.78) and 5.15% women (95% CI 4.50-5.89). In contrast, 60.2% men (95% CI 58.2-62.1) and 71.7% women (95% CI 70.2-73.2) reported use of non-Internet sources of sexual health care or advice/help with their sex lives, in the past year. (We defined this as GUM clinic attendance; use of non-Internet sources of chlamydia/HIV testing, STI treatment, or condoms/contraceptive supplies; or non-Internet sources of advice/help with one’s sex life, excluding self-help and friends/family, in the past year.)
Table 1. Details of the Natsal-3 survey questions used as outcome variables in these analyses of sexually experienced persons aged 16 to 44 years (unweighted N=8926, weighted N=7400).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question wording</th>
<th>Timeframe; number of responses permitted</th>
<th>Response options</th>
<th>Respondents eligible for each survey question</th>
<th>Number eligible for each question, unweighted (weighted)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Have you sought help or advice regarding your sex life from any of the following sources in the last year?</td>
<td>During previous year; multiple responses</td>
<td>Information and support sites on the Internet, family member/friend; self-help books/information leaflets; self-help groups; helpline; GP/family doctor; sexual health/GUM/STI clinic; psychiatrist or psychologist; relationship counsellor; other type of clinic or doctor; have not sought any help</td>
<td>Entire sample of the current study</td>
<td>8926 (7400)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have you got contraception from any of these sources in the last year?</td>
<td>During previous year; multiple responses</td>
<td>Internet website, a doctor or nurse at your GP’s surgery; sexual health clinic (GUM clinic); family planning clinic / contraceptive clinic / reproductive health clinic; NHS antenatal clinic / midwife; private doctor or clinic; youth advisory clinic (eg, Brook clinic); pharmacy/chemist; supplies from school/college/university services; over the counter at a petrol station/supermarket/other shop; vending machine; mail order; hospital accident and emergency (A&amp;E) department; any other type of place (please say where); I have not got contraception in the last year</td>
<td>Those reporting use of any contraceptive method in the last year</td>
<td>7182 (5862)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When you were last tested for chlamydia, where were you offered the test?</td>
<td>Last occurrence; single response</td>
<td>Internet, GP surgery; sexual health clinic (GUM clinic); NHS family planning clinic / contraceptive clinic / reproductive health clinic; antenatal clinic / midwife; private non-NHS clinics or doctor; youth advisory clinic (eg, Brook Clinic); School/college/university; termination of pregnancy (abortion) clinic; hospital accident and emergency (A&amp;E) department; pharmacy/chemist; other non-health care place (eg, youth club, festival, bar); somewhere else</td>
<td>Those reporting chlamydia testing in the last year</td>
<td>2387 (1545)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where were you tested? (the last HIV test if more than one)</td>
<td>Last occurrence; single response</td>
<td>Internet site offering postal kit, GP surgery; sexual health clinic (GUM clinic); NHS family planning clinic / contraceptive clinic / reproductive health clinic; antenatal clinic / midwife; private non-NHS clinic or doctor; youth advisory clinic (eg, Brook clinic); termination of pregnancy (abortion) clinic; hospital accident and emergency (A&amp;E) department; somewhere else</td>
<td>Those reporting HIV testing in the last year</td>
<td>802 (562)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where were you last treated for [STI]?</td>
<td>Last occurrence; single response</td>
<td>Internet site offering treatment, GP surgery; sexual health clinic (GUM clinic); NHS family planning clinic / contraceptive clinic / reproductive health clinic; antenatal clinic / midwife; private non-NHS clinic or doctor; pharmacy/chemist; youth advisory clinic (eg, Brook clinic); termination of pregnancy (abortion) clinic; hospital accident and emergency (A&amp;E) department; somewhere else</td>
<td>Those reporting having been told by a doctor / health professional that they had an STI in the last year</td>
<td>178 (117)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Internet response options.
b Including condoms.
c Separate questions were asked about the following infections: chlamydia; gonorrhea; genital warts; syphilis; Trichomonas vaginalis; genital herpes; nonspecific urethritis (NSU) or nongonococcal urethritis (NGU).
Table 2. Natsal-3 survey questions about preferred sources of sexual health care.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question wording</th>
<th>Response options</th>
<th>Respondents eligible for each survey question</th>
<th>Number eligible for each question, un-weighted (weighted)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If you thought that you might have an infection that is transmitted by sex, where would you first go to seek diagnosis and/or treatment?</td>
<td>Internet site offering treatment; b GP surgery; sexual health clinic (GUM clinic); NHS Family planning clinic/contraceptive clinic/reproductive health clinic; NHS antenatal clinic/midwife; private non-NHS clinic or doctor; pharmacy/chemist; youth advisory clinic (eg, Brook clinic); hospital accident and emergency (A&amp;E) department; somewhere else</td>
<td>Those reporting any lifetime sexual partners</td>
<td>8858 (7338)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If all of these different types of service were available in your area and easy to get to, which one would you prefer to get contraception from?</td>
<td>NHS or Department of Health website; b a doctor or Nurse at your GP’s surgery; sexual health clinic (GUM clinic); family planning clinic / contraceptive clinic / reproductive health clinic; youth advisory clinic (eg, Brook clinic); pharmacy/chemist; none of these; not needed</td>
<td>Those reporting use of any method in the last year</td>
<td>6909 (5524)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Use of italics reflects emphasis given in the survey. One response could be selected at each question.
b Internet response options.

Figure 1. Percentage reporting seeking sexual health care and advice/help with one’s sex life in the previous year, and specifically using the Internet to do so, among sexually experienced persons aged 16-44 years by gender and age group.

Associations with Reporting Use of Information and Support Websites for Advice/Help with One’s Sex Life

Sociodemographic Factors

Mean age of men and women reporting use of Internet information/support websites for advice/help with their sex life (based on the first question described in Table 1 and hereon referred to as “Internet information/support” for brevity) was 25.9 years (SD 7.5) and 26.9 years (SD 8.8), respectively, in this sample aged 16 to 44 years. Those not reporting this were on average older (men: 31.0 years, SD 8.0; women: 31.3 years, SD 9.7). The prevalence of reporting use of Internet information/support declined steeply with increasing age among both sexes (7.7% men, 7.8% women aged 16-24 years to 1.84% men, 1.84% women aged 35-44, both P<.001). Tables 3 and 4 present univariate and age-adjusted analyses among men and women, respectively.
Table 3. Variation in the prevalence and odds of reporting recent (past year) use of information/support websites for advice/help with one's sex life (Internet information/support) among sexually experienced men aged 16 to 44 years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>N, unweighted (weighted)</th>
<th>Prevalence (95% CI)</th>
<th>OR (95% CI)</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>AOR (95% CI)</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sociodemographics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (years)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-24</td>
<td>1361 (994)</td>
<td>7.7% (6.3-9.4)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>1451 (1299)</td>
<td>4.93% (3.90-6.23)</td>
<td>0.62 (0.45-0.86)</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>0.22 (0.13-0.39)</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>784 (1383)</td>
<td>1.84% (1.12-3.02)</td>
<td>0.22 (0.13-0.39)</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>0.22 (0.13-0.39)</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethnic group</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>3134 (3118)</td>
<td>4.01% (3.39-4.75)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian/Asian British</td>
<td>190 (270)</td>
<td>6.9% (4.0-11.6)</td>
<td>1.77 (0.98-3.21)</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>2.11 (1.16-3.84)</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black/black British</td>
<td>126 (140)</td>
<td>7.8% (3.7-15.4)</td>
<td>2.01 (0.92-4.42)</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>2.11 (0.93-4.81)</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed/Chinese/other</td>
<td>108 (110)</td>
<td>9.4% (5.1-16.8)</td>
<td>2.49 (1.26-4.93)</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>2.2 (1.13-4.26)</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education level</strong> b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No academic qualifications</td>
<td>252 (275)</td>
<td>0.8% (0.3-2.5)</td>
<td>0.60 (0.18-2.00)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.65 (0.20-2.18)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic qualifications typically gained at age 16</td>
<td>880 (912)</td>
<td>1.4% (0.8-2.3)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studying for/attained further academic qualifications</td>
<td>2354 (2419)</td>
<td>6.05% (5.13-7.13)</td>
<td>4.57 (2.68-7.78)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>3.79 (2.20-6.51)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Socioeconomic status</strong> c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managerial/professional</td>
<td>1060 (1262)</td>
<td>4.53% (3.42-5.98)</td>
<td>1.46 (0.97-2.19)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>1.93 (1.27-2.93)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>509 (554)</td>
<td>3.0% (1.8-4.8)</td>
<td>0.94 (0.53-1.66)</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>1.16 (0.64-2.08)</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semiroutine/routine</td>
<td>1321 (1300)</td>
<td>3.15% (2.40-4.11)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No job</td>
<td>122 (99)</td>
<td>1.6% (0.4-6.4)</td>
<td>0.48 (0.11-2.08)</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>0.33 (0.08-1.42)</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-time student</td>
<td>574 (452)</td>
<td>11.1% (8.5-14.5)</td>
<td>3.85 (2.53-5.86)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>1.95 (1.14-3.34)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internet access</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Access to Internet at home</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>3327 (3442)</td>
<td>4.73% (4.06-5.51)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>267 (232)</td>
<td>1.5% (0.6-3.9)</td>
<td>0.30 (0.11-0.82)</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>0.31 (0.11-0.84)</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Area-level measures</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Deprivation</strong> d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.51</td>
<td></td>
<td>.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (least deprived)</td>
<td>642 (658)</td>
<td>5.7% (4.2-7.7)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>653 (699)</td>
<td>4.3% (3.1-6.0)</td>
<td>0.74 (0.46-1.20)</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>0.71 (0.44-1.14)</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>690 (720)</td>
<td>4.6% (3.3-6.5)</td>
<td>0.81 (0.50-1.30)</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>0.76 (0.47-1.23)</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>774 (823)</td>
<td>4.3% (2.9-6.4)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.45-1.26)</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>0.69 (0.41-1.15)</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (most deprived)</td>
<td>837 (776)</td>
<td>3.8% (2.7-5.3)</td>
<td>0.66 (0.41-1.06)</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>0.58 (0.36-0.93)</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output Area Classification 2011</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: “Rural residents”</td>
<td>276 (294)</td>
<td>3.2% (1.8-5.6)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: “Cosmopolitans”</td>
<td>302 (329)</td>
<td>12.5% (9.0-17.2)</td>
<td>4.33 (2.17-8.63)</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>3.38 (1.68-6.77)</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: “Ethnicity central”</td>
<td>181 (225)</td>
<td>5.4% (2.7-10.3)</td>
<td>1.71 (0.69-4.27)</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>1.58 (0.64-3.91)</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: “Multicultural metropolitan”</td>
<td>516 (595)</td>
<td>3.7% (2.3-5.7)</td>
<td>1.15 (0.54-2.43)</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>1.04 (0.49-2.22)</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: “Urbanites”</td>
<td>665 (667)</td>
<td>3.6% (2.4-5.3)</td>
<td>1.13 (0.55-2.30)</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>1.09 (0.53-2.24)</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: “Suburbanites”</td>
<td>587 (597)</td>
<td>4.5% (3.2-6.3)</td>
<td>1.44 (0.72-2.85)</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>1.30 (0.65-2.59)</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>N, unweighted (weighted)</td>
<td>Prevalence (95% CI)</td>
<td>OR (95% CI)</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>AOR (95% CI)</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: “Constrained city dwellers”</td>
<td>331 (271)</td>
<td>4.1% (2.3-7.1)</td>
<td>1.28 (0.56-2.94)</td>
<td>1.06 (0.46-2.48)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8: “Hard-pressed living”</td>
<td>738 (698)</td>
<td>2.8% (2.0-4.0)</td>
<td>0.87 (0.44-1.75)</td>
<td>0.76 (0.38-1.52)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual behavior, last year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of sexual partners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>191 (174)</td>
<td>4.6% (2.4-8.6)</td>
<td>1.06 (0.53-2.12)</td>
<td>0.95 (0.48-1.89)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2320 (2612)</td>
<td>4.37% (3.63-5.26)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥2</td>
<td>1051 (857)</td>
<td>5.0% (3.7-6.6)</td>
<td>1.14 (0.80-1.63)</td>
<td>0.72 (0.48-1.08)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥1 new sexual partners</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2129 (2503)</td>
<td>3.34% (2.71-4.12)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1428 (1134)</td>
<td>7.14% (5.74-8.85)</td>
<td>2.22 (1.61-3.07)</td>
<td>1.39 (0.93-2.09)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of sexual partners without a condom</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>862 (780)</td>
<td>5.9% (4.4-7.8)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2139 (2412)</td>
<td>4.15% (3.40-5.05)</td>
<td>0.69 (0.48-0.98)</td>
<td>0.96 (0.66-1.38)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥2</td>
<td>523 (419)</td>
<td>4.5% (3.1-6.7)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.46-1.25)</td>
<td>0.69 (0.42-1.13)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeking sexual partners online</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3287 (3414)</td>
<td>4.28% (3.64-5.03)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>306 (257)</td>
<td>7.9% (5.4-11.6)</td>
<td>1.92 (1.24-3.00)</td>
<td>1.80 (1.16-2.79)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual behavior, last 5 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of sexual partners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>1441 (1805)</td>
<td>3.63% (2.82-4.66)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>1106 (1012)</td>
<td>5.17% (3.98-6.70)</td>
<td>1.45 (0.99-2.13)</td>
<td>0.94 (0.63-1.41)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥5</td>
<td>1024 (837)</td>
<td>5.8% (4.4-7.6)</td>
<td>1.64 (1.11-2.42)</td>
<td>0.95 (0.60-1.49)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥1 same-sex partners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3459 (3561)</td>
<td>4.32% (3.68-5.06)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>137 (116)</td>
<td>10.9% (6.2-18.5)</td>
<td>2.71 (1.43-5.14)</td>
<td>2.44 (1.27-4.70)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual health care use and STI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Internet sexual health care or advice/help, last year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2391 (2223)</td>
<td>5.46% (4.57-6.51)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>1205 (1453)</td>
<td>3.10% (2.24-4.28)</td>
<td>0.55 (0.37-0.82)</td>
<td>0.84 (0.55-1.29)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended STI clinic, last 5 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>861 (712)</td>
<td>5.9% (4.5-7.8)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2670 (2902)</td>
<td>4.11% (3.41-4.95)</td>
<td>0.68 (0.48-0.97)</td>
<td>0.97 (0.67-1.41)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STI service use, last year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>873 (703)</td>
<td>5.3% (3.9-7.0)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>2723 (2974)</td>
<td>4.35% (3.64-5.19)</td>
<td>0.82 (0.57-1.17)</td>
<td>1.40 (0.96-2.02)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STI diagnosis, last 5 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3300 (3408)</td>
<td>4.47% (3.81-5.24)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A strong association was observed with education level; 1.4% of men and 2.0% of women who left school aged 16 years with General Certificates of Secondary Education (GCSEs), or equivalent qualifications, reported recent use of Internet information/support compared to 6.05% of men and 5.87% of women with, or studying for, further academic qualifications (both sexes: $P<.001$), an association which remained after age adjustment. Associations with socioeconomic status were followed similar trends. Men in high-status occupations were more likely to report Internet information/support than those in lower-status occupations, before and after age adjustment (managerial/professional men vs men in semiroutine/routine occupations: age-adjusted OR [AOR] 1.93, 95% CI 1.27-2.93, $P<.001$), whereas a similar finding among women reached borderline statistical significance after age adjustment. Full-time students of both genders were also more likely than those in lower-status occupations to report Internet information/support even after taking account of their younger age (men: AOR 1.95, 95% CI 1.14-3.34; women: AOR 1.93, 95% CI 1.24-3.00).

Despite associations with these individual measures of social status (education, socioeconomic status), no overall association was observed between recent use of Internet information/support and area-level deprivation [21]. Use of Internet information/support was associated with OAC 2011 supergroup.

Use was high among “cosmopolitans” (residents of densely populated urban areas characterized by relatively high proportions of single people, young adults, full-time students, and high ethnic integration) [23] (men: 12.5%, 95% CI 9.0-17.2; women 11.7%, 95% CI 8.3-16.3). There was little variation between other supergroups except, among women only, slightly lower use of Internet information/support in “hard-pressed living” areas (mostly urban areas in Northern England and Wales with higher unemployment and lower proportions with higher-level qualifications than the national average) [23]. Strong associations with OAC 2011 supergroup remained after age adjustment (see Tables 3 and 4).

No overall association with ethnicity was observed among women after age adjustment, but Asian/Asian British men were more likely to report use of Internet information/support than white men (AOR 2.11, 95% CI 1.16-3.84, $P=.004$). Notably, numbers in minority ethnic groups were relatively small.

Having home Internet access was reported by 93.5% (95% CI 92.9-94.0) of sexually experienced persons aged 16 to 44 years. The minority who did not have home Internet were less likely to report use of Internet information/support than those who had (men: OR 0.30, 95% CI 0.11-0.82, $P=.02$; women: OR 0.26, 95% CI 0.11-0.58, $P<.001$) with little change after adjusting for age.
Table 4. Variation in the prevalence and odds of reporting recent (past year) use of Internet information/support among sexually experienced women aged 16 to 44 years.a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>N, unweighted (weighted)</th>
<th>Prevalence (95% CI)</th>
<th>OR (95% CI)</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>AOR (95% CI)</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sociodemographics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (years)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-24</td>
<td>1713 (956)</td>
<td>7.8% (6.4-9.4)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>2386 (1317)</td>
<td>5.28% (4.32-6.45)</td>
<td>0.66 (0.49-0.89)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.22 (0.13-0.37)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>1175 (1409)</td>
<td>1.84% (1.16-2.90)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethnic group</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>4619 (3179)</td>
<td>4.39% (3.76-5.10)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian/Asian British</td>
<td>258 (220)</td>
<td>3.8% (2.2-6.4)</td>
<td>0.86 (0.49-1.52)</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96 (0.54-1.70)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black/black British</td>
<td>174 (136)</td>
<td>5.6% (3.0-10.2)</td>
<td>1.30 (0.67-2.52)</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.34 (0.70-2.59)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed/Chinese/other</td>
<td>176 (117)</td>
<td>11.1% (6.1-19.3)</td>
<td>2.71 (1.39-5.28)</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>2.32 (1.20-4.50)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education level</strong> b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No academic qualifications</td>
<td>372 (237)</td>
<td>0.6% (0.2-1.9)</td>
<td>0.29 (0.08-1.04)</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.28 (0.08-0.98)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic qualifications typically gained at age 16</td>
<td>1186 (863)</td>
<td>2.0% (1.3-3.1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studying for/attained further academic qualifications</td>
<td>3607 (2528)</td>
<td>5.87% (5.07-6.79)</td>
<td>3.05 (1.88-4.97)</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>2.49 (1.52-4.06)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Socioeconomic status</strong> c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managerial/professional</td>
<td>1526 (1202)</td>
<td>4.08% (3.16-5.26)</td>
<td>1.21 (0.79-1.85)</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.56 (1.02-2.40)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>1006 (719)</td>
<td>3.9% (2.5-5.9)</td>
<td>1.14 (0.66-1.97)</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.32 (0.76-2.29)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semiroutine/routine</td>
<td>1582 (1028)</td>
<td>3.39% (2.50-4.60)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No job</td>
<td>418 (285)</td>
<td>4.6% (2.9-7.3)</td>
<td>1.39 (0.78-2.46)</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.39 (0.79-2.46)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-time student</td>
<td>717 (429)</td>
<td>10.2% (7.9-13.1)</td>
<td>3.23 (2.14-4.89)</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>1.93 (1.24-3.00)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internet access</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to Internet from home</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4828 (3444)</td>
<td>4.84% (4.21-5.56)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>443 (236)</td>
<td>1.3% (0.6-2.8)</td>
<td>0.26 (0.11-0.58)</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.23 (0.10-0.52)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Area-level measures</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deprivation d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (least deprived)</td>
<td>847 (632)</td>
<td>5.5% (4.0-7.4)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>952 (699)</td>
<td>4.4% (3.1-6.1)</td>
<td>0.79 (0.49-1.29)</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.78 (0.48-1.26)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1031 (739)</td>
<td>4.8% (3.5-6.7)</td>
<td>0.88 (0.55-1.41)</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.83 (0.51-1.35)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1183 (821)</td>
<td>4.8% (3.5-6.5)</td>
<td>0.87 (0.55-1.38)</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.82 (0.51-1.29)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (most deprived)</td>
<td>1261 (792)</td>
<td>3.7% (2.7-5.1)</td>
<td>0.68 (0.42-1.08)</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.61 (0.38-0.97)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output Area Classification 2011</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: “Rural residents”</td>
<td>414 (313)</td>
<td>4.0% (2.5-6.4)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: “Cosmopolitans”</td>
<td>349 (266)</td>
<td>11.7% (8.3-16.3)</td>
<td>3.20 (1.72-5.96)</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>2.51 (1.34-4.70)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: “Ethnicity central”</td>
<td>307 (257)</td>
<td>5.7% (3.5-9.0)</td>
<td>1.45 (0.72-2.91)</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.32 (0.65-2.68)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: “Multicultural metropolitan”</td>
<td>772 (557)</td>
<td>5.5% (3.9-7.7)</td>
<td>1.40 (0.76-2.57)</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.27 (0.69-2.36)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: “Urbanites”</td>
<td>961 (667)</td>
<td>4.8% (3.4-6.6)</td>
<td>1.20 (0.65-2.22)</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.14 (0.61-2.14)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: “Suburbanites”</td>
<td>799 (608)</td>
<td>4.1% (2.8-5.8)</td>
<td>1.02 (0.55-1.90)</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.02 (0.55-1.92)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: “Constrained city dwellers”</td>
<td>488 (277)</td>
<td>3.3% (2.0-5.4)</td>
<td>0.83 (0.41-1.69)</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.70 (0.35-1.42)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>N, unweighted (weighted)</td>
<td>Prevalence (95% CI)</td>
<td>OR (95% CI)</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>AOR (95% CI)</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8: “Hard-pressed living”</td>
<td>1184 (736)</td>
<td>2.0% (1.3-3.1)</td>
<td>0.50 (0.26-0.94)</td>
<td>.008</td>
<td>0.45 (0.24-0.86)</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sexual behavior, last year</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of sexual partners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>284 (187)</td>
<td>3.2% (1.7-6.0)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.38-1.48)</td>
<td>.078</td>
<td>0.88 (0.45-1.73)</td>
<td>.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3829 (2825)</td>
<td>4.2% (3.5-4.96)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥2</td>
<td>1113 (631)</td>
<td>6.9% (5.2-9.2)</td>
<td>1.69 (1.19-2.40)</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>1.18 (0.81-1.72)</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥1 new sexual partners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3670 (2748)</td>
<td>3.82% (3.19-4.56)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1553 (892)</td>
<td>7.2% (5.7-8.9)</td>
<td>1.95 (1.43-2.65)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>1.32 (0.94-1.85)</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of partners without a condom</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1007 (680)</td>
<td>4.3% (3.1-5.8)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3620 (2635)</td>
<td>4.12% (3.47-4.89)</td>
<td>0.97 (0.67-1.40)</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>1.05 (0.73-1.50)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥2</td>
<td>575 (317)</td>
<td>10.0% (7.1-13.9)</td>
<td>2.51 (1.50-4.17)</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>1.90 (1.11-3.26)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeking sexual partners online</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>5079 (3559)</td>
<td>4.38% (3.78-5.06)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>189 (116)</td>
<td>11.8% (7.5-18.1)</td>
<td>2.93 (1.74-4.94)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>3.00 (1.76-5.13)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sexual behavior, last 5 years</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of sexual partners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>2649 (2116)</td>
<td>3.77% (3.05-4.65)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>1630 (995)</td>
<td>4.6% (3.6-5.8)</td>
<td>1.23 (0.88-1.71)</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>0.88 (0.63-1.23)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥5</td>
<td>958 (541)</td>
<td>8.1% (6.1-10.7)</td>
<td>2.25 (1.53-3.29)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>1.31 (0.85-2.01)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥1 same-sex partners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>4972 (3493)</td>
<td>4.47% (3.87-5.16)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>302 (189)</td>
<td>7.2% (4.3-11.9)</td>
<td>1.65 (0.93-2.93)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>1.42 (0.80-2.52)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sexual health care use and STI</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Internet sexual health care or advice/help, last year f</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4055 (2648)</td>
<td>5.42% (4.66-6.30)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>1219 (1034)</td>
<td>2.53% (1.70-3.75)</td>
<td>0.45 (0.29-0.71)</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>0.68 (0.42-1.10)</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended STI clinic, last 5 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1342 (779)</td>
<td>7.4% (5.9-9.4)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3865 (2855)</td>
<td>3.90% (3.27-4.63)</td>
<td>0.51 (0.37-0.69)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.76 (0.53-1.09)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STI service use, last year f</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1908 (1130)</td>
<td>5.80% (4.65-7.22)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>3366 (2552)</td>
<td>4.08% (3.39-4.90)</td>
<td>0.69 (0.51-0.94)</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>1.10 (0.77-1.58)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STI g diagnosis, last 5 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>4830 (3419)</td>
<td>4.65% (4.03-5.36)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Principal Findings

Although Internet access is nearly universal in Britain, data from a recent national probability sample survey show that use of the Internet for key sexual health reasons is rare in the British population. Specifically, prevalence of reported use of Internet STI services is very low and reported use of the Internet for condoms/contraceptive supplies is also uncommon, particularly among women. Reporting recent use of Internet information and support websites for help/advice about one’s sex life was slightly higher, especially among younger people and among women.

Sexual Behavioral Factors

Use of Internet information/support was more commonly reported by women (but not men) reporting multiple sexual partners in the last year and among both men and women reporting new sexual partners in the last year, but these associations disappeared after age adjustment. Among women (but not men), use of Internet information/support was more commonly reported by those who reported multiple sexual partners in the previous year with whom they had not used condoms (AOR 1.90, 95% CI 1.11-3.26, \(P=0.03\)). Men reporting sex with another man in the previous 5 years were more likely to report use of Internet information/support (AOR 2.44, 95% CI 1.27-4.70, \(P=0.008\)), whereas no association with same-sex sex in the previous 5 years was observed among women. Men and women reporting seeking sexual partners online within the previous year were more likely to report use of Internet information/support than those not reporting seeking partners in this way (men: AOR 1.80, 95% CI 1.16-2.79; women: AOR 3.00, 95% CI 1.76-5.13).

Sexual Health Care Use

No association was observed between reporting use of Internet information/support and reporting STI diagnosis or diagnoses in the past 5 years. Use of Internet information/support was more common among those reporting recent non-Internet sources of sexual health care and advice/help, and having attended an STI clinic in the last 5 years, but not after adjusting for age. No association was observed with having used STI services in the previous year.

Preference for Internet Sources of Diagnosis/Treatment of Sexually Transmitted Infections and Condoms/Contraception

Less than 2% of sexually experienced participants aged 16 to 44 years reported that the first place they would look for diagnosis/treatment if they suspected that they had an STI would be an Internet site offering treatment. Among sexually experienced persons aged 16 to 44 years reporting use of any contraceptive method in the previous year, 5.45% men and 1.14% women indicated they would prefer to obtain supplies from an NHS or Department of Health website (Table 5).

Table 5. Preference for Internet sources of diagnosis/treatment of sexually transmitted infections and condoms/contraception.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Header</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N, unweighted (weighted)</td>
<td>% (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would first look on an Internet site offering treatment for diagnosis/treatment if STI suspected(^a)</td>
<td>3589 (3668)</td>
<td>1.77% (1.27-2.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferred source of contraceptive supplies would be NHS/Dept of Health website(^a)</td>
<td>2793 (2743)</td>
<td>5.45% (4.52-6.56)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Question wording, response options, and eligible respondents are detailed in Table 2.

Discussion

Principal Findings

Although Internet access is nearly universal in Britain, data from a recent national probability sample survey show that use of the Internet for key sexual health reasons is rare in the British population. Specifically, prevalence of reported use of Internet STI services is very low and reported use of the Internet for condoms/contraceptive supplies is also uncommon, particularly among women. Reporting recent use of Internet information and support websites for help/advice about one’s sex life was slightly higher, especially among younger people and among women.

Principal Findings

Although Internet access is nearly universal in Britain, data from a recent national probability sample survey show that use of the Internet for key sexual health reasons is rare in the British population. Specifically, prevalence of reported use of Internet STI services is very low and reported use of the Internet for condoms/contraceptive supplies is also uncommon, particularly among women. Reporting recent use of Internet information and support websites for help/advice about one’s sex life was slightly higher, especially among younger people and among women.
those who reported higher sexual risk behavior, including MSM and people who sought sexual partners online. However, those using information/support websites for advice/help with their sex lives may be from populations typically considered to have better access to sexual health care: the better-educated, residents of certain urban areas, and (among men) those of higher socioeconomic status. Despite this potential social inequality, those who reported recent use of information/support websites were as likely to report at least one previous STI diagnosis as those who did not report this.

Findings in Relation to Other Studies

We know of no other studies that have estimated the prevalence of use of the Internet for sexual health reasons or identified associated factors in a nationally representative sample. The association we found between use of information/support websites for advice/help with one’s sex life, and younger age, is unsurprising given young people’s greater Internet use [26], smartphone ownership [27-29], and greater need for sexual health care indicated by levels of reported STI diagnoses and STI clinic use [16,17]. Research on the acceptability of using the Internet to deliver conventional sexual health services reveals similar findings with respect to age [30-32] and education [33]. Differences in men’s and women’s sexual behaviors [34,35] and health-seeking behaviors [36-38] are well-documented, but our study revealed little difference by sex in the prevalence of reported use of information/support websites for advice/help with one’s sex life (although there were some differences in associations observed among men and women, and more men than women reported that they would first look online for diagnosis/treatment if they suspected that they had an STI). In the English chlamydia screening program, the NCSP, more tests are performed among young women than among young men [5], perhaps due to women’s greater engagement with contraceptive and other health services where screening is offered. Women also account for a greater proportion of tests in the NCSP’s Internet-ordered home-sampling services, but with less discrepancy by gender compared to other NCSP testing venues (with the exception of military settings) [5]. In our study, use of the Internet for condoms/contraceptive supplies was reported by more men than women, perhaps reflecting gendered norms about who obtains condoms [39].

Surveys of patients attending genitourinary medicine (GUM) clinics in England, conducted almost a decade before Natsal-3, found patients reporting Internet sex seeking were also more likely to report use of the Internet for sexual health information [40], similar to the association we observed between Internet sex seeking and use of information/support websites. Echoing our study’s finding, little difference was found by IMD quintile in the proportion of NCSP Internet-ordered chlamydia home-sampling kits returned (2010) [5]. However, we found no studies using NCSP data to compare demographic or behavioral characteristics of those using Internet-ordered kits with the wider population in the target age range. Although Internet-based sexual health services have been viewed as a promising way of reaching rural populations, we found relatively low use of information/support websites in these areas.

Strengths and Limitations

Use of Natsal-3 data has allowed our analyses to examine a wide range of sociodemographic, behavioral, and health service use variables, in a sample representative of the resident British population, in relation to use of information/support websites for advice/help with one’s sex life. Despite survey data being self-reported and, therefore, subject to recall and social desirability biases, they are of high quality; use of CASI was demonstrated to facilitate reliable reporting of sensitive information [41] and cognitive testing of several survey modules maximized the likelihood of questions being interpreted as intended [42]. Furthermore, the survey’s response rate was similar to that achieved for other major social surveys undertaken in Britain at that time [43,44] and item nonresponse was typically very low [18,19]. Importantly, in this rapidly evolving field, we focused on reported behavior in the year before the survey interview and Natsal-3 data are relatively recent (collected 2010-2012). However, there may have been changes in norms regarding Internet use for sexual health since data collection.

The very low prevalence of most outcome variables examined meant that their associations could not be explored. The exception was reported use of the Internet for advice/help with one’s sex life, but even this was reported by less than 5% of the study population; therefore, rare behaviors could not be included as explanatory variables in the analysis. We adjusted only for age in the multivariable analysis. Due to small numbers in some subgroups, we had to treat some variables crudely (eg, ethnicity), creating categories large enough to obtain sufficient subgroup sizes. This limits explanatory potential; for example, we cannot explore differences between black Caribbean and black African ethnicities. The subgroup mixed/Chinese/other is not particularly meaningful, although creation of this category gave sufficient subgroup sizes to explore associations with Britain’s major ethnic groups (Asian, black, white).

Natsal-3 survey questions (Tables 1 and 2) serve various purposes and were not designed for our particular study. We cannot be sure about how questions were interpreted. Our main outcome variable (use of information/support websites for advice/help with one’s sex life) was based on responses to a question located in the survey module entitled “Sexual Function.” However, we assumed that the question was interpreted more broadly than about sexual function alone because “sexual function” was neither mentioned in the question nor visible on the computer screen at the time, and sex life was defined broadly (see Methods). Supporting our assumption, we found that among sexually active persons aged 16 to 44 years who reported use of information/support websites at this question, more than half agreed that they felt satisfied with their sex life, more than half disagreed that they felt distressed or worried about it, and more than two-thirds disagreed that they had avoided sex because of sexual difficulties (their own or a partner’s; data not shown). This suggests that many who reported use of Internet help/advice with their sex life were doing so for reasons other than sexual function problems, although we cannot be sure. In terms of applicability of our findings to sexual health broadly defined [1], our variable may not have captured use of the Internet in relation to all aspects.
of sexual health, such as support and counseling following nonvolitional sex. It seems unlikely that participants would have considered this type of service use to be help/advice with their sex life, although perhaps they would if nonvolitional sex occurred in the context of a sexual relationship.

An advantage of our study is that we were able to consider those who had used the Internet for a range of sexual health reasons and also those who would prefer to use it for sexual health care, although we lack data on which particular websites were used/preferred. However, the low proportions who reported a preference for using the Internet for STI diagnosis/treatment, or a preference for accessing contraception from an NHS website, probably underestimate the proportions that might choose Internet-based services if they were well-regulated and based in the NHS. This is because relevant survey questions (Table 2) each allowed a single response and provided no description of the Internet services, which might be difficult for respondents to envisage or assumed to be costly because such services are not currently available through the NHS. The question also specified “if an STI was suspected”: in this context, a consultation with a health care professional may seem most appropriate, whereas for a routine STI check-up, Internet services might hold greater appeal. Given how common it has become to look up symptoms and health information online before contacting a health professional, we believe that responses to the STI diagnosis/treatment question might poorly reflect the proportion that would use an Internet-ordered test if they found a reputable service offering this during their online search.

We acknowledge that even an ideal survey question cannot give us a definitive answer about who will use online sexual health interventions and services in the future. However, we feel our main outcome variable, which addresses use of information/support websites (as distinct from lay advice/help sought online) for sexual health broadly defined, reflects those who may take up online sexual health services and interventions, fitting with their existing sexual health-seeking behavior.

**Implications for Policy and Practice**

Low levels of use of the Internet for contraception and STI services may reflect the limited availability and quality of currently available online services—particularly at the time the data were collected (2010-12) and in relation to STI testing and treatment [3,5,45]. Also, many methods of contraception cannot feasibly or legally be provided online. Qualitative and quantitative research could explore awareness, expectations, and barriers to use of currently available online sexual health services.

Greater proportions reported use of information/support websites for advice/help with their sex lives, particularly among young people. This suggests scope for expansion of provision in the future, in this cohort and subsequent cohorts who have also grown up with the Internet, and as the range and quality of Internet sexual health care increase (as is likely given existing trends). An example of improved quality is the legalization and regulation of HIV home testing in the United Kingdom, available online [10]. However, our study suggests that if use of Internet sexual health care followed patterns of online help/advice seeking, health inequalities might increase, especially if expansion of online sexual health care was coupled with reduced provision of conventional sexual health care. “Digital divides” by socioeconomic status have been widely documented [11], with eHealth a specific area of concern [46,47]. This study’s findings regarding education and socioeconomic status may reflect that Internet use is lower among those with less education and lower incomes [48]. Although home Internet access was high in the population of interest in Natsal-3, the survey did not ask about Internet use more generally, including via a personal device, which may vary across social strata. Having a smartphone or laptop/tablet might allow greater access to the Internet for sexual health than a household’s shared personal computer if privacy from other household members is important. Since the data were collected for Natsal-3 between 2010 and 2012, there have been further increases in smartphone ownership [49,50] and Internet access [51], which may reduce differences in proportions using the Internet for sexual health by socioeconomic status and/or education. However, if these differences relate to differences in health care-seeking behavior, inequalities may be more persistent. Research should examine these associations further and evaluations of new Internet-based interventions and services should monitor and model impacts on both on STI transmission and on health inequalities. Interventions may also be required to promote eHealth should groups be identified that have good Internet access, yet are underserved by online and conventional health care.
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Abstract

Background: Patient information and education, such as decision aids, are gradually moving toward online, computer-based environments. Considerable research has been conducted to guide content and presentation of decision aids. However, given the relatively new shift to computer-based support, little attention has been given to how multimedia and interactivity can improve upon paper-based decision aids.

Objective: The first objective of this review was to summarize published literature into a proposed classification of features that have been integrated into computer-based decision aids. Building on this classification, the second objective was to assess whether integration of specific features was associated with higher-quality decision making.

Methods: Relevant studies were located by searching MEDLINE, Embase, CINAHL, and CENTRAL databases. The review identified studies that evaluated computer-based decision aids for adults faced with preference-sensitive medical decisions and reported quality of decision-making outcomes. A thematic synthesis was conducted to develop the classification of features. Subsequently, meta-analyses were conducted based on standardized mean differences (SMD) from randomized controlled trials (RCTs) that reported knowledge or decisional conflict. Further subgroup analyses compared pooled SMDs for decision aids that incorporated a specific feature to other computer-based decision aids that did not incorporate the feature, to assess whether specific features improved quality of decision making.

Results: Of 3541 unique publications, 58 studies met the target criteria and were included in the thematic synthesis. The synthesis identified six features: content control, tailoring, patient narratives, explicit values clarification, feedback, and social support. A subset of 26 RCTs from the thematic synthesis was used to conduct the meta-analyses. As expected, computer-based decision aids performed better than usual care or alternative aids; however, some features performed better than others. Integration of content control improved quality of decision making (SMD 0.59 vs 0.23 for knowledge; SMD 0.39 vs 0.29 for decisional conflict). In contrast, tailoring reduced quality of decision making (SMD 0.40 vs 0.71 for knowledge; SMD 0.25 vs 0.52 for decisional conflict). Similarly, patient narratives also reduced quality of decision making (SMD 0.43 vs 0.65 for knowledge; SMD 0.17 vs 0.46 for decisional conflict). Results were varied for different types of explicit values clarification, feedback, and social support.

Conclusions: Integration of media rich or interactive features into computer-based decision aids can improve quality of preference-sensitive decision making. However, this is an emerging field with limited evidence to guide use. The systematic review and thematic synthesis identified features that have been integrated into available computer-based decision aids, in an
effort to facilitate reporting of these features and to promote integration of such features into decision aids. The meta-analyses and associated subgroup analyses provide preliminary evidence to support integration of specific features into future decision aids. Further research can focus on clarifying independent contributions of specific features through experimental designs and refining the designs of features to improve effectiveness.
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Introduction
Over the past decade, health care has shifted from paper-based practice to electronic health records [1]. Patient information and education, such as decision aids, are also gradually moving toward online, computer-based environments [2]. Decision aids are support tools intended to help patients engage in high-quality decision making for preference-sensitive decisions [3]. Preference-sensitive decisions are cases where there is more than one clinically appropriate option (eg, choosing between mastectomy and lumpectomy for treatment of breast cancer [4]), and as a result, depend on patients’ values and preferences [3,5]. High-quality decision making occurs when well-informed patients consider evidence in the context of personal values and preferences to make a health decision. Decision aids have been shown to be effective for improving quality of decision making [3].

Considerable research has been conducted to guide content and presentation of decision aids [2,6-18]. In addition, the International Patient Decision Aid Standards Collaboration has established quality criteria for development and assessment of decision aids: (1) providing information in sufficient detail, (2) presenting probabilities in an unbiased manner, (3) including methods to clarify values and preferences, (4) providing structured guidance for deliberation and communication, (5) presenting information in a balanced manner, (6) using a systematic development process, (7) using up-to-date evidence, (8) disclosing conflicts of interest, (9) using plain language, and (10) ensuring that the decision is informed and values-based [6]. Additional quality criteria are recommended if the decision aid is delivered on the Internet or uses narratives. Further research has been conducted to expand upon these criteria. For example, risk communication literature builds on these standards by guiding how risk information (eg, probabilities) should be presented to facilitate high-quality decision making [19]. Similarly, research has been expanding around patient narratives [20,21] and explicit methods to clarify values and preferences [22]. However, given the relatively new shift to computer-based support, little attention has been given to how multimedia and interactivity can improve upon paper-based decision aids [2].

Theory suggests that integration of media rich or interactive features into computer-based decision aids can have a positive impact on quality of decision making by engaging patients in decision making beyond traditional static approaches [2]. Therefore, this review focuses on features that can be implemented only on electronic platforms and are not feasible in paper-based decision aids. The first objective of this review was to summarize published literature into a proposed classification of features that have been integrated into computer-based decision aids. Building on this classification, the second objective was to assess whether integration of specific features was associated with higher-quality decision making.

Methods
Study Selection
Search Strategy
Four databases (MEDLINE, Embase, CINAHL, and CENTRAL) were searched for all relevant studies published from 1946-2013. Three main concepts of decision support, the patient, and computer were mapped to the most relevant controlled vocabulary using Medical Subject Headings (MeSH), and free-text terms were added where necessary. Full search strategies are outlined in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
The review identified studies that evaluated computer-based decision aids for adults faced with a preference-sensitive medical decision (ie, treatment, risk management, screening, or prevention) and that reported at least one quality of decision-making outcome (ie, knowledge, decisional conflict [23], decisional certainty, satisfaction with decision making, or decisional self-efficacy). All comparative study designs were considered; eligible controls included alternative aids and no decision support (eg, usual care or pre-post assessments). Studies were excluded if the article did not report original research, was not published in the English language, or if the decision aid was intended for proxy decision making.

Screening and Data Abstraction
Screening of articles was completed in two stages. Articles were first screened for relevance based on the information provided in the title and abstract and were then evaluated for inclusion based on the full text. Two reviewers independently screened articles at each stage (AS and DK). Disagreements were resolved by discussion and consensus between the 2 reviewers. Overall kappa score was calculated to assess interrater reliability [24].

One reviewer completed data abstraction (AS), which focused on citation information, study design, decision context, interventions, controls (eg, usual care or alternative aids), components being tested, and quality of decision-making outcomes. If an article included in the review cited a
Thematic Synthesis

All studies identified for the systematic review were included in the thematic analysis. Data abstracted from the articles was used to create a proposed classification of features that have been integrated into computer-based decision aids to date. The classification was developed based on logical groupings and informed by themes from decision aid literature [6,7].

Selection of groupings was completed by 1 reviewer (AS), guided by steps outlined by Thomas & Harden for conducting thematic analysis: (1) line-by-line coding of articles to record components, (2) development of descriptive themes, and (3) creation of analytical themes [25]. Components were grouped into types (ie, descriptive themes) if the function of the components was similar; for example, components that improved navigation were grouped together. Similarly, types of components were judged to be similar and grouped into features (ie, analytical themes) if they served a similar purpose; for example, components that improved access to information were grouped together within the same feature. The proposed features classification went through an iterative process of review by co-authors and colleagues and was revised accordingly.

Meta-Analyses

Only randomized controlled trials (RCTs) that reported knowledge or decisional conflict were included in the quantitative synthesis. Decisional certainty, satisfaction with decision making, and decisional self-efficacy were not included due to the lower number of studies that reported these outcomes. The standardized mean difference (SMD; ie, Cohen’s d effect size) was calculated for each study [26]. For studies that reported multiple comparisons, only the comparison that tested the highest number of features was included in the analysis. If multiple measures were taken over time, only the first measure of knowledge or decisional conflict was included in the analysis. If studies reported more than one type of knowledge or decisional conflict was included in the analysis. For articles that did not provide sufficient information, study authors were contacted for additional information required to calculate the SMD.

The overall effect of computer-based decision aids was estimated by pooling the SMD of each study using Review Manager (version 5.3). Studies were pooled using inverse variance weighting and random effects models with 95% confidence intervals. Heterogeneity of pooled SMDs was assessed based on I^2 statistics [27].

Tests for Subgroup Differences

Subgroup analyses were conducted to test whether specific features (or types of components) could explain some of the heterogeneity in the overall effect. Subgroup analyses compared pooled SMDs for decision aids that incorporated a specific feature to other computer-based decision aids that did not incorporate the feature to assess whether specific features were associated with improvements in quality of decision making. The Review Manager test for subgroup differences was used to assess statistical significance.

Results

Study Selection

The search identified 3541 eligible articles. The title and abstract screen retained 135 articles. Full text screening identified 58 studies that met the target criteria and were included in the thematic synthesis. The overall kappa score for screening was 0.60, reflecting moderate interrater agreement [28]. A subset of 26 RCTs from the thematic synthesis was used to conduct the meta-analyses with 18 of the articles reporting knowledge and 21 of the articles reporting decisional conflict. A modified Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) flowchart is presented in Figure 1 [29], and studies included in the meta-analyses are indicated in Multimedia Appendix 2.

Data abstracted from articles are presented in Multimedia Appendix 2, including citation information, study design, decision context, interventions, controls, components being tested, and SMDs for RCTs reporting knowledge or decisional conflict [30-101]. The studies were published between 1996 and 2013 and came primarily from the United States (37/58, 64%), Canada (7/58, 12%), and the United Kingdom (7/58, 12%). The majority (33/58, 57%) of decision aids were developed for treatment decisions. The remaining decision aids were created for risk management (6/58, 10%), screening (15/58, 26%), and prevention decisions (5/58, 9%).

Studies assessed quality of decision making by measuring knowledge (36/58, 62%), decisional conflict (30/58, 52%), decisional certainty (21/58, 36%), satisfaction with decision making (16/58, 28%), and decisional self-efficacy (7/58, 12%). Studies compared computer-based decision aid performance to usual care (18/58, 31%), alternative aids (29/58, 50%), or based on pre-assessments (14/58, 24%).
Figure 1. Modified PRISMA study selection flowchart.

Thematic Synthesis
The thematic analysis identified six main features that have been integrated into computer-based decision aids: content control, tailoring, patient narratives, explicit values clarification, feedback, and social support. A proposed classification for these features and types of components is presented in Table 1. References to decision aids that implemented these features, as well as mode of presentation for each decision aid (eg, Web-based, videobooklet, CD-ROM) are provided in Multimedia Appendix 2, under columns titled “Features being tested” and “Interventions,” respectively.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Types of components</th>
<th>Examples of components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content control: Patient has control over access to information</td>
<td>Navigation</td>
<td>Menu bar, search function, television-like interface, touchscreen, help menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clarity of information</td>
<td>Glossary, information summaries, supplementary risk diagrams, metaphors, narration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Optional information</td>
<td>“Learn more” sections for detailed information about topics of interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Access to external resources</td>
<td>Reference lists, links to summaries of recent studies or clinical practice guidelines, developer contact information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tailoring: Patient receives personalized information</td>
<td>Demographics</td>
<td>Patient age, gender, race/ethnicity, family history, health literacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clinical condition</td>
<td>Specific diagnosis, stage of disease, comorbidities, current symptoms, current medications, past treatment experience, eligibility for interventions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Values, preferences, and beliefs</td>
<td>Language, preferred role in decision making, stage of decision making, preference for colloquial vs technical terms, beliefs around efficacy of screening or treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Knowledge deficits</td>
<td>Focus on information that is unclear or incorrect based on knowledge pre-tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient narratives: Patient reflects on experiences of others</td>
<td>Patient stories (focus on personal experiences)</td>
<td>Video of patient sharing personal experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Behavior modeling (focus on process of deliberation)</td>
<td>Video of patient weighing options, video vignettes of common concerns around decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit values clarification: Patient examines personal values and preferences</td>
<td>Decision points</td>
<td>Strategically placed questions to determine whether patient is prepared to move forward to next section of decision aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notebook</td>
<td>Memory aid used to store issues of concern, “bookmarks” for important sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weighting exercises</td>
<td>Simple yes/no questions, feeling thermometer, balance scale, selecting initial treatment decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trade-off exercises</td>
<td>Simple rank order exercises, adaptive conjoint analysis-based tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social matching</td>
<td>“Soap opera” episodes with questions to determine which character embodies patient’s values and preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Personal reflection</td>
<td>Patient considers perspectives of others affected by the decision (e.g., partners, family members, or others)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback: Patient receives important information around decision making based on interactions with aid</td>
<td>Decision aid progress</td>
<td>Program tracks information that has been covered, and suggests important information that has not been accessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>Self-evaluations provide feedback on comprehension of evidence presented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summary of preferences</td>
<td>Bar graphs depicting relative importance of personal values and preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Optimal choice</td>
<td>Patient values and preferences are incorporated into an algorithm to determine the most suitable option</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decisional consistency</td>
<td>Alerts patient if initial treatment decision is not consistent with optimal choice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summary of decision aid activity (usually printed)</td>
<td>Plan of action based on initial treatment decision, personal risk summaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social support: Patient encouraged to involve others in decision-making</td>
<td>Community support</td>
<td>Celebrity endorsement, video of patient celebration after completing treatment, links to support groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integration of family</td>
<td>Modules specific to others affected by the decision, information on how to communicate with partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facilitation of shared decision making</td>
<td>Video of physician describing options and outcomes, video of physician encouraging patient to adhere to chosen option, video coaching to overcome physician communication barriers, recommended questions for physician consultations, copy of decision aid summary placed in patient chart, physician-specific modules</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The majority of studies included in the thematic analysis provided content control (42/58, 72%). Two-thirds tailored information to the patient (38/58, 66%), and almost half incorporated patient narratives (28/58, 48%). Over half of the studies provided explicit values clarification (31/58, 53%), feedback (36/58, 62%), or social support (32/58, 55%). One third of the studies incorporated five (13/58, 22%) or all six (10/58, 17%) of these features.

**Meta-Analyses**

Eighteen studies were included in the meta-analysis to assess whether or not use of computer-based decision aids improved knowledge. The studies included were published between 2001 and 2013. Most computer-based decision aids performed significantly better than usual care or alternative aid controls (14/18, 78%); the performance of the remaining decision aids was not significantly different from controls. Overall, computer-based decision aids were associated with significant improvements in knowledge with a pooled SMD of 0.54 (95% CI 0.36-0.71; P<.001). A forest plot is presented in **Figure 2**.

We included 21 studies in the meta-analysis to assess whether or not use of computer-based decision aids improved decisional conflict. The studies included were published between 2002 and 2013. Most computer-based decision aids performed significantly better than usual care or alternative aid controls (13/21, 62%); the performance of the remaining decision aids was not significantly different from controls. Overall, computer-based decision aids were associated with significant improvements in decisional conflict with a pooled SMD of 0.35 (95% CI 0.23-0.48; P<.001). A forest plot is presented in **Figure 3**.

Although computer-based decision aids performed significantly better than usual care or alternative aids, there was a high level of heterogeneity in study-level SMDs. The $I^2$ statistics were 84% and 75% for knowledge and decisional conflict, respectively.

![Forest plot of SMDs for improvements in knowledge (18 studies).](image-url)
Tests for Subgroup Differences

The six features and associated types identified through the thematic analysis were used to inform subgroup analyses. The results are presented in Tables 2 (for knowledge) and 3 (for decisional conflict), which present and compare pooled SMDs for decision aids that include a specific feature (or type) to other computer-based decision aids that do not include the feature. The number of studies included in each subgroup and P values associated with the Review Manager test for subgroup differences are also reported.

Overall, integration of content control was positively associated with quality of decision making, although the association was only significant for knowledge (P=.008). However, specific types had differing effects. Knowledge and decisional conflict were negatively affected by offering navigation (P=.56, P=.08, respectively), whereas knowledge and decisional conflict both improved by providing clarity around evidence (P=.03, P=.07, respectively), optional in-depth information (P=.05, P=.42, respectively), or access to external resources (P=.65, P=.15, respectively).

Conversely, tailoring was negatively associated with knowledge and decisional conflict (P=.08, P=.07, respectively). This association was consistent across all types; both knowledge and decisional conflict were negatively affected by tailoring based on patient demographics (P=.07, P=.31, respectively), clinical condition (P=.06, P=.14, respectively), or values, preferences, and beliefs (P=.14, P=.02, respectively).

Similarly, patient narratives reduced quality of decision making; however, the association was significant only for decisional conflict (P=.005). Both knowledge and decisional conflict were negatively affected by presenting patient stories (P=.54, P=.11, respectively), or behavior modeling (P=.32, P=.01, respectively).

Explicit values clarification reduced knowledge (P=.42) but did not affect decisional conflict. However, effects varied for different types. Both knowledge and decisional conflict improved by integrating notebooks (P=.68, P=.56, respectively), or trade-off exercises (P=.84, P=.60, respectively). Knowledge was reduced by providing weighting exercises (P=.18) or social matching (P=.47), with no effect on decisional conflict. Likewise, personal reflection reduced knowledge (P=.47).

Overall, providing feedback was negatively associated with knowledge and decisional conflict (P=.40, P=.63, respectively). Again, effects varied by type. Reporting progress through the decision aid improved decisional conflict (P=.32). Likewise, both knowledge and decisional conflict improved by providing knowledge feedback (P=.80, P=.07, respectively). Providing a summary of preferences did not affect decisional conflict. Optimal choice feedback reduced knowledge (P=.44), but improved decisional conflict (P=.54). Both knowledge and decisional conflict were negatively affected by providing feedback around decisional consistency (P<.001, P=.31, respectively), or providing a summary of decision aid activity (P=.35, P=.62, respectively).
Table 2. Number of studies and pooled SMDs for improvements in knowledge comparing decision aids including each feature to decision aids not including the feature (18 studies).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature and types of components</th>
<th>Studies, n</th>
<th>Feature included, pooled SMD (95% CI)</th>
<th>Studies, n</th>
<th>Reference (no feature), pooled SMD (95% CI)</th>
<th>P valuea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall: Any feature</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.54 (0.36-0.71)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Content control</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.47 (0.19-0.76)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.59 (0.34-0.83)</td>
<td>.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarity of information</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.65 (0.44-0.87)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.24 (-0.05-0.54)</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optional information</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.76 (0.42-1.09)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.38 (0.21-0.54)</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to external resources</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.63 (0.15-1.10)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.51 (0.32-0.70)</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tailoring</strong></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.40 (0.18-0.62)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.71 (0.44-0.99)</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographics</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.38 (0.15-0.62)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.71 (0.45-0.96)</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical condition</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.36 (0.11-0.61)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.69 (0.46-0.93)</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Values, preferences, and beliefs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.31 (0.00-0.62)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.59 (0.38-0.79)</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge deficits</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.54 (0.36-0.71)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient narratives</strong></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.43 (0.19-0.68)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.65 (0.37-0.93)</td>
<td>.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient stories</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.47 (0.20-0.75)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.59 (0.34-0.83)</td>
<td>.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior modeling</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.39 (0.11-0.67)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.57 (0.36-0.78)</td>
<td>.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Explicit values clarification</strong></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.48 (0.30-0.65)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.67 (0.23-1.12)</td>
<td>.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision points</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.54 (0.36-0.71)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notebook</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.59 (0.35-0.84)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.53 (0.33-0.73)</td>
<td>.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighting exercises</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.41 (0.24-0.58)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.65 (0.34-0.95)</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade-off exercises</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.58 (0.12-1.04)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.53 (0.33-0.72)</td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social matching</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.43 (0.18-0.68)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.55 (0.36-0.73)</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal reflection</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.43 (0.18-0.68)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.55 (0.36-0.73)</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Feedback</strong></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.46 (0.27-0.64)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.60 (0.31-0.89)</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision aid progress</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.54 (0.36-0.71)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.60 (0.12-1.08)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.53 (0.35-0.72)</td>
<td>.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary of preferences</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.54 (0.36-0.71)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal choice</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.42 (0.11-0.73)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.57 (0.36-0.78)</td>
<td>.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisional consistency</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.17 (0.03-0.31)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.60 (0.40-0.79)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary of decision aid activity</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.44 (0.23-0.65)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.60 (0.34-0.86)</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social support</strong></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.58 (0.32-0.84)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.50 (0.23-0.76)</td>
<td>.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community support</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.91 (0.34-1.48)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.45 (0.27-0.63)</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration of family</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.50 (0.29-0.72)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.54 (0.34-0.74)</td>
<td>.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitation of shared decision making</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.44 (0.13-0.75)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.59 (0.36-0.82)</td>
<td>.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aReview Manager test for subgroup differences.
Table 3. Number of studies and pooled SMDs for improvements in decisional conflict comparing decision aids including each feature to decision aids not including the feature (21 studies).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature and types of components</th>
<th>Studies, n</th>
<th>Feature included, pooled SMD (95% CI)</th>
<th>Studies, n</th>
<th>Reference (no feature), pooled SMD (95% CI)</th>
<th>P valuea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall: Any feature</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.35 (0.23-0.48)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Content control</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.22 (0.10-0.34)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.42 (0.23-0.60)</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarity of information</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.46 (0.28-0.65)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.23 (0.07-0.40)</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optional information</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.44 (0.20-0.68)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.32 (0.17-0.47)</td>
<td>.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to external resources</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.72 (0.12-1.33)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.28 (0.18-0.37)</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tailoring</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographics</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.29 (0.16-0.42)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.43 (0.20-0.65)</td>
<td>.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical condition</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.26 (0.12-0.40)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.46 (0.23-0.68)</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Values, preferences, and beliefs</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.18 (0.07-0.30)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.44 (0.27-0.61)</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge deficits</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.35 (0.23-0.48)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient narratives</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient stories</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.20 (0.03-0.38)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.39 (0.24-0.54)</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior modeling</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.16 (0.05-0.27)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.41 (0.25-0.56)</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Explicit values clarification</strong></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.36 (0.20-0.51)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.36 (0.14-0.58)</td>
<td>.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision points</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.35 (0.23-0.48)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notebook</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.48 (-0.02 to 0.98)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.32 (0.20-0.44)</td>
<td>.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighting exercises</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.35 (0.16-0.53)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.36 (0.19-0.54)</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade-off exercises</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.48 (-0.08 to 1.04)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.33 (0.20-0.45)</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social matching</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.33 (-0.02 to 0.68)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.36 (0.23-0.49)</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal reflection</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.35 (0.23-0.48)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Feedback</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision aid progress</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.62 (0.09-1.15)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.35 (0.22-0.47)</td>
<td>.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.23 (0.27-2.19)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.34 (0.22-0.46)</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary of preferences</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.37 (0.04-0.70)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.35 (0.23-0.48)</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal choice</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.45 (0.09-0.81)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.33 (0.19-0.46)</td>
<td>.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisional consistency</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.24 (0.02-0.45)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.37 (0.23-0.51)</td>
<td>.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary of decision aid activity</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.32 (0.15-0.50)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.39 (0.20-0.57)</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social support</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community support</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.50 (-0.08 to 1.07)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.33 (0.21-0.45)</td>
<td>.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration of family</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.64 (-0.30 to 1.58)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.35 (0.22-0.47)</td>
<td>.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitation of shared decision making</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.29 (0.13-0.45)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.38 (0.21-0.56)</td>
<td>.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aReview Manager test for subgroup differences.

Social support improved knowledge (P=.67) but did not affect decisional conflict. Both knowledge and decisional conflict improved by providing community support (P=.14, P=.58, respectively). Integration of family support did not affect knowledge but improved decisional conflict (P=.54). Both knowledge and decisional conflict were negatively affected by facilitation of shared decision making (P=.45, P=.46, respectively).

**Discussion**

**Principal Results**

This review summarizes published literature into a proposed classification of features that have been integrated into computer-based decision aids. The thematic synthesis identified six main features of content control, tailoring, patient narratives, explicit values clarification, feedback, and social support. Building on this classification, meta-analyses with tests for...
subgroup differences were conducted to evaluate whether specific features improved quality of decision making. Overall, decision aids that integrated these features performed significantly better than usual care or alternative aids. The exploratory subgroup analyses rank-ordered the features. Overall, content control performed better than other features. Conversely, tailoring and patient narratives performed worse compared to other features. Results were varied for different types of explicit values clarification, feedback, and social support.

**Thematic Synthesis**

The proposed features classification is the first of its kind for decision aids. It serves two purposes: to provide the first step towards improving reporting of features that are integrated into computer-based decision aids and to promote use of such features in future decision aids. Currently, reporting standards for interventions are specific about the overarching goal of replicability; however, they offer little guidance around how to reach this goal. For example, the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) statement simply states that authors should report sufficient information to ensure replicability, including detail around how and when interventions were administered [102]. The CONSORT statement extension for nonpharmacologic interventions builds on the former by stating that authors should report different components of interventions and procedures for tailoring interventions [103]. As a result of such vague recommendations, published descriptions of interventions, including decision aids, often do not provide sufficient information to guide replication [104]. In addition, lack of consistent language in reporting means that similar interventions can be reported using different descriptions, which can complicate evaluations to identify features that make interventions successful. Consequently, there has been a call for better reporting guidance [104]. To address such limitations in the field of behavior change, Abraham & Michie developed a classification of active behavior change interventions [105]. Using the classification, a systematic review and meta-regression were conducted to evaluate behavior change interventions to promote healthy eating or physical activity [106]. The analysis highlighted “active ingredients” of successful interventions that may have otherwise been missed. Similarly, the classification proposed in this study can lead to better reporting of features that are integrated into computer-based decision aids, using consistent language. Improved reporting will build further evidence around the value of these features, which can guide integration of these features into future decision aids.

**Meta-Analyses**

As expected, computer-based decision aids were associated with significant improvements in knowledge and decisional conflict compared to usual care or alternative aids [3]. The subgroup analyses served as exploratory assessments of specific features and provided insight into which features perform better than others.

**Tests for Subgroup Differences**

**Content Control**

Overall, content control improved quality of decision making. All types of content control performed better than other features, with the exception of navigation. Content control is intended to provide patients with control over order, detail, and type of evidence presented [2]. The concept of content control is promising, considering that patients have different preferences for the amount of detail presented [107]. In addition, these preferences, often correlating with health literacy, can change over time, which highlights that a one-size-fits-all solution is not appropriate [107]. Ideally, content control should improve engagement, which has the potential to facilitate understanding and retention of evidence. In addition, providing the means to self-personalize content may promote autonomy and empower patients to take ownership over health care decisions.

Interestingly, navigation reduced quality of decision making compared to other features. Given that navigation is a foundational piece of computer-based interventions, this may represent a reporting bias. As a result of journal space limitations, navigation may have been underreported in exchange for reporting novel or impressive decision aid components. This relates back to the need for a classification to ensure that all features are reported; otherwise, important features may be overlooked as a result of biased evaluations.

**Tailoring**

Tailoring reduced quality of decision making, with all subgroups performing worse than other features. In general, tailoring is intended to translate evidence into patient-specific information to improve engagement. The effects of tailoring can be split into two categories: (1) effects on calculation of risk estimates, and (2) effects on presentation of information.

Tailoring can be used to frame evidence in terms of patient demographics or clinical condition to present only viable treatment options with more accurate estimates of associated risks and benefits. Ideally, this should provide a better understanding of personal situations and lead to high-quality decision making. However, evidence around the benefits of tailoring risk estimates is varied [13]. Tailoring may not be effective or may even be detrimental to decision making if personalized risk estimates are not considered appropriate by the patient [108]. Patients may distrust risk estimates if the estimates are not congruent with previous knowledge or if the risk calculations are not transparent or omit risk factors perceived as important [108]. Most of the tailoring incorporated in the decision aids included in this study was superficial and did not present risk information in the context of population risks. It is possible that the tailoring approaches were not developed appropriately and did not tailor sufficiently to be considered useful by the patients.

Tailoring can also be used to present evidence in terms of patient preferences or to address knowledge deficits, in an effort to facilitate understanding or to correct misinformation. However, this form of tailoring may limit the amount or type of evidence that is presented. For example, decision aids can be tailored to information-seeking style (i.e., high or low levels of detail) [30].
or information preferences (ie, focus on topics of interest) [31]. Such tailoring approaches may result in an incomplete or unbalanced presentation of evidence and unintentionally reduce quality of decision making. In fact, this form of tailoring could be considered the reverse of content control. Specifically, content control may promote patient autonomy by providing control over evidence reviewed, whereas tailoring employs a paternalistic model of presenting evidence, and as a result, may reduce autonomy.

**Patient Narratives**

Similarly, patient narratives reduced quality of decision making. Patient narratives are intended to provide insight into patient experiences and bring attention to important evidence to consider throughout the decision-making process. In addition, information presented through patient narratives is processed differently than written information and can improve understanding and retention of evidence [15,20,109]. However, narratives can unintentionally present biased or unbalanced information, which may result in lower-quality decision making [2,20,110]. To date, there is no consensus around the value of including patient narratives in decision aids [2,15].

In this study, both patient stories and behavior modeling scenarios reduced quality of decision making. Shaffer and Zikmund-Fisher have developed a taxonomy for patient narratives outlining dimensions that are expected to impact decision making: (1) purpose of the narrative, (2) content of the narrative, and (3) evaluative valence (ie, tone of the narrative) [20]. This taxonomy highlights different types of content and proposes underlying mechanisms on how content might affect decision making for outcome, experience, and process narratives. Given that most articles simply reported inclusion of patient narratives, it is unclear whether the dimensions of purpose, content, and tone can explain the reduction in quality of decision making. However, based on this taxonomy, if the content of patient stories was disproportionally focused on adverse events, then risks associated with selecting a particular option may have been overrepresented. If anecdotal information presented through patient stories contradicts statistical data presented in the decision aid, then these conflicting messages may have reduced quality of decision making. Behavior modeling narratives (similar to process narratives described in the taxonomy) are intended to increase deliberation, by guiding the patient to consider or disregard specific factors related to decision making. However, if a narrative places more emphasis on factors not considered to be important or relevant to the patient, this could impede the decision-making process. This may even lead to lower-quality decision making by encouraging patients to focus on factors that are not in line with personal values or preferences. Further research can help determine the value of specific types of patient narratives, and what type of content and presentation facilitate higher-quality decision making.

The negative effects of tailoring and patient narratives on quality of decision making in decision aids were unexpected, considering the positive impact of tailoring and patient narratives when employed in behavior change interventions [111-113]. A potential reason for this may lie in the fundamental differences in purpose between decision aids and behavior change interventions. Specifically, behavior change interventions are intended to persuade the user to take up a specific health behavior, which is considered to be the best option [114]. However, this is not the purpose of decision aids, which are developed for preference-sensitive decisions where there is more than one clinically appropriate option [3]. The overarching goal of decision aids is to provide complete, balanced, and unbiased information to facilitate high-quality decision making. Tailoring and patient narratives, as implemented in the decision aids included in this systematic review, may have unintentionally presented superficial, unbalanced, or biased information, which may have reduced the quality of decision making. Further research needs to be conducted to refine the content and presentation of these two features to improve their effectiveness in decision aids.

**Explicit Values Clarification**

Specific types of explicit values clarification had a positive effect on quality of decision making. Explicit values clarification methods are intended to guide patients through specific tasks to identify personal values and preferences [14]. Few have been evaluated, and findings are mixed [14]. In this study, providing a “notebook” to record topics that were unclear or of concern was associated with higher-quality decision making. This device allowed patients to highlight areas where they needed more information, or where they needed to reflect more deeply on values and preferences. As a result, patients were more knowledgeable and had lower decisional conflict. Likewise, trade-off exercises (eg, rank-ordering all outcomes from most to least important) also improved quality of decision making. Such exercises provide a realistic approach to decision making, where the patient must consider and trade-off between risks and benefits of two or more options. In contrast, weighting exercises (eg, ranking each outcome on a scale of 1-10) can be inadequate if the patient ranks everything as equally important. In essence, trade-off exercises may help to better clarify issues around decision making.

**Feedback**

Specific types of feedback were also associated with improvements in quality of decision making. Feedback is intended to provide the patient with important information around decision making based on interactions with the decision aid. Progress through the decision aid and knowledge feedback both improved quality of decision making. Both are intended to ensure that the patient is well informed by confirming that all necessary information is reviewed by the patient and to correct misinformation, respectively. Summary of preferences, optimal choice, and decisional consistency are types of feedback that are specific to explicit values clarification methods. Summary of preferences provides feedback around how patients personally value risks and benefits integral to decision making. Optimal choice builds on summary of preferences, by suggesting which option is best based on patients’ values and preferences, which had a positive effect on decisional conflict. Similarly, research has shown that providing implications of stated values (ie, optimal choice) may have a positive effect on decision making [22]. In contrast, decisional consistency reduced quality...
of decision making. This form of feedback elicits patients’ initial decisions and reports whether or not the initial decisions are consistent with patients’ values and preferences. This may lead to increased decisional conflict when the decision aid reports a lack of decisional consistency. This gives the impression that the initial decision was wrong and may elicit negative emotional responses from the patient.

Social Support

Specific types of social support improved quality of decision making. This feature is intended to reinforce that the patient is not alone in their experiences or decision making. Social support is a recurring theme throughout patient needs assessments for medical care [115-117], and patient decision aids specifically [118]. However, little guidance has been offered around what type of social supports can be integrated into decision aids and how. This review identified three types: community (ie, support from others faced with the same decision), family (ie, support from others affected by the specific decision), and clinician support (ie, facilitation of shared decision making). Community support improved knowledge and decisional conflict. Patients who had access to this type of support were likely able to have knowledge questions answered, as well as discuss how personal values and preferences fit into decision making. Integration of family support had positive effects on decisional conflict. Patients who had access to this type of support were likely able to better engage their partners and family members in the decision-making process and discuss values and preferences. Social support, specifically community and family support, seems to be promising but was limited by sample size in this study.

Principles for Decision Aid Development and Future Directions

Based on the study findings, content control should be integrated into decision aids to allow patients to select the order, level of detail, and type of information presented. This approach allows the patient to directly access topics of interest, view alternative presentations of information for clarity, and access optional information or external resources. However, to ensure balanced representation of all options, it is important to integrate safeguards to ensure that the patient reviews all necessary evidence (ie, not “optional” information) prior to making a final decision.

Tailoring, as currently developed and presented, should be used with caution, as it may reduce quality of decision making. Ineffective tailoring may have resulted from superficial or non-transparent tailoring, which patients did not believe reflected their true risk. Allowing patients to “self-tailor” through content control may be a viable option until effective strategies for tailoring information are established.

Patient narratives should also be used with caution, as they may reduce quality of decision making. Patient narratives may unintentionally present unbalanced or biased information, which may undermine statistical data presented in the decision aid or encourage patients to focus on factors that are not in line with personal values or preferences. Further research should focus on identifying types of narrative content and presentation that facilitate quality decision making.

Further research is also needed in the areas of feedback, explicit values clarification, and social support to guide future integration. There was substantial heterogeneity in effects between types of components within each of these features, which may reflect artificial grouping of components. In addition, small sample sizes limited appropriate assessments, with many components having been tested only in one decision aid, which limited guidance for integration of these features into decision aids.

Limitations

Studies included in the meta-analyses had a high level of heterogeneity with regard to patient populations, decision context, characteristics of the interventions, and components being tested, as well as choice of usual care or alternative aid controls. Studies were selected for inclusion based on testing a computer-based decision aid intervention, evaluating quality of decision making by measuring either knowledge or decisional conflict, and using an RCT design. For each subgroup analysis, decision aids that incorporated a specific feature (or type of component) were compared to decision aids that did not incorporate the feature. Effectively, this approach compared groupings of studies that tested various complex decision aids against very different control groups. Therefore, results from this study should be interpreted as “hypothesis-generating” and should be considered preliminary evidence to guide future work in this area.

Small numbers of studies incorporated certain types of components, which reduced the power to detect significant subgroup differences but also increased the probability of false positives. Nevertheless, subgroup analyses were conducted for all features and types of components for completion, and the number of studies in each subgroup was considered when interpreting the results.

Similarly, the study did not adjust for numerous comparisons generated through the subgroup analyses, which also increased the probability of false positives. However, given the exploratory nature of the study, such adjustments may not be necessary, since findings will require further research to establish independent contributions of each feature [27].

Given that the majority of decision aids incorporated multiple features, conducting subgroup analyses limited the capacity to disentangle the effects of specific features or to assess whether specific bundles of features were more effective for improving quality of decision making. Ideally, conducting a meta-regression, similar to the analysis described by Michie et al, would address these shortcomings [106]. However, a meta-regression was not considered appropriate for this study. The regression coefficients would have been unstable given the low number of studies (18 for knowledge and 21 for decisional conflict), and it would have been impossible to control for the substantial heterogeneity of decision aids included in the analysis. Therefore, straightforward exploratory subgroup analyses were selected as a viable alternative.
Conclusions
Integration of media rich or interactive features into computer-based decision aids can improve quality of preference-sensitive decision making beyond traditional static approaches. However, this is an emerging field with limited evidence to guide implementation. The systematic review and thematic synthesis identified features used in available computer-based decision aids, in an effort to facilitate reporting of these features and to promote integration of such features into decision aids. The meta-analyses and associated subgroup analyses provide preliminary evidence to support integration of specific features into future decision aids. Further research can focus on clarifying independent contributions of specific features through experimental designs and refining the designs of features to improve effectiveness.
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Abstract

Background: The United States government is encouraging physicians to adopt patient portals—secure websites that allow patients to access their health information. For patient portals to recognize their full potential and improve patient care, health care providers’ acceptance and encouragement of their use will be essential. However, little is known about provider concerns or views of patient portals.

Objective: We conducted this qualitative study to determine how administrators, clinic staff, and health care providers at practices serving a lower income adult population viewed patient portals in terms of their potential benefit, areas of concern, and hopes for the future.

Methods: We performed in-depth interviews between October 2013 and June 2014 with 20 clinic personnel recruited from health centers in four North Carolina counties. Trained study personnel conducted individual interviews following an interviewer guide to elicit perceptions of the benefits and disadvantages of patient portals. Interviews were recorded and transcribed. Research team members reviewed transcribed interviews for major themes to construct a coding dictionary. Two researchers then coded each transcript with any coding discrepancies resolved through discussion.

Results: The interviews revealed that clinic personnel viewed patient portals as a mandated product that had potential to improve communication and enhance information sharing. However, they expressed many concerns including portals’ potential to generate more work, confuse patients, alienate non-users, and increase health disparities. Clinic personnel expected few older and disadvantaged patients to use a portal.

Conclusions: Given that clinic personnel have significant concerns about portals’ unintended consequences, their uptake and impact on care may be limited. Future studies should examine ways portals can be implemented in practices to address providers’ concerns and meet the needs of vulnerable populations.
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Introduction

Electronic health records can reduce medical error and enhance efficiency, particularly by facilitating the sharing of medical information [1]. Many electronic health records include patient portals—secure websites where patients can access their health information, request medication refills, and even communicate electronically with their health care provider. Recognizing the potential benefits of electronic health records and patient portals, the United States government is encouraging their adoption. In 2009, Congress passed the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act, which authorized incentive payments to physicians who demonstrated “meaningful use” of these new systems [2]. Beginning in 2015, providers who fail to adopt these new technologies will be penalized a small percentage of their Medicare reimbursements [3].

The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services is responsible for developing the “meaningful use” criteria, which they are releasing in stages. The initial meaningful use criteria included items entirely under health care providers’ control, such as giving visit summaries to patients or electronically sending medication refills to pharmacies. However, the latest round of criteria, released in July 2014, included items that require patient engagement, such as specify that at least 5% of patients access their health information through a patient portal [4].

In large health care systems that have implemented patient portals, the initial response from patients has been tepid. A 2-year study found that only 10% of veterans had authenticated their patient portal account within the Veterans Health Administration system [5]. Even in large commercial health systems, typically less than 30-40% of patients activate their online access [6-8]. In addition, older patients and those from vulnerable populations are even less likely to use a patient portal [7,9,10]. In clinics serving primarily disadvantaged populations, portal use has been less than 10% [11]. For patient portals to recognize their full potential and improve patient care, health care providers’ acceptance and encouragement of their use will be essential [12-14]. However, little is known about providers’ concerns or views of patient portals.

We conducted this study to learn from the early experiences of clinics that have implemented or are in the process of implementing a patient portal. All clinics served a lower income population, allowing us to specifically examine issues related to vulnerable groups. We particularly wanted to determine how administrators, clinic staff, and health care providers viewed patient portals in terms of their potential benefit, areas of concern, and hopes for the future. Knowing this information could help health care systems optimize their use of patient portals, leading to improvements in patient care and fulfillment of meaningful use criteria.

Methods

Data collection was completed between October 2013 and June 2014. We conducted this study as part of a larger multi-component investigation of factors that facilitate or hinder the use of patient portals among low-income older adults [15].

Participants

We recruited 20 participants from health centers in four North Carolina counties representing variation on the urban-rural continuum [16]. The health centers also represented diversity and included an urban academic health center and three rural federally qualified health centers. To identify the full spectrum of barriers and facilitators of patient portal implementation, we purposefully recruited participants who had varying experience with portals ranging from current experience to prior experience to no experience. Investigators selected potential participants from the health centers to reflect a desired diversity in job category and geographic distribution. While it is suggested that 12-15 interviews are generally adequate for qualitative research [17,18], the number is ultimately determined by the researchers. Based on this study teams’ experience, 20 interviews would provide ample data to accurately describe health care providers’ experiences with patient portals across various study sites.

Data Collection

Three trained interviewers completed one-on-one in-depth interviews with each participant. Interviewers met participants at a location of the participants’ choice, usually their office or clinic. Following each interview, participants received a small incentive (US $20) to thank them for their time. All interviews were audio recorded and transcribed for later analysis. Project staff contacted potential participants until the desired number of participants was achieved. Saturation was reached as it was determined that variability within the dataset had been achieved and no novel information was being gathered.

Interview Content

The interview was designed to elicit use of technology and electronic patient information management systems by health care providers and to understand their perception of patient use of patient portals (see Multimedia Appendix 1). First, participants were asked about the use of patient portals in their practices, including if their practice had implemented a patient portal, the observed or anticipated impact of a portal on providers and patients, and the anticipated advantages and disadvantages of using a patient portal. Second, participants were asked about any privacy or security concerns regarding electronic personal health information and concerns their patients had about using the patient portal. Third, participants were asked about the environmental and community factors that impact use of patient portals, including facilitators and barriers for practitioners and patients.

Analysis

Data analysis was based on a systemic, computer-assisted approach [19]. Mechanics of data management were accomplished through the use of ATLAS.ti (Scientific Software Development GmbH). All interviews were transcribed verbatim, and each transcript was edited for accuracy. Data analysis began with the collection and ongoing reflection on interview content.
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through listening to interview recordings and reading the interview transcripts. Research team members reviewed each interview and recorded themes, patterns, and issues that arose in those narratives [20].

The entire research team discussed this information and developed a coding dictionary to reflect themes present in the interviews as structured according to Davis’ Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [21]. Based on Fishbein and Azjen’s Theory of Reasoned Action and Theory of Planned Behavior [22], TAM posits the belief-attitude-intention-behavior causal relationship for predicting acceptance of information technology. Two beliefs are fundamental determinants of technology use: perceived usefulness and perceived usability. Perceived usefulness is “the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would enhance his or her job performance,” while perceived usability is “the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would be free of effort” [21]. Further, perceived attributes are important: users are more likely to use technology if the applications involved are both easy to use and meet users’ values and needs [23,24].

During an initial training period, the research team members practiced coding interviews to reach agreement on assignment of codes. Each transcript was coded by 2 research team members, and any differences were resolved through discussion. This double coding throughout data processing was a check on completeness and drift from the original code definitions.

**Results**

Study team members contacted 30 health care providers to reach our target sample of 20 participants. Among the 10 non-participants, one refused to participate for lack of interest, 3 did not respond, and 6 were added to a waitlist. The 20 participants represented a range of positions from the 4 health centers (Table 1).

Approximately one-third of participants worked at clinics that were planning a new portal implementation to replace a prior portal that was discontinued for lack of use. The prior portal required an email address to register, and few of these rural clinics’ patients had email accounts. The planned new portal does not require an email to register.

Interviews with each participant ranged from approximately 30 minutes to 2 hours in length. Following the structure of our interviewer guide, we organized our findings along four broad categories as displayed in Figure 1. Within the categories of “potential benefits” and “potential disadvantages,” themes emerged detailing factors that primarily impacted the clinic, the patients, or the larger health care system.

Table 1. Characteristics of the study sample (N=20).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinic position, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse</td>
<td>6 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician/advanced practice provider</td>
<td>8 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other non-medical clinicians</td>
<td>2 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinic manager/administration</td>
<td>4 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinic location, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>10 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>10 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Female, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15 (75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age, mean (range)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>44 (24-70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, non-Hispanic</td>
<td>9 (45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>4 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian</td>
<td>3 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>4 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Availability of patient portal at clinic site, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active patient portal in place</td>
<td>6 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had portal previously; planning new portal implementation</td>
<td>7 (35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never had portal; planning first time portal implementation</td>
<td>7 (35)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Categories of major findings from interviews conducted with clinic personnel.

Reasons for Implementing Patient Portals
The main motivator for implementing patient portals was external pressure, and in particular, new federally mandated requirements for “meaningful use” of electronic health records. We heard concern about being “rated” on portal use in the future. As one urban physician stated, “So it’s going to be an issue of ‘How many of your patients are using the patient portal?’ Two. ‘Oh? Two? Well, you failed’.” Similarly, a rural clinic administrator offered, “It’s just one more thing that you have to do, and it’s mandated. You’ve got to do it.”

Potential Benefits of Patient Portals
While feeling pressured to adopt patient portals, staff and providers see several potential benefits to their use. These benefits are listed in Table 2 and described in further detail below.

Table 2. Potential benefits of patient portals identified by clinic personnel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential benefit</th>
<th>Representative statements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Office efficiency</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreasing phone calls</td>
<td>Clinic staff: “If there’s a lot of questions that can be answered through the portal that may cut down on even patients having to call in…” Nurse: “If somebody calls just for a prescription refill, they can do that online and save that phone call for somebody that really, really needs it.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handling messages more quickly</td>
<td>Physician: “It’s also a lot easier just to type a message, because I could reply to an email in a few seconds, versus having to sit down, open a chart, pick up the phone, call, hope they answer, and if they don’t, having to call back later.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliminating need to inform patients of normal results</td>
<td>Physician: “There are a lot of steps in the process right now of notifying patients to let them know of their lab results. So if a patient were able to access that without us having to go through so many steps, that would be nice.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient/caregiver access to information</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing patient ability to manage their health</td>
<td>Clinic staff: “they would get more information,…they would understand more, they would be more informed.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing caregiver ability to assist with medical affairs</td>
<td>Nurse: “One patient was telling me that their family member was out in California, I think, a long way off, and she was her power of attorney but she couldn’t get out there every time she needed to go to the doctor…but she was able to see what took place at the doctor’s office, what exactly was going on with her, and she said that helped her make decisions to benefit the family member instead of make the wrong decision.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing patient satisfaction</td>
<td>Nurse: “So I had talked to a couple of patients that had actually gotten on it. They was going crazy. ‘I love it. I love being in this,’ because they feel like they have some charge on their own health.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Information sharing with other health professionals</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreases duplicate tests</td>
<td>Physician: “I mean tests are so duplicated when people go to different providers. It’s just ridiculous. And so if you had a patient who was going to their hematologist, and they were like, ‘Okay, I already got my CBC done at my primary,’ they could just go, ‘Here it is,’ and have a look at it.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduces medical error</td>
<td>Physician: “it’s good because it will allow less miscommunication between providers and less medical errors and less medication errors.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Improving Office Efficiency
Many staff thought portals could improve office efficiency and save time, particularly by decreasing the volume of incoming phone calls for prescription refills and lab result requests.
through what the patient said and actually try to get them an answer even before they call them back.”

Portals may have other unique benefits for clinics where providers are not present on a daily basis, such as resident clinics. For these settings, portals give providers immediate access to patients’ electronic requests, rather than requiring providers to physically return to the clinic to check a mailbox. Similar to nursing staff, physicians can also respond to electronic messages faster than phone messages. In addition, giving patients online access to their information reduced the need for staff to notify patients of routine results.

**Improving Patient/Caregiver Access to Information**

Similarly, portals can save patients time by giving them access to their health information: “Depending on their jobs or situation it may be easier for them to just quickly log on and check their information than having to make a phone call” (Clinic staff member). This feature was seen as particularly helpful for requesting prescription refills or making appointments, both of which can be done via a portal.

Additionally, staff expect portals to help patients better manage their care by providing them with easy access to their lab results, medication lists, and visit summaries. This feature could particularly benefit older adults who may have trouble understanding information during the medical encounter. One clinic administrator commented, “If [older adults] are having difficulty hearing or remembering what the doctor said, they can look it up.” Granting family members and caregivers access to patients’ medical information was seen as another benefit of portals.

**Improving Patient Satisfaction**

If these benefits are realized, staff expect patient satisfaction and trust with the practice would improve. Clinic personnel observed that early adopters of portals greatly enjoyed the increased access to their health information. As one clinic administrator observed, “there’s something about that that gives you power and control. And everybody likes to know that they’re in control.”

**Improving Information Sharing With Other Health Professionals**

Improving patients’ access to medical records can also improve information sharing with other physicians, potentially improving care and decreasing duplicate tests. This improved information sharing could potentially result in fewer medical errors caused by patients’ not knowing their medication list, duplicate prescriptions, or incorrect therapies.

**Potential Disadvantages of Patient Portals**

Despite these potential benefits, staff expressed many more concerns about the negative impacts of portals on their practices (Table 3). In general, their concerns can be categorized into threats to the practice, threats to patients, and threats to the health care system.

### Table 3. Potential disadvantages of patient portals identified by clinic personnel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential disadvantage</th>
<th>Representative statements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Threats to practice</strong></td>
<td>Nurse: “If the patients don’t wanna wait, they’ll email a hundred times or they’ll call a hundred times.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential for high volume of messages</td>
<td>Clinic Staff: “We’re taking a phone call away but we just added an everyday procedure new thing that has to be done by the nurse that’s already overwhelmed.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New time pressures</td>
<td>Nurse: “I saw that a patient thought, ‘Well, since I’m doing this now I don’t need to come to you as much,’ and that’s fine, but don’t miss your appointments. That part was not so good for us.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrease in office visits</td>
<td>Physician: “you have to be very careful about what you write, how you write, and what you’re telling the patient.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liability concerns</td>
<td>Physician: “If a patient had all of that data right in front of them without understanding which values may or may not be important that could just lead to unnecessary confusion; whereas if you just…go over results in person with a patient or just send a result card saying your labs are normal you don’t have to go into that level of confusion.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Threats to patients</strong></td>
<td>Nurse: “But as far as my older population – when I say “older” I mean 65 and up – I think that it’s gonna be a challenge, because they don’t understand...And a lot of them don’t really care about that stuff [computers]. I mean, when they’re 65 and older they come here, they want me to tell them, and that’s it.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causing patient confusion/anxiety</td>
<td>Physician: “This is actually going to create a gap between people that are educated and have private insurance, they can have easier access to health and health questions, and people that aren’t – the barriers are just going to be bigger.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alienating older patients</td>
<td>Physician: “If a patient had all of that data right in front of them without understanding which values may or may not be important that could just lead to unnecessary confusion; whereas if you just…go over results in person with a patient or just send a result card saying your labs are normal you don’t have to go into that level of confusion.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widening health disparities</td>
<td>Clinic Administrator: “And they understand that a human error could put some misinformation in there. And then they’ll say, ‘Well how’re you gonna get it out?’ And that’s a good question you know, that does not happen easy.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Threats to system</strong></td>
<td>Clinic Staff: “I guess like anything technology is not perfect so if there were to be any glitches – anything can happen…but of course with the Internet and with anything there’s going to always be complications.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inaccurate data entry</td>
<td>Physician: “People could potentially have medical information leaked through it. If they don’t use a strong password on their account, it’s certainly possible for someone to gain access to their information.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| System failures | }
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**Threats to Practice**

While some staff saw the potential for portals to improve office efficiency, many more comments were made about how portals could hamper workflows and increase stress. Several nurses and physicians feared some patients would inappropriately send repeated messages, overwhelming clinic staff. One physician stated, “I’ve heard of other colleagues who have had patients who maybe sort of abuse it, and write a little too many emails back and forth, and are just – you know, it’s one question after the next after the next after the next.”

The potential demands portals could place upon scarce time was a theme in several interviews. One physician worried that patients may expect immediate responses to their electronic requests. Nursing staff were also concerned about the extra tasks patient portals would introduce into their days. Just the task of informing patients of the portal was viewed as a burden. One nurse in a clinic explained,

> It’s hard to take the time with them patients and show ‘em—“This is what you have to do, this is what it is”—because we have like 5 other patients waiting for that provider in that room. Our goal is to get everybody out to lunch and then everybody off on time so there’s no overtime.

Portals also may inadvertently decrease the perceived need for office visits. As one physician explained, “Like right now there’s a problem in medicine that people want all their care over the phone, and this just adds another layer to ‘I want all of my care for free’.”

We observed some disagreement about whether patient portals would increase or decrease liability risk. One physician cited the risk of a privacy breach and a large monetary fine if a computer containing patient communications were lost. Another physician viewed electronic exchanges in the portal as being held to the same standard as an office visit and cautioned, “You have to also be careful about the information that you send because any information that you send is like seeing a patient.” Conversely, another physician felt portals would protect physicians by saving “a perfect record of the entire conversation.” If a patient were to later complain, this physician believed these electronic “records could just be given and everyone would know exactly what transpired” rather than having to “go to court.”

**Threats to Patients**

Some staff and providers were concerned that patients would not fully understand the information present in the portal, triggering more phone calls and questions. Physicians remarked that lab results could be particularly troublesome because clinically insignificant abnormal results are common. Providers also felt their older patients would not want to use the portal and may feel alienated from the practice if they do not. As one administrator stated, “for younger more tech savvy patients, it’s awesome and they think it’s great.” However, older patients could “feel a little left behind” as practices implement portals. One nurse especially saw this concern for patients who lacked literacy or technical skills:

> Every time they come they have the same question, the same problem, and they’re just not understanding it and it makes them feel not wanting to come here if somebody’s gonna be pushing something like that [the portal] on them. They feel like we’re pushing it.

Two physicians expressed concerns that patients with insurance, higher education, or better access to technology would benefit from the additional services of patient portals while older or vulnerable patients who do not use portals would become further disadvantaged. For patients who fail to use a portal, “the barriers are just going to be bigger” (Physician).

**Threats to System**

Several staff and providers expressed concerns about the stability of new technology and security of information. Administrators and staff acknowledged the inevitability of user error and the potential for incorrect information to be entered into charts. New technology was seen as prone to technical bugs and breakdowns. Last, there was a general concern for the security of information on the Internet. Any new portal was seen as “a potential information leak” (Physician) that could occur through a number of means: a stolen password, a shared password, or hackers (Physician and Staff at three separate sites).

**Expectations for the Future**

**Low Expectations for Immediate Use**

We found general agreement among staff and providers that few patients would use a patient portal. For one physician, this low uptake of the portal was seen as a reality: “Let’s put it this way, I saw a patient with a resident earlier last week, and it actually said that they have an active [patient portal] account, and I was surprised. That’s how infrequently I see people that have it.” An administrator in a different county described her experience with a prior attempt to launch a patient portal: “even with our effort, there was nobody who actually used it after we had about 100 sign up.”

The low uptake of portals by patients discouraged providers from using the portals as well: “Because a lot of my patients haven’t signed up for it, I don’t use it to communicate systematically with them. I don’t think of sending them letters or communicating with them on [the portal]” (Physician).

Similarly, a nurse with prior experience with a portal stated, “they wanted us to check it every day and that type of thing. As I checked it, like I said, it was the same thing the whole time. I just stopped checking it.”

**Higher Expectations for Future Use**

Although staff and providers viewed current use of patient portals as being very low, they had greater expectations for the future. Because patient portals are still a relatively new technology, some envisioned that usage would increase in the future as the population changes but predicted it would take several years to see uptake increase significantly (Clinic administrator). One clinic staff member compared the current use of portals to the early days of electronic banking: “Like ATMs and banking I think there would be a transition period where some people are still going to go inside and want that.”
Rural/Urban Similarities and the Digital Divide

We found similar attitudes about the barriers to implementing patient portals in rural and urban clinics, as well as in clinics with a current active portal compared to those with no portal. Rather than a geographic digital divide, we observed a divide defined by age, education, and income. In particular, older adults were viewed as lacking the skills to operate a computer or smartphone, limiting their access to the Internet. This lack of computer literacy was attributed in part to a general anti-technology attitude among the elderly. As examples, one nurse stated “a computer scares them to death” and a physician remarked “[they] don’t typically like computers, even if they have one.”

All of the clinics in our sample served socioeconomically disadvantaged patient populations. In these clinics, providers believed a large number of their patients lacked the education to know how to use a computer or the income to afford home access. In some clinics, staff estimated that half the patients had no home Internet connection. The free Internet access provided in libraries was viewed as a poor substitute for home access: “If you are sitting in your house and you have a question about your medical record, if the practice is open, you’re going to call. Are you really going to get in the car and drive over to the library?” (Clinic administrator).

In contrast, clinic providers felt “[patient portals] are a good idea in the private practice setting, because you have people who have smartphones, you have people who are knowledgeable, you have people who know how to navigate them.”

Discussion

Principal Findings

By interviewing staff and providers from a variety of health centers, we were able to gather “front line” views of the early stages of implementing a patient portal. We purposively recruited clinics that serve a low-income population, allowing us to identify issues relevant to vulnerable populations. Clinic personnel in our study identified some benefits to portals, such as their potential to improve communication, give patients easy access to information, and enhance information sharing. However, we heard many more concerns about portals’ potential to generate additional work, confuse patients, and perhaps alienate non-users. In general, staff saw patient portals as a mandated product that will rarely be used by older adults. This, in turn, discouraged providers from embracing this new technology. Perhaps because providers expected few patients to actually use the portal, we heard very few concerns about the potential for portals to shift reimbursable office visits to un-reimbursable electronic exchanges.

While this study is one of the first to investigate practices’ early experiences with patient portals, a few other studies have explored physicians’ thoughts about allowing patients to view health records or communicate electronically with clinicians. Similar to our findings, the majority of physicians believed implementing a patient portal would increase their workload [25,26]. Likewise, practice managers and physicians who use electronic communication with patients agree that it creates more work and adds pressure to their day [27]. In the interviews we conducted, staff and physicians worried that some patients may abuse a portal’s easy access to providers. Because electronic patient-provider messaging is a recent development, practices should define clear expectations for appropriate use to guide patients and minimize misuse until new cultural norms emerge.

Many clinicians in our study feared the information in portals could confuse patients causing concern and more calls to the clinic. Some health systems have granted their patients access to view their health records online. In these systems, the majority of physicians shared these concerns, yet fewer than 20% of patients agreed [28]. Another small study of primary care residents and faculty at a single academic institution found that after a portal was implemented, only 13% felt their workload had increased [25]. Although low portal uptake may have contributed to the minimal change in workload observed, these and other studies still suggest that clinicians’ fears of patient confusion and increased messages may not come to fruition [29,30].

Providers in our study believed few older adults would use a portal, a belief supported by a study in a large managed care organization reporting that the oldest adults were the least likely to log on to their portal [7]. An age-related digital divide may partially explain this finding. In national surveys, adults in the oldest age groups are the least likely to use the Internet or email [31,32]. In addition, those with functional impairments are also less likely to use the Internet [32,33]. Not surprisingly, patients without home computers and patients who do not use the Internet are less likely to register for a patient portal [6,34,35].

Compounding this issue, patients often rate portals as difficult to use and not user friendly [36]. A recent evaluation of three currently available personal health records found the majority of low socioeconomic status adults had difficulty navigating and using the systems, frequently requiring assistance [37]. Other analyses have found that members of vulnerable populations including those with less education, lower income, and low health literacy are the least likely to use the Internet or enroll in patient portals [7,8,10,13,14,32,38]. Despite this relatively low use of patient portals, interest in portals and electronic communication is often higher among racial/ethnic minorities and those with chronic medical conditions [13,39]. Still, if efforts to reach out to vulnerable populations fails to occur, health care disparities could increase as portal adopters reap the benefits of easier access to information leaving non-adopters behind [40]. Indeed, several studies have found that portal use is associated with improved patient self-management of disease, better patient-provider communication, and use of preventive health services [36,38,41].

Federal meaningful use criteria currently require at least 5% of a practice’s patients to view, download, or transmit their health information electronically, and at least 5% of patients must send a secure electronic message [4]. The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid recently proposed softening these requirements to at least 1% of patients accessing their health information electronically and documenting that a secure electronic
messaging system was enabled [42]. Given clinics’ concerns about their low-income patients’ willingness and ability to use a patient portal, we are in favor of these relaxed requirements.

One of the most common reasons cited by patients for not using a portal is lack of knowledge or motivation [43]. This finding suggests that educating patients about the portal could help lessen the digital divide and prevent health disparities from increasing. A challenge for health systems will be identifying who can provide this training. In our interviews, we consistently heard that both clinicians and medical staff lack the time to take on extra tasks. Future research should focus on strategies for increasing portal adoption in vulnerable populations. One study found that showing a promotional video during a clinic visit had a small effect on increasing portal registrations [44]. Other potential strategies could include using non-clinical staff as trainers, holding workshops for interested patients, and creating user-friendly online tutorials. In general, clinics that have used a planned, systematic implementation strategy have seen higher rates of portal uptake than clinics that rely on clinicians to inform and enroll patients [45]. However, the importance of having clinician and provider buy-in before implementation has also been highlighted [29].

Limitations

Our study has limitations. Because we were primarily interested in learning how older and vulnerable adults use patient portals, we selected providers from clinics that serve a primarily disadvantaged population. The attitudes and barriers we identified may not be as prevalent in practices serving a higher socioeconomic patient base. Similarly, although we selected clinics from a mixture of urban and rural locations, all our study clinics are located in North Carolina. Different regions of the country may experience different barriers unique to their populations. Likewise, clinics that operate under different reimbursement structures, such as Health Maintenance Organizations, may view things differently, for example, a portal’s potential to encourage more out-of-visit communication.

Conclusion

In conclusion, clinic staff from every health center in our sample recognized potential benefits to patient portals but were also concerned about the new work and confusion portals could bring. Uptake of portals was seen as very low, further discouraging providers from embracing them. Future studies should examine ways portals can be implemented efficiently in practices and strategies for increasing portal usage in vulnerable populations, including older adults. For portals to reach their full potential and meaningfully improve care, clinicians and patients will need to view them as a technology that adds value to care.
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Abstract

Background: Response burden is a major detriment to questionnaire completion rates. Computer adaptive testing may offer advantages over non-adaptive testing, including reduction of numbers of items required for precise measurement.

Objective: Our aim was to compare the efficiency of non-adaptive (NAT) and computer adaptive testing (CAT) facilitated by Partial Credit Model (PCM)-derived calibration to estimate skin cancer risk.

Methods: We used a random sample from a population-based Australian cohort study of skin cancer risk (N=43,794). All 30 items of the skin cancer risk scale were calibrated with the Rasch PCM. A total of 1000 cases generated following a normal distribution (mean [SD] 0 [1]) were simulated using three Rasch models with three fixed-item (dichotomous, Rating Scale, and partial credit) scenarios, respectively. We calculated the comparative efficiency and precision of CAT and NAT (shortening of questionnaire length and the count difference number ratio less than 5% using independent t tests).

Results: We found that use of CAT led to smaller person standard error of the estimated measure than NAT, with substantially higher efficiency but no loss of precision, reducing response burden by 48%, 66%, and 66% for dichotomous, Rating Scale Model, and PCM models, respectively.

Conclusions: CAT-based administrations of the skin cancer risk scale could substantially reduce participant burden without compromising measurement precision. A mobile computer adaptive test was developed to help people efficiently assess their skin cancer risk.

Introduction

In Australia, skin cancers account for approximately 80% of all newly diagnosed cancers [1]. There are three main types of skin cancer: (1) melanoma (the most dangerous form of skin cancer), (2) basal cell carcinoma (BCC), and (3) squamous cell carcinoma (SCC). BCC and SCC are often grouped together as nonmelanoma or keratinocyte skin cancers. Australia’s incidence
of skin cancer is one of the highest in the world: two to three times the rates observed in Canada, the United States, and the United Kingdom [2], with age-standardized incidence rates for cutaneous melanoma at $6.5 \times 10^5$ and $1878 \times 10^5$ for keratinocyte cancer [1]. From a population of only 23 million, more than 434,000 people are treated for one or more nonmelanoma skin cancers in Australia each year [1].

Ultraviolet radiation exposure from sunlight is the major causal factor for skin cancer [2]. Personal behaviors to reduce excessive sunlight exposure are important modificable factors for the prevention of skin cancers. The World Health Organization recommends several suitable behaviors such as appropriate use of sunscreens, staying in the shade, covering with sun protective clothing, giving up sunbathing, and abstaining from using sunbeds [3].

Requirement for Model-Data-Fit Detection

In practice, we do not know the real skin cancer risk for a person. Thus, assuming a person has characteristic attributes that correlate highly with the underlying construct of skin cancer risk can be assessed through questions (ie, questionnaire items); for example, phenotypic measures such as freckles, hair color, eye color, tendency to burn, or behavioral factors such as attitudes to tanning and use of sunbeds. Using the responses to these items, it should be possible to create a unidimensional (ie, addable) scale to measure these attributes and calculate an overall skin cancer risk score. Ideally, such a score would be precise and characterized by a small standard error (SE).

Statistical validity is the correlation between each person's measures (or scores) on a questionnaire and those persons' unobservable true status [4]. Such unobservable variables (eg, true score or behaviors relating to sun protection and sun exposure) are considered latent traits (ie, exists but cannot be directly observed). The question is how to obtain optimal correlation (or validity) between the items when the true score is unknown. Rasch models [5] can be a gateway to assess how well the items measure the underlying latent trait [6-8]. That is, a unidimensional scale can be verified by Rasch analysis: when the data fit to the Rasch model, all items can be added.

Questionnaires that are built and tested using the Rasch model have become common in educational assessment for many years but are now also increasingly appreciated in health assessment, including measures of patient outcomes (quality of life, pain, depression) and other diverse latent traits such as perceptions of patient hospitalization and nurse bullying [9,10]. We previously applied the Rasch model to the assessment of the quality of an instrument to measure attitudes to skin self-examination [11]. Rasch analysis allows researchers to calculate a precise estimate of the latent trait by assessment of unidimensionality of the items, assessment of differential item functioning [12] (eg, probability of giving a certain response on an item by people from different groups with the same latent trait), and the possibility of transferring static questionnaires to computer adaptive testing (CAT) [13].

Multimedia Graphical Representations to Improve Patients' Health Literacy

Patients' health literacy is increasingly recognized as a critical factor affecting patient-physician communication and health outcomes [14], as a mediator for cancer screening behavior [15], and as a pathway between health literacy and cancer screening [16]. Adults with below basic or basic health literacy are less likely than adults with higher health literacy to get information about health issues from written sources (eg, newspapers, magazines, books, brochures, or the Internet) and more likely than adults with higher health literacy to get a lot of information about health issues from radio and television [17]. A mobile CAT with multimedia graphical representations (ie, similar to radio and television) could increase awareness of the risk of developing skin cancer (ie, health literacy) and motivate patient-physician communication and subsequently behavioral change. However, no mobile CAT app with graphical representations has been available until now.

Study Aims

Using data from a large cohort study of skin cancer from Queensland, Australia [18], we conducted a simulation study with a methodological focus to apply Rasch models to an existing skin cancer risk questionnaire. Further, we sought to compare static (nonadaptive) presentation as commonly used in paper and pencil questionnaires versus computer adaptive testing (CAT) for its precision in measurement. We hypothesized that compared to nonadaptive testing (NAT), CAT would result in greater precision (lower SE) for a similar item number or a shorter questionnaire of similar SE.

Methods

Data Source

De-identified data from the QSkin Sun and Health study baseline questionnaire were used [18]. This is a population-based cohort study of 43,794 men and women aged 40-69 years randomly sampled from the population of Queensland, Australia, in 2011 (Figure 1). We randomly partitioned the data into a calibration dataset (two-thirds, n=29,314) and a validation dataset (one-third, n=14,480). In the calibration dataset, 7213 participants had a history of skin cancer and 22,101 participants did not (Figure 2).

Approval for this study was obtained from the QIMR Berghofer Medical Research Institute Human Research Ethics Committee (approval #PI1309). Participants joined the study by completing consent forms and the survey and returning them in a reply-paid envelope. Participants completed two consent forms. The first consent form covered the use of information provided in the survey, permission for data linkage to cancer registries, pathology laboratories, and public hospital databases. The second consent form gave permission for data linkage to Medicare Australia (Australia’s universal national health insurance scheme) to ascertain whether or not participants had developed skin cancer.

The baseline questionnaire consisted of 46 items and was answered by all QSkin participants. All items were examined using the Rasch Partial Credit Model (PCM) [19] (Figure 2).
For optimal fit, the Rasch model requires a unidimensional measurement with criteria of Infit and Outfit mean square errors of each item 1.5 [20]. PCM allows for items to have a variable number of thresholds and step difficulties in contrast to the more commonly used Rating Scale Model (RSM) [8,9,21], which requires all items to use the same response categories.

For item invariance, the item estimation should be independent of the subgroups of individuals completing the questions and should work equally across populations [22]. Items not demonstrating invariance are commonly referred to as exhibiting differential item functioning (DIF) [23,24] or item bias. The chi-square test used for detecting DIF was computed from a comparison of the observed overall performance of each trait group on the item with its expected performance [25]. Its probability (eg, \( P < .05 \)) reports the statistical probability of observing a chi-square value when the data fit the Rasch model. We used WINSTEPS [26] to detect items above the thresholds for DIF.

In addition, the category structure for each of the items in the skin cancer item bank should display monotonically increasing thresholds following the Linacre’s guidelines [27] to improve the utility of the resulting measures.

Figure 1. Sample selection flowchart.

**Determining a Cut-Off Point of Skin Cancer Risk**

Traditionally in clinical practice, researchers use C-statistics, or area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve to plot the true positive rate (sensitivity) against the false positive rate (1 - specificity) at various threshold settings [28]. In this study, we plotted two sample normal distributions incorporated with ROC in Figure 3 when their means and standard deviations were known.

Much information such as cut point, area under ROC curve, and a graphical vertical bar showing cut points can be displayed on a plot. WINSTEPS software [26] was used to estimate means and standard deviations of cases with and without previous skin cancers to determine a cut-off point of skin cancer risk with maximal sensitivity and specificity in MS Excel (Figure 3). Providing the cut-off points in graphical form makes the results clear and easily understandable for readers or clinicians to interpret.

**Mobile Computer Adaptive Testing Designed for Examining Personal Skin Cancer Risk**

The CAT item bank (fitting to Rasch model’s requirement regarding unidimensionality, local dependence, and monotonicity as well as DIF absence on gender) was constructed, consisting of all 31-item parameters obtained from the calibration using WINSTEPS [26].

To start the CAT, an initial item was selected randomly from the item bank. Using this initial item, a provisional person measure was estimated by the expected a posteriori (EAP) method [29] in an iterative Newton-Raphson procedure [9,30]. After each item was answered, EAP was recalculated, until the final score for the person was determined by the maximum of the log-likelihood function before terminating the CAT (Figure 2). The next item selection was based on the highest Fisher information (ie, item variance) of the remaining unanswered items interacting with the provisional person measure.

Two termination rules were set. The first was a minimum standard error of measurement (SEM) of 0.47 required for stopping the CAT. This SEM was set based on the internal consistency of the calibration sample (Cronbach alpha=.78). SE was the person SE of the estimated measure according to their item variances of the finished items on CAT, where $SE = \frac{SD \times \sqrt{(1 - reliability)}}{\sqrt{\sum \text{information}[i]}}$, where $i$ refers to the CAT finished items responded to by a person [31], and SD is the person standard deviation of the derivation sample of 29,314 cases. The second termination rule was that each person must answer at least 10 items according to a simulation study on the data bank for attaining a minimal average personal reliability at a desired level (eg, 0.78) [32].

**Simulation to Compare Efficiency and Precision of Computer Adaptive Testing and Nonadaptive Testing**

Using the item parameters generated from the derivation cohort, 1000 cases following a normal distribution (mean logit 0, SD logit 1) were simulated [33-35] using three Rasch models (ie, dichotomous, 5-point RSM, and PCM) with three respective fixed-item scenarios (ie, 10, 20, and 30 items; see Tables 1-3).
Figure 2. Study simulation and CAT flowchart (interested readers can run a test of the mobile CAT through the QR code).
**Figure 3.** Cut-off point determined.
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**Table 1.** 10, 20, or 30 items in static NAT format.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Datasets</th>
<th>Dichotomous</th>
<th>RSM</th>
<th>PCM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 items</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 items</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
<td>0.555</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 items</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.439</td>
<td>-0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT</td>
<td>-0.021</td>
<td>0.613</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Precision of CAT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dichotomous</th>
<th>RSM</th>
<th>PCM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 items</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 items</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.958</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aDiff. (%): Different number ratio compared to the 30-item dataset.
bCorr: Correlation coefficient of person theta to NAT.

Table 3. Efficiency of CAT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dichotomous</th>
<th>RSM</th>
<th>PCM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT item length</td>
<td>15.55</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aEfficiency=1 - CIL/30.

To allow testing of dichotomous and 5-point rating scale Rasch models, all item (or step) difficulties were converted from the calibrated results of the PCM. The overall difficulty for each item was designated to be the respective threshold of the dichotomous scale. In contrast, the step difficulties of the 5-point RSM [21] ranged from -2 to 2, with an advance 1.0 logit interval added to the overall difficulty of the respective item as to the PCM.

We calculated the comparative efficiency and precision for CAT and NAT by varying the number of items presented (10, 20, and 30 items) and by testing the difference in precision and efficiency compared to answering all available 31-items using independent t tests to count different number ratio less than 5% as shown in the following formula [36], respectively:

\[ t = \frac{\theta_{\text{cat}} - \theta_{30}}{\sqrt{SE_{\text{cat}}^2 + SE_{30}^2}} \]

In addition, a comparison of average person SEs achieved across all different conditions was made to verify precision for CAT and NAT. We ran an author-created Visual Basic for Applications module in MS Excel to conduct the simulation study (Figure 2) and mobile CAT.

Results

Determining a Cut-Off Point

The mean and SD of skin cancer risk for participants without skin cancer (mean -0.79, SE 1.67) or with skin cancer (mean 2.29, SE 2.21) were calculated and used to determine the optimal cut-off point at 0.88 logit with sensitivity at 0.79 and specificity at 0.74. Using this cut-off, the area under the ROC curve was 0.88 (see Figure 3).

Simulation to Compare Efficiency and Precision of Computer Adaptive Testing and Nonadaptive Testing

Using simulation data, we found that using more items yielded higher Cronbach alpha scores (Figure 4). Dichotomous scales had the lowest Cronbach alpha and dimension coefficient [37]. The PCM scales had the highest Cronbach alpha. The RSM scales gained the highest dimension coefficient.

As shown in Figure 4, CAT gained a relatively smaller SE corresponding to item length (ie, compared to NAT, shorter CATs result in larger SE). At equivalent precision, CAT reduces the response burden by 48.20%, 66.70%, and 66.20%, respectively for dichotomous, RSM, and PCM models (Figure 5).
Mobile Computer Adaptive Testing Evaluating Skin Cancer Risk

We developed a mobile CAT survey procedure (see QR code in Figure 2 and Multimedia Appendix 1) to practically demonstrate the newly designed PCM-type CAT app in action. The CAT process was demonstrated item by item and is shown at the top of Figure 6. Person theta is the provisional ability estimated by the CAT module. The mean square error at the bottom of Figure 6 was generated by the formula of $1/\sqrt{\sum \text{information}[i]}$, where $i$ refers to the CAT presented items responded to by a person [31]. In addition, the residual at the top of Figure 6 was the average of the last five change differences between the pre-and-post estimated abilities on each CAT step. CAT will stop if residual value $0.05$. The “corr” refers to the correlation coefficient between the CAT estimated measures and the step series numbers using the last 5 estimated theta values. The flatter of the theta trends means the higher probability of the person measure convergent to a final estimation.
Discussion

Principal Findings

We used two different approaches to measure risk of skin cancer: nonadaptive testing and computer adaptive testing. Using data from a very large cohort of more than 43,000 people, we were able to show that our scale was able to accurately identify people at highest risk for skin cancer. On our risk scale, we identified a very high discriminatory accuracy of 0.88 (ie, the proportion of area under ROC curve) using a cut-off of 0.88 logits (the higher, the worse). Using CAT results in a smaller SE at high efficiency (fewer items answered), and therefore without compromising test precision, reduces response burden by 48.20%, 66.70%, and 66.20% for dichotomous, RSM, and PCM models, respectively. A prototype mobile online CAT for evaluating skin cancer risk has been developed and could be used to assess skin cancer risk at considerable reduction of respondent burden.

Consistent with the literature [8,9,30,34,35], the efficiency of CAT over NAT was supported for this skin cancer risk scale. We confirm the PCM-type CAT (ie, different from others by using simpler Rasch family models) requires significantly fewer items to measure a person’s risk than NAT but does not compromise the precision of measurement. This mobile assessment could be used to quickly estimate a person’s skin cancer risk and how to improve their sun protection behaviors.

Implications

Patients’ health literacy (eg, understanding their own skin cancer risk) is increasingly recognized as a critical factor affecting patient-physician communication and health outcomes [14]. Adults with below basic or basic health literacy are more likely than adults with higher health literacy to get information about health issues from multimedia graphical representation [17], rather than the traditional newspapers, magazines, books, brochures, or pamphlets. A brief CAT such as the one we developed could be used to inform people quickly about their skin cancer risk and how to improve their sun protection behaviors.

This CAT module is a practical tool that can gather responses from patients efficiently and precisely. The tool offers diagnostics that can help practitioners assess whether responses are distorted or abnormal. For example, outfit mean-square values of 2.0 or greater suggest an unusual response. In instances where responses do not fit with the model’s requirement, they can be highlighted for suspected cheating, careless responding, lucky guessing, creative responding, or random responding [41]; otherwise, one can take follow-up action [8,34,35] if the result shows a high cancer risk. For example, if a person’s measure/risk is 1.0 logit (ie, log odds), their probability of developing skin cancer approaches 0.53 (=exp(1-0.88)/(1+exp(1-0.88))). Interested readers can run
a test of the mobile CAT through the QR code shown in Figure 2.

A mobile online CAT could be used for evaluating skin cancer risk and might reduce the item length in clinical settings. The CAT can be improved in the future by expanding the item pool allowing use among more diverse samples. It must be noted that (1) item overall (ie, on average) and step (threshold) difficulties of the questionnaire must be calibrated in advance using Rasch analysis or other item response theory models before creating an item bank, (2) pictures used for the subject or response categories for each question should be well prepared with a Web link that can be shown simultaneously with the item appearing in the animation module of CAT, and (3) the model can be used for many kinds of models based on item response theory.

Strengths and Limitations

There are two major forms of standardized assessments in clinical settings [42]: (1) a traditional self-administered questionnaire, and (2) a rapid short-form scale [43,44]. Each has its advantages and drawbacks. Traditional pencil-and-paper questionnaires have a large respondent burden, often because they require patients to answer questions that do not provide additional information about their risk of disease in order to achieve adequate precision measurement [45]. CAT can target the optimal question for a specific person and therefore end at an appropriate number of items more economically according to the required SE (or say, criterion of person reliability). However, along with the advantages offered by CAT, there are some drawbacks as well, such as impossibility of estimating the ability in case of all extreme responses, CAT algorithms requiring serious item calibration, several items from the item bank being overexposed, and other test items not being used at all [46].

The strengths of this study include its very large sample size of more than 40,000 participants, permitting detailed analysis of the performance of questionnaire items and the ability to further test the performance of the items in a validation dataset. We simulated data by varying the types of models and item length to execute the CAT. (Interested readers who wish to see the video demonstration or use the MS Excel-type module can contact the corresponding author).

As with all forms of Web-based technology, advances in mobile health (mHealth) and health communication technology are rapidly emerging [47]. Use of mobile online CAT is promising and worth considering in many fields of health assessment, similar to its prominent role in education and staff selection testing. However, several issues should be considered more thoroughly in further studies. The scale’s Cronbach alpha (=.78 yielded by studied 29,314 cases), sensitivity at 0.79, and specificity at 0.74 are slightly low. Second, the CAT module has a potential limitation for people using languages other than English because the interface may need to be modified for use in real world. A multiple language interface should be developed in the future. Third, the CAT graphical representation shown in Figure 6 might be confusing and difficult to interpret for people unfamiliar with CAT and may need to be improved to become a standard part of CAT routine.

Conclusions

The PCM-type CAT for skin cancer risk can reduce respondents’ burden without compromising measurement precision and increases endorsement efficiency. The CAT module can be used for mobile phones and easy online assessment of patients’ disease risks. This is a novel and promising way to capture information about skin cancer risk, for example while waiting outside physician consultation offices.
37. Chien T. Cronbach's alpha with the dimension coefficient to jointly assess a scale's quality. Rasch Meas Trans 2012;26(3):1379 [FREE Full text]
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Abstract

Background: Blended learning, defined as the combination of traditional face-to-face learning and asynchronous or synchronous e-learning, has grown rapidly and is now widely used in education. Concerns about the effectiveness of blended learning have led to an increasing number of studies on this topic. However, there has yet to be a quantitative synthesis evaluating the effectiveness of blended learning on knowledge acquisition in health professions.

Objective: We aimed to assess the effectiveness of blended learning for health professional learners compared with no intervention and with nonblended learning. We also aimed to explore factors that could explain differences in learning effects across study designs, participants, country socioeconomic status, intervention durations, randomization, and quality score for each of these questions.

Methods: We conducted a search of citations in Medline, CINAHL, Science Direct, Ovid Embase, Web of Science, CENTRAL, and ERIC through September 2014. Studies in any language that compared blended learning with no intervention or nonblended learning among health professional learners and assessed knowledge acquisition were included. Two reviewers independently evaluated study quality and abstracted information including characteristics of learners and intervention (study design, exercises, interactivity, peer discussion, and outcome assessment).

Results: We identified 56 eligible articles. Heterogeneity across studies was large ($I^2 \geq 93.3$) in all analyses. For studies comparing knowledge gained from blended learning versus no intervention, the pooled effect size was 1.40 (95% CI 1.04-1.77; $P<.001$; n=20 interventions) with no significant publication bias, and exclusion of any single study did not change the overall result. For studies comparing blended learning with nonblended learning (pure e-learning or pure traditional face-to-face learning), the pooled effect size was 0.81 (95% CI 0.57-1.05; $P<.001$; n=56 interventions), and exclusion of any single study did not change the overall result. Although significant publication bias was found, the trim and fill method showed that the effect size changed to 0.26 (95% CI -0.01 to 0.54) after adjustment. In the subgroup analyses, pre-posttest study design, presence of exercises, and objective outcome assessment yielded larger effect sizes.

Conclusions: Blended learning appears to have a consistent positive effect in comparison with no intervention, and to be more effective than or at least as effective as nonblended instruction for knowledge acquisition in health professions. Due to the large heterogeneity, the conclusion should be treated with caution.

(J Med Internet Res 2016;18(1):e2) doi:10.2196/jmir.4807
KEYWORDS
blended learning; effectiveness; knowledge; health professions; meta-analysis

Introduction

Electronic learning (e-learning) has quickly become popular for health education [1-3], especially since the emergence of the Internet has allowed its potential to be realized [4]. E-learning can not only transcend space and time boundaries and improve convenience and effectiveness for individualized and collaborative learning, but also provide reusable and up-to-date information through the use of interactive multimedia [3,5-9]. However, it also suffers from disadvantages such as high costs for preparing multimedia materials, continuous costs for platform maintenance and updating, as well as learners’ feelings of isolation in virtual environments [8,10,11]. Traditional learning must be conducted at a specific time and place and is considered vital in building a sense of community [12,13]. Blended learning, defined as the combination of traditional face-to-face learning and asynchronous or synchronous e-learning [14], has been presented as a promising alternative approach for health education because it is characterized as synthesizing the advantages of both traditional learning and e-learning [8,15,16]. Moreover, blended learning has shown rapid growth and is now widely used in education [17,18].

With the introduction of blended learning, increasing research has focused on concerns about its effectiveness. Three original research articles reporting on quantitative evaluations of blended learning were published in the 1990s [19-21], and then many were published after 2000 [16,22-29]. A quantitative synthesis of these studies could inform educators and students about evidence for, and factors influencing, the effectiveness of blended learning.

Rowe et al’s systematic review reported that blended learning has the potential to improve clinical competencies among health students [30]. In another systematic review, McCutcheon et al suggested a lack of evaluation of blended learning in undergraduate nursing education [31]. Several reviews have also summarized the evaluation of e-learning in medical education, but none separated blended learning from pure e-learning [32-34]. Furthermore, these systematic reviews were limited to only some areas or branches of health education; there has been no quantitative synthesis to evaluate the effectiveness of blended learning in all professions directly related to human and animal health.

Therefore, our study aimed to identify and quantitatively synthesize all studies evaluating the effectiveness of blended learning for health professional learners who were students, postgraduate trainees, or practitioners in a profession directly related to human or animal health. We conducted two meta-analyses: the first summarized studies comparing blended learning with no intervention, and the second explored blended learning compared with nonblended learning (including pure e-learning and traditional face-to-face learning). We also aimed to explore factors that could explain differences in learning effectiveness across characteristics of participants, interventions, and study designs. Based on previous research, we hypothesized that learning outcomes would be improved through exercises, cognitive interactivity, and peer discussion [35-38]. Exercises contain cases, quizzes, self-assessment test, and other activities requiring learners to apply knowledge acquired from the course [33]. Cognitive interactivity reflects cognitive engagement required for course participation, and multiple practice exercises, essays, and group collaborative projects account for high interactivity [38]. Peer discussion includes instructor-student or peer-peer face-to-face discussion that might arise in a typical lecture, and synchronous or asynchronous online communication such as discussion boards, email, chat, or Internet conferencing [33].

Methods

Reporting Standards
We conducted and reported our study according to Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines [39] (see e-Table 7 in Multimedia Appendix 1) and meta-analyses of observational studies in epidemiology [40].

Eligibility Criteria
Inclusion criteria for studies were based on the PICOS (population, intervention, comparison, outcome, and study design) framework [39]. Studies were included only if they (1) were conducted among health professional learners, (2) used a blended learning intervention in the experimental group, (3) involved a comparison of blended learning with no intervention or nonblended learning, (4) included quantitative outcomes with respect to knowledge assessed with subjective (eg, learner self-report) or objective assessments (eg, multiple-choice question knowledge test) of learners’ factual or conceptual understanding of the course, and (5) were randomized controlled trials (RCTs) or nonrandomized studies (NRSs), which are widely used in health profession education [33]. Studies in any language and of any publication type were included. Gray literature was searched in CENTRAL and ERIC.

Studies were excluded if they did not compare blended learning with nonblended learning or no intervention, did not report quantitative outcomes with respect to knowledge, used a single-group posttest-only design, were not conducted with health professional learners, evaluated pure e-learning instead of blended learning, or used the computer only for administrative purposes. Reviews, editorials, or meeting abstracts without original data were also excluded.

Data Sources
To identify relevant studies, we conducted a search of citations in Medline, CINAHL, Science Direct, Ovid Embase, Web of Science, CENTRAL, and ERIC. Key search terms included delivery concepts (eg, blended, hybrid, integrated, computer-aided, computer-assisted; learning, training, education, instruction, teaching, course), participants’ characteristics (eg, physician*, medic*, nurs*, pharmac*, dent*, cme, health*), and...
study design concepts (eg, compar*, trial*, evaluat*, assess*, effect*, pretest*, pre-test, posttest*, post-test, preintervention, pre-intervention, postintervention, post-intervention). The asterisk (*) was used as a truncation symbol for searching. For instance, evaluat* retrieved entries containing the following words: evaluate, evaluation, or evaluative, etc. E-Table 1 in Multimedia Appendix 1 describes the complete search strategy for each database. The last date of search was September 25, 2014. In addition, all references of included studies were screened for any relevant articles.

**Study Selection**

Using these criteria, QL and FZ independently screened all titles and abstracts and reviewed the full text of all potentially eligible abstracts. Conflicts between these reviewers were resolved through discussion with other members of the research group until a consensus was obtained.

**Data Extraction**

QL and FZ developed a form (based on the Cochrane Consumers and Communication Review Group’s data extraction template), pilot-tested it on 10 randomly selected included publications, and refined it accordingly. Using the same form, data related to the following issues were extracted independently by QL and FZ: first author’s name, year of publication, country where the intervention was conducted, study design, study subjects, sample size, specific health profession of the intervention, comparison intervention, intervention duration, exercises, interactivity, peer discussion, outcome assessment, conflict of interest (whether there was a conflict of interest), and funding from company (whether funding was obtained from a source that had a direct interest in the results). Disagreements were resolved through discussion with another research team member until agreement was reached. If the required data for the meta-analyses were missing from the original report, attempts were made to obtain the information by contacting the corresponding authors by email.

**Quality Assessment**

Recognizing that many nonrandomized and observational studies would be included, the methodological quality of the studies was evaluated using a modified Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (also called the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale-Education), which is an instrument used to appraise the methodological quality of original medical education research studies, typically in the process of a literature review of a field or topic in medical education [33,41-43]. Each study could receive up to 6 points and was rated in the following five domains:

- **Representativeness**: the intervention group was “truly” or “somewhat” representative of the average learner in this community (1 point).
- **Selection**: the comparison group was drawn from the same community as the experimental cohort (1 point).
- **Comparability of cohorts (2 points possible)**: These include nonrandomized two-cohort studies (further classified into “controlled for baseline learning outcome [eg, adjusted for knowledge pretest scores; 1 point]” and “controlled for other baseline characteristics [1 point]”) and randomized studies (further classified into randomized [1 point] and allocation concealed [1 point]).
- **Blinding**: outcome assessment was blinded (1 point). These include (1) blinded if the assessor cannot be influenced by group assignment; (2) assessments that do not require human judgment (eg, multiple-choice tests or computer-scored performance) are considered to be blinded; (3) one-group studies are not blinded unless scoring does not require judgment or authors describe a plausible method for hiding the timing of assessment; (4) participant-reported outcomes are never blinded.
- **Follow-up**: subjects lost to follow-up were unlikely to introduce bias; small number lost (75% or greater follow-up) or description provided of those lost (1 point).

In addition, we evaluated the quality of evidence with the Grades of Recommendation, Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) instrument [44-53]. GRADE identifies five factors that may decrease the quality of evidence of studies, and three factors that may increase it. RCTs start with a high rating and observational studies with a low rating. Ratings are modified downward due to (1) study limitations (risk of bias) [47], (2) inconsistency of results [50], (3) indirectness of evidence [51], (4) imprecision [49], and (5) likely publication bias [48]. Ratings are modified upward due to (1) large magnitude of effect, (2) dose response, and (3) confounders likely to minimize the effect. Evaluating these elements, we determine the quality of evidence as “high” (ie, further research is very unlikely to change our confidence in the estimate of effect), “moderate” (ie, further research is likely to have an important impact on our confidence in the estimate of effect and may change the estimate), “low” (ie, further research is very likely to have an important impact on our confidence in the estimate of effect and is likely to change the estimate), or “very low” (ie, we are very uncertain about the estimate).

**Data Synthesis**

Analyses were carried out for knowledge outcomes using Stata Version 12.0 and R 3.1.2. The standardized mean difference (SMD; Hedges g effect sizes), converted from means and standard deviations from each study, was used [33,54]. When the mean was available but the standard deviation (SD) was not, we used the mean SD of all other included studies. As the overall scores of included studies were not the same and SMD could eliminate the effects of absolute values, we adjusted the mean and SD so that the average SD could replace the missing value of SD.

The I² statistic was used to quantify heterogeneity across studies [55]. When the estimated I² was equal to or greater than 50%, this indicated large heterogeneity. As the studies incorporated are functionally different and involve different study designs, participants, interventions, and settings, a random-effects model allowing more heterogeneity was used. Meta-analyses were conducted and forest plots were created. To explore publication bias, funnel plots were created and Begg’s tests were performed. To explore potential sources of heterogeneity, we performed multiple meta-regression and subgroup analyses based on factors selected in advance, such as study design, country socioeconomic status, participant type, duration of intervention.
randomization, quality score, exercises, interactivity, peer discussion, outcome assessment, and intervention of the control group. Moreover, we performed sensitivity analyses to test the robustness of findings.

Results

Study Selection

The search strategy identified 4815 citations from the databases, and 642 duplicates were removed. After scanning the titles and abstracts, 225 were found to be potentially eligible. Then, full texts were read for further assessment, and 62 remained. For 12 articles without accessible full texts and 6 without sufficient quantitative data (mean knowledge scores), we tried contacting the authors by email but received no reply. Thus, 56 publications were included, among which one publication compared blended learning with both no intervention and nonblended instruction (Figure 1). No more relevant articles were found by reviewing the references of the included articles. E-Table 2 in Multimedia Appendix 1 includes the references of articles excluded based on full text (n=163) and insufficient quantitative data reported (n=6).

![Figure 1. Study selection process.](image_url)

Study Characteristics

In the meta-analysis, we included 13 publications representing 20 interventions published from 2004-2014, which compared blended learning with no intervention and included 2238 health professional participants [22-24,56-65]. The number of participants ranged from 6 [61] to 817 [62], and the duration of the intervention ranged from 24 hours [63] to one semester [58].

We included 44 publications representing 56 interventions comparing blended learning with nonblended learning published from 1991 to 2014 that covered 6110 health profession participants [16,19-21,25,26,28,29,63,66-100]. There was 1 pre-posttest one-group intervention, 27 posttest-only two-group interventions, and 28 pre-posttest two-group interventions. The number of participants ranged from 14 [72] to 609 [84], and the duration ranged from 1 hour [101] to 1 year [77].

Components or features of the study intervention were mostly “Web-based+ face-to-face”, “e-learning+ class session”, and “Web-based online instruction+ off-line instruction (review of the core contents on the online program, case analysis, small group discussion, and miscellaneous activities)”. “Modality or technology” varied, such as “Moodle, on-site workshops”, “asynchronous discussion forums, a live audio and text-based online synchronous session (Centra); online modules (Macromedia Breeze)”. More than 80% of the interventions were measured using objective assessment, which included multiple choice questions, true or false questions, matching questions, and essays. For most studies, there was no delay between the end of the intervention and the posttest. Table 1
summarizes the key features and e-Table 3 in Multimedia Appendix 1 describes the detailed information.
Table 1. Summary description of included studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study characteristics</th>
<th>No intervention comparison</th>
<th>Nonblended learning comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interventions, n (%) (N=20)</td>
<td>Participants, n (N=2238)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Study design</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-posttest 1-group</td>
<td>17 (85.0)</td>
<td>1656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest 2-group</td>
<td>2 (10.0)</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-posttest 2-group</td>
<td>1 (5.0)</td>
<td>452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RCT/NRS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCT</td>
<td>2 (10.0)</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRS</td>
<td>18 (90.0)</td>
<td>2108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Country</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developed</td>
<td>14 (70.0)</td>
<td>1673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing</td>
<td>6 (30.0)</td>
<td>565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Participant</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical students</td>
<td>9 (45.0)</td>
<td>887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing students</td>
<td>1 (5.0)</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurses</td>
<td>2 (10.0)</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physicians</td>
<td>6 (30.0)</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public health workers</td>
<td>1 (5.0)</td>
<td>817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>1 (5.0)</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intervention duration</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 semester</td>
<td>17 (85.0)</td>
<td>2038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥1 semester</td>
<td>3 (15.0)</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exercises</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>15 (75.0)</td>
<td>1273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>5 (25.0)</td>
<td>965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interactivity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>15 (75.0)</td>
<td>1559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>5 (25.0)</td>
<td>679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Peer discussion</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>10 (50.0)</td>
<td>1456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>10 (50.0)</td>
<td>782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outcome assessment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective</td>
<td>16 (80.0)</td>
<td>1833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective</td>
<td>4 (20.0)</td>
<td>405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comparison intervention</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-learning</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional learning</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conflict of interest</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>20 (100.0)</td>
<td>2238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality score</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥4</td>
<td>5 (25.0)</td>
<td>730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study characteristics</td>
<td>No intervention comparison</td>
<td>Nonblended learning comparison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interventions, n (%) (N=20)</td>
<td>Interventions, n (%) (N=56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participants, n (N=2238)</td>
<td>Participants, n (N=6110)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9 (16.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15 (75.0)</td>
<td>1145</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Study Quality**

All of the intervention groups in the included studies were representative of average learners. Ten percent (2/20) of no-intervention controlled studies and 98% (55/56) of nonblended learning controlled studies selected the control group from the same community as the experimental group. Nearly a third (30%, 6/20) of the no-intervention controlled studies and 46% (26/56) of nonblended learning controlled studies reported blinded outcome assessment. All of the no-intervention controlled studies (100%) and 96% (54/56) of nonblended learning controlled studies reported completeness of follow-up. The mean (SD) quality score was 3.40 (0.82) for no-intervention controlled studies, and 4.45 (0.78) for nonblended learning controlled studies. The results of the quality assessment are shown in e-Table 4 in Multimedia Appendix 1.

**Quantitative Data Synthesis**

**Comparisons With No Intervention**

As effect sizes larger than 0.8 were considered to be large [102], the pooled effect size (SMD 1.40; 95% CI 1.04-1.77; Z=7.52, P<.001) suggests a significantly large effect. However, significant heterogeneity was observed among studies (P<.001, I²=94.8%, 95% CI 93.1-96.0), and individual effect sizes ranged from -0.12 to 4.24. Figure 2 shows detailed results of the meta-analysis. The test of funnel plots (Figure 3) indicated no significant publication bias among studies (Begg’s test P=.587). Based on risk of bias and large effect, we graded the quality of evidence as moderate. E-Table 5 in Multimedia Appendix 1 provides the GRADE evidence profile. E-Table 6 in Multimedia Appendix 1 contains the mean, standard difference, and number of participants for both blended learning and no intervention/nonblended learning.

![Figure 2. Forest plot of blended learning versus no intervention.](http://www.jmir.org/2016/1/e2/)

---

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study ID</th>
<th>SMD (95% CI)</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fly, 2012</td>
<td>1.37 (1.17, 1.58)</td>
<td>5.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purl, 2010</td>
<td>0.95 (0.29, 1.62)</td>
<td>5.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karaksha, 2011</td>
<td>1.18 (0.78, 1.58)</td>
<td>5.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buchowski, 2002</td>
<td>0.20 (-0.18, 0.58)</td>
<td>5.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallen, 2010</td>
<td>0.34 (-0.02, 0.70)</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver, 2014(a)</td>
<td>4.24 (3.87, 4.61)</td>
<td>5.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver, 2014(b)</td>
<td>0.34 (-0.28, 0.10)</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rieser, 2012</td>
<td>0.95 (0.29, 1.62)</td>
<td>5.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cho, 2014</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00, 0.00)</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacheco, 2008(b)</td>
<td>4.09 (3.61, 4.57)</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacheco, 2008(a)</td>
<td>3.09 (2.61, 3.57)</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zkaramizadeh, 2015(a)</td>
<td>3.09 (2.61, 3.57)</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zkaramizadeh, 2014(b)</td>
<td>3.09 (2.61, 3.57)</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zkaramizadeh, 2013(c)</td>
<td>3.09 (2.61, 3.57)</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zkaramizadeh, 2012(d)</td>
<td>3.09 (2.61, 3.57)</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zkaramizadeh, 2011(e)</td>
<td>3.09 (2.61, 3.57)</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandler, 2008</td>
<td>3.09 (2.61, 3.57)</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bauml, 2006</td>
<td>3.09 (2.61, 3.57)</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cragun, 2005</td>
<td>3.09 (2.61, 3.57)</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall (I-squared = 94.8%, p = 0.000)</td>
<td>1.40 (1.04, 1.77)</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Meta-Regression and Subgroup Analysis
We investigated a multiple regression model with each possible source of heterogeneity ($I^2_{\text{res}}=85.33\%$, adjusted $R^2=48.89\%$; $I^2_{\text{res}}$ means residual variation due to heterogeneity) and found that the outcome assessment ($P=0.03$) was a potential source of heterogeneity (Table 2). Studies with objective outcome assessments had larger pooled effect sizes. Furthermore, subgroup analyses were performed to evaluate the sources of heterogeneity. A statistically significant interaction favoring pre-posttest two-groups designs and pre-posttest one-group designs was found ($P$ for interaction<.001), which was consistent with the result of the meta-regression. Statistical differences existed between the groups of participants ($P$ for interaction<.001). Nonrandomized studies had larger effects than randomized ones ($P$ for interaction=.01). The effect size was significantly larger for blended learning with objective assessment than with subjective assessment ($P$ for interaction=.005). However, we did not find support for the hypotheses regarding subgroup interactions across levels of exercises ($P$ for interaction=.92).

Sensitivity Analyses
Exclusion of any single study did not change the overall result, which ranged from 1.24 (95% CI 0.91-1.57) to 1.48 (95% CI 1.14-1.83).

Comparisons With Nonblended Learning
The pooled effect size (SMD 0.81; 95% CI 0.57-1.05; $Z=6.59$, $P<.001$) significantly reflected a large effect, and significant heterogeneity was observed among studies ($P<.001$, $I^2=94.6\%$, 95% CI 93.7-95.5). Figure 4 shows detailed results of the main analysis. The test of asymmetry funnel plot (Figure 5) indicated publication bias among studies (Begg’s test $P=0.1$). The publication bias may have been towards larger studies with generally large magnitudes of effects. The trim and fill method indicated that the effect size changed to 0.26 (95% CI -0.01 to 0.54) after adjusting for publication bias, which suggested that blended learning was at least as effective as nonblended learning. Based on risk of bias, publication bias, and large effect, we graded the quality of evidence as low. E-Table 5 in Multimedia Appendix 1 provides the GRADE evidence profile.

Figure 3. Funnel plot of blended learning versus no intervention.
Table 2. Subgroup analysis of blended learning versus no intervention.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subgroup</th>
<th>Interventions, n</th>
<th>Pooled effect sizes (95% CI)</th>
<th>Heterogeneity ($I^2$, $P$)</th>
<th>Interaction, $P^a$</th>
<th>Meta-regression Coef.</th>
<th>$P$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All interaction</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.40 (1.04-1.77)</td>
<td>94.8% (93.1-96.0), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest 2-groups</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.59 (0.00-1.18)</td>
<td>57.0%, $P=.13$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-posttest 1 group</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1.47 (1.05-1.88)</td>
<td>95.0% (93.3-96.3), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-posttest 2-groups</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.87 (1.62-2.13)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developed</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.29 (0.83-1.75)</td>
<td>96.0% (94.6-97.1), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>-.22</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.71 (1.20-2.22)</td>
<td>76.5% (47.4-89.5), $P=.001$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical students</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.13 (0.32-1.94)</td>
<td>96.8% (95.4-97.8), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing students</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.14 (1.72-2.56)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurses</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.05 (0.79-1.91)</td>
<td>0.0%, $P=.56$</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physicians</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.84 (1.14-2.54)</td>
<td>81.2% (59.7-91.2), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public health workers</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.72 (1.60-1.83)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.37 (1.17-1.58)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention duration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 semester</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1.39 (1.10-1.18)</td>
<td>89.2% (84.2-92.6), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>-.33</td>
<td>.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥1 semester</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.43 (-0.82-3.68)</td>
<td>98.9% (98.1-99.3), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomized</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.59 (.001-1.64)</td>
<td>57.0%, $P=.013$</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonrandomized</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.49 (1.11-1.87)</td>
<td>94.9% (93.2-96.2), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality score</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.89 (1.13-2.66)</td>
<td>96.2% (93.4-97.8), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>-1.05</td>
<td>.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.23 (.77-1.69)</td>
<td>94.3% (92.1-95.9), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercises</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.28 (0.64-1.90)</td>
<td>95.1% (93.2-96.4), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>-.21</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.53 (1.08-1.99)</td>
<td>89.5% (88.7-96.7), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactivity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.54 (1.07-2.00)</td>
<td>95.6% (94.0-96.7), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>-1.25</td>
<td>.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.05 (0.44-1.65)</td>
<td>90.9% (81.7-95.5), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.25 (0.70-1.79)</td>
<td>96.2% (94.2-97.2), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.87 (1.21-2.53)</td>
<td>93.1% (88.6-95.3), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.66 (1.29-2.04)</td>
<td>91.9% (88.4-94.3), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>-2.02</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.46 (-0.30-1.22)</td>
<td>95.8% (92.1-97.8), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding from company</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.29 (-1.53 to 6.11)</td>
<td>99.2%, $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>-.93</td>
<td>.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.30 (.97-1.62)</td>
<td>92.7% (88.9-94.7), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^aP$ for interaction means the $P$ of heterogeneity between groups.
Meta-Regression and Subgroup Analysis

A multiple regression model for each possible source of heterogeneity was conducted ($I^2_{res}=94.59\%$, adjusted $R^2=26.38\%$), and no significant source of heterogeneity was found (Table 3). Furthermore, subgroup analyses were performed to evaluate the sources of heterogeneity. We found both pre-posttest two-group studies and pre-posttest one-group studies showed larger effects than posttest-only studies ($P$ for interaction<.001). It was shown that the presence of exercises could yield a larger SMD ($P$ for interaction=.49). Studies with objective assessments yielded a larger effect than studies with subjective assessments ($P$ for interaction=.01). Studies without conflicts of interest yielded a larger effect than those with conflicts of interest ($P$ for interaction<.001). However, high interactivity and presence of peer discussion did not yield larger effect sizes ($P$ for interaction>.85).
Sensitivity Analyses
Exclusion of any single study did not change the overall result, which ranged from 0.70 (95% CI 0.48-0.92) to 0.86 (95% CI 0.63-1.10).

Discussion
Principal Findings
This meta-analysis shows that blended learning has a large consistent positive effect (SMD 1.40, 95% CI 1.04-1.77) on knowledge acquisition compared with no intervention, which suggested that blended learning was very effective and educationally beneficial in health professions. Moreover, we also found that blended learning had a large effect (SMD 0.81, 95% CI 0.57-1.05) in comparison with the nonblended learning group. This means that blended learning may be more effective than nonblended learning, including both traditional face-to-face learning and pure e-learning. Possible explanations could be as follows: (1) compared with traditional learning, blended learning allows students to review electronic materials as often as necessary and at their own pace, which likely enhances learning performance [8,16], and (2) compared with e-learning, blended learning learners are less likely to experience feelings of isolation or reduced interest in the subject matter [8,11,103]. However, publication bias was found in the nonblended learning comparison group, and the trim and fill method showed that the pooled effect size changed to 0.26 (-0.01 to 0.54), which means blended learning is at least as effective as nonblended learning.

To the best of our knowledge, this may be the first meta-analysis to reveal the effectiveness of blended learning for knowledge acquisition in health professions, which includes all those directly related to human and animal health.

However, large heterogeneity was found across studies in both no-intervention and nonblended comparisons, and the subgroup comparisons partially explained these differences. The heterogeneity may be due to variations in study design, outcome assessment, exercises, conflict of interest, randomization, and type of participants. We found that effect sizes were significantly higher for studies using pre-posttest designs than posttest-only designs, which suggested that the former improved learning outcomes relative to the latter. As pretests may inform instructors about the knowledge learners have acquired before the course, which is considered to be one of the most important factors influencing education [104], they allow instructors to determine learning objectives and to prepare course materials accordingly [105]. Therefore, it is necessary for educators to administer pretests to learners to prepare well for courses. We also found that studies with objective assessments yielded a larger effect than those with subjective assessments. In contrast, Cook et al reported no difference between objective and subjective assessments in knowledge scores [33]. This is probably due to differences in personality traits of learners, as people with greater confidence tend to give higher ratings on subjective assessments than people who are less confident [106]. Thus, educators should objectively assess learners instead of using subjective evaluations.
### Table 3. Subgroup analysis of blended learning versus nonblended learning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subgroup</th>
<th>Interventions, n</th>
<th>Pooled effect sizes (95% CI)</th>
<th>Heterogeneity ($I^2$, $P$)</th>
<th>Interaction, $P$</th>
<th>Meta-regression Coef.</th>
<th>$P$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All interventions</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0.81 (0.57-1.05)</td>
<td>94.6% (93.7-95.5), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Study design</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest 2-groups</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.70 (0.32-1.07)</td>
<td>94.0% (92.3-95.3), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-posttest 2-groups</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>.89 (0.58-1.19)</td>
<td>94.5% (93.0-95.6), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td>-.001</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-posttest 1-group</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.97 (1.63-2.32)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Country</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developed</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0.80 (0.54-1.01)</td>
<td>93.2% (91.7-94.4), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.87 (0.22-1.53)</td>
<td>97.2% (96.2-97.9), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Participant</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical students</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.88 (0.60-1.17)</td>
<td>94.8% (93.6-95.7), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing students</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.42 (-0.32-1.16)</td>
<td>96.0% (94.0-97.3), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurses</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.87 (0.09-1.65)</td>
<td>87.7% (73.8-94.2), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>-.17</td>
<td>.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physicians</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.33 (1.05-1.60)</td>
<td>0.0%, $P=.996$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public health workers</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.57 (0.08-1.07)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.66 (0.16-1.15)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intervention duration</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 semester</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.73 (0.45-1.00)</td>
<td>94.5% (93.3-95.5), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>-.29</td>
<td>.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥1 semester</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.10 (0.63-1.59)</td>
<td>93.9% (91.3-95.8), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Randomization</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomized</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.75 (0.38-1.12)</td>
<td>95.1% (94.0-96.1), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonrandomized</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.87 (0.56-1.05)</td>
<td>94.1% (92.3-95.4), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality score</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥4</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.82 (0.55-1.09)</td>
<td>94.9% (93.9-95.8), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>-.27</td>
<td>.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.83 (0.39-1.26)</td>
<td>90.4% (84.1-94.2), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exercises</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.93 (0.63-1.25)</td>
<td>95.7% (94.9-96.4), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>-.51</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.53 (0.26-0.80)</td>
<td>82.5% (72.2-88.9), $P=0.011$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interactivity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.84 (0.55-1.13)</td>
<td>95.2% (94.2-96.1), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.78 (0.35-1.23)</td>
<td>93.4% (91.2-95.1), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Peer discussion</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.82 (0.46-1.18)</td>
<td>95.9% (94.9-96.7), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>-.43</td>
<td>.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.80 (0.48-1.12)</td>
<td>92.7% (90.6-94.4), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outcome assessment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0.85 (0.61-1.10)</td>
<td>94.8% (93.8-95.6), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>-.91</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.07 (-0.46 to 0.60)</td>
<td>68.6% (0-90.9), $P=.04$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comparison intervention</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-learning</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.40 (-0.21-1.01)</td>
<td>77.5% (34.8-87.8), $P=.23$</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional learning</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.85 (0.60-1.11)</td>
<td>95.0% (94.1-95.8), $P&lt;.001$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conflict of interest</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Additionally, effect size was found to be significantly larger for blended courses with exercises versus no exercises, which was consistent with the results of a previous study conducted by Cook et al in 2006, which found that continuity clinics had higher test scores when using a question format compared to a standard format [37]. Thus, it is necessary for educators to include exercises in their teaching, such as cases and self-assessment questions. However, we failed to confirm our hypothesis that presence of peer discussion and high interactivity would yield larger effect sizes. Although we found statistical differences between the RCTs and NRS in the no-intervention comparison, it could probably be due to chance as there were only two RCTs (130 participants) included. Differences between studies with conflicts of interest and those without conflicts of interest in nonblended comparisons could be also due to chance, as only two studies with conflicts of interest (612 participants) were included. The remainder of the high heterogeneity may arise from other characteristics, such as individual learning styles, study intervention, assessment instrument, and ongoing access to learning materials [33,107,108], for which detailed information was not available in the included studies. As Wong et al cited in their review, different modes of course delivery suit different learners in different environments [109].

Our samples consisted of various health professional learners (nurses, medical students, nursing students, physicians, public health workers, and other health professionals) across a wide variety of health care disciplines, such as medicine, nursing, ethics, health policy, pharmacy, radiology, genetics, histology, and emergency preparedness. Moreover, we found medium or large effects for the pooled effect sizes of almost all subgroup analyses exploring variations in study design, participant type, randomization, quality scores, exercises, interactivity, and peer discussion. Thus, our results suggest that health care educators should use blended learning as a teaching component in various disciplines and course settings.

**Strengths and Limitations**

Our meta-analysis also has several strengths. Evaluations of the effectiveness of blended learning for health professions are timely and very important for both medical educators and learners. We intentionally kept our scope broad in terms of subjects and included all studies with learners from health professions. We searched for relevant studies in manifold research databases up to September 2014. The systematic literature search encompassed multiple databases and had few exclusion criteria. We also conducted all aspects of the review process in duplicate.

However, there are limitations to consider. First, although we searched gray literature in two databases (CENTRAL and ERIC), gray literature indexed by other databases may have been missed, which could be the reason for the observed publication bias. Second, the quality of meta-analyses is dependent on the quality of data from the included studies. Although the standard deviation of eight interventions was not available due to poor reporting, we used the average standard deviation of other included studies and imputed effect sizes with concomitant potential for error. Third, despite conducting the review and extraction independently and in duplicate, the process was subjective and dependent on the descriptions of the included articles instead of direct evaluation of interventions. Fourth, although the modified Newcastle–Ottawa scale is a useful and reliable tool for appraising methodological quality of medical education research and enhances flexibility for different study designs, it increases the risk of reviewer error or bias due to a certain amount of rater subjectivity. Then, results of subgroup analyses should be interpreted with caution because of the absence of a priori hypotheses in some cases, such as study design, country socioeconomic status, and outcome assessment. Moreover, although the subgroup analyses showed the variability of participant types, socioeconomic status of country, intervention duration, interactivity, peer discussion, and study design of RCT or NRS did not make a difference in the overall results, the large clinical heterogeneity and inconsistent magnitude of effects across studies makes it difficult to generalize the conclusions. In addition, as variability of study interventions, assessment instruments, circumstances and so on, which were not assessed, could be potential sources of heterogeneity, the results of both meta-analyses should be treated with caution. Furthermore, publication bias was found in themeta-analysis with the nonblended comparison. Although we used the trim and fill method for adjustment, the results should be treated with caution.

**Implications**

Our study has implications for both research on blended learning and education in health professions. Despite the fact that conclusions could be weakened by heterogeneity across studies, the results of our quantitative synthesis demonstrated that blended learning may have a positive effect on knowledge acquisition across a wide range of learners and disciplines directly related to health professions. In summary, blended learning could be promising and worthwhile for further application in health professions. The difference in effects across subgroup analyses indicates that different methods of conducting blended courses may demonstrate differing effectiveness. Therefore, researchers and educators should pay attention to how to implement a blended course effectively. This question could be answered successfully through studies directly comparing different blended instructional methods. Thus, such studies are of critical importance.

Studies comparing blended learning with no intervention suggested that blended learning in health professions might be
invariably effective. However, although observational studies yielded a large effect size, the quality of evidence was lower due to their inherent study design limitations. Additionally, owing to the small number of RCTs, the meta-analysis did not meet the optimal size (imprecision) and therefore, quality of evidence was ranked lower. Thus, despite the consistency of effect and no significant reporting bias, the evidence of the no-intervention comparison was of moderate quality, which means further research is likely to have an impact on our confidence in the estimate of effect and may change the estimate, and RCTs with large samples may modify the estimates. Therefore, pre-posttest study design, presence of exercises, and objective outcome assessment in blended courses could improve health care learners’ knowledge acquisition. Due to the large heterogeneity, the conclusion should be treated with caution.

**Conclusions**

Blended learning appears to have a consistent positive effect in comparison with no intervention and appears to be more effective than or at least as effective as nonblended instruction for knowledge acquisition in health professions. Moreover, pre-posttest study design, presence of exercises, and objective outcome assessment in blended courses could improve health care learners’ knowledge acquisition. Due to the large heterogeneity, the conclusion should be treated with caution.
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Abstract

Background: Concerns over online health information–seeking behavior point to the potential harm incorrect, incomplete, or biased information may cause. However, systematic reviews of health information have found few examples of documented harm that can be directly attributed to poor quality information found online.

Objective: The aim of this study was to improve our understanding of the quality and quality characteristics of information found in online discussion forum websites so that their likely value as a peer-to-peer health information–sharing platform could be assessed.

Methods: A total of 25 health discussion threads were selected across 3 websites (Reddit, Mumsnet, and Patient) covering 3 health conditions (human immunodeficiency virus [HIV], diabetes, and chickenpox). Assessors were asked to rate information found in the discussion threads according to 5 criteria: accuracy, completeness, how sensible the replies were, how they thought the questioner would act, and how useful they thought the questioner would find the replies.

Results: In all, 78 fully completed assessments were returned by 17 individuals (8 were qualified medical doctors, 9 were not). When the ratings awarded in the assessments were analyzed, 25 of the assessments placed the discussion threads in the highest possible score band rating them between 5 and 10 overall, 38 rated them between 11 and 15, 12 rated them between 16 and 20, and 3 placed the discussion thread they assessed in the lowest rating band (21-25). This suggests that health threads on Internet discussion forum websites are more likely than not (by a factor of 4:1) to contain information of high or reasonably high quality. Extremely poor information is rare; the lowest available assessment rating was awarded only 11 times out of a possible 353, whereas the highest was awarded 54 times. Only 3 of 78 fully completed assessments rated a discussion thread in the lowest possible overall band of 21 to 25, whereas 25 of 78 rated it in the highest of 5 to 10. Quality assessments differed depending on the health condition (chickenpox appeared 17 times in the 20 lowest-rated threads, HIV twice, and diabetes once). Although assessors tended to agree on which discussion threads contained good quality information, what constituted poor quality information appeared to be more subjective.

Conclusions: Most of the information assessed in this study was considered by qualified medical doctors and nonmedically qualified respondents to be of reasonably good quality. Although a small amount of information was assessed as poor, not all respondents agreed that the original questioner would have been led to act inappropriately based on the information presented. This suggests that discussion forum websites may be a useful platform through which people can ask health-related questions and receive answers of acceptable quality.
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Introduction

Background

Over the past 2 decades in England and Wales, consultation rates within general practitioners’ (GP) surgeries have increased from approximately 220 million in 1995 to 300 million in 2008 and are estimated currently at approximately 340 million [1]. Over the last decade, the number of attendances at accident and emergency (A&E) units in the National Health Service has increased more than 30%, from 14 million per year prior to 2003/2004 to 21.7 million in 2013/2014, and numbers are continuing to grow [2]. Pressure on GP surgeries may be one of the reasons for the increasing pressure on hospital A&E departments: 22% of patients report that it is not easy to get through to their GP’s surgery on the telephone and 9.8% of people who are unable to get a convenient GP appointment go to an A&E walk-in center instead [1].

Since 2008, online health-seeking information in the United Kingdom has increased dramatically, from 18% of UK adults saying they looked for health information online in 2008 to 43% in 2013, with an increase of 59% among the 25 to 29 years age group [3]. Health information seeking represented one of the fastest growing areas of Internet use measured by the UK government during the period from 2008 to 2013 and in 2014: 8% of people aged 16 to 35 years and 15% of those aged 55 to 64 years made a GP appointment using the Internet. The United Kingdom is the second highest country globally for Internet health searches; in a recent survey, “Google my symptoms” was a more common first action than “book a doctor’s appointment” or “visit a pharmacy for advice” [4]. In 2014, the number of health searches carried out in the United Kingdom increased by 19% [4].

Quality Considerations for Online Health-Seeking Behavior

Supporting individuals to shift at least some of their health-seeking behavior from a face-to-face consultation with a medically qualified practitioner to seeking information online, both before and following diagnosis, provides opportunities to relieve the pressure on GP surgeries and A&E departments. However, it is also dependent on the information found online being of sufficiently high quality that following it does not pose a health risk. Prior studies of health information online have shown that it is of variable quality [5-10]. Although much concern has been expressed over this [11-15], few examples of actual rather than potential harm have been documented [16,17].

Internet users often seek disease-specific information [18,19], including information that will enable them to diagnose a particular health problem [20]. Because trusted brands play an important role in health-seeking behavior [21-23], one way to make health-seeking behavior more comfortable for the Internet user may be to encourage them to turn to known and trusted websites when seeking health information, leveraging trusted brands to help them feel confident about the information they find there. If the brand is not health-specific, but is a source of information on a range of topics that the patient already trusts, they may be more likely to turn to it for information when they engage in online health-seeking behavior for the first time. Respondents to a short study on health information-seeking behavior during the 2014-2015 Ebola crisis in West Africa largely did not begin to use new modes of communication to seek out health information. Instead, they searched for health information through platforms and media they were already familiar with, turning first to trusted health and information brands, such as the World Health Organization, the BBC, and government ministries of health in addition to knowledgeable friends [24].

Characteristics to Support Health-Seeking Behavior

Online discussion forums have a number of characteristics that could benefit online health information seekers. Discussion is known to enable better learning and absorption of knowledge [25,26] and this has been identified as a benefit of discussion forums in general [27] and of online discussion forums specifically [28]. The emergence of Web 2.0 has provided new opportunities to gain and share knowledge about health issues [29-31] and discussion forums display positive attributes relating to all 4 website characteristics (source, medium, message, and receiver) that have been identified as important to engendering trust during online health-seeking behavior [32]. In particular, discussion forums can act as both the medium for and source of health information. Because both doctors and friends can be accessed through online discussion forums, the Internet should not be seen as a competing category to face-to-face interaction with such sources, but rather an enabler of it.

A weakness of the existing literature is the tendency to approach the Internet as if it is a homogenous environment where every website can be trusted or mistrusted equally until trust is added on by accreditation seals or source authority. This does not consider whether some characteristics, such as voted discussion forums that offer the ability to counter a previous post with more accurate information or to fill-in the information missing from a previous incomplete answer, make discussion forums inherently more conducive to the transfer of good quality information than other types of websites. All spaces exert influences on the choices that people make in those spaces. The more designers, owners, operators, and users of online discussion forums are aware of what these influences are likely to be, the more able they will be to consider how they can influence users’ choices [33,34].

The aim of this study is to provide an assessment of the quality and quality characteristics of information found in online discussion forums so that doctors, patients, and health care policymakers can better understand the online discussion forum environment and the information found there.
Methods

Selection Criteria

Our study involved UK-qualified medical doctors and UK (London)-based nonmedically qualified individuals assessing the information found in 3 online discussion forums (Reddit [35], Mumsnet [36], and Patient [37]) relating to 3 health conditions. We selected 3 health conditions that affect a high number of individuals in the United Kingdom: diabetes, chickenpox, and human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). According to the data from Public Health England, an estimated 107,800 individuals in the United Kingdom were living with HIV in 2013 [38]. An estimated 3.2 million (7%) of the UK population is living with diabetes [39], of whom 10% have type 1 diabetes and the remaining 90% have type 2. An estimated 90% of all Britons will have had chickenpox by the age of 15 [40], although no exact figures on infection exist for the United Kingdom because not all cases receive clinical attention. It is important to note that although US health policy positions chickenpox as a dangerous disease for which childhood vaccination is recommended [41], this is not the case in the United Kingdom, where it is positioned as a mild childhood disease for which vaccination is only necessary for high-risk groups. Professional medical consultation is considered necessary only in cases of complications listed on the website of the UK National Health Service [42].

There is evidence that a high volume of health-seeking information occurs in relation to all 3 conditions. Diabetes and HIV both feature in the top 10 most searched for diseases on Google (diabetes at number 2 with more than 9 million monthly global searches in 2013, HIV at number 4 with more than 6 million, and acquired immune deficiency syndrome [AIDS] at number 6 with 5 million) [43]. Although chickenpox appears lower on the list (at 43 with more than half a million global monthly searches), it is one of only a handful of communicable diseases found there and is the most significant childhood disease in the United Kingdom. Vaccination is uncommon (ie, the majority of the population are likely to catch it), but many parents do seek professional advice when their children develop symptoms. Therefore, it was likely that a considerable volume of health information would exist online for these 3 conditions. Diabetes and HIV both feature in the top 10 most searched for diseases on Google (diabetes at number 2 with more than 9 million monthly global searches in 2013, HIV at number 4 with more than 6 million, and acquired immune deficiency syndrome [AIDS] at number 6 with 5 million) [43]. Although chickenpox appears lower on the list (at 43 with more than half a million global monthly searches), it is one of only a handful of communicable diseases found there and is the most significant childhood disease in the United Kingdom. Vaccination is uncommon (ie, the majority of the population are likely to catch it), but many parents do seek professional advice when their children develop symptoms. Therefore, it was likely that a considerable volume of health information would exist online for these 3 conditions. Diabetes and HIV both feature in the top 10 most searched for diseases on Google (diabetes at number 2 with more than 9 million monthly global searches in 2013, HIV at number 4 with more than 6 million, and acquired immune deficiency syndrome [AIDS] at number 6 with 5 million) [43]. Although chickenpox appears lower on the list (at 43 with more than half a million global monthly searches), it is one of only a handful of communicable diseases found there and is the most significant childhood disease in the United Kingdom. Vaccination is uncommon (ie, the majority of the population are likely to catch it), but many parents do seek professional advice when their children develop symptoms. Therefore, it was likely that a considerable volume of health information would exist online for these 3 conditions.

Selection of Discussion Forum Websites and Discussion Forum Threads

Three online discussion forum websites were selected based on their popularity and common usage by the UK population (rather than among specialist interest groups or social media supersusers). These included 2 general discussion websites (Reddit and Mumsnet) and a health-specific site (Patient). We investigated each of the 3 websites to see if their message forums had existing discussion threads related to these conditions and found that all 3 health conditions were discussed on all 3 forums.

We selected specific discussion threads for the survey subjectively by undertaking a basic search inside each selected website on the chosen health conditions between February 15 and 17, 2015, and reading through the returned results to find questions for which we felt the original poster could (and probably should) have sought advice from a qualified medical practitioner. Discussion threads were rejected if the question did not require a medical or scientific reply (eg, a diabetic asking others whether they thought disclosing his diabetes on job applications would be disadvantageous) and if the question had received less than 2 replies. We selected 25 suitable questions (Reddit: n=9, Mumsnet: n=8, Patient: n=8; diabetes: n=8; HIV: n=9; chickenpox: n=8) according to the order they appeared in the search results, favoring discussions in which the question had been posted within the previous 12 months. If no suitable questions matching these criteria appeared within the first 50 search results, questions posted earlier or from beyond the first 50 search results were selected. Eleven of 25 questions selected appeared to be prediagnosis and were asking if symptoms they or a friend/family member were exhibiting might be indicative of a certain condition (eg, diabetes), 9 of 25 appeared to be postdiagnosis asking for advice on how to act in light of a condition (eg, whether certain exercise routines were suitable for diabetics), and 4 were asking for general advice on topics such as vaccination. Each question and the discussion thread that followed it was then assessed by more than one assessor. In total, 79 assessments were returned (mean 3.2, range 2-7 for the 25 questions).

Selection of Study Participants

We aimed to have the information in the forums assessed for quality by UK-qualified medical doctors (1 GP, 2 hospital infection specialists, 1 hospital-based diabetes consultant, 4 who did not give exact details) and also by London-based individuals who were not medically qualified, but who had experience with the health issue being discussed as a patient or as a carer of a patient.

The majority of the doctors were recruited through Ashford and St Peter’s Hospital, which has links with the Health, Human Body and Behaviour (H2B2) program at Royal Holloway, University of London. Two other medical doctors, known personally by the authors, were also invited to participate.

The nonmedically qualified participants for diabetes were recruited by contacting the chairs of 2 (offline) support groups for diabetics. Contact addresses for support groups are given on the website of the diabetes support charity Diabetes UK, which enabled group coordinators to be contacted personally and asked to take part. For chickenpox, parents of children in the common age group for contracting chickenpox (age 2-10 years) were recruited through the Parents and Friends Associations of 2 local West London schools (Lovelace Primary School in Chessington and Putney Girls High School). The Terrence Higgins Trust, a charity that supports people living with AIDS and HIV, was also approached and asked to contact people living with HIV who would be willing to take part, but they did not reply. As such, no HIV-positive patients participated and the questions relating to HIV were answered by doctors only. Participants were self-selecting and, therefore, may be subject to selection bias. Demographic data collected on the participants was minimal; it recorded whether or not they were medically qualified and confirmed they were adults older than
age 18 years before taking part, but no other particulars were recorded because these were not deemed necessary for this part of the study. Participants were given the option of taking part anonymously; 12 chose to disclose no other information than their level of qualification. Five of the doctors, but only one of the nonmedically qualified participants, provided a contact email address.

Participants were sent, by email, a list of paired URL links for each discussion thread they were asked to assess. One linked to the actual online forum discussion thread, which they saw in situ with no modification made to it for the sake of the study, and the other to an online assessment form. Each discussion thread was assessed against the same criteria. The discussion threads were assessed according to 5 criteria and the participant responded by rating the information from highest quality to lowest quality (range 1-5) on:

1. The medical/scientific accuracy of the information found there [5,7,9];
2. The medical/scientific completeness of the information [9,10,44];
3. How sensible they considered the answers provided to be;
4. Whether they thought someone reading the website would act appropriately based on the information provided; and
5. How useful they felt the answers given would be to the original poster.

An additional question was asked to check that the respondents found the discussions easy to follow; only 4 assessments recorded any level of difficulty in following the discussions.

The responses assessed perceived factual quality of the answer (accuracy and completeness), gave a subjective assessment on that information (how sensible was it?), and subjective assessments of how the reader might respond (would they act appropriately and would they find the information useful?). We included this differentiation in the questions because, although many previous studies have criticized online health information for being of poor or variable quality [11,14,15], far less have found actual evidence of poor information leading to inappropriate or dangerous health decisions being made [16,17,45,46]. Because even fewer studies focused on how likely it is that Internet discussion forum readers will take action based on the information they found there, exploring perceptions around this is of particular interest.

In each assessment, the discussion threads could be assigned 1 of 5 rating values, for which the highest (1) related to the best quality information and the lowest (5) to information that was considered to be inaccurate or ill advised. The criteria for marking were consistent across each health topic and website, and provided a potential overall score of between 5 (5*1, top rating for each criteria) and 25 (5*5, lowest rating for each criteria) to each discussion forum thread.

Participants were invited to participate between May 12 and June 4, 2015, and were given 2 to 3 weeks to reply. The final survey assessments were accepted on June 13, 2015. Participants were sent a mean 8 (range 7 to 25) discussion threads to assess (each of which required assessments of the 5 separate criteria) based on their particular area of experience or medical expertise, with only one participant—a recently retired GP—offered all surveys to complete. The assessments were completed, and results collected, using the free online survey software SmartSurvey. A generic version of the assessment questionnaire is available in Multimedia Appendix 1.

**Results**

**Survey Data Returned**

A total of 79 assessments of discussion threads were returned at least partially completed (as of June 13, 2015). For 78 assessments, all 5 criteria were assessed and rated, but on 1 assessment, 2 of the criteria were skipped. Seventeen separate individuals took part, 8 of whom identified themselves as medically qualified. The qualified medical doctors completed 58 of 79 (73%) returned surveys and 21 of 79 (27%) surveys were completed by the nonmedically qualified respondents.

Tables 1-3 show the data from all survey responses by health condition and website. Multimedia Appendix 2 includes a visual representation of the quality scores and a reference to the actual question as it appeared on the Internet discussion forum website (as the assessors saw it when they made their assessment). Figure 1 shows a visual comparison of ratings in each category across all websites and health conditions.
Table 1. Quality score data from all survey responses for diabetes-related questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website, question, and respondent</th>
<th>Quality score (1=high, 5=low)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accurate</td>
<td>Complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reddit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1. First party since being diagnosed, need advice?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public 9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2. Advice for exercise and midnight lows?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mumsnet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3. Are anger outbursts normal with diabetes?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public 9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4. Signs of diabetes or paranoid Mummy?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5. Longer to get over a cold with diabetes?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public 2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public 3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6. Can this be diabetes?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public 2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7. Do I have Type 1 diabetes?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8. Diabetes: advice please?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public 2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^a Scores are missing because respondent did not answer for these criteria.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website, question, and respondent</th>
<th>Quality score (1=high, 5=low)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accurate</td>
<td>Complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reddit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9. I found out I had HIV; not clear about the stage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q10. HIV and depression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q11. Question about HIV and personal fitness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mumsnet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q13. Babysitter has just announced he’s HIV positive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q14. Question about HIV (and partner)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q15. Children and HIV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q16. HIV question</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q17. HIV infection: intestinal yeast after 4 months?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor 4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Quality score data from all survey responses for chickenpox-related questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website, question, and respondent</th>
<th>Quality score (1=high, 5=low)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accurate</td>
<td>Complete</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reddit**

Q18. Is this chickenpox? Help!!

- **Doctor 1**: 5 4 4 5 5 23
- **Doctor 4**: 3 3 3 2 2 13
- **Doctor 5**: 4 4 3 3 4 18
- **Doctor 6**: 5 4 4 2 3 18
- **Public 4**: 3 4 3 2 3 15
- **Public 5**: 4 2 2 2 2 12
- **Public 6**: 3 2 2 1 2 10

Q19. Did you give your child the chickenpox vaccine?

- **Doctor 1**: 2 2 2 1 2 9
- **Doctor 4**: 2 2 1 2 1 8
- **Doctor 5**: 2 2 1 1 1 7
- **Doctor 6**: 3 3 4 2 3 15
- **Public 4**: 3 3 3 3 3 15
- **Public 5**: 2 2 1 1 1 7
- **Public 6**: 3 4 3 3 3 16

Q20. Chickenpox: why more dangerous to adults?

- **Doctor 1**: 3 3 3 3 4 16
- **Doctor 5**: 3 4 3 3 4 17
- **Doctor 7**: 3 3 3 3 3 15

Q21. Chickenpox: is 5 months too young to expose?

- **Doctor 1**: 3 3 3 3 3 15
- **Doctor 4**: 2 2 2 2 2 10
- **Doctor 5**: 5 4 4 5 5 23
- **Public 4**: 3 3 3 3 3 15
- **Public 7**: 3 3 2 2 2 12
- **Public 8**: 4 4 4 3 3 18

Q22. Has your child had the chickenpox vaccine?

- **Doctor 1**: 3 4 3 3 3 16
- **Doctor 4**: 2 2 2 1 2 9
- **Doctor 5**: 3 3 3 3 3 15
- **Public 6**: 3 4 3 3 3 16
- **Public 7**: 3 2 4 3 3 15

Q23. Is it normal to be so very ill with chickenpox?

- **Doctor 1**: 4 4 3 2 3 16
- **Doctor 4**: 2 2 3 1 2 10
- **Doctor 8**: 2 2 1 1 2 8
- **Public 4**: 3 3 1 3 3 13

Q24. Should toddler get the chickenpox vaccine?

- **Doctor 1**: 2 2 2 3 3 12
On average (excluding the retired GP), medically qualified respondents completed 5 surveys each and nonmedically qualified respondents completed 2 to 3 assessments each. When asked, the reason why respondents did not complete all assessments they were offered was lack of time. In total, this provided 393 criteria ratings across all 79 assessments (see Table 4).

Table 4. Number of individual criteria assessed (5 assessments per discussion forum thread) out of 393.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Discussion forum, n</th>
<th>Total, n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reddit</td>
<td>Mumsnet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chickenpox</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Two questions on a survey were skipped.

Of the 353 assessments made overall, assessors rated the majority as a score of 2 (n=149) or 3 (n=137) on the scale of 1 to 5. Some information was rated the highest score of 1 (n=54) and a smaller proportion was rated the lowest scores (n=42 for a score of 4; n=11 for a score of 5). The lowest possible rating was given only 11 times out of 393 (2.8%) across the entire survey in comparison to 54 instances (13.5%) in which the highest possible rating was given. No discussion thread was given the lowest possible rating across all 5 categories (which would have given it an overall score of 25 suggesting that the information was inaccurate, incomplete, and likely to lead to harm) or the highest possible rating (which would have given it an overall score of 5 suggesting that the information was entirely accurate, complete, and would lead to appropriate action being taken).

When ratings were considered across all 5 criteria on which discussion forums were assessed and grouped into 4 value groups (5-10: threads were predominantly given 1 of 2 highest ratings for all criteria; 11-15: threads were largely given the high-middle ratings; 16-20: threads were often rated in the lower categories; 20-25: threads were assessed poorly on all 4 criteria) across the 79 surveys completed, 25 scored between 5 and 10, 38 scored between 11 and 15, 12 scored between 16 and 20, and 3 scored between 21 and 25. The one assessment that was only partially completed and could not be awarded an overall score was excluded from this stage.

High ratings were awarded more often than low ratings by a factor of 4:1. Ratings of 1 or 2 were awarded 203 of 393 times (51.7%), whereas ratings of 4 or 5 were awarded 53 of 393 times (13.5%). Overall ratings of 5 to 10 or 11 to 15 were awarded 63 of 78 times (81%), whereas ratings of 16 to 20 or 21 to 25 were awarded 15 of 78 times (19%).
How Is “Bad” Information “Bad”?  
Previous studies tended to assess information against a single criterion for quality (i.e., completeness of information or accuracy of information) across all websites available regardless of their characteristics. This study enabled a comparison across a number of criteria and considered how website characteristics specific to discussion forums may influence this.

Although 18 of 79 surveys (23%) were considered to be incomplete (receiving scores of 4 or 5), covering “very little” or “none” of the information the assessor would expect to see, a smaller number than this (11/79, 15%) considered the information given to be “somewhat” or “very” medically inaccurate (receiving scores of 4 or 5 for those criteria). The findings are consistent with the existing literature in that information marked on quality is generally more related to the incompleteness of the information rather than actual inaccuracy [5,10,45]. An even smaller number (3/79, 4%) thought that poor information may lead to someone acting in a way that may put their health at risk. The results suggest that even if information is considered to be inaccurate or incomplete, this may not necessarily result in poor advice being given.

Because all message threads were rated by at least 2 assessors, and some were rated by 5 to 7 different assessors, this offered an opportunity to note whether information assessed as poor was marked consistently (or inconsistently) by all assessors, which would suggest an element of subjectivity in the assessment. In general, assessors scored consistently. For example, Q1 was awarded overall scores of 6, 7, and 9 by its 3 assessors; Q3 scored 10, 11, 12, and 13; and Q20 scored 15, 16, and 17. Some threads scored consistently high by all assessors (e.g., Q1, Q7, Q12) and some scored consistently average (Q3, Q20, Q25). No discussion thread was consistently awarded the lowest band range by all its assessors.

Assessors who marked more than 3 discussion threads awarded marks reasonably evenly across the possible rating bands: Doctor 1, the only respondent who assessed all 25 threads, gave ratings ranging from 6 to 24; Doctor 4 gave a range from 6 to 15; and Doctor 6 gave a range from 7 to 23. The nonmedically qualified respondents tended to be more cautious awarding ratings marks; they awarded across a range of 7 to 18. Only 1 of the 10 lowest-rating assessments was returned by a nonmedically qualified respondent (Q21/Public 8). This could be seen as nonmedically qualified respondents being less able to recognize poor quality information or less confident about highlighting it as poor quality. However, the nonmedically qualified respondents tended to agree with the medically qualified respondents when assessing information as being inaccurate and/or incomplete, but they gave different responses on how likely someone would be to act inappropriately on the information provided (e.g., see Q21/Doctor 5 and Public 8).

In the 11 cases in which the lowest possible rating was returned for a discussion thread, other assessors (including doctors) of the same thread rated it more favorably. If a thread was rated in the highest score group (5-10) by one respondent, the lowest rating it received from any of the other assessors was 16, with the largest range 7 to 16 (Q19), whereas the 3 threads that rated in the lowest band (21-25) received a much broader range of scores (Q18: 10-24; Q21: 10-23). When information was considered to be of middling quality overall, it was more likely...
that some assessors would consider it to be very poor. However, in most cases, low ratings were outliers in a broad range; for instance, the low rating of 23 awarded to Q21 by assessor Doctor 5 and the rating of 24 awarded to Q18 by assessor Doctor 1 were outliers to a range of 10 to 18 in both cases from the same thread’s other assessors.

Assessment of Quality by Message Forum
There was some variation in quality between the message forums, with Reddit containing the highest quality information (rating of 1: n=33) more often than either Mumsnet (n=9) or Patient (n=12), but also being more likely to contain the lowest quality information (rating of 5: Reddit=7; Mumsnet=3; Patient=1) than the other 2 websites.

Figure 2. Overall ratings (scores) awarded by health condition.

Assessment of Quality by Health Condition
Message threads related to chickenpox were less likely to be awarded high ratings (score of 1 or 2) than discussion threads related to either HIV or diabetes. The middle rating (score of 3) was most often awarded to discussions on chickenpox, whereas both HIV and diabetes were mostly likely to be rated 2. Eight of the total 11 lowest ratings were awarded against chickenpox discussion threads and 8 of the 10 lowest-rated threads overall were chickenpox threads.

Figure 2 displays all scores of the individual health topics to show the variation in results across the different health conditions.

Discussion
Principal Results
The results of this survey suggest that, in general, the health information found in discussion forums is of reasonably good quality and only rarely does it contain information that is very inaccurate (4/79) and which some reviewers (3/79) feel may lead someone to act in a way that may put their health at risk. These results are broadly consistent with those found elsewhere in the existing literature on the completeness and accuracy of health information found online. Previous studies on a diverse range of health conditions, including cancer, managing fever in children, and childbirth, have consistently suggested that approximately 60% to 70% of information is generally of good quality [5,10,15] with only approximately 5% to 7% considered genuinely inaccurate [5,15,45]. The results also suggest that people may be more able to make sensible decisions when faced with poor quality information than doctors give them credit for. This warrants further study.

Rating the discussion threads on different criteria enables us to look more closely than previous studies at how, where, and why poor ratings are awarded. It is interesting to note, for example, that the controversial discussions around vaccination and herbal/natural remedies in the chickenpox discussions led to 36 separate low ratings of 4 or 5 being awarded. These were more often awarded against the inaccuracy of the information (n=11) or incompleteness (n=18) than the information being likely to lead the poster to make a somewhat inappropriate or very ill-advised decision (n=3).
It was not within the scope of the study to compare the questions that appeared to be asked prediagnosis with those that appeared to have been asked postdiagnosis. It was also not within the scope to compare those questions that were asked about the more serious conditions (ie, HIV and diabetes) with those that were asked about the milder condition (ie, chickenpox). We appreciate that these may be important factors in influencing the replies given and they warrant further research.

**Q18. Reddit/Chickenpox**

The discussion thread that was rated most poorly was Q18 (“Is this Chickenpox? Help!!”) for chickenpox on Reddit, on which a parent had posted a photo of spots their child had developed and asked, “Is this chickenpox?” Two respondents considered the information given to be very medically/scientifically inaccurate, one of whom also considered the information to be very ill advised, likely to lead the questioner to make a very ill-advised decision, and to act in a way that may put their health in danger.

In total, 8 respondents completed this questionnaire. Although more than half (4/7) considered the information given to be “somewhat” or “very” scientifically inaccurate and to cover “very little” of the medical information they would expect to see, 6 of 7 respondents did not think this would actually lead to harmful behavior. It is also worth noting that some posters did encourage the original questioner to go to the doctor, who later posted an update to say that they had taken this course of action. This is particularly interesting because it provides proof that although the information was assessed by some experts to be poor, it did not lead to dangerous behavior and the original poster was capable of sorting the sensible advice from the mix of replies given.

**Q21. Mumsnet/Chickenpox**

On Mumsnet, Q21 (“Chicken pox–is 5 months too young to expose?”) for chickenpox returned 3 lowest possible ratings against the inaccuracy of the information and in the 2 categories relating to how the poster might act. The survey was completed by 6 respondents in total and the low scores were awarded by only 1 of the 6; the other 5 rated the information more favorably. The discussion related to a parent’s question about the safety of exposing their 5-month-old child to someone who was only 1 of the 6; the other 5 rated the information more favorably.

The final low rating was recorded against a discussion on whether diabetes affects a person’s ability to recover from a cold (“Does it take longer to get over a cold if you have type 2 diabetes?”). One of 4 assessors felt that the information given was “very medically/scientifically inaccurate,” but in this case, it was not within the scope of the study to compare those questions that were asked about the more serious conditions (ie, HIV and diabetes) with those that were asked about the milder condition (ie, chickenpox). We appreciate that these may be important factors in influencing the replies given and they warrant further research.

| Table 5. Discussion forums returning the lowest possible ratings. |
|----------------------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|
| Header               | Inaccurate | Incomplete | Ill advised | Make bad decision | Dangerous to health |
| Q5. Patient/diabetes | 1         |           |           |          |         |
| Q10. Reddit/HIV      |           | 1         |           |          | 1        |
| Q18. Reddit/chickenpox | 2         | 1         | 1         |          | 1        |
| Q21. Mumsnet/chickenpox | 1         | 1         |           |          |         |

There was no discussion thread that was consistently rated in the lowest (or even lowest plus second lowest) categories by all its respondents, suggesting that what constitutes poor information is as much a subjective judgment on the part of the
reviewer as an absolute. Respondents disagreed more on how people who read the information may act based on it than on the accuracy or completeness of the information. Previous studies have suggested that there is an element of subjectivity attached to assessments of quality [45] and although the results of this study uphold this, further exploration is warranted of how health information in online discussion forums is received and acted on.

Limitations of the Study
A number of limitations have to be taken into account when considering the results presented here. Firstly, the sample size was very small, consisting of only 17 individuals from a limited demographic (UK adults in West London). This cannot be considered to be representative; a much larger sample would need to be surveyed to ensure results could be applied more generally.

Secondly, recruiting respondents to the study was difficult, especially recruiting nonmedically qualified respondents. The diabetes support groups contacted were nervous about involving their members in a study that may direct them to incorrect and potentially harmful information. The HIV support charities contacted did not respond. Although it was easier to recruit parents to assess the chickenpox discussion, the numbers recruited were still fewer than hoped for. A larger future study would need to consider more efficient ways of recruiting higher numbers of participants.

Comparison With Prior Work
These results support other studies of online health information that found although online health information is of variable quality, the majority of it is of reasonably high quality with only a very small proportion considered to be factually incorrect (4/79) or potentially harmful to health (3/79 assessors thought the poor information given may lead someone to “act in a way that may put their health at risk”). Only 3 assessors awarded a discussion thread the lowest rating band overall, whereas 25 assessments rated a message thread in the highest band. This is broadly consistent with previous assessments about the quality of online health information in general [5,10,15,16,45].

Conclusions
The results of this study suggest that discussion forums are capable of producing health information of reasonably high quality. Of the 79 threads, 68 were assessed to contain at least some medically/scientifically accurate information and 61 of 79 were considered to contain at least some of the medical information that would be expected.

On only 3 occasions did an assessor think someone might make a “somewhat” or “very” ill-advised decision based on the information provided and there were only 3 occasions in which assessors felt the questioner may be led to act in a way that could put their health at risk. In each case, only one of the assessors felt this way when others did not; in the case of 2 of the 3 lowest ratings, comments made in the discussion forum by the original poster could be interpreted as meaning that they were not going to take a potentially harmful course of action. This challenges the assumption that the presence of poor information is automatically harmful.

The forums that contained the most inaccurate or controversial information also contained counterbalancing comments that appear able to dilute the potentially harmful consequences of the poor quality information. Comments made by the original poster and the majority of the respondents suggest that the better quality information was the more influential. This, in particular, warrants further study.

Online discussion forums do seem to be able to provide an opportunity for online health information seekers to access health information of acceptable quality. The findings suggest that there is merit in further exploring the possibilities of online discussion forums for providing peer-to-peer health information. In particular, there is a need to develop a better understanding of whether, and how, the small amount of incorrect or ill-advised information provided in a minority of answers is likely to result in adverse health outcomes or whether the discussion forum characteristics enable such messages to be counteracted and diluted. Most previous studies have tended to hone in on the small minority of poor quality examples and overemphasize the potentially detrimental impact they may have. This is despite the small number of studies that have found evidence of actual harm caused by poor health information found on the Internet. Thus, further analysis of the relationship between poor information and patient interpretation/action is crucial.
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Abstract

Background: An increasing number of people visit online health communities to seek health information. In these communities, people share experiences and information with others, often complemented with links to different websites. Understanding how people share websites can help us understand patients' needs in online health communities and improve how peer patients share health information online.

Objective: Our goal was to understand (1) what kinds of websites are shared, (2) information quality of the shared websites, (3) who shares websites, (4) community differences in website-sharing behavior, and (5) the contexts in which patients share websites. We aimed to find practical applications and implications of website-sharing practices in online health communities.

Methods: We used regular expressions to extract URLs from 10 WebMD online health communities. We then categorized the URLs based on their top-level domains. We counted the number of trust codes (eg, accredited agencies' formal evaluation and PubMed authors' institutions) for each website to assess information quality. We used descriptive statistics to determine website-sharing activities. To understand the context of the URL being discussed, we conducted a simple random selection of 5 threads that contained at least one post with URLs from each community. Gathering all other posts in these threads resulted in 387 posts for open coding analysis with the goal of understanding motivations and situations in which website sharing occurred.

Results: We extracted a total of 25,448 websites. The majority of the shared websites were .com (59.16%, 15,056/25,448) and WebMD internal (23.2%, 5905/25,448) websites; the least shared websites were social media websites (0.15%, 39/25,448). High-posting community members and moderators posted more websites with trust codes than low-posting community members did. The heart disease community had the highest percentage of websites containing trust codes compared to other communities. Members used websites to disseminate information, supportive evidence, resources for social support, and other ways to communicate.

Conclusions: Online health communities can be used as important health care information resources for patients and caregivers. Our findings inform patients' health information-sharing activities. This information assists health care providers, informaticians, and online health information entrepreneurs and developers in helping patients and caregivers make informed choices.
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Introduction

Increased access to online health information can empower patients to manage health better. A survey of US cancer patients showed that 92% of patients believed the Internet empowered them to make better health decisions and helped them communicate with their physicians [1]. Patients increasingly participate in online health communities and seek online health information; currently, more than 70,000 websites provide health information [2]. By May 2005, Yahoo! Groups [3] had listed more than 68,000 online support groups in their Health and Wellness section. Online health communities have been identified as one of the primary methods of online health information seeking for both consumers and members of their social networks [4-6]. Patients share their experiences and exchange emotional support and information through online health communities in the context of varying illnesses (eg, heart disease [7], rare diseases [8]). Patients also share resources for health information, including websites. Despite all the positive aspects of using online health information, it can be overwhelming, conflicting, and confusing for patients to find relevant, validated information [9]. Providing information to patients about the relevance and the validity of the websites posted in online health communities can assist in meeting the health information needs of patients while seeking online health information.

Members of online health communities, in addition to peer patients’ psychosocial support, increasingly share health information resources, such as links to websites. Gustafson et al [10] showed that informational support in online health communities has the potential to affect health care consumers’ decision making. Nambisan [11] studied the impact of empathy perceived by patients in an online health community based on their information-seeking effectiveness and social support. In online health communities, patients not only learn from peer patients, but also from online community moderators. Huh et al [12] showed that patients gained informational support from the community moderators. Further, other researchers have explored the assessment strategies for Internet information quality and readability [13], automated detection of conformity with the HONcode [14], computer-aided analysis of online social support [15], use of text mining and visualization for understanding smoking behavior [16], and analysis of top-level domain assignments [17].

These studies point to the importance of studying health information-sharing practices in online health communities. However, we lack knowledge around what kinds of information resources are being shared. One shared information resource in online health communities that we can easily capture is websites shared in the form of weblinks. We do not know what kinds of websites are being shared as an information resource and the context around how those resources are being shared.

Analyzing websites shared in online health communities should include the quality and purposes of these websites, who posts these websites, and whether there are any community differences. Investigating these issues around websites shared in online health communities will provide implications for developing how patients can appropriately navigate the online environment to locate relevant, high-quality health information.

Our research questions were:
1. Website categories: what kinds of websites are being shared in online health communities?
2. Information quality: what is the information quality of the websites being shared in online health communities?
3. Poster information: who are posting to those websites?
4. Community differences: how do communities post websites differently?
5. Context of website sharing: what are the contexts in which websites are being shared?

Methods

Data Collection

To answer our research questions, we chose the WebMD online health communities to investigate website-sharing practices. We chose WebMD because the community posts are publicly available and it is one of the most active online health communities online. We chose 10 WebMD online health communities on addiction, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), breast cancer, diabetes, weight loss, fit kids, heart disease, multiple sclerosis (MS), pain management, and sexual health. Our inclusion criteria for selecting these communities included being ranked within the top 15 communities in terms of total posting activity and having at least one health professional moderator and one staff moderator. WebMD [18] is one of the few online health communities that offers both health professional and staff moderators. Health professional moderators at WebMD have clinical backgrounds in medicine, nursing, or nutrition. Staff moderators do not have clinical backgrounds, but facilitate and monitor conversations. We considered having enough moderator participation as criteria for choosing the community because we wanted to look at potential poster group differences in sharing websites.

We downloaded all posts from the 10 WebMD communities, which included 288,349 posts from June 2007 to February 2014. We received a letter from Northwestern University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) that this study is not regulated by the IRB because our study is equivalent to the observation of public behavior.

URL Extraction

To extract websites shared in WebMD online health communities, we extracted the URLs from each post using a regular expression pattern shown in the following:

```
https://[\w\-\=]?(:d+)?
([\w\-\=]?&%+@~!#$)*?
[^www]www:(d+)?
([\w\-\=]?&%+@~!#$)*[^www].*
```

Regular expressions are formal representations of text character patterns that represent a sequence of characters appearing in a
text document with functionalities such as set operations (e.g., union, intersection, negation), boundary matches, quantifiers (e.g., at least once, exactly \(n\) times), and logical operators. We selected all posts containing at least one URL with this pattern. Many community members mentioned website names (e.g., YouTube [19], Facebook [20]), but not the URLs linking to the website. We excluded such mentions of website names not following the conventional URL pattern as shown. Figure 1 shows the process of extracting and analyzing URLs in the dataset.

**Figure 1.** Process description from data collection to URL extraction and analysis.

**Website Categorization**

We then developed a mechanism to classify the websites identified from the URLs based on their top-level domain (TLD) names [21]. URLs and other resources connected to the Internet (servers, computer) are hierarchically separated by the dot (“.”) symbol. For example, the hierarchy for “en.wikipedia.org” is “org → Wikipedia → en.” TLDs are the top-most level in the hierarchy (org for “en.wikipedia.org”). Sometimes the TLDs are country code TLDs (ccTLD) (eg, “health.wa.gov.au”). In such cases, the ccTLD is ignored and the next domain name is considered as the TLD. We categorized a website as a “.gov” website if the TLD was .gov, an “.edu” website if the TLD was .edu, and a “.org” website if the TLD was .org. We also classified URL lists based on whether they could be considered as social media. It is difficult to identify social media websites from the domain names, let alone defining what a social media website is. For instance, Facebook is a representative website for social media. However, other generic websites, such as NYTimes.com, can also include social media features where the readers can interact online. To operationalize categorizing websites into social media, we selected the top 15 social media websites from eBizMBA [22], which included Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Pinterest, Google Plus+, Tumblr, Instagram, VK, Flickr, Vine, Meetup, Tagged, Ask.fm, MeetMe, and ClassMates. The URLs that contained these websites in their domain names (eg, www.facebook.com/pages/[...]），we categorized the URLs into “social media” websites.

**Analysis of Information Quality**

To assess the quality of information shared in each website, we used the total number of trust codes assigned to the website. Trust codes refer to official validations the website has fulfilled in terms of health information quality requirements. The accredited agencies we used in our analysis conducting such validations included Health On the Net Foundation [23], True Ultimate Standards Everywhere Inc [24], Utilization Review Accreditation Commission [25], GuideStar USA Inc [26], National Committee for Quality Assurance [27], and National Health Council [28]. Accordingly, a website can have multiple validations through the form of trust codes that appears on their website, given by these agencies as evidence that they have fulfilled the requirements as a safe health information-sharing website.

Because of the overwhelming number of URLs extracted, we developed a systematic way to efficiently examine the information quality. If a website was mentioned 3 times or more from at least one WebMD community, we hand coded for assignment of trust codes. Then, we collected a list of commonly occurring keywords from the URLs of the websites identified to contain trust codes. Examples included “med,” “help,” “doc,” “Rx,” and “MD.” To assess the validity of the websites mentioned less than 3 times from one of the communities, we selected only those websites with URLs containing the previously listed keywords. Two authors (CN and AKA) hand coded trust codes for the websites that were mentioned at least 3 times or whose URLs contained these keywords. The interannotator agreement based on the kappa for assigning trust.
codes to these 1229 URLs was .948 (95% CI .932-.964), which is considered very good agreement [29]. We recorded the total number of trust codes for each website collected.

**Metainformation Recording: The Posters and the Community**

To understand poster characteristics of website sharing, we aggregated community members into 3 groups: patient members, staff moderators, and health professional moderators. We used the list of staff moderators and health professional moderators’ usernames available on the WebMD website to identify these 3 poster groups. We then ranked all patient members based on their total posting frequency. We then subgrouped patient members as the following: (1) high-posting members (posters in the upper quartile of the list), (2) medium-posting members (posters in the interquartile of the list), and (3) low-posting members (posters in the lower quartile of the list). We also retained the information on which community the post came from (eg, diabetes vs heart disease).

**Qualitative Content Analysis**

To qualitatively understand when and how community members shared URLs, we conducted a simple random selection of 5 threads among the conversation threads that included at least one URL in either the thread-initiating post or the replies from each of the 10 communities, resulting in a total of 50 threads. The number of replies to these threads varied between 2 and 15, resulting in a total of 386 posts for the qualitative analysis. We analyzed the post content using open coding analysis [30] for identifying emerging themes for sharing the URLs.

**Results**

We extracted 25,448 URLs from 8714 unique posts out of the total 288,349 posts (3.02%) in all 10 communities (frequently shared websites shown in Multimedia Appendix 1). On average, posts in a community contained 1.99 (SD 1.14) URLs. Of all retrieved URLs, 94.83% (24,132/25,448) were posted in the replies.

Subsequently, we describe the categories of shared websites, the information quality of the shared websites, and findings around poster group and community differences in website-sharing behavior. We end with overall frequently shared websites and the context in which these URLs were shared.

**Results on Website Categories**

Our categorization criteria using TLDs resulted in 6 categories (in the order of appearance from high to low): .com websites, WebMD websites, .org websites, .gov websites, .edu websites, and social media websites. Figure 2 shows the website categories shared from our data and the content for each website category.

---

**Figure 2.** Trust code points across the website categories. The x-axis indicates the website categories and the y-axis indicates the percentage of websites with trust code points.
.com Websites

Out of the total of 25,448 URLs extracted, 15,056 URLs (59.16%) belonged to the .com websites. Websites classified in this category included search engines, information portal websites on drugs or medical tests, personal blogs, and commercial websites (eg, chemosavvy [31], Drugs.com [32], LIVESTRONG.COM [33], and Michelle’s Road to Recovery [34]).

WebMD Websites

In all, 5905 of 25,448 URLs (23.20%) belonged to the WebMD websites. Because our data came from the WebMD online health communities, those community members often shared resources they found from WebMD. To address this bias, we separated the URLs from the WebMD website as its own category, rather than including it as part of the .com websites. The identified WebMD websites included information on information on various diseases, drug information, news on health, or resources for crisis assistance.

.org Websites

Another 3369 of 25,448 URLs (13.24%) belonged to the .org websites. The URLs in this category included nonprofit organizations representing community members’ disease foci (eg, CHADD [35] for ADHD, Breastcancer.org [36] for breast cancer) and for-profit organizations related to the disease foci (eg, Joslin Diabetes Center [37] for diabetes). Other .org websites included wikis (eg, WikiEducator [38]), websites designed to help users understand laboratory test results (eg, Lab Tests Online [39]), journal websites (eg, American Medical Association [40], The American Journal of Clinical Nutrition [41]), and Web-based intervention websites.

gov Websites

Of the 25,448 URLs, 930 (3.65%) belonged to government websites (eg, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC] [42], US Food and Drug Administration [FDA] [43]). These websites included information about government policies on health insurance plans, social security benefits, information on drugs, and food and health care.

.edu Websites

Another 149 of 25,448 URLs (0.59%) belonged to educational websites (eg, Perelman School of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania [44], University of South Florida [45]). Educational websites contained a university department’s website (introduction to the department), news related to innovative therapeutic research, online educational resources, and journal articles published by university faculty.

Social Media Websites

Finally, 39 of 25,448 URLs (0.15%) belonged to social media websites, including social networking sites such as Facebook, media-sharing apps such as YouTube [19] and Flickr [46], and microblogging sites such as Twitter [47].

Information Quality of the Websites

Overall Information Quality

We found at least one trust code in 4875 URLs: 32.38% (1901/5872) of all URLs shared under the .com websites, 99.38% (5836/5872) of all URLs for the WebMD websites, and 25.20% (849/5872) of URLs for the .org websites. In terms of the average number of trust codes per URL, the .com websites had 0.36 trust codes per post (SD 0.57; n=15,056), 2.89 (SD 0.45; n=5872) for the WebMD website, and 0.25 (SD 0.43; n=3369) for the .org website.

For the rest of the website categories, all 930 URLs (100%) of the .gov websites, all 149 URLs (100%) of the .edu websites, and all 39 URLs (100%) of the social media websites did not contain any trust codes. A potential reason for this result is that social media websites contain information that can be posted without validation of their truthfulness.

To examine the quality of .edu websites with regards to their institutions’ expertise and existing work in disseminating health-related research, we investigated the number of systematic reviews published and indexed in PubMed. We focused on systematic reviews because they represent institutions with authors that synthesize evidence as opposed to focusing on primary literature. Our algorithm first retrieved the abstracts of all the 266,296 systematic reviews (as of November 11, 2015) using the clinical queries filter in PubMed [48]. Each abstract has an affiliation sentence that is often accompanied by the email address of the corresponding author(s). We used a simple regular expression (@?([^... ]+.)*[.]$) to extract the TLDs of the authors’ institution. We separated the .edu TLDs from this list and ranked the list as shown in Multimedia Appendix 2. We found that only 25 of 149 (16.8%) .edu URLs in our dataset were from educational institutions that did not have at least one systematic review.

We also separated the .gov TLDs from the list of TLDs extracted from systematic review affiliation sentences and ranked the list as shown in Multimedia Appendix 3. However, very few .gov institutions publish research and systematic reviews (eg, CDC, National Institutes of Health [NIH], Department of Veterans Affairs, Department of Health and Human Services, Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality). Many .gov websites (eg, cancer.gov and whitehouse.gov) that might contain reliable information are not in our list.
Figure 3. Trust code points across the website categories. The x-axis indicates the website categories and the y-axis indicates the percentages of websites with trust code points.

Poster Groups and Information Quality

There were 9671 high-posting members, 19,362 medium-posting members, and 9671 low-posting members. There were 88 staff moderators and 31 health professional moderators.

We found at least one trust code in 46.11% (4459/9671) of all URLs posted by the high-posting members, 6.67% (1911/19,362) for the medium-posting members, and 10.11% (978/9671) for the low-posting members. For the moderators, we found 66% (58/88) of all URLs posted by staff moderators and 23% (7/31) for the health professional moderators contained at least one trust code (Figure 4). The average trust code numbers per URLs shared followed the same order: the staff moderators ranked the highest (n=474 trust codes; mean 1.61, SD 1.36), followed by high-posting members (n=24,252; mean 0.92, SD 1.20), health professional moderators (n=180; mean 0.56, SD 1.12), low-posting members (n=188; mean 0.24, SD 0.77), and medium-posting members (n=360; mean 0.15, SD 0.60).

Figure 4. Trust code points among various member groups. The x-axis indicates the member groups and the y-axis indicates the percentage of website with trust code points.
Community Differences and Information Quality

Table 1 shows the total number of posts, the number of posts containing URLs, and the mean number of URLs per post for each community. In the heart disease community, 3107 of the total 14,033 posts (22.14%) contained at least one URL. In other WebMD communities, less than 6% (mean 2.71%, SD 1.47%) of total posts contained URLs. On average, the heart disease community shared more than one URL per post, whereas other WebMD communities shared fewer than one URL per post. The heart disease community’s total number of posts was fewer than many of the other communities. However, the total number of URLs shared in the heart disease community alone (n=16,146) was more than all URLs shared combined in other communities (n=9315).

Table 1. Total number of posts, posts containing URLs, and mean URLs per post for each WebMD community.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Total posts</th>
<th>Posts containing URLs, n (%)</th>
<th>Total URLs</th>
<th>URLs per post</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>14,033</td>
<td>3107 (22.14)</td>
<td>16,146</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>71,168</td>
<td>2079 (2.92)</td>
<td>3586</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight loss</td>
<td>58,344</td>
<td>956 (1.64)</td>
<td>1474</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast cancer</td>
<td>26,653</td>
<td>729 (2.74)</td>
<td>1376</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual health</td>
<td>68,113</td>
<td>677 (0.99)</td>
<td>849</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>28,267</td>
<td>527 (1.86)</td>
<td>848</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADHD</td>
<td>9637</td>
<td>363 (3.77)</td>
<td>697</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>8108</td>
<td>203 (2.50)</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addiction</td>
<td>3806</td>
<td>61 (1.60)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fit kids</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>12 (5.5)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For information quality, the heart disease community had the highest percentage of URLs containing at least one trust code (61.60%, 9947/16146). The next in line was the fit kids community (41%, 717), followed by the weight loss community (31.47%, 464/1474), the pain community (28.4%, 106/373), the addiction community (27%, 26/95), the sexual health community (20.8%, 177/849), the diabetes community (18.07%, 648/3586), the breast cancer community (11.7%, 66/566), the MS community (10.5%, 89/848), and the ADHD community (7.2%, 50/697) (Figure 5). The mean trust codes per post was highest for the heart community (n=16,146 trust codes; mean 1.23, SD 1.24). The next in line was the weight loss community (n=1474; mean 0.71, SD 1.18), followed by the fit kids community (n=17; mean 0.65, SD 0.97), the pain community (n=373; mean 0.56, SD 1.04), the addiction community (n=95; mean 0.49, SD 0.95), the sexual health community (n=849; mean 0.43, SD 0.95), the diabetes community (n=3586; mean 0.38, SD 0.90), the breast cancer community (n=566; mean 0.25, SD 0.78), the MS community (n=848; mean 0.19, SD 0.65), and the ADHD community (n=697; mean 0.18, SD 0.69).

Figure 5. Trust code points in various online health communities. The x-axis indicates the online health communities and the y-axis indicates the percentage of websites with trust code points.
To those posters who were seeking social support, members responded with URLs through which the members could seek further emotional and informational support. For instance, in the WebMD sexual health community, a member posted her concerns that her fiancé was positive for the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and, although she loves him, she is concerned about their future sexual health. To this post, another member provided a link to an HIV community, stating that she could receive better support in that community.

Lastly, members used URLs to support, add, or clarify their arguments stated in their posts. Standards, guidelines, and definitions (eg, food portions for kids) were shared from authoritative, government websites. Members also used research articles listed on PubMed as evidence when they talked about the efficacy of certain treatments. Among the repliers, sometimes URLs were used to debate opposite opinions. For instance, in the ADHD community on WebMD, members debated how medications were harmful or benign based on research study findings linked with URLs.

In summary, members used URLs in many ways that triggered conversations, enriched their discussions, supported arguments, and added validity to various types of information shared.

**Frequently Shared Websites**

Of the top 50 frequently shared websites across all communities, 86% (43/50) contained health information (eg, www.hrspatients.org, www.healingwell.com); 50% (21/43) of these health information-providing websites were either .gov websites or websites certified with trust codes (eg, NIH [49]). Of the top 50 ranked websites, 54% (27/50) belonged to the .com website category, 4% (2/50) were blog websites (eg, The Life of Teddybear’s Owner [50]), 2% (1/50) were social media websites (eg, YouTube [19]), and another 2% (1/50) were .org websites (eg, Northwestern Medicine [51]). All these websites are included in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Table 2 shows the top 10 frequently shared websites. These websites included 6 .com websites, 3 .org websites containing at least one trust code, and one .gov website. The top 10 websites belonging to the .com websites included information on health and health care, drugs and pharmacy information, community support, and repositories of personal medical information and healthy lifestyle information, including food, nutrition, and physical exercise. The .org websites belonged to a health care institution and disease-specific nonprofit organizations. The .gov website included in this list was a leading public health institute conducting research and providing information for control and prevention of diseases.
Table 2. The top 10 most-shared websites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Websites</th>
<th>Occurrences, n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WebMD [18]</td>
<td>1739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayo Clinic [52]</td>
<td>544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HeartSite.com [53]</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HealingWell.com [54]</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>myOptumHealth [55]</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart Rhythm Society [56]</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Heart Association [57]</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FITDAY [58]</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ehealthMD [59]</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US National Library of Medicine [60]</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

In this paper, we present the website-sharing practices of online health community users. Using objective measures, such as post frequency, TLD, and trust code assignment, we learned about the kinds of websites shared, the information quality of these websites, the posters of these websites, and the community differences. We also show the context in which these websites were shared. Subsequently, we discuss the implications and practical applications of our findings.

Website Categories: .com Websites and Internal Resource Use

The majority of websites shared were .com websites. The community members rarely shared links to the popular social media websites. The .com websites contained a variety of content areas spanning from news, access to portal, and to personal blogs. Approximately one-third of these .com websites had at least one trust code assignment, meaning that at least one-third of these .com websites belonged to validated health information-sharing websites. Considering that the majority of websites shared were .com websites, more sophisticated methods to detect the content of the websites will help us understand the kinds of information community members attempt to share. For instance, the TLD can be further analyzed to understand whether it contains health-related keywords. The content on the main page can be scraped and automatically analyzed to generate topic distributions of the websites shared in online health communities. This information can then inform community members as well as researchers and practitioners whose goal is to develop better systems that can help patients gain high-quality information.

WebMD websites were ranked as the second most-shared website. This finding shows that the community members increasingly used the resources housed in their parent website. This finding shows the importance in choosing the parent website environment for establishing online health communities. The information quality of the websites shared in online health communities can be influenced by the quality of the parent website.

Information Quality: Rethinking Information Quality Detection

For this study, we focused on objective, efficient methods to understand website-sharing practices. The scope of our technique involved using (1) the posting frequency to understand the overall prevalence of various website-sharing practices, (2) the TLDs, which is extremely limited information, to categorize websites, and (3) the assignment of trust codes to assess the information quality. Our approach was helpful in gaining objective and efficient assessment over information quality. However, we faced a few difficulties in detecting the quality of .gov, social media, and .edu website categories. In the case of WebMD websites and other health information portals, their primary goal was to deliver health information to patients. Such health websites inevitably need to add trust codes to reassure that the visitors understand the quality of the website. The .gov and .edu websites are not found to have accreditations in general, but they might be trusted when associated with institutions with solid reputations [61]. None of the social media websites contained trust codes because they do not have an obligation to validate their health information quality; their primary focus is not necessarily sharing health information.

To further develop automated information quality detection, we need to rethink what is high-quality information. Our measurement of information quality of the shared websites does not address potential unanticipated benefits that websites without trust codes can provide patients. For instance, Nambisan [11] showed that the key gratification for patients from online health communities is perceived empathy. Perceived empathy has the potential to directly affect the success of the treatment and it could supplement a caregiver’s provided empathy, which is expensive and time consuming. Choi [62] reported that people increasingly share information about health care institutions through videos. She reported that traffic from YouTube to hospital sites increased 119% over a year in the 2012 Google/Compete Hospital Study; 30% of patients who watched a video made an appointment with that hospital.

Future research should investigate information quality methods for each website category and contexts in which websites are shared. Our qualitative analysis of the website-sharing context
indicated how information quality only matters half of the time people share websites—only when they want to disseminate information and use websites as supportive evidence. We need systems that would identify these varying needs before making uniform decisions about information quality of the shared resources.

In some threads, exchanges of appreciation and greetings took place after members shared websites. In such situations, the website itself acted as a catalyst for social networking among members. Members also shared websites linked with social media as a platform for sharing health information. Members posted Facebook webpages restricted for chemotherapy patients sharing various experiences and information, social medial profiles maintained by independent organizations to assist decision making in medical care, and websites maintained by research groups to assist others in exploring advanced health care topics. Social media websites can play an important role in disseminating what we traditionally consider “validated information” along with empowering anecdotes.

**Poster Differences: Activity and Role of the Poster and Information Quality**

Depending on how active the poster is, the quality and quantity of websites can differ. High frequency posters and moderators shared higher number of websites assigned with trust codes compared to the medium- to low-posting posters. It could be that the high-posting users and moderators share more health information-related websites than the lower posting users. Another explanation is that high-posting users and moderators take on the information dissemination role, which forces them into sharing validated health information websites. Fox et al [63,64] showed that the more experienced an Internet user is, the more likely they will search for health information online. Oh [65] showed that altruism is the most influential motivation and personal gain is the least motivating factor for responders to health questions in online health communities. Accordingly, because of the altruistic motivation, high-posting community members might be motivated to make sure they share Web resources with high-quality information. When developing information quality assessment tools or guidelines for online health communities, our findings inform it is important to take into account the posting frequency of posting members.

**Community Differences: Disease Differences and Information Needs**

We learned that the heart community shared the highest number of websites and the most websites with trust codes. Heart disease, with its potential to generate urgency in treatment, might push the community members to share websites that focus on validated health information. On the other hand, the ADHD community shared the least proportion websites with trust codes. Patients and caregivers with ADHD often face disagreement with their providers regarding diagnosis and treatment [66]. Thus, patients and caregivers of ADHD patients might share more controversial information sources. The addiction community shared several websites providing online intervention programs. In the weight loss community, diet and nutrition intervention programs were shared. Similarly, in the sexual health community, websites with intervention for sex-addicted patients were shared. Christakis and Fowler [67] showed that smoking and alcohol cessation programs and weight loss interventions that provide peer support (ie, that modify the person’s social network) are more successful than those that do not. Depending on the disease and the patients’ relationship and existing challenges around health care could be reflected in their website-sharing practices. Again, the definition of what is high information quality in online health communities is highly situated.

**Addressing Situated Quality: Practical Applications for the Stakeholders**

Our findings inform a number of stakeholders, including health care practitioners, patients and caregivers, researchers, and online health information system entrepreneurs and developers. We discuss how situated quality should be addressed in health information sharing in online health communities.

The health care practitioners can learn from our frequently shared websites and descriptive results about what kinds of information patients navigate through. Based on our findings, health care practitioners can either redirect or encourage their patients about the websites they should be cautious of or further investigate. Patients and caregivers can use our findings to guide their future use of online health communities and think about what provisions should be made when using online health communities.

Researchers should further examine ways to improve information quality detection and understanding situated quality, the information quality that is a suitable guideline depending on the disease context and the motivation for sharing information. The online health community entrepreneurs and developers should think about the following when helping to improve information sharing practices in online health communities:

1. Develop real-time assessment of the categories and information quality of shared websites using our techniques: this information can be used for moderators in improving quality of posts.
2. Develop ways to further categorize .com websites in a meaningful manner.
3. Develop a situated information quality assessment tool based on poster characteristics, TLDs, trust codes, and context of posting (eg, thread initiator post vs reply).
4. Aggregate and summarize all websites for all community members to use.
5. In sharing summarized list of websites, reflect the situated context of the posts in which the websites came from.

One of the limitations of this study is that we were unable to collect demographic information on the patients because of WebMD privacy settings. Such patient profiles can further add the situated needs in why patients share websites. Also, many members posted the website’s name alone without mentioning URLs. Our algorithm ignored websites that did not follow the regular expression pattern we designed. Because of our semiautomated search for trust codes on websites, it is possible we missed that some of the websites included trust codes. More
sophisticated information quality assessment methods can be developed using our findings.

**Conclusions**

Online health communities have emerged as one of the core places that patients visit to gain health care information resources and social support. We observed that sharing websites played a vital role in building networks among members of online health communities. We analyzed different contexts under which website sharing takes place and how different Web resources serve members’ informational and emotional needs. We summarized the most frequent Web resources disseminated over 10 online health communities. Health care practitioners, content developers, and informaticians can use our findings to further understand how patients share websites online. Our findings might help these stakeholders to design systems that can help patients and caregivers make more informed choices.
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Abstract

Background: Data discovery, particularly the discovery of key variables and their inter-relationships, is key to secondary data analysis, and in-turn, the evolving field of data science. Interface designers have presumed that their users are domain experts, and so they have provided complex interfaces to support these “experts.” Such interfaces hark back to a time when searches needed to be accurate first time as there was a high computational cost associated with each search. Our work is part of a governmental research initiative between the medical and social research funding bodies to improve the use of social data in medical research.

Objective: The cross-disciplinary nature of data science can make no assumptions regarding the domain expertise of a particular scientist, whose interests may intersect multiple domains. Here we consider the common requirement for scientists to seek archived data for secondary analysis. This has more in common with search needs of the “Google generation” than with their single-domain, single-tool forebears. Our study compares a Google-like interface with traditional ways of searching for noncomplex health data in a data archive.

Methods: Two user interfaces are evaluated for the same set of tasks in extracting data from surveys stored in the UK Data Archive (UKDA). One interface, Web search, is “Google-like,” enabling users to browse, search for, and view metadata about study variables, whereas the other, traditional search, has standard multioption user interface.

Results: Using a comprehensive set of tasks with 20 volunteers, we found that the Web search interface met data discovery needs and expectations better than the traditional search. A task × interface repeated measures analysis showed a main effect indicating that answers found through the Web search interface were more likely to be correct ($F_{1,19}=37.3$, $P<.001$), with a main effect of task ($F_{3,57}=6.3$, $P<.001$). Further, participants completed the task significantly faster using the Web search interface ($F_{1,19}=18.0$, $P<.001$). There was also a main effect of task ($F_{2,38}=4.1$, $P=.025$, Greenhouse-Geisser correction applied). Overall, participants were asked to rate learnability, ease of use, and satisfaction. Paired mean comparisons showed that the Web search interface received significantly higher ratings than the traditional search interface for learnability ($P=.002$, 95% CI [0.6-2.4]), ease of use ($P<.001$, 95% CI [1.2-3.2]), and satisfaction ($P<.001$, 95% CI [1.8-3.5]). The results show superior cross-domain usability of Web search, which is consistent with its general familiarity and with enabling queries to be refined as the search proceeds, which treats serendipity as part of the refinement.
Conclusions: The results provide clear evidence that data science should adopt single-field natural language search interfaces for variable search supporting in particular: query reformulation; data browsing; faceted search; surrogates; relevance feedback; summarization, analytics, and visual presentation.
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Introduction

Data science spans many domains of application. For the health care and health sciences domains, it has the potential to bring researchers into “just-in-time collaboration” over shared data and data behaviors. The “big data” or “broad data” of data science lends itself naturally to secondary data analysis (using existing data to answer new research questions), which is traditionally associated with research data archives. Indeed, this data reuse is critical for both application and data mashups and acknowledges the cross-disciplinarity of the gathered data and their importance in combinatorial use. Using archived data such as annual health surveys, data discovery, particularly the discovery of key variables and their inter-relationships, is important for analyzing data and interpreting results properly. In addition, data science makes no assumptions concerning the domain expertise of a particular scientist, whose interests may intersect many domains and thereby enrich the research.

Secondary data analysis has a number of key functions [1] in relation to data science: it allows researchers to link datasets to answer questions that the files could not address adequately in isolation [2]; it creates opportunities to explore associations between factors that were not anticipated at the time of data collection [3]; and it has value from an ethical perspective by increasing the potential benefits to society arising from public investment in the collection of the original data [1]. Although secondary data analysis is essential to many areas of science and policy research, it is often impeded by difficulties in data discovery; besides, finding the most appropriate data to use for analysis can be problematic. Typically, the researcher needs to find a handful of appropriate variables among collections of thousands, often spread across multiple datasets such as successive years of a repeated survey. Current data archive information systems do not optimally support this search process; indeed, they make a presumption that their users are experts within the domain, and therefore, provide complex advanced interfaces to support these “experts.” These interfaces hark back to a time when searches needed to be accurate first time as there was a high computational cost associated with each search. In this case, data scientists share more in common with the “Google generation” than with their single-domain, single-tool forebears.

Anecdotally, although following a Web search interface design (best expressed by “Google,” “Bing,” “Ask,” etc.) would seem like the best practice, there is little empirical evidence to support such a claim. While the need to improve access to data for research purposes is recognized [4], no studies to date have directly examined how the user interface of tools providing access to archives impacts on the researcher’s ability to discover and extract relevant data. Here, we report the results of a study conducted in collaboration with the UK Data Archive (UKDA) [5], the largest collection of digital research data in the social sciences and humanities in the UK. At the time of the study, access to data stored in the UKDA—including government and other large-scale surveys — was formally provided by the Economic and Social Data Service (ESDS [6]), a data archiving and dissemination service supporting the secondary use of data in both research and teaching. ESDS provided access to a wealth of data and had more than 250 research institutions registered to use its services.

Searching and accessing data from the UKDA has not been easy for two main reasons [7]. First, researchers had to work out which of the more than 5000 datasets stored in the UKDA could most appropriately be used to answer their research question. Getting a sufficient overview of what was available in each set was difficult, and researchers often picked certain datasets simply because they were familiar with them [8]. Identifying the appropriate variables within a dataset was a second problem. Surveys typically contain hundreds, if not thousands of variables (the Health Survey for England 2007, for example, contains more than 2000), and variable labels may not obviously reflect their content. To accurately identify variables of interest, the researcher must read the original questionnaire alongside supporting documentation, a process that can take days or weeks of work, and which may ultimately be fruitless: until the researcher has completed the process they do not necessarily know whether the dataset can answer their research question. Although both fully understanding a dataset and reading its documentation are important to the research process, it would save researchers a great deal of time if they could limit this in-depth exploration to datasets that were likely to be useful to them. Understanding other aspects of data use, such as how derived variables have been constructed, or how data from a number of years can be compared, is also problematic.

Current systems can be thought of as divided into two categories: (1) those that use a traditional advanced search interface [9], which expects accurate queries, patient users, and moderated and homogeneous data; and (2) those that use a Web search interface, which expects vague queries, impatient users, and an enormous and rapidly expanding collection of unmoderated and heterogeneous data [10]. We suggest that variable search for secondary analysis has more in common with the hostile search environment of the modern Web than it does with traditional search.

In this study, we compare two interfaces: one based on a “Google-like” Web search interface that enables users to browse, search for, and view metadata for individual factors and variables; the other a traditional “advanced” search user interface.
(which presumes the user knows what they are looking for). Although more data archives do now have this kind of interface, our study is important because there is very little empirical work in this area.

Our hypothesis is that variables will be easier to find in research data archives via a single-field natural language search interface, conforming to Marchionini’s Human-Computer Information Retrieval (HCIR) framework [11] and in particular supporting query reformulation; data browsing; faceted search; surrogates; relevance feedback; summarization, analytics, and visual presentation.

**Background**

There are numerous websites that provide access to the results of large-scale surveys (eg, the Office for National Statistics [12] in the UK, Eurostat [13] in the European Union, and the Bureau of Labor Statistics [14] and Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research (IPCSR) [15] in the United States). Until recently, the majority of survey repositories primarily used traditional search for the discovery of entire datasets, although the inclusion of Web search interfaces for variable data discovery is becoming more common. Both the IPCSR website and the Rand Survey Metadata Repository [16] provide access to a number of quantitative surveys conducted around the world and offer a facility for searching datasets at the level of variables. As detailed in the “Study Impact” section, following this study the UKDA now also supports variable data discovery using a Web search interface.

**Traditional Search Interfaces**

Traditional “advanced” search, and the interfaces that facilitate it, is based on a number of long-held premises. The most noteworthy in this context are the presumptions that the interface can expect accurate queries, that users are patient, and that the data will be moderated and homogeneous [9]. In some cases, especially within the scientific research domain, these assumptions hold true. In other cases, however, they do not reflect reality. This seems especially to be the case with regard to searches of variable datasets that seem to have more in common with the heterogeneity of the open Web. Increasingly, traditional search interfaces focused on delivering well-curated datasets (often already known to the user) are now looking for novel ways to fill the user expectation gap [17]. These systems are increasingly recognizing that providing access to relevant information adapted to the needs and context of the user is a real challenge [18] and that contextual results are becoming more important. Furthermore, evidence suggests that the traditional search model predicated on users searching for particular information, the so-called information need, may not be as important as navigational searches [19]. Indeed, understanding the underlying goals of user searches is becoming increasingly important; for example, the previously unexplored “resource-seeking” [20] goal may account for a larger fraction of Web searches than previously thought.

Traditional search expects the user to have well-defined boundaries for the information they seek, along with a good knowledge of the terms and meta-data that may be used to describe that information. This is increasingly not the case, especially in the context of variable data discovery and user-centered approaches [21] so common in the broad domain of data science.

**Web Search Interfaces**

Web search, and its offshoot of HCIR, recognize the deficiencies in the traditional search model, and thus expects vague queries, impatient users, and an enormous and rapidly expanding collection of unmoderated and heterogeneous data [10]. Indeed, the model of traditional search is changing, with the widespread use of Web search engines, employment of simple queries, and decreased viewing of results pages—changes that have resulted from algorithmic enhancements by Web search engine companies [22]. Large providers, such as Google, run around 10,000 experiments each year in an attempt to refine both the search engine and the search interface and interactivity [23]. We could conclude that the high level of experimentation makes Web search engines de facto best practice for all other search instruments with traditional interfaces not being able to match Google’s ability to adapt and refine their algorithms and interactions. This is a trend we can see in search result clustering [24] for instance.

It is therefore not surprising that about 85% of Internet users surveyed claim to use search engines and search services to find specific information [25]. These users have expectations that bleed from Web search into all other areas that require search. To a na"ive user, all search activity is the same [18]. In this case, we suggest that variable search for secondary analysis has more in common with the extremely hostile search environment of the modern Web than it does with traditional search.

**Faceted Search and the Google Generation**

The move from traditional search to Web search may be a result of changes in user attitudes and needs. The “Google generation” appears to behave very differently to older generations [26]. They are less confident about their searching prowess, demonstrated by the fact that they viewed fewer pages, visited fewer domains, and undertook fewer searches than older users [27]. In addition, tellingly, their search statements were much more the product of cut and paste. These characteristics—of relying less on working memory and demonstrating lower competence at multitasking—has knock-on implications for researching in an online environment [26,28]. To overcome some of these limitations, we have seen a rise in faceted search, which combines query and browse strategies and interactively provides an iterative way to refine search results [29]. Faceted search allows users to start very generally and then iteratively refine their searches by allowing them to apply multiple filters selectively. These filters can be based on taxonomies [30], simple classifications systems [29], or other spatial locations [31]—in some cases, they are generated from search results sharing some common overlap [30]. This faceted approach dovetails into the evolving behaviors of the Google generation, and assists in complex decision making [32].

**Beyond Web Search**

For reasons ranging from an obligation to curiosity, Web search is now moving beyond the individual and into the social domain [33]. Users have a strong inclination to seek information from
others during the search process. Indeed, search systems using statistical analytics over traces left behind by others can help support the search experience [34]. Furthermore, result clustering based on social networks in a crowdsourcing role [35] and grouped clusters displaying multiple tabbed search results [36] are also being increasingly used. These advances suggest a social component to dataset and variable retrieval will, in the future, be expected.

Context of This Study

Access to the UKDA via ESDS was set up primarily to facilitate the discovery and download of entire datasets, and as such shares much with traditional advanced search interfaces. The system provided several ways in which users could access individual variable descriptions, including a dedicated variable search facility, but anecdotal evidence indicated that these were difficult to use and not an adequate substitute for reading the complete survey documentation. Recognizing these issues, the UKDA decided to work with the University of Manchester (UK) to develop a Web search interface [37] as part of the Economic and Social Research Council-funded Obesity eLab project [38].

This interface was designed to simplify the process of accessing survey data, by enabling people to look for variables of interest through a familiar, and potentially more suitable, interface. Researchers typed a query into a single search box and then browsed relevant results. Variables were displayed in a tabular format, with the description shown prominently, allowing users to see at a glance whether the variable was relevant to their research question.

Although there is a large body of research examining search behavior in information retrieval [39,40], there is little that directly examines, from a user’s perspective, how best to retrieve variable data from archived surveys. Our solution, called “MethodBox,” initially emerged from the need to understand HCIR as it related to variable data discovery. A requirements analysis was conducted to understand the difficulties users experienced with the existing traditional search interface to UKDA, and to pinpoint new features that would help users to identify variables and datasets that could be used to answer research questions. The MethodBox Web search user interface was then designed to make the search process as straightforward as possible for novice users, reflecting the fact that most of their information retrieval experience will have come from the Web [26,41].

Current Traditional Search Interface

At the time of the study, access to data stored in the UKDA, including government and other large-scale surveys, was formally provided through a website hosted by the ESDS, which provided numerous facilities for searching the UKDA catalogues.

On the home page (Figure 1), the simple search allowed users to search all fields in a record for keywords or phrases. The resulting surveys were listed on the catalogue search page (Figure 2), and searches could then be refined using the catalogue search form. To access the variables in the survey, the user clicked through to the “Survey Description/Documentation,” and then followed the “Variable List” link at the top of the page, which provided a list of all the variables in the dataset (Figure 3). Variable details were provided on a separate page when the user selected the name and clicked “show variable.” The variable search (Figure 4) contained a single search box, and returned surveys that contain variables matching the keywords in a list underneath. Users could click through to the survey description and view the variable list as before, or click the link on the left of the result to go straight to the list of variables. The Nesstar tool allowed users to search and browse surveys in a tree view (Figure 5), and the ESDS government variable search returned a list of variables that matched search terms just from the government surveys.

In addition to the search facilities, there were numerous routes through which users could browse the available surveys, such as the “browse by subject” and “major studies” pages. Lists of variables could then be accessed from the study description pages. The ESDS website, like many sites, was frequently edited and upgraded; the study was conducted between September 27, 2011, and November 3, 2011, a period during which there were no major changes to the functionality offered by the site.
Figure 1. Simple Search -- Can be seen on the right-hand side.

Figure 2. Orientation -- The search form is at the top of the page and the results are returned underneath. To view the variables, the user must click the 'Study Description/Documentation', then use the 'Variable List' link at the top of the page.
Figure 3. BSAS 2009 -- The variable list in the British Social Attitudes Survey 2009. To view a variable, the user selects one from the list box and clicks 'show variable'.

Figure 4. Variable Orientation -- The search box is at the top of the page, and the results are returned underneath. To view the list of variables, the user clicks the 'Variables in...' link on the left hand side of each result, which provides a list of all the variables in the dataset.

Figure 5. The Nesstar interface -- Surveys matching the search terms are listed in the menu on the left hand side.
Comparable Web Search Interface

The Web search interface (MethodBox) was designed to simplify the process of accessing survey data by enabling people to look for variables of interest through a straightforward “Web search” interface embedded in a scientific social network (Figure 6). Researchers typed a query in a single search box and then browsed relevant results. Variables were displayed in a table format, which could be reordered according to a number of categories. The variable description was displayed prominently, allowing users to see at a glance whether the variable was relevant to their research question. Variables of interest could be selected and then downloaded to the user’s desktop.

A clear priority identified in the requirements analysis was a fast and straightforward means of identifying variables that are relevant to a particular research question. To achieve this, MethodBox assimilates all the required information about a variable, including its name, values and metadata, using the Data Documentation Initiative (DDI) [42] XML files available through the ESDS Nesstar service, and through processing the dataset documentation with the Utopia PDF parser [43]. This process allowed MethodBox to treat variables as first-class citizens in their own right. Users could also upload their own data files and add metadata in the DDI XML format. Assets inside MethodBox were indexed using Apache Solr, allowing users to search variable names and metadata quickly and easily, as well as the surveys, data analysis scripts, data extracts (subsets of variables created by other users), publications, and user profiles also held by MethodBox.

The MethodBox user interface was designed to correspond to the common mental model of an online Web search interface: a box for entering terms, a button to run the search, and a list of results [27]. The home page consisted of a single, “Google-style” search box, with checkboxes underneath to allow users to specify what they wanted to search (see Figure 7). All categories (surveys, variables, methods, data extracts, and publications) were selected by default. Matching results were returned in a table format. Results were initially ordered according to relevance, but could be sorted, for example, by year or survey, by clicking the table headers. If there were matching results in more than one category, these were displayed in separate tabs (Figure 8). Variable details could be accessed by clicking the arrow to the left of the result, which provided them in a dropdown box, or by clicking the variable title, which showed them on a separate page. Users could also select and search a subset of surveys (Figure 8) or navigate to a complete list of the variables from a link on the survey description page. If users were logged in, they could add any number of variables to their “shopping” cart, before downloading this subset of data to their desktop as a “data extract.”

Figure 6. MethodBox Home -- Users type a query in the central search box, and can modify what is searched (surveys, variables etc.) using the tick boxes underneath.
Methods

The aim of the evaluation was to understand whether the Web search interface provided more effective, efficient, and satisfactory access to variable data stored in the UKDA than the traditional search interface.

Hypothesis

The purpose of the study was to evaluate the Web search approach, and as such the broad hypothesis was that users would find the process of discovering variable data to be easier using the Web search interface than the traditional search interface. In particular, we hypothesized that the Web search interface would be

- More effective—users would find variables that more accurately matched their research questions, and would have more confidence in the results.
- More efficient—users would be able to find relevant variables more quickly.
• More satisfactory—users would rate the interface as more learnable, easier to use, and generally more satisfactory. As the study provided an empirical comparison of various approaches to finding variable data, however (ie, neither website tied users to following a single “route” to data discovery), it was expected that the qualitative results in particular would help to identify the features and functionality that participants either liked or disliked and the reasons why, thus contributing to future user interface development.

Tasks
Search tasks were developed in collaboration with the ESDS government team (ESDSG) [44] based at the University of Manchester, and were designed to reflect the kind of research questions that people may seek to answer using the survey data stored in UKDA. ESDSG designed the format for the tasks, and the details of each were decided in a discussion involving both the MethodBox and ESDSG teams. This was part of a wider initiative between medical and social research funding bodies to improve the use of social data in medical research. Participants were asked to find a variable that could be used to answer the following questions:

1. What proportion of people in Scotland believe Jesus was the son of God? (hereafter referred to as the Belief task)
2. What proportion of people in Wales speak Welsh fluently? (the Welsh task)
3. What proportion of people in Northern Ireland have a bus link to local shops and services? (the Transport task)
4. What proportion of the British population have private health insurance? (the Health care task)

When they had found a variable that they felt gave a satisfactory answer, they were asked to say so. They were free to stop at any point if they did not think it was possible to find a variable that would answer the question.

Evaluation
As there are numerous ways of accessing variable data using both interfaces, participants started every task on the home page of the site and were free to navigate around and use resources as they wished. Participants were given a number of focused questions, and asked to find data with which to answer them. Searching through surveys to gain a complete picture of all the data available to answer a question would be very time consuming, potentially taking days or weeks [7]. As a proxy measure participants were therefore asked to locate a single variable that provided as complete an answer as possible. All the tasks were completed using both the interfaces, providing a direct comparison between the two.

Experimental Design
Secondary data analysis involves researchers who are not the originators of the data. Such data are conventionally stored in archives so that a wide variety of researchers can access and reuse them. Researchers usually approach the archive with a specific question and relevant variables in mind. In the health and social sciences domain, large, complex population-based surveys are heavily reused in this way. Thus, the speed and quality of the data presentation and the facilitation of variable discovery and high task performance are critical.

To discover which type of interface best supported users undertaking secondary data analysis a repeated measures design was used. Participants searched for data to answer the same 4 questions using both interfaces. Participants were asked to approach each search afresh: that is, to look for any data with which to answer the question and choose what they thought was most useful, rather than to search only for the name of a specific variable or dataset that they knew would provide the answer. Participants completed all the tasks using one of the interfaces first, then had a short break while they answered questions about the experience they had just had, before completing the tasks in the same order using the other interface. The order of the tasks was varied according to a Latin square. The design was counter-balanced, so for every participant who completed the tasks in a given order using the traditional search interface first, another completed the tasks in the same order but using the web search interface first.

Participants
A total of 5 male and 15 female participants between the ages of 18 and 35 took part in the evaluation; 20 users are seen as a satisfactory sample size for understanding human interaction with a software system in this domain [45]. All participants were working or studying in the areas of social science or health science, and had some experience of secondary data analysis. A total of 11 participants had 1-year experience or less, 5 had 2-3-year experience, and 4 had 4 or more years’ experience. Participants’ previous experience with the particular tools assessed in the evaluation was very limited. Among the study participants, 1 had used both MethodBox and ESDS before a few times, 1 had used MethodBox once, and 5 had occasionally used ESDS. It should be noted that the participants who had previously used MethodBox would have encountered an earlier version with a different user interface. Other online resources participants used to look for data included the Office for National Statistics or Casweb (4 participants), Survey Question Bank (2 participants), medical databases (4 participants), European Data Centre for Work and Welfare (1 participant), and EuroStat (1 participant). A total of 5 participants worked mainly with data they had collected themselves or which came from colleagues or supervisors. Finally, our participants were between 18 and 35 years of age, as we wished to focus on digital natives and thereby make our evidence more portable to future searchers/users. However, we suggest that this focus did not adversely skew our study. While our participants were all within the 18-35-year age group, a prior work [46] showed that as familiarity increases task performance over the age ranges 20-59 harmonizes. In our context, it is unlikely that our user population would include workers much over 65 years of age. Further, even for groups over 60 years of age, no significant age-related differences in tag-based search interfaces (such as our Google-like faceted browsing) have been found [47], although differences have been found in hierarchy-based search (such as our traditional system) [47].
**Metrics and Data Collection**

Experimental sessions were audio and video recorded and participants’ eye movements and mouse movements/keystrokes were tracked using Tobii Studio Professional software. Task completion times and correctness scores were calculated, and participants’ behavior and comments during the sessions were documented and analyzed. Eye-tracking data were used to provide insight into situations that could not be understood using the other measures alone; for example, to determine whether a participant was ignoring a matching variable that had appeared, or had not seen it.

After each task, participants were asked to rate, on a scale of 1-7 (with 1 being “not at all” and 7 being “very”) how confident they were that they had found a satisfactory answer, and how easy they found it to obtain their answer. After they had completed all the 4 tasks using the single interface, they were asked to rate, on a scale of 1-7 (with 1 being “not at all” and 7 being “very”), how easy they found it to learn how to use the interface, how easy it was to find data using the interface, and their overall satisfaction with the interface. They were also asked to state what they liked and did not like about the interface.

After they had completed the tasks, participants were asked to state which interface they preferred using for finding variable data, and to provide a reason for this.

**Set Up and Procedure**

The Web search interface provided an alternative view on the data stored in the UKDA, but did not provide access to the same amount of data as the traditional search interface (eg, census data were not available through the web search interface). The questions were designed, so relevant answers could be found in the UK government surveys that can be accessed through both the web search interface and the traditional search interface.

Both sites were checked to confirm that at least one variable (the same in each case) containing all the information required to answer each question could be found. Because both sites were live and independently updated, it is possible that they contained other, potentially different matches.

Participants completed a consent form and an entry questionnaire about their previous experience of finding quantitative survey data for secondary analysis. They were then asked to consult the appropriate help documentation for the first interface. For the traditional search interface, this involved reading the online “Help on Searching the Data Catalogue” [44] document (participants were directed in particular to the section on searching for variables) and in the case of the web search interface, reading the “About” [37] page and watching the help video. Participants completed the 4 search tasks using the first interface, providing confidence and ease-of-use ratings after each task, and learnability, overall ease of use, and satisfaction ratings when they had completed all the tasks. They then repeated this process using the second interface. Finally, they stated their preference for either the Web search or traditional search interface, and provided a reason for this.

**Statistical Analysis**

The usability metrics were analyzed using a task × interface repeated measures generalized linear model (GLM) procedure and the Greenhouse-Geisser correction was made when looking at task effects. For the overall (all tasks) scores of each aspect of usability, the differences between interfaces were summarized with a confidence interval for the mean difference and a paired Student t test P value. The distributions of some metrics were a little asymmetrical, and therefore, sensitivity analyses were performed using alternative permutative nonparametric methods, which gave almost identical results. We present the main effects of the parametric analyses with a 95% confidence interval unless otherwise stated. We use a 5% statistical significance level and 0.1% high significance level. Post hoc pairwise comparisons were adjusted for multiple testing. Calculations were performed in StatsDirect 3.0 and SPSS 19.

**Results**

**Observations**

When using the Web search interface participants started each task on the home page containing the main search box. Just over half of the participants used the checkboxes underneath the search box at least once to restrict the search to variables (6 participants) or variables and surveys (7 participants).

Participants looked for variables by entering terms into either the main search box (in the center of the home page and at the top of the page throughout the rest of the site) or the variable search box on the survey tab. A total of 13 participants chose at least one variable after only a single search; the rest of the time participants performed two or more searches before they found an answer they were happy with. A total of 5 participants chose to search within particular surveys at least once; 3 participants reordered the results table at least once and 7 clicked the “show all variables” link for a particular survey, although only 3 ended up choosing a variable from this list, with the rest returning to the search facility. Half of the participants looked only at the first page of results before either choosing a variable or searching again; the other half looked beyond the first page for 1 task (4 participants), 2 tasks (5 participants), or 3 tasks (1 participant). Observation of participants’ eye movements showed that they made a decision about whether or not to view a variable’s details primarily by glancing at the “description” column of the results table.

In a number of instances, participants found a variable that answered the question quickly, but did not choose it straightaway. A total of 7 participants hesitated to choose a variable because there were several in the results that would answer the question. In 5 other cases, the eye-tracking data showed that participants saw a correct answer in the first set of search results, but spent some time looking around the page or other parts of the site before choosing the variable as their answer.

A total of 3 participants failed to find (in their opinion) a satisfactory variable in 1 task using the web search interface, and 1 failed in 2 tasks.
When using the traditional search interface, 4 participants failed to complete 1 task, 2 failed to complete 2 tasks, 1 failed to complete 3 tasks, and 4 did not complete any.

There was a much greater variety in the way that participants used the traditional search interface. A total of 4 participants used only the variable search and 2 used only the catalogue search; the remaining participants used a combination of the simple search on the home page (11 participants), the variable search (14 participants), and the catalogue search (13 participants). As much as 11 participants used more than 1 search facility within the same task and 14 used different search facilities across different tasks; 7 participants tried Nesstar, but only 1 participant found a satisfactory variable using this tool.

A total of 10 participants chose to use the browsing facilities (such as the “browse by subject” page) to access study descriptions, in addition to searching. None of the participants accessed the government variable search, possibly because there were no prominent links to it from the home page or help documentation.

A total of 7 participants consulted the help documentation when using the traditional search interface, compared with 2 when using the Web search interface: 6 participants used the browser’s “Ctrl + F” command at some point to locate text within a page with the traditional search interface, whereas only 2 participants used this approach with the Web search interface.

A total of 13 participants chose to look beyond the first page of the results following a search. Because variables had to be located within a list of all the variables in the dataset, it was typical for participants to spend a long time scrolling before they reached the answer.

**Performance**

The performance measures were the correctness of the results and the time taken to complete the task.

Because the traditional search interface provides access to a greater volume of data (and the Web search interface a subset of these data), it is possible that it may contain more relevant variables, increasing the chance that participants may find a correct answer. However, it is also possible that this may have a negative impact on task completion times, as the larger data collection may take longer to search.

**Table 1.** Mean (SD) correctness scores for each task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Web search interface</th>
<th>Traditional search interface</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belief</td>
<td>2.40 (0.88)</td>
<td>1.05 (0.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welsh</td>
<td>2.45 (0.76)</td>
<td>1.65 (1.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>1.95 (1.00)</td>
<td>0.55 (0.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health care</td>
<td>2.70 (0.92)</td>
<td>0.85 (1.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>2.38 (0.89)</td>
<td>1.03 (1.05)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Correctness was scored out of 3. If participants found any variable containing all the required information, a score of 3 was given; finding a variable that contained most of the information received a score of 2; finding a variable that contained some of the information received a score of 1; failing to find a relevant variable received a score of 0. Participants were not asked to consider year as part of the search criteria. An investigator from each of the MethodBox and ESDSG teams rated correctness, and reached a consensus about the appropriate value where there was disagreement.

**Table 2.** Mean (SD) completion times in seconds for each task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Web search interface</th>
<th>Traditional search interface</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belief</td>
<td>159.1 (110.5)</td>
<td>243.5 (159.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welsh</td>
<td>143.9 (80.6)</td>
<td>202.8 (148.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>208.0 (161.5)</td>
<td>309.8 (153.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health care</td>
<td>163.0 (100.1)</td>
<td>313.8 (135.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>168.5 (113.2)</td>
<td>267.5 (149.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows the mean correctness values for each task. A task × interface repeated measures GLM procedure shows a main effect of interface, indicating that answers found through the Web search interface were more likely to be correct ($F_{1,19}=37.3$, $P<.001$) and a main effect of task ($F_{3,57}=6.3$, $P<.001$), with post hoc pairwise comparisons showing that participants obtained significantly lower scores in the transport task than any of the others. There was also a task × interface interaction effect ($F_{3,57}=3.3$, $P=.028$), which reflects the fact that while correctness scores were lowest for both interfaces in the transport task, scores for the health care task were the second lowest using the traditional search interface, but highest using the search engine interface.

Observations of the search process show that while participants encountered, on aggregate, more than 5 variables that would provide a correct answer in the Welsh task, and more than 20 variables that would answer the health care question, in the case of the belief and transport tasks, all participants who achieved a score of 3 chose the same, single variable, which was the only correct answer to appear during any search. The correctness
results for the Web search interface, which showed participants achieved the highest scores for the health care task, followed by the Welsh, belief, and finally transport tasks, broadly reflect this fact. When using the traditional search interface, however, participants obtained the second lowest score for the health care insurance task, and therefore, the correctness scores do not appear to vary simply as a function of the number of available answers. In fact, the more important factor appears to be the position of the answer in the variable list; by contrast, the answers chosen in the Welsh task were right at the top, the variables relating to health care were much further down, and many participants simply gave up on the dataset before they got to them.

Table 2 shows the mean completion times for each task. A task × interface repeated measures GLM procedure shows that participants completed the task significantly faster using the Web search interface ($F_{1,19}=18.0$, $P<.001$). There was also a main effect of task ($F_{2,38}=4.1$, $P=.025$). Post hoc pairwise comparisons indicate that this was due to the transport and health care tasks taking significantly longer time to complete than the Welsh task.

A task order × interface repeated measures GLM procedure was conducted to check for task order effects. There was a main effect of interface, showing that people completed the tasks significantly faster using the Web search interface ($F_{1,16}=8.6$, $P=.01$), but order did not have a significant effect at the 5% level ($F_{3,48}=2.2$, $P=.1$), and there was no interaction effect ($F_{3,48}=0.6$, $P=.6$), indicating that there was no significant difference in the rate at which participants learned to use the interfaces.

Table 3. Mean (SD) ratings for overall interface learnability, ease of use, and satisfaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Web search interface</th>
<th>Traditional search interface</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learnability</td>
<td>5.55 (0.94)</td>
<td>4.05 (1.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of use</td>
<td>5.88 (0.76)</td>
<td>3.70 (1.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>5.78 (0.87)</td>
<td>3.15 (1.66)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Overall Ratings**

After participants had completed all the tasks using an interface, they were asked to rate on a scale of 1-7 its overall learnability, its overall ease of use, and their overall satisfaction with it (Table 3). Paired comparisons showed that the Web search interface received significantly higher ratings than the traditional search interface for overall learnability ($P=.002$, 95% CI [0.6-2.4]), ease of use ($P<.001$, 95% CI [1.2-3.2]), and satisfaction ($P<.001$, 95% CI [1.8-3.5]). It is interesting to note that whereas there is only a 1.5-point difference between the traditional search interface and the Web search interface for learnability, for ease of use this rises to 2.2 points, and for overall satisfaction it rises to 2.6 points.

**Confidence and Ease-of-Use Ratings for each Task**

After completing each task, participants rated on a scale of 1-7 how confident they were that the variable they had found answered the question, and how easy it was to find the answer.

Table 4 shows the mean confidence ratings for each task. A task × interface repeated measures GLM procedure indicates that participants were significantly more confident about their answers when using the Web search interface ($F_{1,19}=18.8$, $P<.001$). Post hoc pairwise comparisons show that participants were significantly more confident about their answers in the Welsh task than in the transport or health care tasks, and significantly less confident about their answers in the health care task than in the belief task ($F_{2,38}=4.7$, $P=.015$). A task × interface interaction effect ($F_{3,57}=4.4$, $P<.01$) indicates that the confidence rating varied according to the interface: in the Welsh task, participants had a similar level of confidence in their answer, but for all other tasks it was much higher when using the Web search interface.

Table 5 shows the mean ease-of-use ratings for each task. A task × interface repeated measures GLM procedure shows that participants found the Web search interface significantly easier to use ($F_{1,19}=14.0$, $P<.001$). There was no significant effect of task ($F_{3,57}=2.2$, $P=.1$).
Table 5. Ratings: mean (SD) ease of use ratings for each task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Web search interface</th>
<th>Traditional search interface</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belief</td>
<td>5.08 (1.78)</td>
<td>2.95 (2.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welsh</td>
<td>4.85 (1.87)</td>
<td>3.88 (2.42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>5.03 (1.92)</td>
<td>1.90 (2.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health care</td>
<td>4.70 (2.11)</td>
<td>2.68 (2.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>4.92 (1.92)</td>
<td>2.85 (2.33)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Qualitative Feedback

Participants were asked for qualitative feedback at two points: after they had completed all the tasks with an interface, they were asked to say what they liked and disliked about it; and at the end of the study, they were asked which interface they preferred and why. In addition, participants made occasional remarks about the interfaces while they were completing the tasks; these comments are also included in the analysis that follows.

Completed Tasks and Remarks

A total of 18 participants said they preferred using the Web search interface to search for and access variables; 9 participants stated this was because it was more user-friendly or easier to use. According to a participant:

“It’s easier to find variables and the information is clearer. In the [Traditional Search interface], the information is in another file or in another link. In the [Web Search interface] it’s just there so I can see it easily.” [Participant Number 18, Female].

A total of 7 participants mentioned that the search process was quicker when using the Web search interface:

“It’s so much faster. You’d just get so annoyed with the traditional search interface because of the amount of effort.” [Participant Number 15, Female].

When I searched for something, I was able to see whether the results were relevant more immediately than with the traditional search interface. [Participant Number 3, Female].

When all the information came up I was able to scan it quickly and see, well this one is relevant and this one isn’t.” [Participant Number 14, Female].

A total of 4 participants described the Web search interface as more intuitive:

“The format of the site means it’s more intuitive how to get around it, how to find stuff.” [Participant Number 12, Male].

One of the participants provided the following reason for liking the Web search interface: “I could find what I was looking for.” [Participant Number 2, Female].

A total of 7 participants commented on the simplicity of the interface:

“It’s easy because you can just search one comprehensive way rather than spending time debating which method you’re going to use to actually look for your data.” [Participant Number 9, Female].

One participant said this could undermine confidence in the interface, however:

“I definitely preferred [the Web search interface], but I know this might sound weird but because it was so easy you worry that what you’ve done is not right, or it’s not reliable.” [Participant Number 17, Male].

P7F said that although she preferred the output of the search process in the Web search interface, she preferred using the catalogue search of the traditional search interface to specify search terms:

 “[the traditional search interface] felt a bit more open, whereas this [the Web search interface home page]—everything’s hidden behind it. I felt happier with searching with the traditional search interface.” [Participant Number 7, Female].

Another participant, Participant Number 20, Female, who said she preferred using the traditional search interface, also cited the catalogue search facility as the reason, saying “it allows you to provide more details and filter the search.”

Postsystem Interview

In the postsystem interview, the Web search interface received 35 positive and 17 negative comments, whereas the traditional search interface received 12 positive and 25 negative comments. A total of 6 participants said that they found the Web search interface easy to use, and 6 commented on its speed and simplicity:

“It’s faster than the traditional search interface—you get the same results with fewer clicks.” [Participant Number 13, Male].

Two described it as “user-friendly”:

 “[the Web search interface] is probably more user-friendly because [the Web search interface] is pretty much like the Google one, so the user may be more familiar with this kind of searching method.” [Participant Number 11, Male].

An additional 2 participants compared the search facility favorably with Google and 4 others liked the simple, familiar format:

“It just seemed so easy, normal—[an] Internet search engine but with a different purpose.” [Participant Number 17, Male].

However, some disliked the simplicity of the search box:
A total of 4 participants liked the fact that you could search for, or within, particular surveys and one said she liked the help video.

The negative comments about the Web search interface in the interview were mainly related to the description of particular variables. A total of 4 participants commented that values for some variables did not seem to be available:

I disliked the fact that some of the variables did not seem to have information in—that confused me. I don’t know whether that means they’re searching datasets they don’t have information for? That could be made clearer. [Participant Number 3, Female]

Of the study participants, 2 found the appearance of many variables with the same title confusing, and one felt that the wording of some variable titles was unclear

Some of the questions said things like, “Bus stop, feel, don’t know”...I don’t know what that question means [Participant Number 8, Female].

However, P8F did recognize this as a potential problem with the survey, rather than with the interface. Also, 2 participants commented that it was not always clear which year variables applied to, and one wondered about the geographical location of the study, which was not apparent just from looking at the variable description.

It was suggested by 2 participants that the Web search interface returned too many variables in the search results, although that can be managed if you sort them according to which survey they are taken from etc. [Participant Number 13, Male].

One of the participants lacked confidence in the search due to the simplicity of the interface

It’s a little less transparent as to what’s in the box...I think I’m doing the right thing but I’m not sure. [Participant Number 7, Male]

There were also 2 other participants who found it hard to find the keywords to bring up the required data. One participant commented on the fact the “back” button did not work properly and another did not like the format of the help documentation.

When asked what they liked about the traditional search interface, two key areas came up. A total of 4 participants found the extensive help documentation useful and 5 liked the options provided for filtering results:

It’s easier to have a general idea of categorizing topics and areas...you’re more likely to exclude something that is not what you want, or include what you want. [Participant Number 11, Male].

Another participant commented,

It looked a lot more professional than [the Web search interface]. I got the impression it had access to a lot more data. [Participant Number 2, Female].

One participant also mentioned that she found the Nessstar tool helpful (P5F).

When asked what they disliked about the traditional search interface, 3 participants said they found it complicated or hard to use, one described it as less intuitive than the Web search interface and one said it was slower. As much as 4 participants said they found it difficult to get any useful results at all and 8 said their searches returned too much information. One participant mentioned,

You felt that what you got out was quite vague, or not to the point of what you wanted. It just seemed to come up with all sorts of stuff that was completely irrelevant and just wasn’t very helpful. Because it would bring up so many items you couldn’t really go through them. [Participant Number 17, Male]

Another suggested,

I think it would have been really useful, if they brought up say 200 datasets, if the variables you were actually looking for were highlighted in the small amount of text you’ve got underneath the heading, because then you can make a judgement. [Participant Number 3, Female]

A total of 5 participants complained about the fact that the results did not give you direct access to the variable data:

I thought I’d worked it out then realized I hadn’t. It wasn’t easy going from one step to another—it was kind of frustrating. [Participant Number 8, Female]

According to another participant,

There’s too much supplementary material before you knew whether that was what you were really looking for or not. [Participant Number 19, Female].

One participant complained that there was no option for sorting the results (Participant Number 13, Male). Another said that it was odd that the variables search was so limited, when compared with the catalogue search:

it just gave you a single box...it didn’t give you the ability to search by region and keywords [Participant Number 7, Female].

One participant noted that it was difficult to choose how to look for data: I’d start searching one way, then I’d think, maybe I should search that way... [Participant Number 9, Female]
As participants were completing the tasks, they were more likely to make negative comments than positive ones. The Web search interface received 6 positive comments, 4 of which stated that the interface was easy to use. P19F commented on the fact that she had successfully found a variable, and P7F said that she found it helpful to be able to see what a variable contained “without having to go into it.” The only 2 positive comments to be made about the traditional search interface also came from P7F, who said that the catalogue search seemed more efficient than the variable search, and after the second task,

I found the searching slightly easier this time because I’d got the hang of it. [Participant Number 7, Female]

Of the 13 negative comments made about the Web search interface while people were completing the tasks, 5 were due to bugs or errors, including the help video being of an inadequate resolution (1 participant), the back button not working correctly (1 participant), and terms in quotation marks that contained white space not being found (3 participants). Besides, 2 participants commented on the lack of an advanced search facility, of the type provided by the traditional search interface, and 2 disliked the fact that a search did not match only complete words (eg, a search for “bus” would return results with “transport” in the variable title). A total of 3 participants commented on the presence of what looked like ghost variables in the results:

It’s confusing me now. I found what I think are the ones I was looking at before [in the traditional search interface] but when I actually click on it, it’s saying that there’s no source, no metadata, no value, so I don’t really know whether I have found it. I still found the data easily but I’ve got no idea. [Participant Number 3, Female]

Of the 16 negative comments participants made while they were using the traditional search interface, 4 were people expressing their dislike for or frustration with the system: I am actually just getting really annoyed now [Participant Number 15, Female].

A total of 5 participants commented that it was taking too long to find a variable, and 3 said they were confused or finding the process too difficult. Some participants (n=4) also complained about the format of the search results, including the fact that the variable search returned surveys, rather than taking you directly to the relevant variables (2 participants), and the fact that certain survey years did not seem to appear in the results when they were known to exist (2 participants). P7F also complained about the fact that you could not search within a survey for variables, saying that the variable lists for the datasets were “an awful lot to try and read through.”

Discussion

This study has shown that the functionality provided by the Web search interface was preferred to that of the traditional search interface for finding variables in research data archives. Participants were more likely to find a variable that correctly answered the question posed by a task. In addition, they were able to do this more quickly and had more confidence in the results. They found the Web search interface easier to use, and were more satisfied with the overall experience it provided.

We now consider these findings in the context of the wider evidence base: specifically, the merits of leveraging the Web search approach to help users find variables, considering it within the context of HCIR literature.

Query formulation and query reformulation strive to put control of selection and interpretation of results in the user’s hands. This is accomplished by allowing the user to quickly formulate and reformulate the query as their understanding of the search domain increases based on the results returned. The Web search interface appears to support this well:

It was simple to use, cause I just used keywords, and I used the same keywords in the other thing and it couldn’t find it... [Participant Number 14, Female]; and

It’s a quick way of finding what variables there are...if you were just looking at say pay, and you just wanted to look at income...I worked on a project looking at minimum wages and things like that, so we mainly use EUROSTAT, but if you could search for something...[the Web search interface] would have been really useful for that kind of thing. [Participant Number 9, Female]

These examples indicate the broader feeling that traditional search interfaces require a more precise conceptualization of what is required and available for search. By contrast, the Web search interface relies far less on the users’ knowledge of the base data and so is better for variable search.

Browsing is generally considered to involve virtually no planning, preparation, or focus. This kind of interaction is common in Web search and is related to query formulation and reformulation, requiring less initial knowledge of the data available. Participants’ comments suggest the interface supported this activity:

It seemed to be an easier step between the search term and the list of variables [Participant Number 5, Female]

When all the information came up I was able to scan it quickly, and see well this one is relevant and this one wasn’t [Participant Number 14, Female]

Browsing for relevance appears to be key to the variable data discovery performed in the study.

Faceted search and navigation enables users to group and interact with information hierarchically, and is becoming both expected and critically important for refining search results. Participants commented that being able to limit results in the Web search interface was useful:

I like the different layers of options, so if I search for some different variables and some surveys clearly won’t be at all relevant I can select them out. [Participant Number 3, Female]

I like that you could click to look for particular surveys or particular variables. So for example if you’re looking for something in Northern Ireland...
(NI), I could choose NI surveys and exclude everything else so I don’t get swamped with variables, because if you do type in just one thing you get an awful lot of answers coming back and you could get quite lost, so that seemed good. [Participant Number 8, Female]

Surrogates are the titles and abstracts for documents; thumbnails for Web pages, etc, which can be seen interspersed within the search results of modern Web search interfaces. Indeed, amalgamations of surrogates can be seen in many Google searches with documents and information being displayed from Wikipedia and from more general image searches. Surrogates in our Web search interface were limited to the title of the survey. One participant commented that

It helps to know where [the variable] is from. [Participant Number 4, Male]

Relevance feedback modifies an existing query based on available user-based relevance judgments for previously retrieved documents. One participant commented that

in the title of the [variables] they have a lot of information there so it is easy to know when you have found it. [Participant Number 18, Female]

Summarization, analytics, and visual presentation can enable users to better digest the query result, and formulate queries in a familiar interface. Indeed, we received many positive comments on this part of the interaction design: One noted that

Pretty easy [to learn how to use]—it’s like a basic search engine and I like the layout; everyone knows how to use Google so everyone can find the variable they want. [Participant Number 2, Female]

Another participant commented,

I liked it. It was like a Google search really. It’s very familiar—it’s like Google search. You just put in all the search terms and it gives up the list, rather than having to go through all the different stages of digging through the literature. [Participant Number 15, Female]

One felt that

It just seemed so easy, normal—[an] Internet search engine, but with a different purpose. [Participant Number 17, Male]

A “Web Search Interface” for Research Variables

The Web Search interface was designed to simplify the process of finding and extracting variables for secondary research. Providing a familiar look, feel, and functionality was a key goal of the design process. It was designed as a Web search engine—set within a scientific social network where users can share methods for relating, extracting, and manipulating data—to take advantage of the fact that the most familiar experience of finding information for its target users will have come from the Web.

Participants were very positive about this approach, stating explicitly that they liked the fact that it resembled a familiar Web search engine; other participants commented on how quick, user-friendly, simple, and intuitive it felt. Although both interfaces provided a single-box entry system, only the Web search interface provided users with the look, feel, and functionality of a search engine like Google.

It was not only the simplicity of the landing page that was behind the Web search interface’s success, but also the format of the results. With the exception of the more detailed catalogue search, the facilities for entering search terms—a single box—were very similar for both interfaces. Whereas the Web search interface presented users with a list of matching variables, the traditional search interface provided a list of surveys, with at least one further click, and possibly some scrolling, required to reach the variable of interest. For some participants, this simply made the task more time consuming. For others, it made it impossible: users expected to see what they were searching for straightaway and when they could not they assumed that something had gone wrong, either with the search process itself or the way they were using it. The traditional search interface was designed for the retrieval of variable data the user already knew to exist; only the Web search interface truly supported the discovery of new data.

This tells us that presenting relevant results immediately after a search is very important: if a user is searching for a variable, and gets back a survey or dataset, they find this confusing. What else can we learn about the format that the results should take? It is not possible to determine from this study whether the Web search interface takes the optimal approach to formatting variable search results, but there is evidence that it uses at least an adequate one, as participants were able to find a variable that mostly or completely matched the search criteria the majority of the time. In fact, participants’ comments indicated that they were very happy with the presentation of the results. The majority said that they liked it, and those who specified why focused on the fact that the relevance (or otherwise) of the variable could be seen at a glance. The eye-tracking data show that participants made the decision about variable relevance primarily by looking at the “description” column of the results, and therefore, providing a summary of what the variable contains, and not just its title, appears to be important.

Improving the Web Search Interface

Although participants preferred the Web search interface, it did receive some negative feedback. In several instances this was the result of a bug (eg, the back button not working properly), but it also resulted from the fact that incomplete or seemingly inaccurate variable data were sometimes returned in the results. It is likely that these problems were caused not by an error in the interface itself, but by the original format of the data in question, which was confusing. Nevertheless, ensuring that users fully understand the results that are returned to them, and why they appear as they do, remains a usability challenge for systems providing access to this type of data.

As practicing health science professionals our users have some experience using the traditional interface, but they do not have many years’ experience. We also see that they will be more familiar with a Web search interface as this is what they use most days of the week and often multiple times a day. Conforming to this model should be our primary goal as there
is a much more familiarity and there is little refamiliarization required, as there is with a traditional but seldom used, interface.

**Study Limitations**

As the study was conducted with live websites, it was not completely controlled. The traditional search interface searched a larger data catalogue than the Web search interface, and although this meant that it potentially produced a greater number of correct answers, this did not appear to provide any advantage from the perspective of correctness scores. The time it took a search to complete varied considerably for both interfaces, from less than a second to (occasionally) more than 10. Search times were not deducted from task completion times for a number of reasons: it was not always possible to determine how long a search took (participants often opened a new window over the top to continue with the task when there was a delay); the time to access the server is a property of the system, and as such it may not be appropriate to ignore it; searches rarely took longer than a few seconds. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the task completion times recorded for the Web search interface may rise if the proportion of the data catalogue it provides access to and/or the number of people using it increases.

A second limitation is that the study was conducted with relatively inexperienced researchers. This particular group was used because they are known to have difficulties with data discovery. There may be circumstances where the facilities provided in the traditional search interface are preferable to researchers with more experience, or those currently provided in the Web search interface are not sophisticated enough. Because of the ubiquity of Web search and our participants’ constant exposure to this, we might assume that they would be better at Web search.

A third limitation of the study was that it compared only two tools for accessing variable data. This study is one of the first to investigate user preferences for finding and accessing variable data; further work considering other tools or methods is undoubtedly necessary. It would also be useful to examine researchers’ preferences in longitudinal, naturalistic settings, as well as controlled, laboratory-based studies.

**Study Impact**

Previously, researchers working with survey data from the UKDA found it difficult to discover relevant variables for analysis. These difficulties were compounded as single-domain researchers became cross-domain data scientists. To address these difficulties, a Web search interface (MethodBox) was designed as an alternative front end to the archive, enabling users to search through multiple sets of data, supporting documentation and user-contributed metadata in a single process. Since this study, the main UKDA search interface has been significantly overhauled to take account of the findings (Figure 9) and the new-way data are used and searched for.

The new “Discover” Variable and Question Bank interface adopted the Web search interface paradigm described by HCIR and this was shown to be effective for variable search in this study. The interface implements all those features found to be useful to researchers, including faceted search; query reformulation; browsing; surrogates; relevance feedback; summarization, analytics, and visual presentation (Figure 10). The main aim of the study was to empirically support the anecdotal supposition that data scientists share more in common with the “Google Generation” than with their single-domain, single-tool forebears. We studied this with real applications built directly because of this anecdotal supposition; the evaluation of the MethodBox Web search interface provided empirical support for this supposition, which has implications for scientific data search and selection more generally. We have shown that users find the Web search engine approach intuitive and that it helps them to assemble relevant variable data for research. The findings apply not only to MethodBox but also to similar systems that support the need to search for variable data.

The implications of this study for the process of secondary data analysis are substantial. Many researchers, particularly inexperienced ones, or cross disciplinarians, struggle to identify the datasets and variables they should be using to answer a research question. By enabling users to quickly search a data archive at the level of recorded factors/variables, information systems can help users to focus on research rather than on the process of negotiating archives or documents.

A straightforward means of searching provides a greater opportunity for finding relevant factors/variables that the researcher was not previously aware of. This may reduce “investigator bias,” whereby research artificially focuses on familiar datasets, but not necessarily those most relevant to the hypothesis.

The simple provision of a Web search interface will not ultimately eliminate the need for researchers to “get to know” a dataset in detail, but it could make the process of data discovery quicker, easier, and far less intimidating. In turn, this may generate “digital crumbs” of metadata about the relationships between variables, users, and research processes. Such metadata may eventually support crowd-sourced secondary research.
Figure 9. New UKDA Interface -- 'Discover' adopting the Web Search Interface and including: Faceted Search (at left); Query Reformulation (at centre); and Browsing (at centre) features.

Figure 10. Discover Results -- Search results adopting the Web Search Interface and including: Surrogates (at centre as part of 'Full Record' detail); Relevance Feedback (at top-right as 'Sorted by:'); Summarisation (at centre with each result); Analytics and Visual Presentation (at top-left) features.

Panton Principles and the Science Code Manifesto
Science is based on building on, reusing, and openly criticizing the published body of scientific knowledge. For science to effectively function, and for society to reap the full benefits from scientific endeavors, it is crucial that scientific data be made open. In this case, we support the “Panton Principles” [48]. We further assert that “Code is Method” and likewise support the Science Code Manifesto [49]. In this case, we would like to invite you to access our data and code, and question our analysis and interpretation of that data via the full dataset, experimental protocols, and methodologies [50].
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Abstract

Background: The complexity of modern practice requires health professionals to be active information-seekers.

Objective: Our aim was to review the quality and progress of point-of-care information summaries—Web-based medical compendia that are specifically designed to deliver pre-digested, rapidly accessible, comprehensive, and periodically updated information to health care providers. We aimed to evaluate product claims of being evidence-based.

Methods: We updated our previous evaluations by searching Medline, Google, librarian association websites, and conference proceedings from August 2012 to December 2014. We included Web-based, regularly updated point-of-care information summaries with claims of being evidence-based. We extracted data on the general characteristics and content presentation of products, and we quantitatively assessed their breadth of disease coverage, editorial quality, and evidence-based methodology. We assessed potential relationships between these dimensions and compared them with our 2008 assessment.

Results: We screened 58 products; 26 met our inclusion criteria. Nearly a quarter (6/26, 23%) were newly identified in 2014. We accessed and analyzed 23 products for content presentation and quantitative dimensions. Most summaries were developed by major publishers in the United States and the United Kingdom; no products derived from low- and middle-income countries. The main target audience remained physicians, although nurses and physiotherapists were increasingly represented. Best Practice, Dynamed, and UptoDate scored the highest across all dimensions. The majority of products did not excel across all dimensions: we found only a moderate positive correlation between editorial quality and evidence-based methodology ($r=.41$, $P=.0496$). However, all dimensions improved from 2008: editorial quality ($P=.01$), evidence-based methodology ($P=.015$), and volume of diseases and medical conditions ($P<.001$).

Conclusions: Medical and scientific publishers are investing substantial resources towards the development and maintenance of point-of-care summaries. The number of these products has increased since 2008 along with their quality. Best Practice, Dynamed, and UptoDate scored the highest across all dimensions, while others that were marketed as evidence-based were less reliable. Individuals and institutions should regularly assess the value of point-of-care summaries as their quality changes rapidly over time.
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Introduction

Pressed for time and obliged to navigate ever-expanding medical literature, doctors are increasingly relying on online information tools to accelerate the search process without compromising the reliability and quality of information retrieved. Point-of-care information summaries offer predigested syntheses of medical research intended to be used when the patient and physician interact (ie, point-of-care) [1]. Web-based point-of-care summaries provide user-friendly interfaces that may improve the retrieval, synthesis, organization, and application of evidence-based content in clinical practice [2,3].

The medical information technology market parallels the efforts by national health systems to streamline clinical workflow and align clinicians’ behavior with best practice strategies. Point-of-care summaries play a central role: they increasingly form the knowledge basis of complex information systems, such as computerized physician order entry and computer decision support systems [3-5]. In the United States, the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITeCH) Act requires clinicians and hospitals to integrate electronic health records (EHRs) with clinical decision support rules relevant to a specialty or to high-priority hospital conditions, such as drugs and diagnostic test ordering [6]. In Europe, the integration of point-of-care summaries into the workflow of the prescribers is under scrutiny in several countries [7-10].

As point-of-care information summaries gain ground in the culture of medical practice as stand-alone products or integrated with other systems, their validity must be assessed against marketing claims that they are evidence-based. This review examines the quality of Web-based point-of-care information summaries and their development and progress since 2008.

Methods

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

As this is an update of analyses done in 2008 [11] and 2012 [12], detailed methods and operational definitions can be found in the original publication [11]. Briefly, we defined point-of-care information summaries as “Web-based medical compendia specifically designed to deliver predigested, rapidly accessible, comprehensive, periodically updated, and evidence-based information (and possibly also guidance) to clinicians.” To be included in this review, a product had to be an online-delivered tertiary publication (summary) that is regularly updated, claims to provide evidence-based information to physicians and other professionals, and is intended for use at the bedside. We considered summaries, regardless of their content development status, number of years on the market, clinical focus or specialty, type of access, or charging agreements. We excluded other online information resources such as guideline databases, meta-lists and search engines, literature surveillance alerting systems, online books, and journal articles (ie, primary and secondary literature). Our analysis was limited to products in the English language.

Search Strategy

To identify the point-of-care information summaries, we re-examined the eligibility of all products that were included or excluded in the 2008 and 2012 analyses. To find new summaries, we searched Medline from August 2012 to December 2014 with the following terms: (“Evidence-Based Medicine”[Mesh]) AND (“Information Storage and Retrieval”[Mesh]) AND (“Online Systems”[Mesh]) OR (“Point-of-Care Systems”[Mesh])). We scanned the references of the papers retrieved and used the Google search engine to identify additional products that may not have been reported in the medical literature. We explored various publisher and librarian association websites (ie, Council of Science Editors, the World Association of Medical Editors, the European Association for Health Information and Libraries, and the American Medical Informatics Association) [13-16], and the 2014 conference proceedings from the Medical Library Association Meeting and Exhibition [17].

Identification of Point-of-Care Information Summaries

One reviewer examined the search results, screened the titles and abstracts of papers identified through Medline, and evaluated the eligibility of products integrating additional information found on product websites. If there was doubt about the inclusion of a product, all authors discussed the eligibility until a consensus was reached. We recorded the reasons for exclusion.

Data Extraction and Analysis

One reviewer extracted information on the general features of each point-of-care information summary. Products that could not be accessed (ie, no subscription available at our institution, no free-trial option, and no response from product representatives to our emails requesting access) were excluded. One reviewer collected data on the general characteristics of products and their content presentation for qualitative (descriptive) evaluation, along with information about the editorial quality, evidence-based methodology, and content volume (breadth of diseases and medical conditions covered) for empirical quantitative analysis. A second reviewer checked the extractions.

Qualitative Evaluation

For each summary included, we collected the following general details: country of development, year of release, vendor or publisher, marketing claims, format (eg, tablets, mobile devices), access and subscription options, annual costs, and targeted audience. Since the 2012 analysis, we have introduced an additional component: ability to be integrated into an EHR system. This entails the capacity to access information from the point-of-care summary directly through the EHR interface. For example, when a physician clicks on a condition written in the patient record, the physician is directed to a new screen detailing disease information and treatment options. A point-of-care summary search tool may be additionally available on the EHR interface to make free-text and International Classification of Diseases (ICD)-10 code searches.

Content presentation was analyzed in summaries that we accessed. We examined the different outputs (eg, key point
Quantitative Analysis

Two reviewers extracted information about three key dimensions: quality of the editorial process, quality of the evidence-based approach to content development (ie, evidence-based methodology), and volume or breadth of the medical conditions covered. We described products quantitatively using three separate scores that covered components relevant to each dimension. Disagreements were resolved by discussion between the reviewers. A third author was consulted for any unsolved discordances. All Web pages providing useful data were saved and stored in an electronic archive. When information about a particular component (eg, commercial support or critical appraisal) was unclear or could not be found, we contacted publishers by email requesting additional information and clarification of contents. All emails were stored in an electronic archive.

Editorial Quality

We adopted the following indicators of transparency to evaluate the methodological quality of the editorial process: authorship (reporting of authors for each summary), reviewing (implementation of a formal, structured peer-review process), updating (whether or not summaries had been revised or updated in the previous 2 years), conflicts of interest (disclosure of contributing authors’ conflict of interest), and commercial support for content development. For this last component, we assigned three points if commercial support was not accepted, one point if commercial support was accepted and reported, and no points if the product developer did not present sufficient information for us to make a judgement. For the remaining items, we assigned three points if the component was judged as “adequate,” one point if “unclear,” and none if “not adequate” or “not reported.” We arbitrarily decided to award three points instead of two for the adequate fulfillment of a criteria in order to give more weight to transparent and accountable reporting, and increase variability within the sample.

In the 2008 and 2012 reviews, we assessed the authorship, authors’ conflicts of interest, and updating of products based on the editorial policy statements. If the information provided was insufficient to make an accurate evaluation, we referred to a nonrandom selection of sections (often referred as topics) to assess the dimensions. In the effort to minimize bias between reporting and implementation in the 2014 analysis, we evaluated these dimensions through a random sample of topics. We randomly selected ten blocks or categories of diseases from ICD-10 [18]. If any product did not cover one of the medical conditions identified in a block, we randomly selected another block from ICD-10. In each topic, we checked the reporting of authors as well as any potential conflict of interest. For updating, topics were considered up-to-date if they had been reviewed or revised within the last 2 years (January 2013 to January 2015). The 2-year time frame was determined based on the average time to changes in evidence that are sufficiently important to require the updating of systematic reviews [19]. Products with eight or more topics updated in the last 2 years were assigned 3 points towards the total editorial quality score. Products with three or less topics updated within that period were assigned no points. Other products with four to seven updated topics were assigned 1 point as well as those that did not consistently provide dates on the articles.

Evidence-Based Methodology

The following components were used to evaluate the strength of the evidence-based methodology for content development: implementation of a literature search or surveillance strategy to identify current information, cumulative versus discretionary approach (prioritization of systematic reviews over other evidence sources), critical appraisal, formal grading of evidence, and citation of expert opinions (separation of expert opinions from other evidence sources in summaries). Three points were assigned if the component was judged “adequate,” one if considered “unclear,” and none if “not adequate” or “not reported.”

Volume (Breadth of Diseases Covered)

As it was not feasible to count the total number of diseases and medical conditions covered in each product, we estimated the comprehensiveness of disease coverage by verifying the presence or absence of a random sample of diseases from the ICD-10 [18]. We randomly selected four chapters: Chapter IV—Endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases, VII—Diseases of the eye and adnexa, XII—Diseases of the skin and subcutaneous tissue, and XV—Pregnancy, childbirth and the puerperium. These chapters comprised a total of 35 blocks or categories of diseases or medical conditions. If a point-of-care information summary discussed at least one disease specified within a block, the product was assigned 1 point towards a maximum of 35 total points for volume. We then converted the volume scores into percentages, where 35 points correspond to 100% coverage.

Multimedia Appendix 1 summarizes in a flow diagram the methods used to evaluate products.

Analysis

Volume and quality indicator scores are presented with medians and interquartile ranges (IQR). Point-of-care information summaries were ranked on the basis of (1) editorial quality, (2) the use of an evidence-based approach, and (3) the volume of diseases covered based on a random sample of ICD-10 chapters. Correlations between these three dimensions were assessed by Spearman rank correlation coefficients and their respective P values. Changes in the strength of the products from 2008-2014 were assessed using the matched pairs Wilcoxon signed-rank test. For hypothesis testing, a probability of <.05 was considered statistically significant. All statistical tests were two-sided. Stata software was used for statistical analyses.
Results

The search strategy identified 58 products for potential inclusion. After screening, 26 fulfilled our inclusion criteria. Sixteen of these were previously included in the 2008 and 2012 reviews (5 Minute Consult, BestBets, Clin-eGuide, Dynamed, EBM Guidelines, Essential Evidence Topics, eTG Complete, GP Notebook, Map of Medicine, Micromedex, Mosby’s Nursing Consult, Nursing Reference Center, PEPID, Rehabilitation Reference Center, UpToDate, and Zynx Evidence). Four products changed into a new product since 2012 (ACP Smart Medicine formerly ACP Pier, Best Practice formerly Clinical Evidence, Clinical Key formerly First Consult, Medscape Drug and Diseases Reference formerly Emedicine). Six products were newly identified in this review (Clinical Access, Cochrane Clinical Answers, Decision Support in Medicine, NICE Pathways, PEMSoft, and Prodigy). Prodigy, which is connected with Clinical Knowledge Summaries (CKS), was considered a new product since CKS was discontinued for some time and only in 2012 was restarted. Figure 1 shows the flow diagram for the selection of point-of-care information summaries in the review.

In order to access the 26 products, we registered for free-trial access online whenever available or contacted the publishers directly requesting temporary access to perform the evaluation. We did not receive a response from the publishers of three products (Clin-eGuide, Mosby’s Nursing Consult, and Zynx Evidence), which were prevented from further evaluation. A total of 23 products were included in the content presentation and quantitative analysis.

Figure 1. Flow diagram of point-of-care information summaries included in the review.
Qualitative Evaluation

General features are summarized in Multimedia Appendix 2. Most of the 26 products were developed by major publishers in the United States (n=12) and United Kingdom (n=8), while others came from the Netherlands (n=4), Finland (n=1), and Australia (n=1). A minority was open access (19%), while most were fee-based (81%) with a median individual subscription price of €244.4 (US$265, £169.52). Regarding their electronic compatibility, over a quarter (7/26, 27%) of products were Web-based only, as others could also be opened on mobile devices. Most products targeted a general audience of health professionals (18/26, 70%), but some were advertised for specific groups such as medical specialists (1/26, 4%), general practitioners (2/26, 8%), nurses (2/26, 8%), emergency medicine doctors (1/26, 4%), pediatricians (1/26, 4%), and rehabilitation professionals (1/26, 4%). Sixteen products out of 26 (62%) could be integrated into EHRs.

Multimedia Appendix 3 presents details of the summary content presentation of the 23 products we could fully evaluate. Products displayed their content in a variety of formats: key point summary, questions and answers, book chapter-like summaries, and clinical pathways (flow charts). Most had a formal ontology for organizing diseases and medical conditions (20/23, 87%) as well as flexible navigation of topic contents (19/23, 83%). Although many products adopted an intent to recommend approach (17/23, 73%), under a third (7/23, 30%) used a formal strength of recommendation system: Grades of Recommendation, Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) approach [20], the Strength of Recommendation taxonomy (SORT) by the American Academy of Family Physicians [21], or individual systems developed for the product. Just under a half (11/23, 48%) of products awarded continuing medical education credits for searches or featured other programs for continuing medical education. Patient education materials and handouts were available in nearly a third (7/23, 30%) of products, and only a few (4/23, 17%) offered additional educational materials for clinicians such as evidence-based medicine and critical appraisal methodology, lessons on cultural competencies, laboratory manuals, and practice resources.

Quantitative Analysis

Figure 2 shows the rank of products based on volume. Disease coverage varied widely: the median volume or coverage of medical conditions was 94% (IQR, 66-100%). The most comprehensive products providing at least one condition per disease category in the four ICD-10 chapters were 5 Minute Consult, Best Practice, Clinical Access, Dynamed, GP Notebook, and UpToDate.

Editorial quality and evidence-based methodology are summarized in Multimedia Appendices 4 and 5; the median scores were 12 (IQR 6-13) and 11 (IQR 4-15), respectively, on a 15-point scale. Five products (ACP Smart Medicine, BMJ Best Practice, Dynamed, Essential Evidence Topics, and UpToDate) received the maximum score for editorial quality. Six (ACP Smart Medicine, BestBets, BMJ Best Practice, Dynamed, EBM Guidelines, and UpToDate) received the maximum score for evidence-based methodology.

The ranking of point-of-care information summaries based on their strength of volume, editorial quality, and evidence-based methodology is shown in Figure 3 (full data reported in Multimedia Appendices 4-6). Best Practice, Dynamed, and UpToDate scored in the highest quartile across all three dimensions. There was a moderate positive correlation between the editorial quality and evidence-based methodology of products (r=0.41, P=0.0496). No correlations were found between editorial quality and volume (r=0.10, P=0.64), or between evidence-based methodology and volume (r=0.06, P=0.80).

Compared to the 2008 evaluation, there were significant improvements in all three dimensions: editorial quality (P=0.01), evidence-based methodology (P=0.015), and volume (P<0.001). Figure 4 shows the evolution of the products in the 2014 assessment that were previously evaluated in 2008.
Figure 2. Estimated volume (breadth) of diseases and medical conditions covered by point-of-care information summaries (based on 4 randomly selected chapters of the ICD-10 classification system).

Figure 3. Point-of-care information summary rankings with providers listed in alphabetical order. Quartiles according to 2014 rankings for volume, editorial quality, and evidence-based methodology: black, bottom quartile; dark gray, low intermediate quartile; light gray, high intermediate quartile; white, top quartile (for evidence-based methodology and volume, white represents only the maximum scores of 15 and 100, respectively, as the top quartiles fell on the maximum scores).
Figure 4. Evolution of the scores for products evaluated in 2008 and reevaluated in 2014. We wrote “=” when the point-of-care information summary score did not change over time, “↑” when the score improved, and “↓” when the score decreased.

### Discussion

#### Principal Findings

To evaluate products’ claims to be evidence-based, we adopted editorial policy, content quality, and coverage of medical knowledge as the key indicators of high-quality point-of-care information summaries. In line with the 2008 and 2012 analyses, the purpose of our study was not to pinpoint the “winning” and “losing” products but to assess the maturity of these tools for clinical decision making and encourage transparent reporting of editorial and content development policies by publishers. We further sought to guide readers in the selection of products for individual or institutional use. Since 2008, there have been improvements in the general features of point-of-care information summaries and the descriptions of their editorial approaches, though suboptimal products are still on the market [11].

Several limitations to our study must be noted, including use of editorial policy statements to determine the implementation of a formal and structured peer-review process and the acceptance of commercial support for content development. We acknowledge that there may have been discrepancies between the reporting and actual implementation of editorial policies. Moreover, although we included quality dimensions informed by evidence in our study, our criteria for assessment may be perceived as arbitrary; users of a given point-of-care summary may have different views or experience. Regardless of potential differences in opinions, one observation remains clear: publishers have invested notable energy and resources to raise their quality standards in a limited time. Product maturity and the increasing value of reliable information in medical society may sustain the rising popularity of point-of-care summaries among health professionals.

A particular challenge within our study involved the defining of the intervention and execution of the search strategy to identify relevant interventions for inclusion. Since our first evaluation in 2008, there continues to be a discrepancy in the terminology adopted to describe what we identify as “point of care information summaries”: Web-based medical compendia that are specifically designed to deliver predigested, rapidly accessible, comprehensive, and periodically updated information to health care providers. These products have been additionally referred to as “evidence-based textbooks” [22], “clinical point-of-care tools” [23], navigators, and services [3]. While we recognize that other terms might be used, we have adopted point-of-care information summaries as the preferred terminology, as it embraces several key content elements. Given the rising interest and adoption of these tools, the development of a common term and definition will facilitate their assessment by researchers as well as by hospitals and health care professionals in search of a compatible tool for use. A common definition might also benefit the PubMed MeSH vocabulary. In fact, the MeSH term “point-of-care systems” comprises a broad range of health care technologies outside of our intervention, such as laboratory and diagnostic instruments [24].
The quality of most products is still moderate, which has also been indicated by the few additional surveys evaluating the quality of point-of-care information summaries [22,25-27]. Clinicians should become familiar with the basic concepts that make an information product a credible source of scientific evidence. Health libraries and local knowledge brokers should endorse and give preference to summaries that are committed to policies to improve editorial and methodological rigor, disclose conflicts of interest [28-30], and ensure complete and accessible reporting of the content development procedure. Users should be skeptical about point-of-care summaries that do not transparently describe how information is found (search strategy), selected (cumulative or discretionary approach), evaluated (critical appraisal), prioritized (grading of evidence and recommendations), and regularly updated (literature surveillance) to maintain their relevance to practice. Publishers may be highly skilled in boosting clinical recommendations through propaganda and legally qualified to sell their products to doctors and hospitals. Moreover, the failure to disclose methods for product development is not in the best interests of the medical community, and might, in fact, draw the line between authoritative and fraudulent therapeutic information. Point-of-care information summaries largely serve high-income countries. However, information on highly effective medicines and interventions are presumably more valuable in low- and middle-income countries. At the same time, in an increasingly competitive market, publishers cannot make the service “free for everyone” because this would affect their sustainability and might facilitate the opportunistic use of these resources. We encourage publishers to align the prices of their products to the purchasing power of a particular country’s physicians through tiered-pricing models and to distribute access through networks active in low- and middle-income countries [31,32]. In addition to their affordability and access, the source of information is critical to the strength and reliability of products. Dynamed currently has links to over 17,000 guidelines, organized for high or low- to middle-income countries [33]. While the consideration of ready-to-use recommendations is a key first step, more investments in tailoring information to local doctors and other health care providers are needed. For example, information on medicines was never ranked on the basis of the WHO Model List of Essential Medicines, which selects treatments that offer a cure or effective disease management in preference to those that offer only marginal benefit [34]. Doctors are increasingly interested in knowing potential incongruence between investing resources and desired health outcomes [35,36]. In this time of austerity, point-of-care summaries have to do a better job considering the social proven value of medicines.

Future Considerations

It is not easy to predict what directions publishers should take to further improve their services. We propose three approaches. First, as summary providers mature and their contents become broader and more complete (eg, information about medicines, recommendations, and guidelines), information must be re-filtered to meet personal practice needs. Users will need to personalize the product, setting filters to isolate specific information (eg, local hospital guidelines) that is relevant to individual clinical practice. This will prioritize information that can engender changes in health professional behavior [37].

Second, high-quality point-of-care summaries should be integrated into computer decision support systems for EHRs. These computer systems may represent the future of clinical decision making in which evidence-based knowledge from point-of-care summaries is linked with patient information from EHRs to generate case-specific guidance messages through rule- or algorithm-based software [3,38]. Computer decision support systems combined with EHRs might be beneficial for the health care provided to patients, although it is hard to demonstrate their association with benefits on outcomes such as mortality [39].

Third, the potential integration of point-of-care summaries into continuing medical education programs should be recognized [40]. Doubts that are raised during clinical consultation can trigger point-of-care searches that provide health professionals with valuable information that can be directly implemented in the visit. Accreditation systems need to recognize the role of point-of-care summaries as an efficient provider of relevant knowledge.

Conclusion

The maturation of point-of-care summaries can be seen as a virtuous circle [41]. It started with an exogenous factor: technological innovation. As health professionals become increasingly familiar with the summaries, their adoption will become self-reinforcing. In a competitive market, this will probably help lower product prices, leading to more potential users. The last 20 years saw the success of PubMed, The Cochrane Library, and, more recently, WikiProject Medicine, which are now integral parts of medical practice. Publishers and developers of point-of-care summaries need to direct their considerable talents and resources to developing strategies to sustain affordable practice and interventions to improve quality of practice. This change of focus can support their development as indispensable professional tools.
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Abstract

Background: The increasing use of the Internet and its array of social networks brings new ways for psychotherapists to find out information about their patients, often referred to as patient-targeted googling (PTG). However, this topic has been subject to little empirical research; there has been hardly any attention given to it in Germany and the rest of Europe and it has not been included in ethical guidelines for psychotherapy despite the complex ethical issues it raises.

Objective: This study explored German psychotherapists’ behavior and experiences related to PTG, investigated how these vary with sociodemographic factors and therapeutic background, and explored the circumstances in which psychotherapists considered PTG to be appropriate or not.

Methods: A total of 207 psychotherapists responded to a newly developed questionnaire that assessed their experience of and views on PTG. The study sample was a nonrepresentative convenience sample recruited online via several German-speaking professional therapy platforms.

Results: Most therapists (84.5%, 174/207) stated that they had not actively considered the topic of PTG. However, 39.6% (82/207) said that they had already looked for patient information online (eg, when they suspected a patient may have been lying) and 39.3% (81/207) knew colleagues or supervisors who had done so. Only 2.4% (5/207) of therapists had come across PTG during their education and training.

Conclusions: It is essential to provide PTG as a part of therapists’ education and training. Furthermore, the complex problems concerning PTG should be introduced into codes of ethics to provide explicit guidance for psychotherapists in practice. This report provides initial suggestions to open up debate on this topic.
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Introduction

The Internet has become an essential and frequently used medium for retrieving diverse information about people and organizations. There may be a variety of reasons for this, including private curiosity (some people may wish to look up a friend from school to find out what she is doing now) or there may be job-related reasons for exploring the Web. But what about professional relationships between therapists and patients? Therapists use the Internet for assistance in everyday work tasks; for example, most psychotherapists use email as well as mobile communication to contact their patients as described by Eichenberg and Kienzle [1]. Furthermore, Zur et al [2] have reported an increasing prevalence of “deliberate self-disclosure”
by therapists who maintain a presence on the Internet. For patients, this can make it easier to choose a therapist as Eichenberg et al [3] found in a national survey in Germany: nearly two-thirds (63.5%) of Internet users search the Web for health-related information and 43.7% could imagine seeking help online in cases of emotional distress (eg, obtaining the contact data of a resident psychotherapist).

Could such information interfere with the relationship between therapist and patient? Facebook, Xing, Twitter, etc, open up further possibilities for information use and thereby possibilities for abuse. The Internet represents countless ways of using information without the slightest moral or ethical consideration of any effects this might have on therapeutic relationships. According to Ensher et al [4], just as managers look for background information on the Internet about their potential employees, psychotherapists also look up their potential patients as assumed, but not empirically proven, by Clinton et al [5]. An empirical study revealed that a large majority of psychology graduates (81%) report using online social networks, although approximately 27% of psychotherapists and therapists in education look for online information on their patients [6]. This phenomenon is described by Clinton et al [5] as “patient-targeted googling” (PTG). However, neither the American guidelines for psychotherapists (American Psychological Association [APA]) [7] nor the German guidelines (Berufsverband Deutscher Psychologen [BPD]) [8] give any explicit guidance on this issue.

The APA recommends that psychologists should “...respect the dignity and worth of all people, and the rights of individuals to privacy, confidentiality, and self-determination” (p 4 [7]). This includes keeping intrusions on privacy by the therapist to a minimum. Comparing the US and German guidelines does not lead to any further or more explicit conclusion: the ethical guidelines for psychotherapists in Germany do not explicitly mention the phenomenon of online research of patient information. But its indirect implementation can be found in the professional code of the trade union of German psychologists [8]. It states that psychologists are only allowed to collect, save, and use client or patient data that is in line with the treatment order. The necessity for a bond of trust and the idea that therapists should inform their patients about all substantial procedures at all steps in the treatment and ask for patients’ agreement are well established [8]. But what would be considered a “substantial procedure”? When can the bond of trust be interrupted? When could a therapist satisfy their curiosity instead of following psychotherapeutic orders?

To answer these questions, it seems reasonable to examine PTG. As yet, there have been only 2 articles that have presented empirical material on this [5,6], so more empirical data are needed. Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate PTG in Germany from the perspective of therapists. Specifically, we intended to answer the following questions:

1. What reasons correspond with what type of information?
2. How much information about PTG do psychotherapists receive in their education or through professional experience?
3. When do psychotherapists consider PTG to be appropriate and inappropriate?

4. What reasons are there for and against PTG in general?
5. Do attitudes differ according to sociodemographic factors?
6. In what ways is the information gained online used for therapeutic reasons?
7. To what extent do therapists know about patients who search for online information about them?
8. Do therapists take precautions to control the information about them available on the Internet?

Methods

Recruitment

The study sample was a nonrepresentative convenience sample recruited online via several professional therapy platforms. (For a discussion of the scientifically proven quality of Web-based studies, see Gosling et al [9].)

Questionnaire

A questionnaire was administered online, generated using the online tool Unipark [10]. It included 36 items organized into 3 sections: (1) sociodemographic data, including age, sex, professional experience, type of psychotherapeutic education, and frequency of Internet use; (2) experience of and attitudes toward PTG structured into open and closed questions with a focus on knowledge of the PTG phenomenon followed by 7 further items to be answered by the participants who had experience with PTG; and (3) online research by patients, including the reactions and experiences of therapists who reported patients searching for information about them via the Internet.

Statistical Analysis

In addition to descriptive statistical methods, inference statistical methods were used for the closed questions (correlation analysis and chi-square test); content analysis was used to analyze the open answers for some of the questions [11]. Inductive categories were designed for single questions, whereas coding entities were defined by its oneness of sense. The data were analyzed with SPSS version 19 and PASW Statistics version 18.

Sample

The sample included 207 psychotherapists (15/207, 7.2% in education), of whom 67.6% (140/207) were female, a similar proportion to the distribution of medical and psychological therapists in Germany [12]. The mean age of participants was 45.00 (SD 10.49) years, which is younger than the mean age of German therapists (mean 53 years). This may be a result of the Web-based study conception, given that younger therapists may be more inclined to use the Internet. More than half (51.2%, 106/207) of the therapists were licensed by health insurance and, on average, they had spent longer than 12 years in professional life. More than two-thirds (70.1%, 145/207) of the therapists worked in their own practice or a group practice with the rest located in clinics or other facilities. The majority of respondents (70.1%, 145/207) worked with adults in a single therapeutic setting; the types of therapy practiced included (multiple answers were allowed) cognitive behavioral therapy (51.2%, 106/207), psychodynamic psychotherapy (44.0%, ...
Most therapists (84.5%, 174/207) stated that they had not actively considered the topic of PTG. Only 2.4% (5/207) had heard about PTG as part of their education or advanced training. Nevertheless, 39.6% (82/207) said that they had already looked for patient information online and 39.3% (81/207) knew colleagues or supervisors who had done likewise. Of the remaining 60.5% (125/207) who claimed that they had not looked for patient information online, 90.4% (113/125) would not do so even if regulations and the law were clarified. The main reasons for this were ethical doubts (36.9%, 42/113) and lack of confidence in the Internet as a source of reliable information (32.8%, 37/113). At the same time, a quarter (24.8%, 28/113) did not even want to know about the online information and another quarter (23.0%, 26/113) claimed that they were not willing to do the extra work involved. Only 13.3% (15/113) supposed that patients would not agree with such behavior. (Respondents were allowed to give multiple answers.)

Did the Psychotherapists With Experience of Patient-Targeted Googling Differ From the Others in Sociodemographic Factors? What Did Patient-Targeted Googling Involve? What Kinds of Information Were Obtained?

Data analysis showed no effect of sex or age on PTG. Nor were the type of therapeutic treatment provided or the age class of patients linked to online information research. Only the frequency of Internet use was significantly correlated with the probability of PTG ($r=.18$, $P<.001$).

The more than one-third of therapists (39.6%, 82/207) who looked online for patient information did so for a mean 5.8 cases (SD 8.8). Three-quarters (76%, 62/82) did this without the patients’ permission, whereas 21% (17/82) gained permission from their patients often or all the time to search for the information online. Only 4% (3/82) stated that they only looked for the information together with their patients. Home pages, blogs, and social networks were of greatest interest for obtaining information.

How Much Information About Patient-Targeted Googling Did Psychotherapists Receive in Their Education or Professional Experience?

Only 3 of 207 therapists (1.4%) received information about PTG during their education. They came from different therapeutic backgrounds, so no conclusions could be drawn from this. Only 2 of 207 therapists (1.0%) heard about PTG during advanced training. Overall, only 15.5% (32/207) of therapists had consciously considered the topic of PTG.

When Did Psychotherapists Consider Patient-Targeted Googling to Be Appropriate and Inappropriate? What Reasons Were There For and Against Patient-Targeted Googling in General? Did Attitudes Differ According to Sociodemographic Factors?

Irrespective of whether they themselves had carried out PTG, the therapists were asked about their attitude toward it. More than one-third (38.6%, 80/207) of therapists thought that searching the Web for patient information was unimaginable; for them, there was no possibility of them doing so. Approximately two-thirds felt differently and agreed that certain situations could indicate or allow PTG: 18.1% (38/127) of therapists would agree with using PTG in consensual agreement with the patient, 13.4% (28/127) would allow PTG in circumstances where there was imminent danger, 9.5% (12/127) would agree if there were a reasonable suspicion that the patient was lying, and 8.7% (11/127) allowed for the possibility of PTG at all times (multiple responses were allowed in the questionnaire).

The analysis of the open questions (Textbox 1) illustrated the special justifications for situations when therapists considered PTG to be appropriate. One therapist, for example, tried to gain information from the Internet about a suicidal patient who wanted to kill himself with a gun. To avoid danger, the therapist looked for membership at a shooting or gun club to check whether the patient had access to any kind of firearm and the knowledge of how to use it. Other situations considered legitimate by therapists included finding missing contact details or looking up information with the agreement of the patient.
Textbox 1. When do psychotherapists consider PTG to be appropriate? Response categories and sample quotes to open questions (n=53 therapists with n=59 answers).

1. Danger to self and others (n=22)
   - “Acute danger to self and others.”
   - “If a patient tries to endanger others (run amok etc).”
   - “Sexual offenders with treatment orders.”
   - “When I myself as a therapist am clearly threatened.”
   - “Planned suicides.”

2. If discussed/desired (n=9)
   - “If my patient desires that I look at his webpage.”
   - “At the patient’s request.”
   - “If the patients’ request is comprehensible for me.”

3. Missing extra information (n=8)
   - “To get more information.”
   - “To complete anamnesis.”
   - “For biographical info.”

4. Formalities (n=7)
   - “Unpaid bills”
   - “If I only had the patient’s old phone number and I need the new one.”
   - “Checking an address or phone number.”

5. Patients in public life (n=5)
   - “Patient is part of public life and newspaper articles (defamations) are a subject of therapy.”
   - “Patients who have a public life and assume that you are preinformed when you aren’t (eg, you are not informed about footballers if you are not a football fan yourself).”

6. Content of therapy (n=5)
   - “Interest in how patients present themselves online.”
   - “Suspicion of cybermobbing.”
   - “Young people use the Internet differently to us elder people (often uncritical and uncensored).”

7. Other (n=3)
   - “After finishing the therapy I would be all right with it.”
   - “Pure curiosity.”

There were relationships between the therapists’ approaches to therapy and their evaluation of PTG’s legitimacy. Therapists trained in psychodynamic-oriented therapy ($\chi^2_1=15.5$, $P<.001$) or psychoanalytical therapy ($\chi^2_1=17.8$, $P<.001$) responded significantly more often than cognitive behavioral therapists ($\chi^2_1=13.4$, $P<.001$) that PTG is inappropriate in all situations. These differences may originate in specific aspects of asymmetric therapist-patient relationships in psychodynamic approaches to psychotherapeutic treatment. Analytic reasons (eg, the rule of abstinence) may not only have an impact on ethics, but also on general techniques in treatment. For other criteria, no associations were found.

Analysis of the therapists’ self-written answers on reasons that justify PTG (Textbox 2) showed that the most commonly mentioned reasons in favor of PTG were for a change of perspective, which should lead to a better understanding of the patient and recognition that Internet-based information was freely available. Verification of data and checking for suspected lies were also given as reasons to search for patient information, as was curiosity.
**Textbox 2.** Justifications for researching a patient’s information via the Internet. Response categories and sample quotes to open question (n=132 therapists with n=149 answers).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Better understanding because of more information and a change of perspective (n=34)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• “Better understanding of the patient’s social environment.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “External, more widespread information that is not controlled directly by the patient.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “eg, Patient is a refugee and I can imagine better his home and be more empathic.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Therapy-relevant information is on the Internet (n=17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “To be authentic to patients who attach importance to their Web presence.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “How do patients present themselves on the Web?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “To gather information about how patients present themselves or so that they don’t overlook that their self-expression can be seen by others.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Online information is public (n=8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Anyone who provides their personal data on the Internet implicitly gives permission for this to be seen by others. That’s why I don’t need to ask for the patient’s permission.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “It is about information which belongs to patients, normally provided by them; and if not it is still part of patients’ expression of personality.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Anyone who provides online information needs to expect that it will be read.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. On the request of the patient (n=8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Permission of patient after agreement or request.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “After the patient’s explicit request.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Curiosity (n=7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “If it is an interesting patient and you want to get to know more about him.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Sometimes, once in a blue moon, I do it out of curiosity. But I don’t think it is essential or reasonable. In the end it is only one option of investigation: I want to gather information about a patient, eg by doing a third-party review of the patient’s case history without consent.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Controlling patients’ statements (n=6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “A kind of reality check. Is the patient really as famous as he says?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Verifying patients’ information about their activities and occupation. I have only done that in the case of narcissistic male patients and got a feeling of greater objectivity later on.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Suspicion of lying and concealment (n=5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Suppressing facts such as criminal proceedings.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Trying to gain secretive factual information, to clear up discrepancies.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Nothing (n=64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Currently I cannot imagine any situation where Internet research could be helpful for the therapeutic process.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Under the aspect of a relation of trust: nothing.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “I do not know any reason!”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In their arguments against PTG (**Textbox 3**), therapists stated that the relationship of trust could be damaged and that patients should also have the right to decide for themselves what information they wanted to share. Protection of privacy and doubts about the real advantage and usefulness of the information were mentioned by many of the therapists who were against PTG. The risk to countertransference in therapeutic work was also an issue raised.
**Textbox 3.** Arguments against researching patients’ information on the Internet. Response categories and sample quotes to open question (n=103 therapists with n=128 answers).

1. Disturbance in the trust relationship (n=39)
   - “The open relationship of trust with patients. If relatives of patient provide written or oral information, for example, I would handle it the same open way as if it was obtained from Internet research.”
   - “It harms the bond of trust; patients don’t “lie” to me—they deceive themselves.”

2. Patients’ self-determined information control (n=20)
   - “Patients need to be in control of what they say.”
   - “Personal rights, privacy.”
   - “The right to lie.”

3. Border violation/ensuring privacy (n=17)
   - “Ensuring privacy.”
   - “The right of patients to ‘privacy’—to appear in therapy the way they want to and need to.”

4. Rule of abstinence and curiosity (n=13)
   - “The rule of abstinence for psychotherapists as example.”
   - “Personal curiosity.”

5. Manipulation/lack of impartiality (n=12)
   - “My principle: all I learn about my patients is what I am told by them, not information obtained behind their back. This influences the unconscious therapeutic relationship.”
   - “Corruption of therapeutic neutrality in front of patients by having information they might not have wanted to give to me—concealed information could have a special function.”

6. Doubtful reliability or usefulness of the information (n=11)
   - “Not objective, only parts of the whole, not possible to demonstrate validity.”
   - “Lots of trash on the Internet”
   - “You don’t get the information you really needed for therapy.”

7. Acting of countertransference (n=7)
   - “Substantial disturbance in the relationship of trust as well as in transference and countertransference.”
   - “I consider the research of such data to be a professional and ethical problem. Professional, because instead of analyzing the countertransference you start acting; and ethical because of violation of abstinence and destruction of the relationship of trust/protected area.”

8. Nothing (n=9)
   - “Precisely nothing.”

The summarized answers to the open questions show an ambivalent attitude toward PTG in the therapists’ behavior and thought. Ignoring the answers in the questionnaire that were neither for nor against PTG, there were 85 responses in total justifying PTG and 119 arguments against it.

A similar result was also found with the answers to closed questions (Table 1). Of the arguments to justify PTG, the 2 that received the most agreement were that therapists should have access to freely available Internet information and that therapists should be in a position to separate their curiosity from necessity. More support can be found for the arguments against PTG, with most therapists agreeing that there were risks of curiosity being the motivation and there being the potential of harming the relationship of trust with the patient and of acting out countertransference. Table 1 sheds more light on therapists’ ambivalent opinions.
How Was the Online Information Used Therapeutically?

Nearly two-thirds (65%, 53/82) of therapists who used PTG did not annotate their findings in the patient’s record because they considered the information to lack importance or saw it as mirroring information that was already known. The rest of the therapists referred to fulfilling obligatory documentation requirements (10%, 8/82) or to sporadic documentation (26%, 21/82). Patients were not consulted about online research in 38% (31/82) of cases for these reasons. Some emotional reasons of therapists also came across; for example, the pursuit of patients or curiosity should not be part of the therapy. Online results were discussed within therapy sessions (always: 31%, 25/82; sometimes: 32%, 26/82) to clarify mismatches mostly in cases where the online information was relevant to the therapy.

In the opinion of nearly one-third (32%, 26/82) of the therapists, no important or interesting details about their patients were found on the Web. PTG is seen by many as having a potential therapeutic use in allowing a better understanding to be gained of the public roles of some patients as well as providing an interesting focus on patients’ self-expression. Furthermore, it has been understood as providing “certification for issues discussed in therapy” to make sure the patient is being understood in the correct way. A few therapists who did PTG said that personal interest certainly provided high motivation for online investigation.

To What Extent Do Therapists Know About Patients Who Search for Online Information About Them?

Therapists raised more concerns about being “googled” than they did about PTG; 91.3% (189/207) said that they had already thought about this issue. In the answers given to open questions, views were expressed that patients’ curiosity is justified, whereas the negative perceptions about being googled focused on the violation of privacy, concerns about the control of information provided online, and worries about potential negative rating of therapists online. Of the therapists who had never considered the topic before (8.7%, 18/207), some said that they had no online information so the topic did not concern them. More than half of the therapists (54.6%, 113/207) were researched online by a patient at least once or were content with patients researching them. There was a significant difference between the sexes; male therapists were more often the subject of research than women ($\chi^2=6.8, P=.009$) and correlation analysis showed that the frequency of being researched increased as the therapists’ length of time in therapeutic practice ($r=.31, P<.001$). There was also a significant correlation between the amount of time therapists spent using the Internet and the number of times they were targeted for online research by patients ($r=.22, P=.002$). Results also suggest that a patient’s interest in knowing his or her therapist seems to increase with treatment in long-term therapy.

Did the Therapists Take Precautions to Control the Information Available About Them on the Internet?

Most therapists (58.9%, 122/207) controlled the information available about them on the Internet for security reasons by uploading only carefully selected information. Almost one-third (29.5%, 61/207) preferred not to post any personal information online and 46.4% (96/207) did use search engines to check for online information so the topic did not concern them. More than half of the therapists (54.6%, 113/207) were researched online by a patient at least once or were content with patients researching them. There was a significant difference between the sexes; male therapists were more often the subject of research than women ($\chi^2=6.8, P=.009$) and correlation analysis showed that the frequency of being researched increased as the therapists’ length of time in therapeutic practice ($r=.31, P<.001$). There was also a significant correlation between the amount of time therapists spent using the Internet and the number of times they were targeted for online research by patients ($r=.22, P=.002$). Results also suggest that a patient’s interest in knowing his or her therapist seems to increase with treatment in long-term therapy.

Table 1. The proportion and number of therapists who agreed or disagreed with patient-targeted googling (multiple responses were allowed; N=207).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific statements about PTG</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Against PTG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal curiosity is certainly a motivation for PTG (perhaps unconsciously).</td>
<td>125 (60.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The bond of trust between patient and therapist collapses because of PTG.</td>
<td>97 (46.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet information is not reliable in the case of patient’s inquiry.</td>
<td>80 (38.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapists are not allowed to gain information they were not officially provided with; this includes information from the Internet.</td>
<td>65 (31.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None of the above (negative) statements.</td>
<td>21 (10.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Justifying PTG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information is provided online for all people. Online information is information shared with the therapist as well.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A good therapist can differentiate between curiosity and therapeutic need and does not run the risk of doing PTG with intrinsic motivation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Internet is in cases of emergency the quickest available resource to use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisions have to be made on the basis of patient benefit. This even includes seeking additional information a patient does not want or is unable to give but which might accelerate help.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None of the above (positive) statements.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
networks sharing their details only with friends or using false names or nicknames.

**Discussion**

**Principal Results**

This study investigated PTG by German psychotherapists, focusing on the experience of and attitudes toward PTG for a sample of therapists. All health care professionals have the option of using the Internet for looking up information about their patients, but this has particular relevance for psychotherapeutic relationships. Not only must psychotherapists keep in mind the ethical aspects of PTG (which would be of concern to all health care professionals), but they must also consider their therapeutic relationship with their patients, which raises many more aspects of concern. For example, what might be the effects of PTG on the therapeutic relationship, such as in countertransference that is not reflected but acted out? For certain, PTG influences the therapeutic relationship on a very particular individual basis, and often with profound consequences, such as harm to the bond of trust. When could PTG be seen as a symptom of a failed therapeutic relationship? Can PTG be understood as a violation of borders when it comes to the terms of the rule of abstinence on the basis of the code of ethics of psychological psychotherapists in Germany? Stellpflug and Berns [13] state that the relationship of trust between therapist and patient should not be abused for the satisfaction of the therapist’s own interests and needs; this would mean that there has been a clear violation of guidelines when, for instance, a therapist searches on the Internet for information on their patients out of curiosity. Conversely, are there any reasons or situations that legitimate PTG? If its use is legitimate, how should the therapist proceed with information found on the Internet?

Results of the current study show that the majority (84.5%) of therapists who responded had not actively engaged with the topic of PTG. Yet 39.6% said that they had already searched for patients’ online information, which proves that there has been use of the Internet as a source of information about patients without full consideration. The correlations found between research activities and the general use of Internet are not surprising: frequent use of the Internet and the consequent integration of this medium into daily life make its use in other contexts more likely. In contrast, the relationship found between the psychotherapy orientation of the therapist and attitudes toward PTG is more notable: psychodynamic-oriented therapists were much more often of the opinion that there were no justified reasons for PTG than were their behaviorally trained colleagues. Given that PTG is almost never discussed during their therapeutic education, these differences in attitude must be due to broader aspects of their therapeutic positioning, such as their conception of the working alliance, the therapeutic relationship, the rule of abstinence, or privacy. Further studies regarding this are needed. In addition to studies that focus on the psychotherapist taking into account the bidirectional bond between psychotherapist and the patient, there is also a need to focus on the patient’s perspective: the possibility of patients using the Internet to gain information about psychotherapists and how to respond to this. As well as describing the use of information gained from the Internet about therapists and patients, there would be value in discussing the clinical utility of this information-seeking behavior.

**Limitations**

In general, PTG is seldom discussed and has not been the object of empirical scientific analysis. Therefore, this survey should only be thought of as a first explorative study to improve understanding of PTG. Due to the data collection procedure used, this study did not involve a representative sample of Internet-using psychotherapists in Germany (let alone worldwide). We were not able to test whether PTG was over- or underestimated in our sample. However, methodical studies have shown that Web-based surveys can achieve comparable response rates to questionnaires delivered by mail [14]. A theoretical bias also cannot be excluded; therapists who are interested in ethics may be overrepresented in the study and their interest in ethics may be driven by the idea of a therapeutic use of the Internet. However, there is no evidence of any self-selection of participants of this kind. A further limitation was that the therapist-patient dyad was not investigated. This will clearly need to be looked at in future studies.

**Implications**

In future, discussion of PTG should become part of therapists’ education and training. For instance, as well as giving information about the prevalence and circumstances of PTG gained from empirical studies such as this one, emerging therapists should be pointed toward the influence of PTG on the therapist-patient relationship. This could be accomplished through a discussion of the pros and cons of PTG, and augmented by case studies and analyses of the feelings of countertransference and transference of self. Furthermore, the complex nature of problems related to PTG should be introduced into codes of ethics to provide explicit guidance for therapists in practice. In the first therapy session, the role of modern media in the therapeutic process should be discussed (eg, whether the therapist can be contacted via email or text messaging or whether mental health programs should be a part of therapy); in this context, the need to search online for information about each other can be addressed. Potential implicit expectations of patients (eg, in searching for the therapist on Facebook and requesting to be accepted as a friend) open up new and wide fields that need to be understood to maintain quality in patient treatment.
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Abstract

Background: Conventional Web-based search engines may be unusable by individuals with low health literacy for finding health-related information, thus precluding their use by this population.

Objective: We describe a conversational search engine interface designed to allow individuals with low health and computer literacy identify and learn about clinical trials on the Internet.

Methods: A randomized trial involving 89 participants compared the conversational search engine interface (n=43) to the existing conventional keyword- and facet-based search engine interface (n=46) for the National Cancer Institute Clinical Trials database. Each participant performed 2 tasks: finding a clinical trial for themselves and finding a trial that met prespecified criteria.

Results: Results indicated that all participants were more satisfied with the conversational interface based on 7-point self-reported satisfaction ratings (task 1: mean 4.9, SD 1.8 vs mean 3.2, SD 1.8, \(P<.001\); task 2: mean 4.8, SD 1.9 vs mean 3.2, SD 1.7, \(P<.001\)) compared to the conventional Web form-based interface. All participants also rated the trials they found as better meeting their search criteria, based on 7-point self-reported scales (task 1: mean 3.7, SD 1.6 vs mean 2.7, SD 1.8, \(P=.01\); task 2: mean 4.8, SD 1.7 vs mean 3.4, SD 1.9, \(P<.01\)). Participants with low health literacy failed to find any trials that satisfied the prespecified criteria for task 2 using the conventional search engine interface, whereas 36% (5/14) were successful at this task using the conversational interface (\(P=.05\)).

Conclusions: Conversational agents can be used to improve accessibility to Web-based searches in general and clinical trials in particular, and can help decrease recruitment bias against disadvantaged populations.

Introduction

The majority of US adults look online for health information [1,2]. However, disparities in the use of the Internet for finding health information remain [3,4]. One specific cause of these disparities may be that keyword-based search engines such as Google—although the primary search portals for most users—may actually represent a significant barrier for many disadvantaged individuals. Prior research has demonstrated that people with low health literacy, the ability to acquire and act...
on information related to health care [5,6], have particular difficulty using keyword-based search interfaces. Agree et al [3] demonstrated that individuals with low health literacy had lower success rates when using these interfaces to search for general health information on the Web. Usability by people with low health literacy is important because this population comprises 36% of US adults [5].

In addition to general-purpose search engines, many search engines and interfaces have been developed for specific kinds of health care information. One example is the clinical trial search engine, which retrieves descriptions of clinical trials from a repository or database [7]. Several of these search engines are available on the Web, developed by both commercial firms and the US government (eg, the National Cancer Institute [8]). Individuals use these search engines to find trials for which they may be eligible and in which they may be interested in participating. Utami et al [9] found that individuals with low health literacy found fewer clinical trials and took longer to complete standardized search tasks using a Web-based clinical trial search engine compared to those with adequate health literacy. Usability of clinical trial search engines by people with low health literacy is especially important because there is a disproportionate representation of minorities in this group [10-12] leading to reduced access for disadvantaged populations to information about clinical trials. Although Web-based clinical trial search engines hold the promise of providing universal access to information, conventional search systems may further promote disparities in clinical trial recruitment by catering primarily to populations of well-educated individuals with high levels of health and computer literacy.

Conventional Web form-based search engine user interfaces (eg, Google) typically make exclusive use of user-supplied keywords, whereas others combine keyword input with multiple-choice options, referred to as “facet-based” search interfaces [13]. Several prior studies have investigated the use of these search interfaces for users with low domain knowledge [14], who speak a language that is different than that of the Web form [15], who are children [16], or older adults [17], all who share characteristics with our task and population. These studies have demonstrated that even the simplest keyword-based search interfaces are unusable for many users and that special design considerations—such as simplifying results [17] and providing language and interaction support [16]—are important for disadvantaged users. Users may also be influenced by contextual cues when evaluating results from search engines [18] and those with low health literacy may be particularly susceptible to these cues when evaluating search results, relying on such features as position in search results, quality of pictures, and celebrity endorsements [19].

In this paper, we describe the design of a Web-based clinical trial search engine that we designed to mitigate barriers associated with low health literacy. The search task is framed as a conversation with an animated character to make it as familiar and approachable as possible, and a number of additional features and simplifications were made to help users with low health literacy navigate the overall clinical trial search process. We conducted a randomized trial, comparing the conversational search engine to an existing conventional Web-based search engine.

**Design of the Conversational Search Engine**

The overall task the conversational search engine supports is finding one or more cancer-related clinical trials for which the user is eligible, based on initial demographic criteria and in which the user is provisionally interested, using publically available information. The search engine indexes trials from the National Cancer Institute’s (NCI) database of more than 10,000 active trials (at the time this work was conducted) [8].

Based on our experience in developing several health counseling dialog systems for patients with low health literacy [20], previous studies demonstrating greater user recall with audiovisual information combined with conversational style [21], and with animation combined with speech compared to text [22], we designed the overall interaction as a dialog with an embodied conversational agent [23]. The agent speaks using synthetic speech, generated from an augmented transition network-based dialog engine [24], template-based text generation [25], and a dynamically updated user model accompanied by conversational nonverbal behavior (eg, hand gestures, facial displays, gaze) animated in synchrony with the speech [26] (Figure 1). The agent also manipulates artifacts it is discussing with the user; in this case, documents that represent aspects of the clinical trials being discussed. User inputs to the conversation are restricted to multiple-choice selection of utterances from a list that is dynamically updated during each turn of the conversation. Thus, the interaction is system-initiated at the dialog adjacency-pair level (eg, agent question / user response), but user initiative is provided by allowing the user to select topics of conversation and ask questions at predefined points in the dialog by selecting from predefined lists. We have successfully used this interface modality with more than a thousand patients in clinical trials, including hundreds who have low health literacy and many who have never touched a computer before [20,27]. The resulting system could be characterized as a “fully faceted” search interface in which users are never asked to recall and type text, but are always scaffolded with the range of possible inputs they can make [13].

The overall search experience is framed as an extended conversation, in which the user is first interviewed about their requirements and preferences and then shown candidate trials with the agent providing as much scaffolding—through tutorials, explanations, and suggestions—along the way as possible. Given that clinical trial descriptions can be very complex and tedious for users to read, we err on the side of eliciting as much information as possible from users before the search in an attempt to identify trials that are most fitting. In addition, we designed the system to display information about a trial in stages, revealing only the details a user needs at each point of their evaluation. The overall flow of a typical conversation is shown in **Figure 2**.

To define the search criteria the agent elicits from the user, we leveraged qualitative findings from our usability study [9]. Participants in this study were asked to choose between pairs of clinical trial descriptions and then asked to explain their rationale. Analysis of explanations using grounded theory [28]...
revealed information-seeking practices and deliberation themes. We cross-referenced the resulting list of search criteria preferences elicited from users in this study with the clinical trial schema in the NCI database. We found that some user criteria already existed as database indexes, including participant age, sex, cancer type, study geographic location, trial type and phase, and the use of an investigational drug. Additional user criteria did not exist as database indexes, but could be inferred through text classification of text fields in the database, including subjective assessment of the likelihood that study participation would involve painful procedures, subjective assessment of protocol invasiveness (e.g., survey vs diagnostic vs treatment), and overall time commitment. These inferred criteria (pain, invasiveness, and time burden) were computed for each trial based on a decision tree algorithm (ID3 [29]) that used word occurrence features in the trial description text trained on hand-rated examples. In our runtime clinical trial search algorithm, the search criteria that could be mapped to existing database indexes are used to search the database, whereas the criteria inferred via text classification are used to sort results.

In addition to the overall structure of the interaction shown in Figure 2, we included several features in the search user interface to assist users with low literacy in their search:

1. Dictionary: the NCI website provides users with a dictionary of medical terms; however, this dictionary is available on the NCI site as a separate module from the search engine. In our user studies of this website, we observed that finding definitions often distracted users from their main search task. We integrated a dictionary with our search functionality; although the agent explains search results to users, the character automatically extracts difficult terms from the text and offers to explain them.

2. Read aloud: users are able to ask the agent to read aloud, and repeat if necessary, any clinical trial text or definition. While speaking aloud, the agent holds up a visualization of the text, enabling users to read along.

3. Simplified title: clinical trial titles can be very long, complex, and hard to remember. We simplified display titles using the phase and type of the trial, and cancer type the trial is for (e.g., replacing “A Study of BFTZ2252 Given With Patanobib or Dopepaxel in Subjects With Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer” with “Phase II Treatment Trial for Lung Cancer”).

4. Education modules: the agent offers to explain several concepts underlying clinical trials, such as voluntariness and risk, at appropriate points in the search.

5. User search criteria confirmation: the agent periodically displays the user’s search criteria and allows them to revise their choices. This is done after the initial interview, after each matching clinical trial is discussed, and whenever the agent runs out of trials to show the user.

6. Query refinement: if a search returns no results or the user exhausts the list of indexed trials, the agent suggests ways to modify the search criteria.

7. Bookmarking: users can save references to clinical trials for review in subsequent search sessions.

8. Summary of views: the agent periodically displays a list of trials viewed during the search session with bookmarked trials highlighted.

9. Levels of detail: each clinical trial description is presented in 3 levels of detail with associated displays. Users are initially only shown the title and eligibility criteria for a trial (see Figure 1), but are then given the option to view the trial research purpose, after which they are given the option of viewing details of the trial procedures.

Figure 1. Conversational agent search interface.
**Study Aims**

The overall aim of this work is to develop a Web-based search interface that is more usable by individuals with low health and computer literacy. We hypothesize that the conversational search interface will lead to greater search successes and higher levels of satisfaction compared to conventional keyword- and facet-based search engines for all users, but that the differences will be especially pronounced for individuals with low health literacy.

**Methods**

To evaluate our system, we conducted a between-subjects randomized trial comparing our conversational agent search engine (“agent”) to the conventional facet- and keyword-based search engine (“control”) developed by the NCI ([7]) with both search engine interfaces indexing the same set of clinical trials. Participants were recruited from a pool of adult English-speaking cancer patients from across the literacy spectrum. Participants already had sociodemographic measures recorded and health literacy assessments completed for a prior study at Virginia Commonwealth University. The study protocol was approved by the Boston Medical Center and Virginia Commonwealth University IRBs and informed consent was obtained from all study participants. Health literacy was assessed using the Rapid Estimate of Adult Literacy in Medicine (REALM) [30]. Participants were split into adequate and inadequate health literacy groups using a REALM score of 9th grade as a cut-off as other authors have done [31-34].

We asked participants to perform 2 search tasks. In task 1, participants were asked to search for a clinical trial for which they would be provisionally eligible and in which they would be interested. In task 2, they were asked to search for a trial for someone else with specified eligibility criteria (i.e., age, cancer type, trial type, geographic location) as a standardized test so that we could determine whether any trials they found actually matched the specified criteria (Textbox 1).

To ensure accessibility for participants with low computer and health literacy, we designed the experiment so that they were able to do the study either in the laboratory (for those without access to computers) or at home. The experiment software first gave participants a short tutorial on using the system, including a practice task. The first search task was then displayed. To complete each task, participants were redirected onto another Web page that had the agent or the NCI search engine (Figure 3). If the participant found a trial, they entered the clinical trial ID number into a text field and clicked an “I found a trial” button. If they could not find a trial, they clicked on an “I cannot find a trial” button. As soon as users completed each task, they were prompted to fill in a Web form questionnaire that captured the study measures. At the completion of each task, the first 7 questions in Table 1 were automatically administered via Web forms. Participants were also asked to recall the number of trials they examined and the number of these that met their criteria after each task. The Web server also captured the clinical trial ID that the participants found (if any) and the time needed to complete each task. At the completion of both tasks, the remaining 5 questions (questions 8-12 in Table 1) were administered verbally by a research assistant (for those conducting the study in person) or over the phone (for those conducting the study remotely). Participants completing the study at home did so on their own, without online assistance, and were called within 36 hours of completing the online tasks to obtain final outcome measures. Nonparametric statistics (chi-square tests for frequencies and Mann-Whitney U tests for all other measures) were used given the nature of the data and nonnormality of most distributions.
Textbox 1. Standardized search task (task 2).

Now here is your second task. Please write it down.
This is Rosa. She is a cancer patient.

Here is some information about Rosa:
Age: 70 years old.
Cancer type: Breast cancer.
Trial type she would like: Treatment trial.
Location of trial she would like: Can be anywhere.

We would like you to use the information above to find a clinical trial for Rosa.

Once you find a trial, please enter its ID number into the box on the bottom right of the screen where it says "TRIAL ID" and click the button that says "I found a trial." Also, please write down the protocol ID number on a piece of paper.

If you have spent some time looking but do not think you can find a trial, then click on the button that says "I cannot find a trial" at the bottom left corner of the screen.

If you are ready to begin, click the "I am ready" button.

Figure 3. Experimental setup for control condition.
### Results

Participant sociodemographic information is shown in Table 2. A total of 89 individuals participated; mean age was 59.2 (SD 9.8) years, 46% (48/89) were female, and 27% (23/89) had low health literacy. A current cancer diagnosis was reported by 98% (87/89) of participants; 32% (28/89) with hematologic cancer, 14% (12/89) with breast cancer, 14% (12/89) with genitourinary cancer, 14% (12/89) with head and neck cancer, and 10% (9/89) with lung cancer. Most (70%, 62/89) reported regular computer use and regular use of Web-based search engines (52%, 46/89). Although only 21% (19/89) reported previous participation in a cancer-related clinical trial, 52% (46/89) expressed interest in participating in one. Approximately half of the participants (48%, 43/89) were randomized to the agent condition. Of the 89 participants, 53 (60%) conducted the study in the laboratory and 36 (40%) conducted the study over the Web at home. A few participants could not complete some of the tasks (17%, 14/89) due to technical or other problems. The primary study results are shown in Table 3.

### Task 1 Results for All Participants

In the initial task, participants were asked to find a clinical trial that satisfied a prespecified set of criteria as a standardized task. Although 48% (20/42) in the agent group and 40% (18/45) in the control group claimed to find trials that met the criteria ($\chi^2 = 1.3$, $P = .28$), respectively, actually found a correct trial ($\chi^2 = 0.5$, $P = .52$), only 43% (18/42) and 31% (14/45), respectively, felt the agent took significantly less time compared to the conventional interface (rating mean 4.9, SD 1.8 vs mean 3.2, SD 1.8, $U = 363$, $P < .001$) and felt significantly less frustrated (rating mean 2.1, SD 1.7 vs mean 3.7, SD 2.2, $U = 405$, $P < .001$) and more pleased (rating mean 5.1, SD 2.1 vs mean 3.4, SD 1.9, $U = 380$, $P < .001$) with the agent after completing the task compared to those in the control condition.

There were no significant differences between results for those who completed the study in person versus at home.

### Task 2 Results for All Participants

In the second task, participants were asked to find a clinical trial that satisfied a prespecified set of criteria as a standardized task. Although 48% (20/42) in the agent group and 40% (18/45) in the control group claimed to find trials that met the criteria ($\chi^2 = 0.5$, $P = .52$), only 43% (18/42) and 31% (14/45), respectively, actually found a correct trial ($\chi^2 = 1.3$, $P = .28$). However, participants in the agent group felt that the trials they found matched the criteria to a greater degree compared to those in the control group (mean 4.8, SD 1.7, vs 3.4, SD 1.9, $U = 381$, $P < .001$). As with task 1, participants in the agent group were significantly more satisfied (rating mean 4.8, SD 1.9 vs mean 3.2, SD 1.7, $U = 336$, $P < .001$) and pleased (rating mean 4.6, SD 1.8 vs mean 3.1, SD 1.7, $U = 358$, $P < .001$), and significantly less frustrated (rating mean 2.6, SD 1.9 vs mean 3.8, SD 2.2, $U = 429$, $P = .01$) after completing their task compared to those in the control group.

As with task 1, searching with the agent tended to take longer compared to the conventional interface (mean 8.2, SD 5.3 minutes vs mean 6.4, SD 4.3 minutes), but this did not meet statistical significance ($U = 507$, $P = .06$). However, participants felt the agent took significantly less time compared to the conventional interface (mean 4.2, SD 1.1 vs 5.1, SD 1.7, $U = 466$, $P = .03$).
Table 2. Participant sociodemographics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>All N=89</th>
<th>Agent n=43</th>
<th>Control n=46</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex (female), n (%)</td>
<td>48 (54)</td>
<td>18 (42)</td>
<td>30 (65)</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>59.2 (9.8)</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>41 (46)</td>
<td>19 (44)</td>
<td>22 (48)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>48 (54)</td>
<td>24 (56)</td>
<td>24 (52)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic or Latino, n (%)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;High school</td>
<td>15 (17)</td>
<td>9 (21)</td>
<td>6 (13)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school</td>
<td>10 (11)</td>
<td>6 (14)</td>
<td>4 (9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;High school</td>
<td>62 (71)</td>
<td>27 (63)</td>
<td>35 (78)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married, n (%)</td>
<td>40 (45)</td>
<td>16 (32)</td>
<td>24 (52)</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health literacy (REALM Score)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>57 (15)</td>
<td>56 (16)</td>
<td>59 (15)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequate (≥60), n (%)</td>
<td>65 (73)</td>
<td>27 (64)</td>
<td>38 (83)</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study location (in person), n (%)</td>
<td>53 (60)</td>
<td>27 (63)</td>
<td>26 (57)</td>
<td>.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer experience, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never used one</td>
<td>7 (8)</td>
<td>5 (12)</td>
<td>2 (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tried one</td>
<td>21 (24)</td>
<td>10 (24)</td>
<td>11 (24)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use regularly</td>
<td>53 (61)</td>
<td>24 (57)</td>
<td>29 (64)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>6 (7)</td>
<td>3 (7)</td>
<td>3 (7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search engine experience, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never used one</td>
<td>15 (17)</td>
<td>7 (17)</td>
<td>8 (18)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tried one</td>
<td>16 (18)</td>
<td>8 (19)</td>
<td>8 (18)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use regularly</td>
<td>45 (52)</td>
<td>22 (52)</td>
<td>23 (51)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>11 (13)</td>
<td>5 (12)</td>
<td>6 (13)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical trials knowledge, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>16 (18)</td>
<td>12 (29)</td>
<td>4 (9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A little</td>
<td>40 (46)</td>
<td>16 (38)</td>
<td>24 (53)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair amount</td>
<td>29 (33)</td>
<td>13 (31)</td>
<td>16 (36)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>2 (2)</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participated in cancer clinical trial before (yes), n (%)</td>
<td>18 (21)</td>
<td>7 (17)</td>
<td>11 (24)</td>
<td>.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actually interested in participating in a trial now? (yes), n (%)</td>
<td>44 (52)</td>
<td>23 (56)</td>
<td>21 (48)</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To what degree do you know what you want in a trial? a mean (SD)</td>
<td>2.8 (1.9)</td>
<td>2.7 (1.7)</td>
<td>3.0 (2.1)</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Anchor 1=I didn’t know at all; anchor 7=I knew exactly.

Results for Low Health Literacy Participants

Table 4 shows the results by study condition for the 24 participants with low health literacy. The results are very similar to those for all study participants (Table 3), with one notable exception: in the standardized task (task 2), none of the low literacy participants were able to find a clinical trial that met the given criteria using the conventional interface. However, 36% (5/14) of low literacy participants were able to find a correct clinical trial using the agent. This difference was near significant ($\chi^2 = 3.7, P = .05$).
Table 3. Primary study results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Task 1</th>
<th>Task 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agent</td>
<td>Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(n=43)</td>
<td>(n=46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed task, n (%)&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>37 (86)</td>
<td>37 (80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Declared found a trial, n (%)&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>19/42 (45)</td>
<td>14/45 (31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Found a correct trial, n (%)&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>_b</td>
<td>_b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elapsed time (minutes), mean (SD)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>12.6 (9.2)</td>
<td>9.0 (8.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of trials examined (self-report), mean (SD)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2.8 (3.0)</td>
<td>3.8 (6.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trials examined that meet criteria (self-report; % of trials examined), mean (SD)&lt;sup&gt;c,d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>56 (39)</td>
<td>34 (35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To what degree did the trial match what you were looking for? (range 1-7), mean (SD)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3.7 (1.8)</td>
<td>2.7 (1.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How likely are you to sign up for the trial that you found? (range 1-7), mean (SD)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3.3 (1.7)</td>
<td>2.9 (1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How much time do you feel it took to use the system? (range 1-7), mean (SD)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4.3 (1.3)</td>
<td>4.6 (1.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How satisfied were you with the clinical trial search system? (range 1-7), mean (SD)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4.9 (1.8)</td>
<td>3.2 (1.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How frustrated do you feel right now? (range 1-7), mean (SD)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2.1 (1.7)</td>
<td>3.7 (2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How pleased do you feel right now? (range 1-7), mean (SD)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5.1 (2.1)</td>
<td>3.4 (1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How much pressure did you feel to volunteer for a trial? (range 1-7), mean (SD)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1.2 (0.6)</td>
<td>1.4 (1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How much information do you feel was presented by the system? (range 1-7), mean (SD)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4.2 (1.7)</td>
<td>4.3 (1.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How likely would you be to use the system again, if you wanted to find another trial? (range 1-7), mean (SD)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5.0 (2.1)</td>
<td>4.1 (2.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How likely would you be to recommend the system to someone else who was looking for a trial? (range 1-7), mean (SD)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5.1 (2.2)</td>
<td>4.5 (2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How much do you trust the information you received from the system? (range 1-7), mean (SD)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5.7 (1.6)</td>
<td>5.1 (1.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Chi-square test.
<sup>b</sup> Task 1 involved participants finding trials they were interested in, so there was no way to objectively assess whether the trials they found were “correct”.
<sup>c</sup> Mann-Whitney U test.
<sup>d</sup> Trials examined that meet criteria was a subjective self-report measure.
<sup>e</sup> Task 2 involved participants finding trials to satisfy criteria for a hypothetical patient, so it did not make sense to ask questions related to their own participation.
Table 4. Study results for low health literacy participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Task 1</th>
<th>Task 2</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control (n=8)</td>
<td>Agent (n=15)</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed task, n (%)&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>8 (100)</td>
<td>12 (80)</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Declared found a trial, n (%)&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1/8 (13)</td>
<td>5/14 (36)</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Found a correct trial, n (%)&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>_b</td>
<td>_b</td>
<td>_b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elapsed time (minutes), mean (SD)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>8.2 (6.3)</td>
<td>6.8 (4.3)</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of trials examined (self-report), mean (SD)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.9 (1.1)</td>
<td>2.8 (3.2)</td>
<td>.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trials examined that meet criteria (self-report; % of trials examined),</td>
<td>75 (35)</td>
<td>80 (31)</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To what degree did the trial match what you were looking for? (range 1-7), mean (SD)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2.4 (1.4)</td>
<td>5.3 (2.1)</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How likely are you to sign up for the trial that you found? (range 1-7), mean (SD)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3.6 (1.9)</td>
<td>3.9 (0.3)</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How much time do you feel it took to use the system? (range 1-7), mean (SD)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4.1 (2.5)</td>
<td>4.5 (2.3)</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How satisfied were you with the clinical trial search system? (range 1-7), mean (SD)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2.9 (1.7)</td>
<td>2.9 (1.4)</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How frustrated do you feel right now? (range 1-7), mean (SD)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4.8 (2.1)</td>
<td>3.1 (1.9)</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How pleased do you feel right now? (range 1-7), mean (SD)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3.3 (2.7)</td>
<td>2.6 (1.1)</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How much pressure did you feel to volunteer for a trial? (range 1-7), mean (SD)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2.3 (2.2)</td>
<td>_e</td>
<td>_e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How much information do you feel was presented by the system? (range1-7), mean (SD)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4.3 (1.5)</td>
<td>_e</td>
<td>_e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How likely would you be to use the system again, if you wanted to find another trial? (range 1-7), mean (SD)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5.0 (2.4)</td>
<td>_e</td>
<td>_e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How likely would you be to recommend the system to someone else who was looking for a trial? (range 1-7), mean (SD)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5.1 (2.7)</td>
<td>_e</td>
<td>_e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How much do you trust the information you received from the system? (range 1-7), mean (SD)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5.1 (2.1)</td>
<td>_e</td>
<td>_e</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Chi-square test.
<sup>b</sup> Task 1 involved participants finding trials they were interested in, so there was no way to objectively assess whether the trials they found were “correct”.
<sup>c</sup> Mann-Whitney U test.
<sup>d</sup> Trials examined that meet criteria was a subjective self-report measure.
<sup>e</sup> Task 2 involved participants finding trials to satisfy criteria for a hypothetical patient, so it did not make sense to ask questions related to their own participation.

Analyzing differences between low and high health literacy participants across all study conditions indicated a few significant differences. Participants with low health literacy were more likely overall to state that the trials they read satisfied their criteria compared to those with high health literacy (task 1: 74% vs 37%, U=82, P<.001; task 2: 77% vs 49%, U=148, P=.02). Participants with low health literacy were more likely to say they would sign up for the trial they found in task 1 (rating mean 5.7, SD 2.3 vs mean 4.5, SD 2.3, U=379, P=.01) compared to those with adequate health literacy.

**Discussion**

**Principal Results**

In our comparison of a conversational agent-based search user interface to a conventional keyword- and facet-based search
engine interface, participants were more satisfied with the agent and felt the agent was better at finding trials that matched their criteria compared to the conventional interface. Participants also felt more pleased and less frustrated after interacting with the agent compared to the conventional interface.

In our standardized task (task 2), it is notable that none of the low health literacy participants were able to find a correct clinical trial using the conventional search engine interface, whereas 36% (5/14) were able to do so with the conversational agent. These results reinforce our earlier findings that conventional search interfaces are unusable by individuals with low health or computer literacy [9]. It is encouraging that the conversational interface was able to provide accessibility to at least a third of these users, while being rated more highly on satisfaction by all users, including those with high health literacy. Nonetheless, it appears that research on additional adaptations is warranted in order to succeed with an even broader portion of the population.

The conversational interface does take more time to use compared to the conventional interface: 40% longer in task 1 and 27% longer in task 2 (although these differences were not statistically significant). There are several reasons for this: the time required to hear spoken prompts rather than reading them, the interview by the agent to obtain search criteria, and social dialog, tutorials, and other “off-task talk” used by the agent to improve approachability, engagement, and comprehension. However, users in our target demographic are clearly happy to spend the extra time with the conversational user interface to obtain better results; in the browsing task, they chose to spend almost twice as long finding a trial compared to those using the conventional interface. In addition, their subjective impression of time taken in task 2 indicates that users felt the conversational agent interface actually took significantly less time to use compared to the conventional interface.

Limitations

Our study had several limitations beyond the small number of participants involved. Some (21%) of the users in our study had previously been involved in clinical trials and thus are not representative of the general population of people with cancer because they may have had higher than average background knowledge about clinical trials. However, people with prior trial experience were randomly assigned to the 2 trial arms, so both groups should be equivalent in this regard. Another limitation relates to the use of the REALM as a measure of health literacy. Although this tool successfully differentiated among participants regarding the impact of our intervention, other measures could potentially have provided a more refined capacity to delve deeper within specific dimensions of electronic and computer literacy. Although the eHealth Literacy Scale (eHEALS) was designed for such a purpose, it is a subjective self-report measure [35]. We opted for an objectively scored measure in the current study; future research is warranted to further differentiate how a conversational search interface may ameliorate various dimensions of low health and computer literacy.

Comparison With Prior Work

Several studies have investigated the use of standard keyword-based search interfaces for users with low domain knowledge [14], who speak a foreign language [15], who are children [16] or older adults [17], which all share characteristics with our task and population. These studies have demonstrated that even the simplest keyword-based search interfaces are unusable for many users and that special design considerations—such as simplifying results [17] and providing language and interaction support [16]—are important for users, especially those with low health or computer literacy.

Other studies have investigated the use of conversational agents to communicate health information to individuals with low health literacy. Bickmore et al [20,36] and Wang et al [37] have developed conversational agents for physical activity promotion, hospital discharge instruction, explanation of medical documents, and family health history-taking to individuals with low health literacy. Most of these studies have demonstrated that participants with low health literacy have significantly higher levels of satisfaction with conversational interfaces compared to participants with adequate health literacy.

Conclusions

Our findings suggest that conversational agent-based search engine interfaces could be a good alternative to conventional Web form-based interfaces for many kinds of applications, but especially for those intended for low health literacy users or those with limited computer experience or skills.
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Abstract

Background: Despite visits to multiple physicians, many patients remain undiagnosed. A new online program, CrowdMed, aims to leverage the “wisdom of the crowd” by giving patients an opportunity to submit their cases and interact with case solvers to obtain diagnostic possibilities.

Objective: To describe CrowdMed and provide an independent assessment of its impact.

Methods: Patients submit their cases online to CrowdMed and case solvers sign up to help diagnose patients. Case solvers attempt to solve patients’ diagnostic dilemmas and often have an interactive online discussion with patients, including an exchange of additional diagnostic details. At the end, patients receive detailed reports containing diagnostic suggestions to discuss with their physicians and fill out surveys about their outcomes. We independently analyzed data collected from cases between May 2013 and April 2015 to determine patient and case solver characteristics and case outcomes.

Results: During the study period, 397 cases were completed. These patients previously visited a median of 5 physicians, incurred a median of US $10,000 in medical expenses, spent a median of 50 hours researching their illnesses online, and had symptoms for a median of 2.6 years. During this period, 357 active case solvers participated, of which 37.9% (132/348) were male and 58.3% (208/357) worked or studied in the medical industry. About half (50.9%, 202/397) of patients were likely to recommend CrowdMed to a friend, 59.6% (233/391) reported that the process gave insights that led them closer to the correct diagnoses, 57% (52/92) reported estimated decreases in medical expenses, and 38% (29/77) reported estimated improvement in school or work productivity.

Conclusions: Some patients with undiagnosed illnesses reported receiving helpful guidance from crowdsourcing their diagnoses during their difficult diagnostic journeys. However, further development and use of crowdsourcing methods to facilitate diagnosis requires long-term evaluation as well as validation to account for patients’ ultimate correct diagnoses.
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Introduction

Errors of clinical diagnosis affect at least 5% of US adults every year and approximately half of these errors could result in serious harm to the patients [1]. To address the extent and severity of this problem, both systems and cognitive solutions have been proposed. However, only a few of these have been tested and only a fraction of those tested have been shown to improve diagnostic outcomes [2-4]. Patients with difficult-to-diagnose conditions often seek care from several physicians and institutions before obtaining a diagnosis. One intervention that could benefit patients is the use of second opinions [5-7], and this has been shown to catch previously missed diagnoses, at least in the realms of radiology and pathology [6]. Several formal programs currently exist to provide second opinions to patients. [7] For example, in the NIH Undiagnosed Diseases Network based at several centers across the US [8], medical experts diagnose undiagnosed individuals or those with rare diseases. The program, however, has strict eligibility requirements for patients and requires a clinician referral. Additional programs include Best Doctors' second-opinion program that is open to employee beneficiaries only and Cleveland Clinic’s MyConsult program [5,9], both of which involve comprehensive review of patients’ medical records, but no dynamic interactions with the patients.

A recently developed software platform, CrowdMed [10], aims to overcome some limitations of the aforementioned programs, namely; strict eligibility requirements, needed referrals, and limited interaction with patients; by leveraging the “wisdom of the crowd” or crowdsourcing to help undiagnosed or misdiagnosed patients. Crowdsourcing is a “participative online activity” in which a group of individuals of varying knowledge, heterogeneity, and number comes together to solve a problem [11]. It has been used for a variety of problems in different fields ranging from simple text translation to more complicated tasks, such as solving the BP oil spill disaster in the Gulf of Mexico [12]. In medicine, it has been utilized for health and medical research, such as estimating flu prevalence [13]; for informatics solutions, including establishing problem-related medication pairs [14], and for examining specific diseases through image analysis. In the latter situation, crowdsourcing has been used to inspect blood samples to determine the presence or absence of malarial infections [15-17] and to categorize colorectal polyps [18,19] or diabetic retinopathy [20]. However, until now crowdsourcing had not been used to come up with a diagnosis from all possible diagnoses a patient might have. Of note, this platform allows laypersons without health care training or experience to participate. Although patients have been “googling for a diagnosis” for more than a decade and even using online symptom checkers [21,22], this is the first description of a crowd of people working together online towards a more accurate diagnosis. We conducted an independent evaluation of this untested approach to determine whether this could be beneficial to patient care.

Methods

A Description of CrowdMed

For a small fee, the CrowdMed website allows undiagnosed patients to submit their clinical information and obtain potential diagnoses expeditiously. Patients anonymously answer a comprehensive set of medical questions and upload relevant test results and images related to their cases (Figure 1).

Patients also decide how long they want their cases open and whether they wish to compensate the case solvers. Anyone (including nonmedical persons) can sign up to be a case solver and select cases they think they can help solve (Figure 2).

While the cases are open, patients and case solvers can discuss details online about potential diagnoses, further work-up that should be done, and newly obtained test results and/or appointments completed with the patients’ physicians. Thus, case details can unfold online while the case is still open. All diagnostic suggestions and all case discussions are available to all case solvers as they are suggested and discussed throughout the open period. This enables the entire group of case solvers to work in concert to solve each case.

When a patient’s case is closed, the patient receives a detailed report containing the entire list of diagnostic suggestions made by the case solvers and suggested next steps, so that they can discuss them with their physicians. Diagnoses are ranked in decreasing order of “relative popularity.” The relative popularity of diagnoses is determined by case solvers’ “bets” on each diagnosis in terms of their beliefs that the diagnosis is the most specific, accurate, root cause of the symptoms presented. CrowdMed takes these bets and assigns points to each diagnosis using a prediction market algorithm, thereby determining the “relative popularity” of each diagnosis suggested. Finally, patients are provided with case solvers’ reasoning for choosing particular diagnoses. Patients choose which case solver(s) to compensate based on whose answers they found helpful. If the patient decides to reward multiple solvers, they also decide how to divvy up the compensation. Afterward, patients are invited to fill out surveys about their outcomes.
Figure 1. Screenshot of case submission.

Figure 2. Screenshot of case selection for solvers (names are fictitious).
Independent Evaluation

We independently analyzed all CrowdMed data collected from May 2013 to April 2015. Specifically, we analyzed data on patients’ demographic and case characteristics; case solvers’ demographic and performance characteristics; and preliminary case outcomes. Outcomes included whether patients would recommend CrowdMed, if the program provided insights leading them closer to correct diagnoses, and estimated improvements in patients’ productivity and medical expenses. Data were summarized using descriptive statistics and independent samples t tests using IBM SPSS Statistics 22.

Results

Patients and Cases

During the study period, 397 cases were completed (350 from the United States). Patients’ self-reported mean (SD) age was 47.8 (18.8) years (age range 2-90) and 182 were males (45.8%). Before case submission, patients reported visiting a median of 5 physicians (interquartile range [IQR] 3-10; range 0-99), incurred a median of US $10,000 in medical expenses (IQR US $2500-US $50,000; range US $0-US $5,000,000) including payments by both patients and payers, spent a median of 50 hours (IQR 15-150; range 0-12,000) researching their illnesses online, and had symptoms for a median of 2.6 years (IQR 1.1-6.9; range 0.0-70.6). Online case activity lasted a median of 60 days (IQR 30-90; range 2-150) and case solvers were offered a median of US $100 in compensation (IQR US $0-US $200; range US $0-US $2700) for diagnostic suggestions. A total of 59.7% (237/397) of the cases were compensated with a median compensation of US $200 (IQR US $100-US $300; range US $15-US $2700).

Case Solvers

During the study period, CrowdMed had 357 active case solvers; of which 37.9% (132/348) were male, 76.7% (264/344) were from the US, and 58.3% (208/357) worked or studied in the medical industry; including 36 physicians and 56 medical students. Mean (SD) age was 39.6 (13.8) years (range 17-77 years).

Solvers participated in a median of 3 cases (IQR 1.0-12.8; range 0-415), earned a median of US $0 (IQR US $0-US $1.18; range US $0-US $3952) and a mean (SD) of US $93.97 (US $364.72; the majority earned US $0). Median solver rating was 3 (out of 10; IQR 3-6; range 1-10) and significantly higher ($P=.006$) for medical industry-based solvers (mean [SD] 4.8 [2.5]; range 1-10) than for others (mean [SD] 4.1 [2.2]; range 1-10).

Outcomes

At completion, 50.9% (202/397) of patients were likely to recommend CrowdMed to a friend, 59.6% (233/391) reported that the process gave insights leading them closer to correct diagnoses, 57% (52/92) reported estimated decreases in medical expenses, and 38% (29/77) reported estimated improvements in school or work productivity (Table 1).
Table 1. Case outcomes as assessed in a postcase survey.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case outcomes</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On a scale of 1-5, How likely are you to recommend CrowdMed to a friend (with 5 being most likely)? (391/397 surveyed answered; 98.5% response rate)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>39 (10.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>43 (11.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>107 (27.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>76 (19.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>126 (32.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did CrowdMed Medical Detective community provide insights that lead you closer to a correct diagnosis or cure? (391/397 surveyed answered; 98.5% response rate)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>158 (40.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>233 (59.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How much do you estimate that your CrowdMed results will reduce the cost of your medical case going forward? (92/147 surveyed answered; 62.6% response rate)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-20%</td>
<td>25 (27.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-50%</td>
<td>15 (16.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51-80%</td>
<td>10 (10.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;80%</td>
<td>2 (2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not at all</td>
<td>40 (43.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How much lost work or school productivity do you estimate that your CrowdMed results will help you regain going forward? (77/147 surveyed answered; 52.4% response rate)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-20%</td>
<td>12 (15.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-50%</td>
<td>8 (10.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51-80%</td>
<td>7 (9.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81-99%</td>
<td>1 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>1 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>48 (62.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aThese questions were added to the postcase survey later.

Patients reporting helpful insights from CrowdMed saw fewer doctors (mean [SD] 7.2 [7.3]; range 0-99) before participating than those who did not report receiving helpful insights (mean [SD] 9.2 [10.7]; range 0-50), P=.047. The 14 most common diagnoses suggested as the most popular diagnosis for a case are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. The 14 most common diagnoses suggested as the most popular diagnosis across 397 cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lyme disease</td>
<td>8 (2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysautonomia</td>
<td>7 (1.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic fatigue syndrome</td>
<td>6 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irritable bowel syndrome</td>
<td>6 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mast cell activation disorder</td>
<td>6 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome</td>
<td>5 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ehlers-Danlos syndrome</td>
<td>4 (1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sjögren’s syndrome</td>
<td>4 (1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdominal cutaneous nerve entrapment syndrome</td>
<td>3 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastroesophageal reflux disease</td>
<td>3 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothyroidism</td>
<td>3 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple sclerosis</td>
<td>3 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myasthenia gravis</td>
<td>3 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, some patients informally reported to CrowdMed that the program helped them find diagnoses that their physicians previously were unable to determine, including Sjögren’s syndrome and chorda tympani dysfunction.

Discussion

Main Findings

Our independent evaluation suggests that at least some patients with undiagnosed illnesses reported receiving helpful guidance from crowdsourcing their diagnoses during their difficult diagnostic journeys. Several of the conditions most commonly suggested by case solvers are conditions well known to represent diagnostic challenges. The crowdsourcing strategy enabled dynamic interaction between patients and case solvers as more case details unfolded over time.

Novel approaches are needed to help patients who experience difficulties in obtaining a correct and timely diagnosis. In that regard, advantages of using “wisdom of the crowd” could include low cost, increased program accessibility for patients, and relatively quick opinions. Although the data we obtained were useful for understanding this program, there were several limitations of our study. The postparticipation survey was rather limited in scope as it was designed for business purposes and not for research. In addition, there was no way to verify patient-reported data and some patient-reported data might be outside of realistic boundaries (eg, 1 patient reported spending 12,000 hours researching illnesses online). Furthermore, downstream outcomes of patients were not systematically collected, so it is not known what their eventual diagnoses were or if the program identified them accurately. Further development and use of crowdsourcing methods to facilitate diagnosis requires long-term evaluation as well as validation to account for patients’ ultimate correct diagnoses.

Although crowdsourcing appears to have potential, it is important to identify factors that lead to successful crowdsourcing to improve the process and help improve patient care. Multidisciplinary research is needed to gain both technical and nontechnical insights into how this can be done. For example, previous researchers have identified the importance of both finding crowd members with the appropriate skills to the relevant problem and providing adequate motivation to the crowd for the successful use of crowdsourcing for problem solving [23]. Finally, the potential legal ramifications of giving individuals without medical degrees (who make up a substantial portion of the case solvers) the ability to render diagnostic opinions would need to be considered [24].

Conclusions

In conclusion, our independent evaluation suggests that some patients with undiagnosed illnesses report receiving helpful guidance from crowdsourcing their diagnosis. Further development and use of crowdsourcing methods to facilitate diagnosis require multidisciplinary research and long-term evaluation that includes validation to account for patients’ ultimate correct diagnoses.
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Abstract

Background: Digital self-monitoring, particularly of weight, is increasingly prevalent. The associated data could be reused for clinical and research purposes.

Objective: The aim was to compare participants who use connected smart scale technologies with the general population and explore how use of smart scale technology affects, or is affected by, weight change.

Methods: This was a retrospective study comparing 2 databases: (1) the longitudinal height and weight measurement database of smart scale users and (2) the Health Survey for England, a cross-sectional survey of the general population in England. Baseline comparison was of body mass index (BMI) in the 2 databases via a regression model. For exploring engagement with the technology, two analyses were performed: (1) a regression model of BMI change predicted by measures of engagement and (2) a recurrent event survival analysis with instantaneous probability of a subsequent self-weighing predicted by previous BMI change.

Results: Among women, users of self-weighing technology had a mean BMI of 1.62 kg/m² (95% CI 1.03-2.22) lower than the general population (of the same age and height) (P<.001). Among men, users had a mean BMI of 1.26 kg/m² (95% CI 0.84-1.69) greater than the general population (of the same age and height) (P<.001). Reduction in BMI was independently associated with greater engagement with self-weighing. Self-weighing events were more likely when users had recently reduced their BMI.

Conclusions: Users of self-weighing technology are a selected sample of the general population and this must be accounted for in studies that employ these data. Engagement with self-weighing is associated with recent weight change; more research is needed to understand the extent to which weight change encourages closer monitoring versus closer monitoring driving the weight change. The concept of isolated measures needs to give way to one of connected health metrics.
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Introduction

Self-monitoring of weight has a long history rooted in consumer demand for weight control, reinforced in recent decades by public concern over rising obesity levels [1,2]. Frequent self-weighing is associated with weight loss [3,4] and there is evidence of a dose-response relationship with more frequent weighing associated with higher weight loss [5-7]. Technologies that enable weight to be captured digitally and fed automatically into consumer health records can enhance both the utilization and effects of self-weighing [8,9]. This is an example of connected health technology: the application of technology to help individuals and their health care providers monitor and maintain health [10].

Data from connected health technologies have potential for adoption in clinical practice and research; however, there are at least 2 concerns with their use. The first concern is that, on an individual level, the accuracy of the data may be considered inferior to that recorded by a health professional. Generally, self-measured height is overestimated and weight is underestimated [11-13]; however, the extent of this is minor and use of self-reported height and weight is considered valid [14-16]. Recall bias may also apply to historical weight measures. A connected health approach may overcome this concern as automatic transfer of data from the weighing device to the consumer health record bypasses reporting and recall bias. The second concern applies on an epidemiological level: there is inherent selection bias in the individuals who choose to self-monitor, so it is difficult to draw population-wide conclusions. Existing literature focuses on participants who volunteered for self-weighing; therefore, the organic uptake of self-weighing remains relatively unexplored.

The aim of this study was to explore the possibility of using data collected from contemporary self-weighing smart scales for epidemiological research. Our first objective was to compare the population of people using smart scales in England with the wider population to get an idea of the selection bias. Our second objective was to understand how engagement with the smart scales varies between participants and how this engagement affects (or is affected by) weight change.

Methods

Data

There were 2 sources of data used in this study. The first dataset was the 2011 wave of the Health Survey for England (HSE), used to obtain a representation of the distribution of height, weight, and body mass index (BMI) in England. The HSE is a series of annual cross-sectional surveys carried out in England. First piloted in 1991, it has been fully running since 1992. Weight is measured by a nurse to the nearest 100 g using an electronic scale after removal of shoes or bulky clothing (participants were not weighed if they were pregnant, unsteady on their feet, or chair-bound). Height, to the nearest millimeter, is measured by a nurse using a portable stadiometer. Previous surveys reported, on average, 70% of households agreed to an interview and BMI was available from approximately 90% of those interviewed (with some variation by year and region) [17].

The second data source was a random sample of Withings Smart Scale users based in England, representing the population engaged with self-weighing. A user is defined as someone who obtained a Withings Smart Scale and created an account under which their measurements are stored. Scales were self-purchased by potential users from retail stores or from the Withings website. The process of a self-weighing and the data being stored is described in Figure 1. A random sample was generated from all users with at least one self-weighing; the full dataset of English Withings Smart Scale users could not be used due to commercial sensitivity; however, the random sample was large enough to afford reasonable contrasts in demographic characteristics and BMI. The follow-up time for a Withings Smart Scale user was defined as the time interval between the first and last available measurement.

The anonymized HSE is publicly available for research purposes. The Withings Smart Scale users consented to their data being used for research purposes as part of the Terms and Conditions when setting up a user account (see [18]).

We restricted analysis a priori to persons aged 16 or older. BMI measurements below 15 and above 70 were assumed to be erroneous and were removed. BMI was used as a continuous variable as well as a categorical variable using the World Health Organization cut-offs [19].
Statistical Methods

Descriptive statistics were produced using standard methods. We compared these between the 2 datasets (HSE and Withings Smart Scale) and additionally stratified this comparison by gender. Continuous variables that were not expected a priori to have substantial skew (age, height, weight, and BMI) were summarized using means and standard deviations, and compared using t tests. Continuous variables that were expected to be skewed (measurements per person, follow-up days, and measurements per person per month) were summarized using medians and the interquartile range. Categorical variables were summarized by the counts and proportions of participants in each group and compared using Fisher exact tests.

We compared the BMI of the smart scale users with the HSE participants using linear regression, with BMI as the response and an indicator of smart scale user as the predictor of primary interest.

Withings Smart Scale data were investigated in more detail to explore the association between engagement with self-weighing and BMI. First, determinants of BMI change over the follow-up period were examined using linear regression. BMI change (the response) was calculated as a single measurement for each individual as the difference between the first and last BMI measures reported divided by the time (in months) between them, with negative change representing overall BMI loss. Individuals required at least 2 measurements to be included in this model. Primary predictors of interest were number of measurements per month, total follow-up time, and initial weight. Second, a multilevel Cox proportional hazard model was used to assess determinants of a weighing event occurring. This was treated as a recurrent event with frailty terms used to account for within-person correlation. The primary covariates of interest for this model were BMI at the previous reading and a measure of the recent change in BMI. Recent change in BMI was considered in 2 ways in 2 separate analyses. The “current” incremental change was defined as the difference in BMI between the previous weighing and the current weighing. This may represent an individual’s perception of recent weight change when making the current weighing. The “previous” incremental change was defined as the difference in BMI between the 2 previous weighings. Therefore, this represents a BMI change that has already been observed before the current weighing. For both measures of change, we recorded whether this was a gain or loss and this was represented in 2 separate variables. For example, if BMI at weighing t minus BMI at time t−1 equalled −0.3, this was recorded as a BMI loss of 0.3 (and the variable for BMI gain was set to zero). We also included an indicator variable of whether BMI was lost or gained. This allowed for some flexibility in modeling the BMI change: a discontinuity at a BMI change of zero represented by the indicator variable and different slopes depending on whether BMI was gained or lost. For these models, the time interval between the first 2 BMI measurements was excluded because the previous change variable was not available; all other time intervals were included. Consequently, individuals required at least 3 measurements to contribute to this model.

For all the preceding models, height, age, and age squared (age^2) were included as confounders because they are all known to be associated with BMI [1,20]. Separate models were fitted for men and women because it was known a priori that BMI should be interpreted differently for each gender [20]. All analyses were carried out using Stata version 13 software.
Results

For the Withings Smart Scale data, there were 975 users in the sample; for the HSE data there were 7035 individuals. A data exclusion flowchart is given in Figure 2.

The baseline characteristics of the 2 populations are given in Table 1; this used the first recorded height and weight measurement for each individual in the Withings Smart Scale data. The Withings Smart Scale data contained more men and a younger population than the HSE. For the Withings Smart Scale data, the median follow-up was 377 (IQR 187-700) days for men and 351 (IQR 143-655) days for women, with a median of 87 (IQR 30-188) weighings per man over the entire follow-up period (median 7.6, IQR 3.7-16.1 per month) and median 50 (IQR 15-123) per woman over the entire follow-up period (median 5.5, IQR 2.2-14.1 per month). Example trajectories from the Withings Smart Scale data are also visualized in Figure 3.

Table 1. Comparison of baseline characteristics between Withings Smart Scale and Health Survey for England (HSE) participants (N=8010).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Smart scale n=975</th>
<th>HSE n=7035</th>
<th>p a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Men</td>
<td>Women</td>
<td>Overall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants, n (%)</td>
<td>591 (60.6)</td>
<td>384 (39.4)</td>
<td>3164 (44.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>39.00 (10.52)</td>
<td>39.34 (12.55)</td>
<td>39.13 (11.36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurements per person, median (IQR)</td>
<td>87 (30-188)</td>
<td>50 (15-123)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up days, median (IQR)</td>
<td>377 (187-700)</td>
<td>351 (143-655)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurements per person per month, median (IQR)</td>
<td>7.6 (3.7-16.1)</td>
<td>5.5 (2.2-14.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI at first measurement (kg/m²), mean (SD)</td>
<td>28.32 (5.42)</td>
<td>25.17 (5.34)</td>
<td>27.08 (5.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm), mean (SD)</td>
<td>178.91 (7.77)</td>
<td>165.19 (6.47)</td>
<td>173.51 (9.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg), mean (SD)</td>
<td>90.65 (18.27)</td>
<td>68.77 (15.62)</td>
<td>82.03 (20.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²), n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underweight (&lt;18.5)</td>
<td>4 (0.7)</td>
<td>14 (3.6)</td>
<td>18 (1.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal (18.5-24.9)</td>
<td>160 (27.1)</td>
<td>213 (55.5)</td>
<td>373 (38.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overweight (25.0-29.9)</td>
<td>241 (40.8)</td>
<td>99 (25.8)</td>
<td>340 (34.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obese (≥30)</td>
<td>186 (31.5)</td>
<td>58 (15.1)</td>
<td>244 (25.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Based on Fisher exact test or t test.
The regression model for Withings Smart Scale user status on BMI is given in Table 2. Among women, after correction for potential confounders, Withings Smart Scale users had a mean BMI of 1.62 (95% CI 1.03-2.22) lower than the general population (of the same age and height) ($P<.001$). The opposite pattern was seen among male Withings Smart Scale users, who had a mean BMI of 1.26 (95% CI 0.84-1.69) greater than the general population (of the same age and height) ($P<.001$). The results from both samples also corroborated that shorter men and women tend to have higher BMI (reflected in the negative coefficient for height in Table 2). There is a quadratic relationship between BMI and age with BMI generally increasing up to age 60 years then declining (see Figure 4).

Table 2. Results of regression model comparing BMI between Withings Smart Scale and Health Survey for England (HSE) data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Men, n=3755</th>
<th>Women, n=4255</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coef (95% CI)</td>
<td>$P$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart scale cohort indicator</td>
<td>1.26 (0.84, 1.69)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.34 (0.29, 0.39)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age$^2$</td>
<td>−0.0028 (−0.0033, −0.0023)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>−0.03 (−0.05, −0.01)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>23.42 (19.60, 27.65)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4. Model-estimated BMI for Health Survey for England data for men of average height (175 cm; blue line) and women of average height (162 cm; pink line).

We then looked in more detail at the Withings Smart Scale data to understand how engagement with the smart scale technology related to BMI change over time. First, in the regression of BMI change against measurement intensity, we found that more frequent measurement over the entire period was associated with greater weight loss per month in both women (regression coefficient 0.03, 95% CI 0.02-0.05 kg/m$^2$ per measurement per month, $P=.01$) and men (regression coefficient 0.03, 95% CI 0.01-0.05 kg/m$^2$ per measurement per month, $P<.001$). To put this in context, a man with the median follow-up of 377 days (12.4 months, from Table 1) would be expected to lose 0.37 kg/m$^2$ more over the follow-up period than a man with one fewer measurement per month; this is equivalent to 1.13 kg for a man of average height (175 cm). Similarly, a woman with median follow-up of 355 days (11.7 months, from Table 1) would be expected to lose 0.35 kg/m$^2$ more over the follow-up than a woman with one fewer measurement per month; this is equivalent to 0.92 kg for a woman of average height (162 cm). Higher initial BMI led to a greater reduction per month. See Table 3 for the full regression results.

Table 3. Results of regression model for weight loss versus measurement intensity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Men, n=586</th>
<th>Women, n=376</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coef (95% CI)</td>
<td>Coef (95% CI)</td>
<td>Coef (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurements per month</td>
<td>−0.03 (−0.05, −0.02)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time observed (months)</td>
<td>0.006 (−0.006, 0.018)</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI at start</td>
<td>−0.12 (−0.15, −0.09)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>−5.71 (−9.89, −1.54)</td>
<td>.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.02 (−0.07, 0.11)</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age$^2$</td>
<td>−0.0002 (−0.0012, 0.0009)</td>
<td>.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (m)</td>
<td>2.75 (0.66, 4.85)</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We then considered longitudinal patterns of subsequent weighings based on recent weight change. The results of these analyses are summarized in Table 4. Because at least 3 measurements were required for these models, 9 men and 13 women who had only 1 or 2 measurements each were removed. For the current measure of weight change (see Methods), we
found recent weight loss encouraged a subsequent measurement, with hazard ratio (HR) 7.38 (95% CI 7.03-7.75) per unit BMI in men (ie, propensity for weighing is 7.38 times higher for a man whose BMI has dropped 1 kg/m² compared with a man who has remained the same weight) and HR 5.86 (95% CI 5.50-6.25) per unit BMI in women. For the previous measure of weight change (see Methods), weight loss encouraged subsequent measurements but to a lesser extent, with HR 2.88 (95% CI 2.74-3.02) in men and HR 2.44 (95% CI 2.28-2.60) in women. On the other hand, recent weight gain discouraged subsequent measurements in both men and women. Under the current measure of weight gain, HR 0.09 (95% CI 0.09-0.10) was observed for men and HR 0.10 (95% CI 0.09-0.10) was observed for women. For the recent measure of weight gain, smaller effects were observed, but in the same direction with HR 0.41 (95% CI 0.40-0.43) in men and HR 0.40 (95% CI 0.38-0.42) in women. The fact that in all cases the effect was more pronounced for the current incremental change suggests that perceived recent weight change is more important than measured historical weight change as a predictor of further weighing.

Table 4. Hazard ratios (HR) calculated from the Cox proportional hazards model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(88,769 observations on 575 participants)</td>
<td>(41,894 observations on 363 participants)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current change</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>0.99 (0.98-0.99)</td>
<td>1.02 (1.01-1.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time since first weighing (months)</td>
<td>0.98 (0.97-0.98)</td>
<td>0.98 (0.98-0.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicates BMI lost</td>
<td>1.20 (1.18-1.22)</td>
<td>1.06 (1.03-1.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI change (gain)</td>
<td>0.09 (0.09-0.10)</td>
<td>0.10 (0.09-0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI change (loss)</td>
<td>7.38 (7.03-7.75)</td>
<td>5.86 (5.50-6.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>1.03 (1.03-1.04)</td>
<td>1.01 (1.01-1.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age²</td>
<td>0.9997 (0.9996-0.9997)</td>
<td>0.9999 (0.9999-1.0000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (m)</td>
<td>1.79 (1.63-1.96)</td>
<td>1.08 (0.93-1.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous change</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>0.97 (0.97-0.97)</td>
<td>1.00 (1.00-1.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time since first weighing (months)</td>
<td>0.97 (0.97-0.97)</td>
<td>0.97 (0.97-0.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicates BMI lost</td>
<td>1.15 (1.12-1.17)</td>
<td>0.98 (0.95-1.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI change where BMI gained</td>
<td>0.41 (0.40-0.43)</td>
<td>0.40 (0.38-0.42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI change where BMI lost</td>
<td>2.88 (2.74-3.02)</td>
<td>2.44 (2.28-2.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>1.05 (1.04-1.05)</td>
<td>1.02 (1.02-1.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age²</td>
<td>0.9996 (0.9995-0.9996)</td>
<td>0.9999 (0.9998-0.9999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (m)</td>
<td>1.47 (1.34-1.61)</td>
<td>1.18 (1.01-1.37)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

Summary

This study compared English users of Withings smart scales connected to consumer health records to the general population in England. We found that Withings Smart Scale users are younger and more likely to be male than the general population in England. Among women, we found Withings Smart Scale users had, after correction for confounding, a BMI 1.62 kg/m² lower than the general population; for a woman of average height (162 cm), this is a weight difference of 4.25 kg. Among men, we found Withings Smart Scale users had, after correction, a BMI 1.26 kg/m² higher than the general population; for a man of average height (175 cm), this is a weight difference of 3.86 kg. Looking in more detail at Withings Smart Scale users, we found that more frequent measurement was associated with greater weight loss; again considering average height, each additional weighing per month was associated with further weight loss over the entire follow-up period of 1.13 kg for men and 0.92 kg for women. A positive feedback loop was identified in which a recent observed decrease in weight encourages further weighing.

Strengths and Limitations

A strength of the study is that we used data from large, robust sources for both the general population and the randomly selected population of individuals who use a popular brand of smart scales to monitor their weight. We employed advanced modeling techniques, including multilevel Cox regression, to exploit the longitudinal richness of the data.

A limitation is that the BMI comparison is based on standardized measurement in HSE, whereas readings in the Withings Smart...
Scale data were not standardized to such things as the amount of clothing worn. However, even self-reported height and weight without automated data capture from one type of instrument are generally accepted to be sufficiently accurate for such comparisons to be made [14]. However, the height data are nonstandardized self-reports recorded into the consumer’s online health record.

The HSE is a cross-sectional study and the Withings Smart Scale data are longitudinal. Therefore, there is a difference in timeframe, although this was minimized by using the 2011 wave of HSE, which is within the Withings Smart Scale data timeframe. Although changes in BMI in the English population are likely to be small over the Withings Smart Scale data timeframe (2010-2013) [1], changes over time in the Withings Smart Scale data could be larger, especially because the use of smart scales has become more widespread over the period. A future study will consider the emergence of use of smart scales over time and test the hypothesis that the smart scale user population converges to the general population over time.

A further limitation is that this is an observational study, so propensity to use self-weighing technology is subject to confounding. We have mitigated this by correcting our comparative models for age, gender, and height. However, we could not consider unmeasured potential confounding factors. An important unmeasured confounder is baseline engagement with weight or BMI; it is likely that individuals with more interest in BMI monitoring are more likely to purchase self-weighing technology, which would amplify the association of smart scale use with BMI control. Therefore, the results of our study should not be interpreted causally and further studies are needed to isolate the causal effect of self-weighing.

Comparison With Existing Literature
Our findings reinforce those of others that found increased engagement with self-weighing is associated with greater weight loss or reduced weight gain [3-7,21-23]. However, to the best of our knowledge, all existing studies concern participants in weight control programs. Therefore, our study adds to the literature because it demonstrates this effect in a population of smart scale users who may or may not be engaging in weight control programs. In addition, we have uncovered a positive feedback loop in which a weighing showing a decrease in weight encourages a further weighing in the near future.

Unlike other studies, our observations suggest that women engaging with self-weighing technology tend to be lighter than average, whereas men tend to be heavier. A possible hypothesis for this finding could be that men who engage may be fit with high muscle mass.

Implications for Research/Practice
Users of Withings Smart Scale devices are not representative of the general population. Any inferences about the general population should be corrected for at least age and gender by regression analysis or reweighting. In addition, even after correction for age and gender, BMI measures differ between the smart scales and the general population. Because this difference is in the opposite direction for men and women, there may be complementary reasons for engagement with smart scales between the genders. Further qualitative research into these drivers may allow for transfer across the genders and improve uptake of such devices.

Connected health technologies incorporating self-weighing can provide richer data than those from infrequent contact with health professionals. In particular, much higher longitudinal resolution of BMI can be captured for individuals and populations. However, these data are complex: the relation between the frequency of self-weighing and the underlying level and change in the weight itself needs careful consideration. Usefully, self-weighing is associated with better weight control; however, more research is needed to examine potential mediators and confounders of this relationship.

As personal health records start to gather data from a wider ecosystem of frequent measurement, the links between health observations and behaviors will become more tightly coupled. For example, physical activity monitoring from smart watches linked to weight measures from smart scales brings together information on weight control interventions and outcomes in a potentially persuasive ensemble. The statistical challenges of harnessing linked observation, intervention, and outcome processes should not be underestimated.

Connected health ecosystems are being driven by the consumer health/wellness market, but they also have the potential to support clinical interventions and research [24,25]. At present, such technologies are not ubiquitous; therefore, the selection biases due to the characteristics of those who opt to buy and use them must be considered.

The use of connected health technologies is a promising area for clinical research and practice as well as consumer health markets. Their real potential may be realized through their linkage with each other and with more conventional sources such as electronic health records.

Conclusion
In this paper, we have demonstrated that current engagement with smart scale technology involves a selected population. Therefore, use of the associated data needs to correct for this selection. We have also demonstrated an opposing selection effect between men and women, with male users being heavier than average and female users being lighter, as well as a positive feedback loop with more frequent weighings following greater weight loss. The drivers behind these findings need to be explored in more detail to understand how engagement with smart scale technology drives, and is driven by, healthy behavior.
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Abstract

Background: Growing evidence attests to the efficacy of e-mental health services. There is less evidence on how to facilitate the safe, effective, and sustainable implementation of these services.

Objective: We conducted a systematic review on e-mental health service use for depressive and anxiety disorders to inform policy development and identify policy-relevant gaps in the evidence base.

Methods: Following the PRISMA protocol, we identified research (1) conducted in Australia, (2) on e-mental health services, (3) for depressive or anxiety disorders, and (4) on e-mental health usage, such as barriers and facilitators to use. Databases searched included Cochrane, PubMed, PsycINFO, CINAHL, Embase, ProQuest Social Science, and Google Scholar. Sources were assessed according to area and level of policy relevance.

Results: The search yielded 1081 studies; 30 studies were included for analysis. Most reported on self-selected samples and samples of online help-seekers. Studies indicate that e-mental health services are predominantly used by females, and those who are more educated and socioeconomically advantaged. Ethnicity was infrequently reported on. Studies examining consumer preferences found a preference for face-to-face therapy over e-therapies, but not an aversion to e-therapy. Content relevant to governance was predominantly related to the organizational dimensions of e-mental health services, followed by implications for community education. Financing and payment for e-services and governance of the information communication technology were least commonly discussed.

Conclusions: Little research focuses explicitly on policy development and implementation planning; most research provides an e-services perspective. Research is needed to provide community and policy-maker perspectives. General population studies of prospective treatment seekers that include ethnicity and socioeconomic status and quantify relative preferences for all treatment modalities are necessary.

(J Med Internet Res 2016;18(1):e10) doi:10.2196/jmir.4827
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**Introduction**

Growing evidence attests to the efficacy of Internet-assisted therapeutic tools, particularly in the treatment of common mental disorders such as mild to moderate depressive and anxiety disorders [1]. Prominent mental health researchers and advocates are optimistic about the potential for e-mental health care to enhance accessibility and increase cost efficiency of services, promote consumer empowerment, and overcome geographic obstacles to service utilization [2-6]. They have called on government to support and promote the development and implementation of these tools [7,8]. Recent translational research has detailed the organizational infrastructure that exists in Australia and called for further translational research focused on closing the evidence-practice gap, ensuring the viability of e-services through financing and enhancing the reach of, and adherence to, e-therapies especially through health promotion [7,9].

Realizing the potential of these technologies, however, will require that these treatments are embedded within the existing health system as part of a continuum of mental health care and alongside other modalities such as face-to-face psychological treatment and pharmacotherapies.

While meta-analyses show that Internet-based and Internet-assisted therapies are effective and have an important role in the Australian health system, evidence that these interventions can work under experimental conditions is not sufficient to show that an intervention should be upscaled and implemented from economic, social, and ethical perspectives [10,11]. Nor does it precisely describe how these services will operate within a health system [12-14]. More to the point, evidence on what works in achieving positive treatment outcomes in controlled trials does not necessarily provide information about how health policy makers and health professionals might act to implement these new technologies at scale using conventional policy mechanisms and changing established clinical practices [13].

We can think about the informational requirements for introducing a new technology into the health care system in terms of a hierarchy of policy-relevant information (see Figure 1). This is a hierarchy based on information type rather than methodological rigor. Under this view, efficacy and effectiveness studies—randomized controlled trials, systematic reviews, and meta-analyses—which constitute the pinnacle of a hierarchy of evidence types within the biomedical sciences, form the bedrock for subsequent investigations of the cost-effectiveness, acceptability, and logistics of implementing efficacious technologies. The hierarchy of policy relevance is not immutable, and stages of development are interrelated to some degree. For example, the acceptability of technologies can be optimized through incorporating user preferences into the development of technologies as well as through promotion of fully developed ones.

These informational requirements apply, in different ways, to multiple domains: clinical settings, research settings, communities, and within government. Achieving successful implementation depends on harmonizing interacting processes that are initiated in each domain. Thus, a pluralist approach needs to be taken as to what constitutes relevant and useful information to facilitate implementation in different contexts. Clinician, research, community, and policy-maker perspectives all need to be carefully enumerated to ascertain how particular issues are framed, identify mechanisms for action, and describe the scope and limits of what can feasibly and ethically be changed in, and through, each domain in order to facilitate uptake.

The objective of this systematic review was to take stock of what is currently known about the utilization of e-mental health, interpreted from a policy-making perspective on implementation. Our aims were to (1) identify current knowledge about e-mental health service utilization in Australia for depressive and anxiety disorders, (2) synthesize evidence relevant to e-mental health policy development, and (3) identify future directions for policy-focused research.

---

**Figure 1.** Hierarchy of policy-relevant information.
Methods

This systematic review employed an a priori protocol based on the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses Protocol (PRISMA-P) 2015 guidelines [15]. The research questions and inclusion criteria were established before the review started through meetings, written proposals, and discussions between the authors. CM and JL were responsible for identifying and reviewing literature. Disagreements in screening and data extraction were resolved through consensus meetings between CM and JL. Data were stored in Endnote and Excel. Sources were appraised according to their study design, using standard quality criteria. Data were synthesized by area and level of policy relevance. We report the results in accordance with the PRISMA statement [16].

Eligibility Criteria

The research question and eligibility criteria were formulated based on a PICO model (Population, Intervention or factors, Comparison, and Outcome). The population of interest was Australia. Literature from New Zealand, United Kingdom, Norway, Sweden, Finland, and Canada were included in the initial search in case an insufficient number of studies were found in Australia. However, sufficient Australian studies were found, and thus international studies were excluded at the screening stage. Our outcome of interest was the use of e-mental health services for depressive (affective) disorders or anxiety disorders (International Classification of Diseases, 10th revision, codes F30 to F44). E-mental health is a relatively new and rapidly evolving field. Thus, only published literature and gray literature from 2005 were included.

Search and Study Selection

The search was conducted during February 2015. A research librarian was consulted regarding the search strategy. Limits used were English language, human subjects, and dates from 2005-2015. Gray literature and peer-reviewed publications were included in our search. Databases searched included Cochrane, PubMed, PsycINFO, CINAHL, Embase, ProQuest Social Science, and Google Scholar. We reviewed the references in the final included studies to find additional research studies, as part of our supplementary search.

Search terms used were MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) for Cochrane and PubMed, Thesaurus of Psychological Index Terms for PsycINFO, CINAHL headings for CINAHL, EMTREE for Embase, ProQuest Social Science, and Google Scholar. For each of these databases, the general search strategy took the following form:

(((health & (affective disorder OR anxiety disorder)) OR e-mental health) & (<list of factors associated with use, eg service use OR barriers OR attitude OR socio-economic OR preference>)). Using PubMed as an example, the search strategy was (((Telemedicine) OR Therapy, Computer-Assisted)) AND (((mental health) OR mood disorders) OR depression) OR anxiety disorders) OR anxiety) OR psychotherapy) OR mental health service) OR community mental health services)) AND (((((Australia) OR New Zealand) OR United Kingdom) OR UK) OR Norway) OR Sweden) OR Finland) OR Canada)) AND (((((((((((Epidemiological factors) OR Health services accessibility) OR Health care disparities) OR Attitude to health) OR Health services research) OR Socioeconomic Factors) OR Demography) OR Social determinants of health) OR Health literacy) OR Patient satisfaction)) OR (Prefer* OR Challenge* OR Barrier* OR Facilitat*))

From the search, all studies were compiled and duplicates were removed. The titles and abstracts of the studies were screened to remove irrelevant studies. The full texts of the studies were then screened by JL and CM on the eligibility criteria for inclusion in the systematic review.

Data Extraction

Data extraction was conducted by JL and CM who compared the extracted data to ensure consistency in data collection methods. Study characteristics extracted included the study aims and information on the sample. The factors of interest included any variables that could be a facilitator or barrier for e-mental health service usage for help-seekers, for example, knowledge and attitudes, sociodemographic, psychological, technological, and environmental factors. We were also interested in institutional and organizational factors that might facilitate or impede the use of e-mental health via service provision. Finally, we were interested in assessing the character of studies conducted in this area, including study design and methods of analysis.

Quality and Bias Assessment

This review differs from the usual aims of systematic reviews in the biomedical sciences in that we wished to analyze past studies in terms of how they might be used to inform government policy. Thus, while we appraised study quality, policy relevance was our key concern. In line with standard protocols, we undertook a quality assessment based on the levels of evidence of the National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) Evidence Hierarchy [17]. Level I evidence included systematic reviews. There was no existing Level I evidence on this topic (ie, on e-mental health service use as opposed to systematic reviews on efficacy of e-therapies, of which there are several [1,18,19]). Level II evidence included randomized controlled trials, observational studies, or case-control studies. Level III evidence included qualitative interviews or focus groups, and Level IV included commentaries and expert opinions. Category IV articles were excluded from evaluation in our findings, as they did not present new empirical evidence. They were instead reviewed and referred to where relevant in our introduction and discussion.

The distinction between studies on samples based on service users and/or online help-seekers versus samples of prospective service users is an important consideration for this review and therefore the sample source was incorporated into the assessment criteria. Level of evidence ratings were labeled “EU” for studies on existing e-mental health service users and/or self-selected e-mental health help-seekers, “PU” for studies drawn from community/general population samples including prospective users, and “SP” for studies that sampled service providers.
Synthesis of Results
Data were synthesized for analysis according to their level of policy relevance and area of policy relevance. These categories are defined below.

Levels of Policy Relevance
We assessed papers on a 3-point scale (Low, Mod, High) of policy relevance. Our intention was to qualitatively score items against the hierarchy of policy-relevant evidence shown in Figure 1. Policy relevance="Low" were studies focused on showing that a treatment or intervention is clinically effective. Policy relevance="Mod" were studies that justified implementation of an intervention and defined the parameters for an intervention’s usefulness. These include cost-effectiveness and prioritization studies, as well as analyses of the ethical and social acceptability of the broad-scale implementation of a particular treatment. Acceptability, from a policy perspective, has a different meaning to the way it is commonly used in clinical trials—although there is overlap. In clinical trials, acceptability refers to elements such as satisfaction with treatment and treatment compliance. For the purposes of this review, acceptability refers to the “attractiveness” and appeal of an intervention among a significant sector of society. Acceptability includes both a disposition to use an intervention oneself and support for the idea of the intervention, for example, that key sectors of the public believe that e-mental health is a good idea and that it is appropriate for the government to deliver some mental health services in this way. Policy relevance="High" refers to studies that provide explicit, empirical, or analytical evidence to support particular approaches to facilitating and governing the delivery of e-mental health care.

Area of Policy Relevance
For each study, we identified how it contributed to an area of policy relevance. We labeled these Target Demographic (T), Facilitating Uptake (F), and Governing Mechanisms (G). These areas are not independent from one another, and each study could potentially contribute to more than one area of policy relevance.

Target Demographic (T) refers to findings relevant to understanding e-mental health service use among specific sectors of the population. To examine this aspect of the literature, we analyzed information about sample characteristics, study inclusion and exclusion criteria, means of sample recruitment, mental health disorder targeted, phase of intervention (prevention or treatment), and platform or mode of e-mental health service.

Facilitating Uptake (F) refers to findings that are useful in understanding what characteristics explain willingness to use e-mental health care and under what conditions e-mental health will be attractive to different groups of people. To examine this aspect of the literature, we extracted data on what outcomes, relevant to facilitating uptake, were measured and reported, including individual level facilitators and barriers of use.

Governing Mechanisms (G) refers to findings that provide information on governance arrangements and policy settings needed to facilitate the establishment of e-mental health services within the health care system. We provided details about the policy implications of papers, classified according to a typology of policy mechanisms relevant to health governance: Organization, Regulation, Community Education, Finance, and Payment [20]. We added Information Communication Technology as a category, as this is a rapidly evolving area of health policy that may or may not be adequately encompassed by existing typologies for classifying policy mechanisms.

Results
Study Selection
As shown in Figure 2, the database search yielded 1081 records, comprising 17% from Cochrane, 38% from PubMed, 7% from PsycINFO, 4% from CINAHL, 25% from Embase, and 9% from ProQuest Social Science. The supplementary search yielded an additional 20 records for consideration of which four were included in full-text screening. After duplicates were removed, 1035 records went through the title screening stage to exclude studies that were not on e-mental health (eg, studies on stroke, dementia, chronic pain, or weight management), from which 784 records were excluded, leaving 251 records for abstract screening. From screening the abstracts, 159 records were excluded, which left 92 records for full-text assessment for eligibility. A further 62 records were excluded due to the following reasons: not Australia-focused (12/62, 19%), not e-mental health for consumers (14/62, 23%), not for anxiety or depressive disorders (3/62, 5%), and not on e-mental health usage (33/62, 53%). A list of the excluded studies along with the reasons for exclusion is presented in Multimedia Appendix 1. A total of 30 studies were included in the analysis.
Study Characteristics

Our findings show that the majority of research to date has been conducted on clinical and self-selected online help-seeking populations (see Table 1 [21-50]). From the included studies, 63% (19/30) of studies were conducted on existing or recruited e-mental health users and participants (EU), 30% (9/30) were conducted on general populations or prospective users (PU), and 10% (3/30) of studies were conducted on service providers (SP). Most empirical research (24/30, 80%) has been undertaken by the developers of the interventions being discussed. Our key focus was to draw together literature on e-mental health service use, including facilitators and barriers; however, only 60% (18/30) of the studies included e-mental health utilization as a research question. Of the included studies, 93% (28/30) were trials and online surveys (level II evidence) and the other two were qualitative interview studies (level III evidence). Sample sizes varied markedly across studies, with sample sizes ranging from 10 to 110,825. Fewer than half (13/30, 43%) of the studies were given a policy relevance rating of Low; 47% (14/30) had a rating of Mod. A small minority of studies (3/30, 10%) provided empirical evidence focused on implementation, that is, had a policy relevance rating of High. In terms of area of policy relevance, we classified 97% (29/30) of studies as relevant to understanding e-mental health Target Demographic (T), 57% (17/30) as relevant to Facilitating Uptake (F), and 77% (23/30) as relevant to Governing Mechanisms (G) of e-mental health within the health system.
Table 1. Study characteristics (N=30).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Study aims (Aims type, Level of evidence – Sample type)</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Policy relevance: levelb; areaa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anderson et al, 2012 [21]</td>
<td>Examine the quality of the working alliance in online cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) for anxiety disorders in youth and the role of working alliance and compliance in predicting treatment outcome (B, II-EU)</td>
<td>132 children and adolescents, and their parents</td>
<td>Low; T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bennett et al, 2010 [22]</td>
<td>Describe ehub and populations for whom it may be suited (B, II-EU)</td>
<td>110,825 website visitors to e-mental health site</td>
<td>Mod; TG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradford, Rickwood, 2014 [23]</td>
<td>Determine whether adolescents prefer online over more traditional types of mental health service delivery, what their help-seeking intentions are for a commonly experienced mood disorder and the factors that affect these intentions (A, II-PU)</td>
<td>231 school students</td>
<td>Mod; TFG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey et al, 2013 [24]</td>
<td>Assess the impact of providing e-mental health information on attitudes toward e-mental health services (A, II-PU)</td>
<td>217 general convenience sample</td>
<td>High; FG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christensen et al, 2006 [25]</td>
<td>Examine predictors of depression and anxiety scores on the MoodGYM website as a function of user characteristics, and to compare the compliance rates of the original site with the new public version of the site (B, II-EU)</td>
<td>58,398 public registrants to the MoodGYM site</td>
<td>Low; T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crisp, Griffiths, 2014 [26]</td>
<td>Examine the characteristics associated with interests and preferences in using online mental health interventions (A, II-PU)</td>
<td>4761 Well-Being Project participants</td>
<td>Mod; TFG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dear et al, 2013 [27]</td>
<td>Evaluate the efficacy, acceptability, and feasibility of a brief iCBT program, Managing Your Mood Program, to treat depression among older adults aged 60 years and older (A, II-EU)</td>
<td>20 older adults</td>
<td>Low; TFG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dear et al, 2015 [28]</td>
<td>Examine acceptability, efficacy, and health economic impact of two self-guided iCBT programs for adults over 60 years of age with anxiety and depression (A, II-EU)</td>
<td>47 older adults</td>
<td>Mod; TFG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dingwall et al, 2015 [29]</td>
<td>Examine the acceptability, feasibility, and appropriateness of e-mental health resource app for use by service providers with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities (A, III-SP)</td>
<td>15 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander service providers</td>
<td>Mod; TFG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donker et al, 2013 [30]</td>
<td>Predict treatment outcomes of new e-couch Internet-delivered Interpersonal Psychotherapy (iIPT) and CBT against MoodGYM CBT (B, II-EU)</td>
<td>1843 spontaneous website visitors</td>
<td>Low; T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellis et al, 2012 [31]</td>
<td>Explore young people’s attitudes and behaviors in relation to mental health and technology use (A, II-PU)</td>
<td>1038 young people</td>
<td>Mod; TFG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellis et al, 2013 [32]</td>
<td>Explore young men’s knowledge, attitudes, and behavior towards mental health and technology use (A, II-PU)</td>
<td>486 young men from online surveys and 118 from focus groups</td>
<td>Mod; TFG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gun, Titov, Andrews, 2011 [33]</td>
<td>Explore levels of acceptability of Internet-based treatment programs for anxiety and depression (A, II-EU &amp; SP)</td>
<td>1543 health professionals and lay people</td>
<td>High; TFG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnston et al, 2014 [34]</td>
<td>Explore the efficacy and acceptability of iCBT for young adults with anxiety and depression (A, II-EU)</td>
<td>18 young adults</td>
<td>Low; TFG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keane et al, 2013 [35]</td>
<td>Examine the use of the Internet to access mental health information by demographic characteristics (A, II-PU)</td>
<td>2996 general population</td>
<td>High; TFG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkpatrick et al, 2013 [36]</td>
<td>Report acceptability, feasibility, and preliminary efficacy of established iCBT course (Well-being Course) being administered by nongovernmental organization for anxiety (A, II-EU)</td>
<td>10 adult callers or website visitors of Mental Health Australia</td>
<td>Mod; TFG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiropoulos et al, 2008 [37]</td>
<td>Compare the effectiveness of iCBT versus face-to-face CBT for panic disorder and agoraphobia (B, II-EU)</td>
<td>86 people with panic disorder</td>
<td>Low; T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klein et al, 2011 [38]</td>
<td>Evaluate the Anxiety Online programs (B, II-EU)</td>
<td>225 people self-selected for e-therapy programs</td>
<td>Low; T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klein et al, 2010 [39]</td>
<td>Open trial to evaluate posttraumatic stress disorder online (B, II-EU)</td>
<td>22 adults with posttraumatic stress disorder</td>
<td>Low; T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klein, Richards, Austin, 2006 [40]</td>
<td>Compare the efficacy of Internet-based self-help and self-help manual for treating panic disorders (B, II-EU)</td>
<td>55 people with panic disorder</td>
<td>Low; T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Target Demographic

The 29 studies that provided information on target demographics provided variable detail on their study samples and the characteristics of e-mental health users (see Multimedia Appendix 2). As mentioned already, there was a bias towards online recruitment and self-selected e-mental health service users. Study samples tended to be biased towards females. Program development has targeted different age groups with tailored programs, and young people have received particular attention to date (6/29, 21%). Half of the studies (15/29, 52%) provided information about socioeconomic status (mostly employment status) of e-mental health care users. Where relevant information was provided, it appeared there was a bias towards middle- to high-income earners. Nearly half of studies (13/29, 45%) provided information about educational attainment and in these there was a bias towards more highly educated members of the public. Only 14% of studies (4/29) asked or provided information about ethnicity, directly or indirectly. Inclusion/exclusion criteria for studies requiring fluency in written English, as well as technological requirements (eg, access to a computer, Internet, and printer), reinforce these biases. Only 14% of studies (4/29) cited statistics on the geographic location of participants (eg, urban versus rural), and few studies provided information on relationship status of participants.

### Facilitating Uptake

Synthesized results of the 17 studies that provided information on measurements related to facilitating uptake of e-mental health are presented in Table 2 [23,24,26-29,31-36,42,45,47,49,50] and Multimedia Appendix 3. As detailed earlier, the majority of research included in this review was designed to justify, or enhance, the efficacy and effectiveness of online interventions rather than to investigate the appeal of currently available online therapies as a possible course of treatment for prospective help-seekers (see Multimedia Appendix 3). Consequently, many of these studies were focused on enhancing uptake through program development rather than investigating how systems-wide implementation could be achieved via policy and planning. Having said this, satisfaction with treatment was linked to likelihood of recommending e-mental health to others in a number of studies [27,28,34,36,50].

#### Table 2: Features of Studies Investigating Barriers and Facilitators of e-mental Health Use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Study aims (Aims type, Level of evidence – Sample type)</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Policy relevance: levela; area?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Morgan, Jorm, Mackinnon, 2012 [41]</td>
<td>Test the effectiveness of an automated email-based campaign promoting self-help behaviors (B, II-EU)</td>
<td>1326 adults with depression</td>
<td>Low; TG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neil et al, 2009 [42]</td>
<td>Investigate adherence rates to a CBT website in adolescent samples from a school-based or community setting (A, II-EU)</td>
<td>1000 school-based and 7207 community-based adolescents</td>
<td>Mod; TFG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Keamney et al, 2009 [43]</td>
<td>Evaluate the benefits of MoodGYM compared to a usual high school curriculum (B, II-EU)</td>
<td>157 girls</td>
<td>Low; TG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pier et al, 2008 [44]</td>
<td>Evaluate the efficacy of an iCBT intervention (Panic Online) for the treatment of panic disorder (B, II-EU)</td>
<td>65 people with panic disorder</td>
<td>Low; TG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proudfoot et al, 2010 [45]</td>
<td>Explore community attitudes toward the appropriation of mobile phones for mental health monitoring and management (A, II-PU)</td>
<td>525 from online survey; 47 from focus groups; 20 interviews</td>
<td>Mod; TFG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robertson et al, 2006 [46]</td>
<td>Test the feasibility of implementing an e-mental health system for the treatment for depression (A, II-EU)</td>
<td>144 depressed adults</td>
<td>Low; TG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinclair et al, 2013 [47]</td>
<td>Understand rural clinicians’ attitudes towards the acceptability of online mental health resources as a treatment option in the rural context (A, III-SP)</td>
<td>21 rural clinicians</td>
<td>Mod; TFG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titov et al, 2010 [48]</td>
<td>Examine characteristics of adults with anxiety and depression treated at an Internet clinic with national survey data and outpatient clinic data (B, II-PU)</td>
<td>774 volunteers to an Internet Clinic, 454 patients in an anxiety disorders outpatient clinic, 627 National survey cases</td>
<td>Mod; TG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wootton et al, 2011 [49]</td>
<td>Establish the acceptability of iCBT treatments for adults with obsessive compulsive disorder (A, II-PU)</td>
<td>129 volunteers to an online survey, 135 in an anxiety disorders outpatient clinic, 297 National survey cases</td>
<td>Mod; TFG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zou et al, 2012 [50]</td>
<td>Perform feasibility study for iCBT for anxiety in older adults (A, II-EU)</td>
<td>22 older adults with anxiety</td>
<td>Mod; TFG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aStudy aims type: A=includes investigation of barriers and facilitators of e-mental health use as part of the research aim; B=provides information about e-mental health use, including barriers and facilitators, even though this was not part of the research aim. Study aims level of evidence: II=randomized controlled trials, observational studies, or case-control studies; III=case series, focus groups; EU=study of existing e-mental health service users or self-selected sample; PU=study was on prospective e-mental health users; SP=study of service providers.
bPolicy relevance level: Low=minimal policy relevance, Mod=some policy relevance, High=direct policy relevance/policy-focused.
cPolicy relevance area: T=Target Demographic, F=Facilitating Uptake, G=Governing Mechanisms.
diCBT=Internet-based cognitive behavioral therapy.
Table 2. Facilitators and barriers for e-mental health utilization (N=17).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>E-therapy utilization: Facilitators</th>
<th>E-therapy utilization: Barriers</th>
<th>Non-significant factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>Motivated to seek face-to-face help rather than receive no help</td>
<td>Not preferring online treatment</td>
<td>Self-reliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Males who would have otherwise chosen no help</td>
<td>Lower mental health literacy</td>
<td>Stigma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Higher mental health literacy</td>
<td>Viewing e-therapy as impersonal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anonymity of the Internet</td>
<td>Lack of trust</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accessibility of information</td>
<td>Not knowing who you are talking to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Connecting with others who have been through the same thing</td>
<td>Lack of customized feedback</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[24]</td>
<td>Knowledge about e-mental health through provision of textual information</td>
<td>Lack of knowledge about e-mental health</td>
<td>Type of e-mental health service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Attitude that online programs without therapist assistance are not helpful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[26]</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Higher education</td>
<td>Low education</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not married</td>
<td>Young age</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>History of depression</td>
<td>Lack of interest</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Higher depressive symptoms</td>
<td>Stigma</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>More free time</td>
<td>Too busy</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Prefer to deal alone</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[27]</td>
<td>High adherence</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High satisfaction linked to likelihood of recommending to others</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[28]</td>
<td>High satisfaction linked to likelihood of recommending to others</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[29]</td>
<td>Attractive visual appeal</td>
<td>Technology issues</td>
<td>Individual mental health issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ease of use</td>
<td>Time constraints for service providers</td>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Culturally appropriate</td>
<td>Concern for job security</td>
<td>Sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enjoyable / fun</td>
<td>Translation into Indigenous languages</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Appropriate training for service providers</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[31]</td>
<td>Positive attitudes towards e-mental health in general</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Interactive games were not preferred</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[32]</td>
<td>Privacy and anonymity</td>
<td>Ideas about masculinity</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Preference for reliance on informal networks</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Preference for self-help</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Generalized scepticism of “interventions”</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>E-therapy utilization: Facilitators</td>
<td>E-therapy utilization: Barriers</td>
<td>Non-significant factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[33]</td>
<td>Low severity of mental health symptoms</td>
<td>Lack of information about effectiveness of e-mental health</td>
<td>The need for reliable Internet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of knowledge about treatments available</td>
<td>Lack of computer skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of established guidelines</td>
<td>IT support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unclear about legal issues involved or liabilities of recommending e-therapies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of training for health professionals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Preference for not seeking help at all over using e-mental health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of experience in using e-mental health treatments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[34]</td>
<td>Good adherence</td>
<td></td>
<td>Low acceptability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High satisfaction, linked to likelihood of recommending e-mental health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[35]</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Metropolitan versus rural location of residence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Younger age (15-54)</td>
<td>Older age</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low overall usage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[36]</td>
<td>High satisfaction</td>
<td>Therapist initial scepticism</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[42]</td>
<td>Monitored settings, such as school-based settings</td>
<td>Unmonitored-settings</td>
<td>History of depression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Living in rural areas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[45]</td>
<td>Symptoms of depression, anxiety, or stress were more likely to be interested in mobile mental health</td>
<td>Perceived as not helpful</td>
<td>Sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Speed and convenience</td>
<td>Negative attitudes towards technology</td>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ease of access</td>
<td>Privacy concerns</td>
<td>Employment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positive attitude towards self-help</td>
<td>Lack of Internet access on mobile phone</td>
<td>Marital status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>At least some access</td>
<td>Small screen of mobile phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less confronting than face-to-face-consultation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[47]</td>
<td>Usability, privacy</td>
<td>Inadequate (private) Internet access in some rural settings</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provides some services to rural areas where there is a lack of service</td>
<td>Reading difficulties among consumers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training for clinicians</td>
<td>Computer literacy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provision of informational materials for providers and consumers</td>
<td>Difficulty accessing training in the rural environment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ability for e-mental health to be integrated with existing care</td>
<td>Practitioner concerns about lack of feedback from clients, rumination or social isolation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Promotion of e-mental health as an effective treatment</td>
<td>Skepticism about the effectiveness of e-mental health treatments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of time to explore resources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Six of 30 studies (20%) sought to understand treatment preferences for online therapies compared to face-to-face psychological therapies, including “interest” or “willingness to try” online therapies [23,31-33,45,49]. We did not find studies that directly compared preferences for online therapies, face-to-face therapies, and pharmacotherapies. Two studies quantified relative preferences [23,33] and found a preference for face-to-face therapies over online therapies. In a sample of adults who visited a website for depressive and anxiety disorders, 63% of participants preferred face-to-face, compared to 7% who preferred e-mental health services [33]. Similarly, in a non-clinical sample of students in grades 10-12 recruited from schools, 58% preferred face-to-face, compared to 16% who preferred e-mental health services [23]. There was some indication that online therapies with practitioner support were preferred to online-only therapies [23,47]. The exception to this rule was that young men preferred informational websites to treatment-oriented websites [31].

Facilitators and barriers for e-mental health utilization are presented in Table 2. Stigma, broadly defined, was highlighted as both facilitating the use of e-therapies (including “embarrassment” of seeking face-to-face help), as a barrier to use, and as non-significant [23,26,49]. Mental health literacy was highlighted as a facilitator in one study [23], and awareness (or lack thereof) of e-mental health was identified as important in four studies [24,32,47,49]. Being a rural resident was identified as a facilitator [42], a barrier [47] and as non-significant [35]. Some perceived qualities of e-mental health care were both facilitators and barriers, depending on whether different individuals interpreted them positively or negatively. For example, some studies identified “anonymity” as a facilitator of e-mental health use [23,47,49], but anonymity was arguably also a barrier when e-mental health services were seen as depersonalized [23,45]. Assessments about using e-mental health care differed depending on different beliefs as to whether important requirements, such as the need for privacy, were met. For example, concerns with privacy could be a facilitator of use, if e-mental health care was perceived as private [47,49]. However, “concern with privacy” was also deemed a barrier to use [45], indicating that some people do not perceive e-mental health care as protecting privacy. A preference for “self-help” was also reported as being a barrier or facilitator to the use of e-mental health [23,36,32,49], depending on whether e-mental health was viewed as consistent with self-help or not. Both lower symptom severity [33] and higher symptom severity [26,45] have been identified as facilitators of use.

**Governing Mechanisms**

Over three-quarters (23/30, 77%) of studies examined factors from which we could draw inferences about policy mechanisms needed to establish e-mental health within the health system (see Table 3 [22-24,26-29,31-36,41-50]). However, none of these studies characterized the policy settings required to implement e-therapies. Nineteen of these studies (83%) provided insight into the organizational requirements for establishing e-mental health. These described settings in which e-mental health could justifiably be implemented, namely, schools, general practice, non-governmental mental health organization websites, and through direct-to-public online delivery. These studies also described configurations of e-mental health care delivery (eg, informational websites, peer support websites, Internet-only therapy or clinician-moderated e-mental health care) that may be best accepted by different sectors of the population. However, these studies did not provide details on the relative merits of implementation of different organizational types at scale, nor how implementation in different settings might occur.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Implications for governing mechanisms</th>
<th>Details related to governing mechanisms¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Justifies the provision of Internet-only therapy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>Organization, Community education</td>
<td>Quantifies preferences among young people for online help, face-to-face help, and tele-help. Identifies factors that may influence appeal of online help via health promotion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[26]</td>
<td>Finance/payment</td>
<td>The paper itself does not make the following argument; however, the paper identifies that financial incentives could nudge approximately 20% of participants to engage with e-mental health.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[27]</td>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Establishes feasibility and acceptability of iCBT for adults 60 years and over with depression.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[28]</td>
<td>Organization, Finance/payment</td>
<td>Establishes feasibility and acceptability of iCBT for adults over 60 years old with depression and anxiety. Quantifies economic health costs associated with participating in the programs at around $60 per person.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[29]</td>
<td>Organization, Community education, Information communication technology</td>
<td>Highlights the feasibility and acceptability of service providers in remote Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities using mobile apps to engage with consumers. Highlights the need for training and informational materials for service providers. Highlights infrastructural and technical barriers to information communication technology use in remote areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[31]</td>
<td>Organization, Community education</td>
<td>Showed that young people preferred websites with information or online clinics to websites with question and answer or interactive games.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[32]</td>
<td>Organization, Community education</td>
<td>Suggests tailoring online services (informational and treatment) to different tastes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[33]</td>
<td>Regulation, Organization, Community education, Information communication technology</td>
<td>Quantifies preferences for Internet treatment compared with face-to-face treatments. Identifies concerns with liability as an issue for health professionals recommending Internet-based treatments. Identifies health professionals’ and lay persons’ needs for more information about Internet-based treatments, including information about effectiveness. Identifies infrastructure and computer literacy as barriers to use among a minority of health professionals and lay people.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[34]</td>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Justifies feasibility of Internet-only therapy for young people.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[35]</td>
<td>Community education</td>
<td>Highlights (and quantifies) characteristics of potential user groups for e-mental health. Middle-aged rural females most disposed, older rural males least disposed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[36]</td>
<td>Organization, Community education</td>
<td>Justifies feasibility of delivering iCBT via not-for-profit organizations’ websites. Registered clinicians not necessary for delivery, can train other staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[41]</td>
<td>Community education</td>
<td>Internet-delivered self-help messages are a low-cost, automated, and easily disseminated prevention option.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[44]</td>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Justifies delivery of iCBT for panic disorder with either face-to-face support from general practitioner or email support from psychologist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[45]</td>
<td>Organization, Regulation, Information communication technology</td>
<td>Privacy and security are important to people using mobile health. Not suitable for those who dislike the use of technology. Highlights feasibility of mobile mental health.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[46]</td>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Justifies use of comprehensive eHealth system for management of depression, including adherence to medication (including consultations, monitoring, psychoeducation, and therapy).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ten studies (10/23, 43%) provided insights on community education. One study investigated the usefulness of different modes of delivery of information (eg, by text or by film) about e-mental health care and found that providing text-based information increased likelihood to use e-mental health services in the future [24]. Studies that included information about service providers’ views highlighted the need for informational materials and training about e-mental health, including evidence about its efficacy and also the need to distribute information about liability.

Two studies provided some information relevant to financing and payment [26,28]. One study provided an estimate of total health care costs associated with using Internet-based cognitive behavioral therapy (iCBT), showing that iCBT use was associated with marginally higher health care costs [28]. The other identified that participants’ willingness to complete iCBT interventions might be enhanced by appropriate financial incentives (ie, nudges) [26].

Two studies addressed regulatory issues. These included participants’ concerns about privacy and anonymity [45], which has relevance to data collection, storage, and security, and health care professionals’ concerns about legal liability [33] for recommending and using Internet-based treatments. Finally, three studies highlighted infrastructure and technical issues [29,33,45] associated with deploying mobile-health technologies, including in remote or Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities [29,33]. Computer literacy was seen as a minor issue [33].

Discussion

Principal Findings

Meta-analyses show that Internet-based and Internet-assisted therapies are an effective means of treating many individuals with depressive and anxiety disorders, and that those who use these therapies tend to be satisfied with them [1]. While these results show that e-mental health has a potentially important role in the Australian health system, the evidence base does not adequately define the population for whom e-mental health care is, and could be, most suitable. It does not accurately benchmark current use or provide indications of likely future levels of e-service use compared to other treatments. It also does not present sufficient information to inform policies that could facilitate its broad-scale adoption. These findings corroborate a recent review and NHMRC Case for Action [7,9], a review that found no policy-focused research has been undertaken on e-mental health [19] and calls for further translational research in this area [51].

Current knowledge on determinants of e-mental health service use presents a program development perspective on e-mental health establishment. The primary focus of proposed translational activities has been on closing the evidence-practice gap, ensuring the viability of e-services through financing, and enhancing the reach of, and adherence to, e-services including through promotion [9]. These are important and necessary translational activities. However, facilitating the establishment of e-mental health care within the Australian health system requires additional translational research to provide, what we term, a “policy-making” perspective. Distinctively from translational research activities focused on consolidating and expanding e-services within the Australian health system [9], a policy-making perspective approaches the question of implementing e-mental health, exogenously, based on two primary considerations: (1) the kinds of mechanisms available to government to facilitate implementation and (2) the imperative to fit e-mental health care within a population-based, stepped-care model that includes a range of treatment types for depressive and anxiety disorders and incorporates contingency planning.

The studies we reviewed were mostly clinical trials conducted with self-selected e-therapy users. Information about culture/ethnicity and socioeconomic status are infrequently reported. Based on the studies we reviewed, there seems to be a sex bias, with females more likely to use e-mental health care than males. These patterns of use probably reflect patterns of utilization in face-to-face treatment seeking [52]. Highlighting these biases does not undermine the value of e-services but is important to ensuring that integrating e-services into the mental health system works to overcome inequalities, rather than exacerbate them. How best to respond to these biases is unclear, as three courses of action are possible: (1) invest in promoting existing e-services to under-using demographics, (2) design new services tailored for these populations, and (3) invest in funding alternative treatment modalities that may be more attractive to groups who underutilize e-services. Further policy-focused research on non-use of e-mental health care is important to informing appropriate future courses of action with respect to these biases.

Different studies investigated and reported different possible facilitators and barriers to use and the concepts investigated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Implications for governing mechanisms</th>
<th>Details related to governing mechanisms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[47]</td>
<td>Organization, Community education</td>
<td>Overall, rural clinicians supported implementation of Internet-assisted therapies, as an adjunct to face-to-face consultations. Highlights need for informational materials for rural clinicians and consumers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[48]</td>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Justifies iCBT for anxiety and depressive disorders for the wider population.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[50]</td>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Justifies feasibility of iCBT for older adults with anxiety.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

iCBT=Internet-based cognitive behavioral therapy.
proved to be fairly slippery. Factors that may facilitate or impede use operate at different scales and levels and can be viewed differently from different perspectives. In other words, constructs can be worded as both facilitators and barriers while reflecting a similar process. Additionally, there was evident symmetry as to what is a facilitator or barrier. For example, different beliefs about whether or not online therapies are private as well as whether or not anonymity is an appealing or undesirable quality in a treatment, highlights the importance of different interpretations as well as preferences. While lack of consistency in the definition of constructs across studies likely contributes to a lack of unequivocally identifiable facilitators or barriers, we think that further diverse examination of facilitators and barriers is needed before any calls for standardization of constructs is warranted. More pressing is the need to examine different interpretations of online health interventions to inform the detail (wording) of community education campaigns.

Future Research Directions

Policy-focused research is required to (1) prioritize ongoing research and development of e-services that will ensure adequate coverage of mental health care for prospective e-help-seekers, (2) provide accurate estimates of current e-mental health usage and identify realistic future targets for e-service use, relative to other service and treatment types, (3) elucidate the factors underlying preferences for and against therapies, particularly to inform promotional materials that resonate with different perceptions and values of self-help, privacy, and anonymity, and (4) inform the establishment of appropriate governing mechanisms for e-services, giving highest priority to privacy and data security, liability, and modes of financing and payment [9].

Conducting this research independently of e-mental health program development will allow for resourcing across research and development and service delivery to be informed by a critical appraisal that includes contingency planning. Research focused on increasing adoption and adherence is focused on engaging with consumer preferences as well [9]. However, from a policy-making perspective, understanding preferences, and how malleable these might be, has a slightly different function insofar as it can inform decisions about how to allocate funds to different activities along the translational spectrum from program development to promotion. Understanding preferences is also important in deciding how to allocate resources to other treatment modalities and institutions that address the downstream impacts for those who, for whatever reason, remain untreated.

Methodologically speaking, in addition to translational research identified elsewhere [9], we recommend:

1. Further reviews of eHealth policy from Australia and internationally to inform policies on privacy, data security, liability, and modes of financing and payment for services. These reviews should draw on academic and gray literature across a range of eHealth and telehealth areas, with the aim of identifying suitable regulatory mechanisms for governing e-mental health. Literature reviews can be enhanced through stakeholder interviews with Australian e-service developers and providers as well as policy makers.

2. Qualitative interview studies of current users and non-users of e-mental health services, including semi-structured interviews and think-aloud exercises, should be conducted to inform the details of promotional materials that will resonate with disparate perceptions of e-mental health services with respect to issues of stigma, privacy, anonymity, and self-help.

3. Surveys using discrete choice experiment methodologies are important for accurately characterizing preferences for e-mental health care, face-to-face therapies, and prescription medications. Prescription medications, in particular, are the “elephant in the room” of e-mental health studies; including this treatment in comparisons is important given the biases evident in e-mental health care use and in understanding the scope and limits of e-mental health care for those who are not fluent in English or have low literacy or comprehension. A course of prescription medications has minimum language or comprehension requirements.

Limitations

We elected to focus on Australian research because policy development is importantly context-specific [14]. Nonetheless, our conceptual framework and methodological approach for this study and the implications drawn for future research all have international relevance. The inferences made under the theme “Target Demographic” must be understood in relation to our search criteria, which focused on factors influencing service use and thus did not include feasibility or effectiveness studies for programs targeting different cultural groups that did not provide data on service use factors [53-55]. Policy studies and economics research relevant to the topic may have been excluded because they are not found in medical databases searched. Our capacity to undertake truly multidisciplinary systematic reviews may have been limited by differences in the meanings of words in medical research versus political and social sciences, the specificities of MeSH terms, and other conventions for identifying search terms, and the different framings and focus of research in different disciplines. However, we attempted to overcome this limitation by searching databases such as ProQuest Social Science and search engines like Google Scholar. In addition, our search was conducted using a combination of headings as well as keywords and synonyms across the different disciplines. Our findings corroborate other reviews that point to a lack of translational research in this area. Therefore, we are reasonably confident about our results.

Our classification scheme for policy-relevant research does not acknowledge the “behind-the-scenes” development of implementation-focused thinking that can inform research design and questions nor policy advocacy work that addresses implementation issues. Finally, our review excluded general e-mental health studies (eg. [56]) that focused on service use types but did not investigate disorder type specifically, as the scope of our review included only depressive and anxiety disorders. We do not think such omissions invalidate our conclusions.
Conclusion
Successfully establishing e-mental health care within the health system will depend on the skillful coordination of activities within clinical, community, research and development, and policy-making realms. This, in turn, will depend on appropriate translational research being conducted that is relevant to each of these domains. This review provides a rationale and framework for undertaking dedicated policy-focused research on e-mental health in the future.
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